Once again, to Andrea and Alexander. Life continues, and so the conversations.

And to Reynolds Smith, for twenty years of conversation and the more than a decade of working on Latin America Otherwise.
Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations is a critical series. It aims to explore the emergence and consequences of concepts used to define "Latin America" while at the same time exploring the broad interplay of political, economic, and cultural practices that have shaped Latin American worlds. Latin America, at the crossroads of competing imperial designs and local responses, has been construed as a geo-cultural and geopolitical entity since the nineteenth century. This series provides a starting point to redefine Latin America as a configuration of political, linguistic, cultural, and economic intersections that demands a continuous reappraisal of the role of the Americas in history, and of the ongoing process of globalization and the relocation of people and cultures that have characterized Latin America's experience.

Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations is a forum that confronts established geo-cultural constructions, rethinks area studies and disciplinary boundaries, assesses convictions of the academy and of public policy, and correspondingly demands that the practices through which we produce knowledge and understanding about and from Latin America be subject to rigorous and critical scrutiny.

In this pathbreaking work, Walter D. Mignolo further pierces the surface episteme of rationality marking Western modernity to reveal its terrible and hidden underside. Western modernity, he shows convincingly, is inseparable from the logic of coloniality: modernity's elaborate façade of "civilizing" and "civilization" covers
its necessary foundation in the terror-logic of imperial rule. Not only a critique of dominant Western paradigms of knowledge, but of so-called critical studies, Mignolo’s volume exposes the pervasiveness of Western epistemic “rationalities” along with their self-congratulatory sentiments. But The Darker Side of Western Modernity goes beyond revealing the limitations of Western epistemic rationality and its geopolitical genesis. Mignolo’s extraordinary contribution is to present and strategize a “decolonial” epistemology or ways of being in the world—a route to agency through decolonial thinking and decolonial transformative being. This is thinking “otherwise.”

What actual significance do you think there is in discussing the question of modernity? Discussing the significance of the question of modernity involves many dimensions. These include, for instance, the relation between contemporary nationalism and modernity, the question of globalization, consumerism, the theory of modernization, and West-centrism. If we are talking about the direct significance of this question, however, then I think that the critique of developmentalism is a very important aspect. The reconsideration of developmentalism is a very important aspect. The reconsideration of developmentalism is specially urgent today. I am not an expert on this matter but I am still willing to go over a cursory discussion of these perspectives.  


The structure of the argument and therefore of the book is built on the premises that currently there are three types of critique to modernity. One type is internal to the history of Europe itself and in that sense these premises are a Eurocentered critique of modernity (for example, psychoanalysis, Marxism, poststructuralism, postmodernity), and the other two types emerged from non-European histories entangled with Western modernity. One of them focuses on the idea of Western civilization (for example, de-westernization, Occidentosis), and the other on coloniality (such as postcoloniality, decoloniality). The three types of critiques are analyzed in relation to their point of origination and their routes of dispersion. Postmodernity originated in Europe but dispersed around the world. Decoloniality originated among Third World...
countries after the Bandung Conference in 1955, and also dispersed all over the world. Dewesternization originated in East Asia, but the dewesternizing argument can be found in other parts of the world.

The unfolding of the book's argument is not linear but spiral, a mode of exposition that I have already practiced in two previous books (The Darker Side of the Renaissance and Local Histories/Global Designs), both of which form a trilogy with this one. As in jazz, I have a leitmotif and several formulaic sentences that the reader will encounter once and again in the preface and introduction, and which will reappear in each chapter and the afterword. Leitmotif and formulaic sentences are not "facts" or "principles" that once announced need not reappear. They have to reemerge, not only to illuminate the topic of a given chapter but also to be empowered by the issues, topics, and problems examined in each chapter.

The initial idea of the book, which dates back to around 2002, was to show that the belief in one sustainable system of knowledge, cast first in theological terms and later on in secular philosophy and sciences (human and natural sciences; nomothetic and ideographic sciences, as Wilhem Dilthey distinguished the "science of the spirit" from the hard sciences), is pernicious to the well-being of the human species and to the life of the planet. Such a system of knowledge, referred to here as the "Western code," serves not all humanity, but only a small portion of it that benefits from the belief that in terms of epistemology there is only one game in town. The "code" has been preserved in the security box since the Renaissance. Diverse knowledge has been generated from that secret code in six European modern or imperial languages: Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, and English. One may discern a hierarchy within modern European languages when it comes to epistemology. Certainly, theology was grounded in Latin and translated to vernaculars, while romance languages enjoyed a certain respectability in terms of knowledge making. However, after the Enlightenment, French was the romance language that led the second modernity, while German, and more recently English, have come to be the language that preserves and hides the code.

One last observation: in the epigraph above, Wang Hui connects modernity with development. One will not find such a connection among the thousands of pages written and published in Europe and the U.S. about modernity. In the same vein the question about modernity and the geopolitics of knowledge is not being asked. In sum, when I say that decoloniality and postcoloniality did not originate in Europe but in the Third World, I am reminded that Aimé Césaire and Frantz Fanon, for instance, were in France where they wrote their influential books. Fanon actually was in Algeria when he wrote The Wretched of the Earth (1961). The point, however, is not where you reside but where you dwell. Césaire and Fanon, both Martinican, dwelled in the history of the Middle Passage, of the plantations, of slavery and of the runaway slaves. Furthermore, the spirit of the Bandung Conference showed that there is a horizon to explore beyond capitalism and communism: decolonization. Decolonization is the horizon of thinking and being that originated as response to the capitalist and communist imperial designs.

On the Historical Foundation of Western Civilization, Modernity, and the Economy of Accumulation

There is a story behind the process of compiling material for and writing this book. The first version of this manuscript was delivered to Duke University Press in May 2006. Revision, after the outside evaluations came in, began sometime in the spring of 2007, a time which also marked the beginning of the massive Wall Street—self-inflicted destructions that, more than 9/11, generated a global Pachacuti, a turnaround, and a point of no return: the five-century cycle of Western civilization—its foundation, hegemony, and dominance—came to an end. Global futures are already being built by the emerging political society (of which I will say more in chapter 1), while the G7 to G20 are too busy to prevent the present collapse, the consequences of 500 years of Western hegemony and dominance. However, processes of decoloniality breaking the Western code are already underway building global futures where the communal should obtain over the liberal commonwealth, the neo-liberal elite wealth, the Marxist commons, and the Christian afterworld. This book is intended as a contribution to thinking and building such global futures.

"Western modernity" has been an addition and also an enormous contribution to the many histories of cultures and civilizations that have appeared since Homo erectus began to walk around the planet, to use his or her
hands, and to think while doing. But it by no means should be taken as the point of arrival of human existence on the planet. The history of Western civilization was conceived in the period between the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, and this conception continued and was reinforced in the Enlightenment era. It was during the Renaissance that the invention of the Middle Ages and the invention of America appropriated the idea of history, colonized time, and space and located Europe as the point of reference of global history (see chapter 4). The fact that Western civilization was the most recent civilization in human history doesn't mean that it was the best, that the rest of the world should follow suit. However, the idea that European modernity was the point of arrival of human history and the model for the entire planet came to be taken for granted. The darker side of modernity materialized in this belief. I explain it as "the logic of coloniality" (see chapter 1, "The Roads to the Future: Rewesterniation, Dewesternization, and Decoloniality").

The distinction between "les anciens et les moderns" was in retrospect the time-pillar in building the idea of modernity and of Western civilization. The distinction between "the civilized and barbarians" was the space-pillar. However, in the process, the architects of Western civilization capitalized on many previous achievements and in five hundred years achieved a grandeur equal to great civilizations like Ancient China and Ancient Egypt; like Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome; like the civilization east of Greece that is today incorrectly referred to as the "Persian Empire" (the ruler was designated shah, not emperor); like the Incas and the Aztecs. It doesn't, of course, make sense to be "against European modernity." However, while European modernity should be admired for its many virtues, its imperial bent to "save the world" by making of the world an extended Euro-America is unacceptable. The problems of the present and of the future will be played out between a successful European-American modernity that is taken as a commonality of the global economy and by disputes for the control of other domains of what I describe as the "colonial matrix of power" (see introduction). In the disputes for the control of knowledge, of authority, of the economy of the norms regulating gender and sexuality, and the assumptions regulating racial classification of people and of regions, there are several options (that in this argument I define as "epistemic and political projects"), and each option has several avenues—all outlined in chapter 1. Such an outline of options and avenues is helpful for clarifying what the decolonial option offers and what is necessary for distinguishing the polycentric world order in the making from the pluriversal world orders to which trajectories of the decolonial option aspire. The decolonial option, in the singular, as in many other cases a sphere of believers and actions that orient our thinking (such as for instance the Christian option, liberal option, the Marxist option, the Islamic option, the feminist option, etc.), means that, while simultaneously none of these options are uniform and homogenous, they are diverse and polemical between themselves. There are many options within Christianity. That one person could somehow be liberal and Christian means only that he or she can be both and not that liberalism and Christianity are one and the same. By the same token, no one at present is likely to confuse the Islamic with the Christian or Marxist options (although one can surmise that alliances working toward an ethical and just world should be welcome).

I argue that one of the defining features of decolonial options is the analytic of the construction, transformation, and sustenance of racism and patriarchy that created the conditions to build and control a structure of knowledge, either grounded on the word of God or the word of Reason and Truth. Such knowledge-construction made it possible to eliminate or marginalize what did not fit into those principles that aspired to build a totality in which everybody would be included, but not everybody would also have the right to include. Inclusion is a one-way street and not a reciprocal right. In a world governed by the colonial matrix of power, he who includes and she who is welcomed to be included stand in codified power relations. The locus of enunciation from which inclusion is established is always a locus hierarchies are constructed, as the dictum goes, and specifically that they have been constructed in the very process of building the idea of Western...
civilization and of modernity. As the decolonial option proceeds from the prospective assumption that locus of enunciations shall be decentered from its modern/colonial configurations and limited to its regional scope. Decoloniality shall dispel the myth of universalism grounded on theo- and ego-politics of knowledge. The open questions are then: what kind of knowledge, by whom, what for?

To dispel the myth that there are global needs but only one (diverse) center where knowledge is produced to solve the problem of every body, and to contribute to breaking the Western code, I began to argue (in seminars, articles, lectures) that the anchor of decolonial epistemologies shall be "I am where I think" and better yet "I am where I do and think," as they become synonymous. What that means is not that you "think where you are," which is common sense, but that you constitute yourself ("I am") in the place you think. And that place is not, in my argument, a room or office at the library, but the "place" that has been configured by the colonial matrix of power. In 2006 Evelyne Trouillot opened her intervention in the Sixteenth International Conference of the Academy of Latinity in Lima by saying, "I am a woman, I am black, and I am Haitian." Her talk was thus announced as a confrontation with patriarchy (I am a woman), with racism (I am black), and with imperial geopolitics (I am Haitian). The announcement was not just stating the obvious, what every one of the 250 or so people in the audience already knew, although they may not have brought that knowledge to the foreground or even thought it important, but was a succinct way of saying (in my interpretation): Be advised that I am not just transmitting to you my thoughts about "subjectivity." I am telling you that whatever I say on "subjectivity" is located beyond, next to, tangential to, diagonally to the Western code. By saying I am Haitian, I move away, delink, from imperial imaginary, and engage in knowing-making as a Haitian, which doesn't mean that I represent all Haitians. It means that I have the right to speak as a Haitian, disregarding the fact of whether I "represent" the Haitians. And since I have the right, I do so. By telling you I am a woman but also black, I am telling you that I am speaking as a black woman and, by so doing, breaking the Western code that has denied women and blacks both humanity and intelligence. But I am not saying this to tell you that I am intelligent and that I deserve the recognition of those who disavowed blacks and women and asked them to sit in the background, as though blacks and women could not think. Could really black women think? I am telling you that because I am engaging in breaking the Western code. Thus, I am telling you that by disengaging, I am breaking away from the Western code and enrolling in knowledge making among all those "who are where they think/do" (like Descartes was where he thought). I am telling you that the "universal epistemic code," the hubris of the zero point, still has its believers, but the illusion that the Western code is the only game in town has certainly been broken.

On the Meaning of "Western Code": The Trilogy

Since the report written by the Franciscan Diego de Landa, Relación de las Cosas de Yucatán (1556), decipherment of the Maya script has been a constant preoccupation. The story has been told by Michael D. Coe's book Breaking the Maya Code. Curiously enough, and in another domain of knowledge, Roberto Mangabeira Unger's also classic book, Knowledge and Politics (1975), confronted a similar problem. But in this case, the code to be broken was "the unity of liberal thought," which is the main thesis of the book. I offer a quote to explain Mangabeira Unger's thesis, which is not easy to summarize.

Thus, the house of reason in which I was working proved to be a prison-house of paradox whose rooms did not connect and whose passageways led nowhere... The premises of this vision [the unified vision of a liberal system of ideas] of the world are few; they are tied together; and they are as powerful in their hold over the mind as they are unacknowledged and forgotten. They took their classic form in the seventeenth century. For reasons that will become clear, I resolved to call them the liberal doctrine, even though the area they include is both broader and narrower than the one occupied by what we now ordinarily take for liberalism. This system of idea is indeed the guard that watches of the prison house.

What I wish to highlight is not Mangabeira Unger's thesis, but the fact that he intends not only to decipher, but to break the liberal code. Coe reported on the effort by Western scholars to break the writing-system code of a non-Western society. Mangabeira Unger aimed at breaking the code of a system of thought to which he, as scholar and intellectual, belonged.

I thought of titling this book Breaking the Western Code since I am here pursuing a line of reflection that started with The Darker Side of the Renaissance (1995) and continued with Local Histories/Global Designs (2000). But
many of my friends and colleagues voted against this title, so I changed it to *The Darker Side of Western Modernity.* Common to my previous two books in the trilogy was an effort to anchor the argument in a perspective similar to that of those who attempted to break a code (the Maya code in the case of Coe; the liberal code in the case of Ungar). While I sympathize with Mangabeira Unger's thesis (the unity of liberal thought and the attempt to break the code that sustains it), my attempt is not only to break the liberal code but to make a contribution toward breaking the Western code sustained by and anchored in the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality, which I explain in the introduction. That means that my focus is the "unity" of the colonial matrix of power, of which the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality are its two sides: one constantly named and celebrated (progress, development, growth) and the other silenced or named as problems to be solved by the former (poverty, misery, inequalities, injustices, corruption, commodification, and dispensability of human life). Research grants are not offered to pursue this kind of investigation. Furthermore, I do not ground my critique on the universality of "human nature," but lean toward embracing the perspective on "human nature" of those whose humanity has been called into question.

At this point a clarification and a disclaimer are in order. The clarification, which will regularly reappear during my argument, concerns the often-asked question about the distinctions between the decolonial and the Left, that is, the Marxist-oriented Left. In a nutshell, the difference is this: the Marxist Left confronts capitalism first within Europe itself; with the imperial expansion and the exportation and importation of Marxism to the colonies, the confrontation of capitalism and the focus on social class was simply adapted to the new context. The decolonial confronts all of Western civilization, which includes liberal capitalism and Marxism. And it does it from the perspective of the colonies and ex-colonies rather than from the perspective internal to Western civilization itself, be it Spengler's decay of Western civilization or the postmodern critique of Western modernity.

Western civilization is deployed here in its underlying structure: the colonial matrix of power. The main thesis of this book is that while capitalist economy is globally shared, the colonial matrix of power—created and controlled by Western imperial countries (from Spain and Portugal, to Holland, France, England, and the United States)—is today disputed (by China, Russia, some Islamic countries, India, Union del Sur). The dispute over the control of the colonial matrix impinges and transforms the uses and reasons to maintain globally an economy of accumulation and growth and to avoid engaging in a noncapitalist economy instead of focusing on maintaining it with better distributions and lessened exploitation of human beings and their labor. The competition for the control of authority and knowledge by state, corporations, and religious institutions, simultaneous to the disputes for liberation from that control in the spheres of sexuality, gender, and subjectivities growing daily around the world, including "minorities" in Western Europe and the United States (for example, the emerging global political society), indicates that what is being contested is not only the control of authority in inter-state relations (and therefore in political theory and in human-rights regulations), but also the control of the sphere of knowledge and subjectivity. Gender, racial, and sexual liberations take a central role next to, but also beyond class struggles. The dispute of knowledge in this sphere is being fought not only in mainstream and independent media, but also in higher education through the creation of programs and departments focusing on ethnic/racial and gender/sexuality issues.

The disclaimer is about the title "The Darker Side of Western Modernity." I have been asked through the years if I feel comfortable with the word darker in the *Dark Side of the Renaissance.* The first time was by a student who pointed to Joseph Conrad's *Heart of Darkness* and to references to Africa as the "Dark Continent." While the argument in the *Dark Side of the Renaissance* lays ground for disputing common knowledge in which Africa is seen as "dark" and "dark" is seen as bad, I selected the adjective precisely in contradistinction to the image of the "Dark Age" that the Renaissance projected toward the Middle Ages. The "Dark Age" in Europe was that period between the white columns of Greece's Parthenon, the blue and sunny sky of Mediterranean Rome, and the light, of course, of the Enlightenment. But if that "darkness" was recognized by European men of letters, one of its "darker sides," slavery, was not acknowledged as such, but portrayed as bringing "light" and civilization to the colonies, as a necessary step toward progress and civilization and good business for merchants from Portugal, Spain, France, Holland, and England. After pondering these issues and looking for alternatives, I realized that the image of Africa as the "Dark Continent" is indeed one of the many hypocrisies of Western modernity. It
is, in terms that will become clear below, part of the rhetoric of modernity (geographic racism) hiding the logic of coloniality (legitimization of either to disregard racialized places or to justify the "saving missions," implied in the rhetoric of modernity, from religious orders to philanthropic billionaires and institutions working to end poverty in Africa). After much debate with myself and consultations with Reynolds Smith, I decided to name this book The Darker Side of Western Modernity.

The Darker Side of Western Modernity is indeed the third installment of a trilogy that was not planned as such. But, in retrospect, perhaps it might be better understood as the fourth volume of a tetralogy that began in the early 1980s. The first "volume" was not a book but a series of articles exploring issues that later came together in The Darker Side of the Renaissance. One set of issues were explorations on semiotics, hermeneutics, epistemology, discourse analysis, and literary theory. Two examples of this line of investigation are "Semiosis y universos de sentido" (1983), which explores the concept of "semiosis" in the frame of semiotic theory and discourse analysis, and "La semiosis colonial" (1992), which introduces "colonial semiosis" into the field of colonial studies. The argument was, in a nutshell, that while the field presupposed lines of inquiry such as "colonial economy," "colonial literature," "colonial historiography," "colonial society," and so on, there was not yet a concept that captured the domain of interactions, at different semiotic levels (verbal, visual, dialogical communication), between the diversity of Spaniards landing in the New World and the diversity of aboriginal civilizations and cultures being invaded by strangers.

The second line of investigation focused on, in the vocabulary of the time, "historiographic narratives" and was inaugurated by an article and a monograph that appeared within one year of each other. The article is "El metatexto historiográfico y la historiografía Indiana" (1981), and the monograph, "Cartas, crónicas y relaciones del descubrimiento y de la conquista" (1982). By the late 1980s and early 1990s, my research and thinking on historiographic narratives joined my work on semiotics and was channeled toward the concept of colonial semiosis. Thus, when in the second half of the 1990s I became aware of Aníbal Quijano's explorations on "coloniality" (which he had introduced by 1989–90), it was just like meeting a kindred soul.

While in The Darker Side of the Renaissance the concepts of "colonial semiosis" and, consequently, of "pluritopic hermeneutics" were the two anchors, in Local Histories/Global Designs, "border thinking" (border gnosis, border epistemology, border hermeneutics, colonial difference) was the compass that directed my exploration of new paths. At that time, as I had already encountered Quijano, I learned that hidden behind modernity was the agenda of coloniality; that coloniality was constitutive of modernity; that coloniality was the secret shame of the family, kept in the attic, out of the view of friends and family. Thus, the slash (/) between, which both unites and divides modernity and coloniality (modernity/coloniality), was an invisible dwelling place, the place of the divide between humanitas/anthropos (an equation I will return to several times). Thus, Gloria Anzaldúa's epistemological construction coupling the Mexico/U.S. border with the colonial wound ("The U.S.-Mexican border es una herida abierta where the Third World grates against the first and bleeds"), an idea that contributed to shape the argument in The Darker Side of the Renaissance, acquired a new dimension in Local Histories/Global Designs, where it encountered the concept of "coloniality." At that point, border thinking was extended to understand all those places, through the expansion of Western civilization, where "the open wound, the colonial wound, where modernity grates against coloniality and bleeds." At that point, two additional concepts appear to describe la herida abierta in its global dimension: colonial and imperial differences. Both concepts are also central to the argument that I unfold below.

As I mentioned before, the trajectory after the publication of Local Histories/Global Designs, with the interregnum of The Idea of Latin America (2005), started with an article published in 2002, "Geopolitics of Knowledge and the Colonial Difference." The series of investigations that followed were developed in a lengthy article published in 2007, "Delinking: The Rhetoric of Modernity, the Logic of Coloniality, and the Grammar of Decoloniality." The trajectory between the former and the latter article was the complementation of geopolitics with bio-graphic, where the geopolitics and the body-politics of knowledge reinforces each other in decolonial thinking. This trajectory can be understood when we move from Anzaldúa's "herida abierta" to the slash between modernity/coloniality. The former brings forward bio-graphic (body-politics of knowledge), while the second underlines geopolitics of knowledge. Both are intertwined, of course, since the imperial classification and ranking of regions (for example, developed/underdeveloped or First/Second/Third Worlds, where the imperial and the colonial differences can be seen working in tandem) goes hand in hand with classification and ranking of people (for example, civilized/barbarians,
humanitas/anthropos; black, yellow, brown, white; heterosexual/gay and
man/woman in the First, Second, or Third Worlds, etc.).

What is relevant in the two concepts that I explore in more detail in
the subsequent chapters is that both are decolonial concepts that coexist
and confront the imperial assumptions constructed around theo- and ego-
politics of knowledge (which I also introduced and explored in detail in
"Delinking: The Rhetoric of Modernity, the Logic of Colonality, and the
Grammar of Decoloniality"). Thus it is crucial to distinguish bio-politics
from bio-graphic or body-politics of knowledge. Bio-politics (or bio-power)
is a concept that has served to analyze state-oriented strategies (and now
used by the corporations) to manage and control the population. My use of
bio-graphic or body-politics of knowledge describes instead the responses,
way and action, of the population who do not want to be managed by
the state and want to delink from the technologies of power to which they
are being summated. Both concepts affirm thinking and doing in regions
and bodies who were disqualified from thinking. Geo- and body-politics of
knowledges are, in my argument, always ingrained in decolonial thinking
or, vice versa, decolonial thinking is at once geo- and body-political (see
Franz Fanon's work). For example, it is not common to find critiques of
Westernization among white scholars and intellectuals in Western Europe
and the United States in which the racialization of geo-historical locations
and of lesser human beings (those who inhabit "underdeveloped areas") is
brought into question. Why? Because historically Western Christianity and
Western Europe were successfully constructed as the geo-historical places
where specific bio-graphies of Christian and European men were thinking
and building knowledge. The rest of the world was to be civilized. Since
successively constructing locations of knowledge doesn't mean that in those
locations there were and are always consensus. On the contrary, there is
diversity of opinions, but the diversity has a common system of belief, lan-
guages, and categories of thoughts. Now the location of knowledge cannot
longer be controlled by the languages, actors, institutions, and categories of
thought on which Western civilization and Western modernity were imag-
ined, described, and built. For these reasons, the investments and the stakes
are different, even if the "enemy" is the same: capitalism. But capitalism
is not experienced in the same way in Paris and in La Paz. To name and
unveil the hidden geo- and body-politics of the Western code is already a
decolonial move that legitimizes, at the same time, geo-historical locations
and bio-graphic stories that were delegitimized and pushed on the side or
outside of the house of knowledge.

The argument herein, very much like that in The Darker Side of the Re-
naissance and in Local Histories/Global Designs, unfolds in a spiral rather
than linear way. For that reason you will find the same paragraph text
quoted or rephrased in two chapters, the point being that the same text or
paragraph is taken from a different perspective in each case, at the same
time that they reinforce each other. That is the case, for instance, with Kant
in chapter 5 and in chapter 7; and with Ali Shari'ati and Lloyd Best in chap-
ter 1 and the afterword. A linear argument cannot capture the nuances,
since once a name or a paragraph is mentioned or quoted in a linear flow,
it does not return: repetitions are not good in English composition but are
important in decolonial thinking.

The Postcolonial and the Decolonial

A frequently asked question is what is the difference between postcolonial-
ity and decoloniality? I have responded to the question in writing, else-
where.° Here I will summarize the arguments, in the hope that the distinc-
tion will be clarified in the subsequent chapters.

To start with, both projects take on the meaning of "decolonization" after
the Bandung Conference (1955) and the Conference of the Non-Aligned
Countries, during the Cold War. In the first conference twenty-nine Asian
and African countries participated. The second meeting of the nonaligned
countries took place in Belgrade in 1961. The idea of the "Third World" was
a French invention prompted by the initiative of nonaligned countries.

Although both projects drink from the same fountain they are grounded
in a different genealogy of thoughts and different existentia (in the sense
that Lewis R. Gordon conceptualizes existentia Africana). By this I mean
t that geo-historical and bio-graphical genealogies of thoughts are at the very
inception of decolonial thinking. Frantz Fanon closes his essay Black Skin,
White Masks (1952) with a prayer: "O my body, makes of me always a man
who questions!"

The challenge is radical. If you take Fanon's request, then you may not
feel comfortable analyzing Fanon from an epistemic perspective in which
your body doesn’t call your mind into question. What are the connections between your body, biographically and geo-historically located in the colonial matrix of power, and the issues you investigate? Here Horkheimer’s (1937) critical theory will be taken a step further. Horkheimer rightly argued that it is not possible to detach the knowing subject from the known object. Thus traditional theory is charged with believing that knowledge can be objective. However, in making this charge Horkheimer still assumed that the knower is a disembodied subject beyond location. His shortcoming was not to question the ego-politics of knowledge that underlines both traditional and critical theory. The problem with Horkheimer’s argument is that his subject is a modern subject, de-racialized, de-sexualized, gender-neutral, and unaware that such a subject dwells in Europe, better yet, Germany, and not in the City of Singapore, Tehran, or La Paz, where the issues, problems, and knowledge-making have different needs, genealogies of thoughts, affects, and problems. It is from the body, not the mind, that questions arise and answers are explored. What calls for thinking is the body, rather than the mind, and the questions that Fanon’s Black body asks are not prompted because the body is Black, but because Black bodies have been denied or questioned humanity in the imperial rhetoric of modernity. Fanon’s responses, through his work, were responses to a long-lasting memory of racism, but also to the present conditions of the Cold War and the struggles for decolonization in Africa. Decolonial thinking materialized, however, at the very moment in which the colonial matrix of power was being put in place, in the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries. And decolonial thinking is always synonymous with decoloniality, to distinguish the new meaning from the legacies of the concept of coloniality. There is not a question of choosing which one is best or more exact, because they both carry their respective meaning toward decolonial futures. Were there problems with the output of decolonization during the Cold War? Sure there were. And so you have the choice: if you are leaning toward postmodern thinking you would try to dismiss it. If you are a decolonial thinker you would try to recast it.

That is, decolonial thinking goes hand in hand with modernity/coloniality in this way: the rhetoric of modernity is a rhetoric of salvation (by conversion yesterday, by development today), but in order to implement what the rhetoric preaches, it is necessary to marginalize or destroy whatever gets in the way of modernity. It so happens that not everyone believes in the salvation being proposed, and those who don’t either react against (resistance) or engage in a critical analysis of the situation in order to move in a different direction (re-existence). That was the case of Guaman Poma de Ayala, in the colonial Viceroyalty of Peru, and of Ottobah Cugoano, through his experience of being captured and enslaved, working in Caribbean plantations, and moving to London, in the mid-eighteenth century, with his master, where he engaged in articulating decolonially a critique of slavery and in a concept of sovereignty that first considers people, not the institution. That means that instead of proposing a transformation of the state to solve the problem of slavery (and also save the state as an institution), Cugoano placed sovereignty among people: no human being has the right to enslave other human beings. Therefore, the question is not to reform the state to comply with this principle (which always ends up in formality), but to create institutions that will respond to this basic principle of “human sovereignty.”

Now, when Aníbal Quijano introduced the concept of coloniality, and suggested disengaging and delinking from Western epistemology, he conceived that project as decolonization: decoloniality became an epistemic and political project. Quijano’s references at that point were, on the one hand, José Carlos Mariátegui’s Siete ensayos de Interpretación de la realidad peruana (1927), where Mariátegui introduced several issues that had not been considered seriously, up to that point, by dissenting creole and mestizo intellectuals: the questions of colonialism, of racism, of land appropriation and expropriation, of the university, of religion in Tawantinsuyu, and so on. On the other hand, Quijano had been involved since the 1970s in the heated debates on “dependency theory.” “Coloniality” was his way to move to a third stage (Mariátegui in the 1920s, dependency theory in the 1970s, coloniality/decoloniality in the 1990s). At that point, Quijano engaged Wallerstein’s world-system analysis, not as a “model” to be imitated, but because Wallerstein himself draws on “dependency theory” to conceptualize world-system analysis. Indeed, Wallerstein’s world-system analysis has three references: his training as an Africanist and, because of it, his proximity with Frantz Fanon; the influence of dependency theory in Wallerstein’s thoughts; and, finally, the influence of Fernand Braudel, which became of primary importance in relation to the other two. Thus, Wallerstein deemed
projects strive to unveil colonial strategies promoting the reproduction of subjects whose complementary trajectories with similar goals of social transformation. Both to win the voting competition that decides which is the best, but as competitive coexistence and the solution is not to eliminate the difference but to decolonize the logic of coloniality that translated differences into values. Unless you believe that consolidating and eliminating options (which is one feature of neo-liberal politics) is preferable to multiplying options (see afterword), and you would like to subsume (or merge) the decolonial into the postcolonial or vice versa, there is nothing wrong with having several approaches as guides for action to confronting the historical legacies of colonialism and the logic of coloniality. On the contrary, each approach carries with it a way of being in the world and not just a way of operating with concepts or telling stories about colonialism. "Consolidating" (that is, eliminating options in order to maintain control, which has been obvious in the neo-liberal doctrine and the Washington Consensus) would be a modern/colonial objective and desire, not a decolonial one. I see more advantages than problems in accepting and working with and in coexisting compatible options and sharing similar goals while taking different roads toward achieving those goals. I would not argue that decoloniality is moving "beyond" postcoloniality or vice versa. Global histories would tell in what direction global futures would be moving. But of course history is not an agent in itself. It moves because of the doing of human beings. To argue for one or the other also would be a modern/colonial way of framing the issue. That is, the bend toward eliminating options.

Decoloniality means decolonial options confronting and delinking from coloniality, or the colonial matrix of power. While the decolonial option is not proposed as the option; it is an option claiming its legitimacy among existing ones in the sphere of the political, in the same way that Christianity,
Marxism, or liberalism house many options under the same umbrella (I will come back to this point in more detail in chapter 1). And it is an option claiming its legitimacy among existing academic projects, such as postcoloniality, ethnic studies, gender studies, the social sciences and the humanities, and the professional schools; but also it is an option among options offered by macro-narratives such as Christianity, liberalism, and Marxism. The decolonial option also doesn't mean "decolonial mission(s)."

Missions implied projects of conversion of achieving and end programmed in the blueprint. Options are the antithesis of missions. We—decolonial intellectuals—are not missionaries going to the field to convert and promote our form of salvation. What we—and by "we" I refer here to all those who share decolonial projects—put on the table is an option to be embraced by all those who find in the option(s) a response to his or her concern and who will actively engage, politically and epistemically, to advance projects of epistemic and subjective decolonization and in building communaual futures.

That is why my argument is built on "options" and not on "alternatives." If you look for alternatives you accept a point of reference instead of a set of existing options among which the decolonial enters claiming its legitimacy to sit at the table when global futures are being discussed. For that reason, the first decolonial step is delinking from coloniality and not looking for alternative modernities but for alternatives to modernity. Not only are postcoloniality and decoloniality two different options within the same set (like it happens within Christianity, Marxism, Islamism, Buddhism, and the like, where the names encompass unity in diversity), having modern/colonial histories and experiences in common, but both are options offered in diverse universes of discourse and sensing. Postcoloniality, for example, emerged as an option to poststructuralism and postmodernity, but decoloniality emerged as an option to the rhetoric of modernity and to the combined rhetoric of "development and modernization" (from 1950 to 1970), re-converted to "globalism" during the Reagan years. Decoloniality came to light also as an option to the discourse of decolonization during the Cold War and as a critical option in relation to Marxist-dialectical materialism.

Let's explore further "options" and "alternatives": if you argue for "alternative modernity or modernities" or "alternative development," you are already accepting that there is a modernity and a development to which nothing but alternatives could exist. You lose the match before starting the game. Arturo Escobar shifted the expression to "alternative to modernities," which comes very close to "option." Thus, if you say that modernity is an option and development is an option, then decoloniality is also an option, and as "options," all are at the same level. By the same token, you highlight the privileging of one option (modernity or development) in its appearance as the option. Alternatives to modernity will be one step toward decolonial options building transmodern rather than postmodern global futures.19

And what about the decolonial option and the Left, meaning the Marxist-oriented Left? (I will expand on this topic in chapter 1.) The distinction between the two was introduced in the 1960s by Fausto Reinaga, in Bolivia, and by Ali Shari'ati, in Iran. Reinaga admired Marx and referred to him as "el moro genial" ("the genial Moor").20 At the same time, Reinaga despised the Bolivian Left of his time, whose interests were closer to those of the ruling elite and less concerned with Indians. Indeed, the Bolivian Left did not see Indians. They saw peasants and workers.

El Manifiesto del Partido Indio de Bolivia (P1B) no tiene por qué sujetarse a un modelo real o lógico formal e intelectual de los partidos políticos del cholo blanco-mestizo de Bolivia y de Indoamérica. No es un manifiesto de una clase social. Es un Manifiesto de una raza, de un pueblo, de una nación; de una cultura oprimida y silenciada. No se puede establecer parágrafos ni con el Manifiesto Comunista de Marx. Porque el genial "moro" no se enfrentó al Occidente. Enfrentó la clase proletaria con la clase burgues; y propuso, como solución de la lucha de clases, dentro de una civilización occidental, la Revolución Comunista.

En tanto que el manifiesto del P1B plantea la revolución India contra la "civilización" occidental.

El Manifiesto Indio no es un documento que trata de la formación y propósito de un partido político por venir [...] es un ser, un ser social en el mundo, un proyecto. Y como toda agrupación de esclavos ha tenido y tiene un proceso de generación, un proceso inmanente a la "naturaleza humana" del indio.20

There is no reason or obligation for the Manifesto of Partido Indio de Bolivia (P1B) to follow an existing model or the formal and intellectual logic of the political parties created by the white-mestizo "cholaje" in Bolivia and Indoamérica. This is a Manifesto of a race, of a people, of a nation; of an oppressed
and silenced culture. A parallel cannot be made with Marx's Communist Manifesto for Marx confronted the proletarian class with the bourgeoisie and proposed, as a solution, a class struggle within Western civilization, that is the Communist Revolution.

Whereas the P18 Manifesto proposes the Indian revolution against Western "civilization."

The Indian Manifesto is not a document about the formation and goals of a forthcoming political party [. . .] It is a being; it is a social being that is a vital event. And as the statement of any community of slaves went through a sui-generis process, it is an immanent process about "the human nature" of the Indian.

Two aspects of Reinaga's thought are of interest for my argument. The first is that, as he himself expressed it, his thought changed after visiting and returning from Europe. His politics between 1940 and 1960 promoted the assimilation of Indians to Bolivian society. After returning from Europe, he became a promoter of the Indian revolution. The second aspect is connecting and at the same time distancing himself from Marx, and most definitively from the Bolivian Left.21 Shari'ati, the Iranian intellectual and activist, was much younger than Reinaga (and his life was shorter). Reinaga was born in 1906 and died in 1994, while Shari'ati was born in 1933 and died in 1977. However, the classic works of each author were published two years apart. La Revolución India was published in 1969, and Shari'ati's Eslam Shenasi was published in 1971.22 Shari'ati confronted the Left supported by the Soviet Union, Western imperialism, and the Shah of Iran's ties with U.S. politics; he was critiqued by conservative Islamists. He advanced a new perspective on Islamism that today can be understood as a struggle for decolonization of knowledge and of being.23 Both men used and rejected Marxism—Reinaga in the name of Indianism and Shari'ati in the name of Islamism confronted Marxism, liberalism, and Occidentalism. What saved them from falling into a plain fundamentalism was for both the "making of the Third World."

The Bandung Conference of 1955 allowed them to link Islam and the Indian cause with the struggle for decolonization in Africa and Asia. At both ends of the spectrum, both were confronting not capitalism as a type of economy, but the West as a lifestyle very much shaped of course by capitalism—but not only by capitalism. Shari'ati was in Paris when the Bandung Conference took place in Indonesia. Reinaga arrived a few years later, when the struggle for liberation in Algeria was in full bloom and just as Frantz Fanon published Les damnés de la terre (1961). A new horizon was opening up beyond capitalism and communism, between the West and the Soviet Union: it was decolonization. Half a century later it mutated into decoloniality. This book is also about this mutation.
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The Darker Side of Western Modernity
I was intrigued, many years ago (around 1991), when I saw on the “news” stand in a bookstore the title of Stephen Toulmin’s latest book: *Cosmopolis: The Hidden Agenda of Modernity* (1990). I went to a coffee shop, across the street from Borders, in Ann Arbor, and devoured the book, with a cup of coffee. What was the hidden agenda of modernity?—was the intriguing question. Shortly after that I was in Bogotá and found a book just published: *Los conquistados: 1492 y la población indígena de las Américas*, edited by Heracilio Bonilla (1992). The last chapter of that book caught my attention. It was by Aníbal Quijano, of whom I had heard, but with whom I was not familiar. The essay, also later published in the journal *Cultural Studies*, was titled “Coloniality and Modernity/Rationality.” I got the book and found another coffee shop nearby, where I devoured the essay, the reading of which was a sort of epiphany. At that time I was finishing the manuscript of *The Darker Side of the Renaissance* (1995), but I did not incorporate Quijano’s essay. There was much I had to think about, and my manuscript was already framed. As soon as I handed the manuscript to the press, I concentrated on “coloniality” which became a central concept in *Local Histories/Global Designs: Coloniality, Subaltern Knowledge and Border Thinking* (2000). After the publication of this book, I wrote a lengthy theoretical article, “Geopolitics of Knowledge and the Colonial Difference,” which appeared in *South Atlantic Quarterly* (2002). For Toulmin, the hidden agenda of modernity was the humanistic river running behind instrumental reason. For me,
the hidden agenda (and darker side) of modernity was coloniality. What follows is a recap of the work I have done since, in collaboration with members of the collective modernity/coloniality.

The Hidden Agenda

"Coloniality," as I explained in the preface and hinted at in the previous paragraph, was a concept introduced by the Peruvian sociologist Aníbal Quijano in the late 1980s and early 1990s, that I further developed in Local Histories/Global Designs and other publications that followed. Coloniality has been conceived and explored as the darker side of modernity since then. Quijano gave a new meaning to the legacy of the term colonialism, particularly as it was conceptualized during the Cold War in tandem with the concept of "decolonization" (and the struggles for liberation in Africa and Asia). Coloniality names the underlying logic of the foundation and unfolding of Western civilization from the Renaissance to today of which historical colonialisms have been a constitutive, although downplayed, dimension. The concept as used herein, and by the collective modernity/coloniality, is not intended to be a totalitarian concept, but rather one that specifies a particular project: that of the idea of modernity and its constitutive and darker side, coloniality, that emerged with the history of European invasions of Abya Yala, Tawantinsuyu, and Anahuac; the formation of the Americas and the Caribbean; and the massive trade of enslaved Africans. "Coloniality" is already a decolonial concept, and decolonial projects can be traced back to the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries. And, last but not least, "coloniality" (e.g., el patron colonial de poder, the colonial matrix of power) is unapologetically the specific response to globalization and global linear thinking that emerged within the histories and sensibilities of South America and the Caribbean. It is one project that does not pretend to become the project. Thus, it is one particular option among those that I call here decolonial option(s). More straightforwardly: the argument that follows takes as its core the colonial matrix of power, and as such, the argument is one among several decolonial options at work (see afterword).

The basic thesis—in the specific universe of discourse as just specified—is the following: "modernity" is a complex narrative whose point of origination was Europe; a narrative that builds Western civilization by celebrating its achievements while hiding at the same time its darker side, "coloniality." Coloniality, in other words, is constitutive of modernity—there is no modernity without coloniality. Hence, today's common expression "global modernities" implies "global colonialities" in the precise sense that the colonial matrix of power is shared and disputed by many contenders: if there cannot be modernity without coloniality, there cannot either be global modernities without global colonialities. Consequently, decolonial thinking and doing emerged and unfolded, from the sixteenth century on, as responses to the oppressive and imperial bent of modern European ideals projected to and enacted in, the non-European world. However, as it was pointed out in the preface, the "awareness and the concept of decolonization," as a third option to capitalism and communism, materialized in the Bandung and Non-Aligned countries conferences. This is the scenario of the transformation from a polycentric and noncapitalist world before 1500 to a monocentric and capitalist world order from 1500 to 2000 (a topic I explore in chapters 1 and 2).

The Advent of a Four-Headed and Two-Legged Monster

I will start with two scenarios—one from the sixteenth century and the other from the late twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty-first.

First, let's imagine the world around 1500. It was, in brief, a polycentric and noncapitalist world. There were several coexisting civilizations, some with long histories, others being formed around that time. In China, the Ming dynasty ruled from 1368 to 1644. China was a center of trade and a civilization with a long history. Around 200 B.C., the Chinese Huangdiinate (often wrongly called the "Chinese empire") coexisted with the Roman empire. By 1500, the former Roman Empire became the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nations, which still coexisted with the Chinese Huangdiinate ruled by the Ming dynasty. Out of the dismembering of the Islamic caliphate (formed in the seventh century and ruled by the Umayyads in the seventh and eighth centuries, and by the Abassids from the sixth to the thirteenth centuries) in the fourteenth century, three sultanates emerged. The Ottoman Sultanate, in Anatolia, with its center in Constantinople; the Safavid sultanate, with its center in Baku, Azerbaijan; and the Mughal
Sultanate, formed out of the ruins of the Delhi Sultanate that lasted from 1206 to 1526. The Mughals (whose first sultan was Babur, descendent of Genghis Kan and Timur) extended from 1526 to 1707. By 1520, the Moscovites had expelled the Golden Horde and declared Moscow the "Third Rome." The history of the Russian tsarate began. In Africa, the Oyo Kingdom (around what is today Nigeria), formed by the Yoruba nation, was the largest kingdom in West Africa encountered by European explorers. The Benin and the Oyo Kingdoms were the two largest in Africa. The Benin Kingdom lasted from 1440 to 1897, and the Oyo from 1400 to 1905. Last but not least, the Incas in Tawantinsuyu and the Aztecs in Anahuac were both sophisticated civilizations by the time of the Spaniards' arrival. What happened, then, in the sixteenth century that would change the world order, transforming it into the one we live in today? The advent of "modernity" could be a simple and general answer, but when, how, why, where?

In the second scenario, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the world is interconnected by a single type of economy (capitalism) and distinguished by a diversity of political theories and practices. Dependency theory should be reviewed in the light of these changes. But I will limit myself to distinguishing two overall orientations. On the one hand, globalization of a type of economy known as capitalism (which by definition aimed at globalization from its very inception) and the diversification of global politics are taking place. On the other, we are witnessing the multiplication and diversification of anti-neo-liberal globalization (e.g., anti-global capitalism) movements, projects, and manifestations.

With regard to the first orientation, China, India, Russia, Iran, Venezuela, and the emerging South American Union have already made clear that they are no longer willing to follow uni-directional orders coming from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, or the White House. Behind Iran is the history of Persia and the Safavid Sultanate; behind Iraq, the history of the Ottoman Sultanate. The past sixty years of Western entry into China (Marxism and capitalism) has not replaced China's history with the history of Europe and the United States since 1500, nor has that occurred with India. On the contrary, Western encroachment has reinforced China's aim for sovereignty. Post-national is a Western expression that conveys the dreams of and desire for the end of nation-state boundaries and opens doors to free trade. But in the non-European world, post-national means the affirmation of an identity that preceded the birth of nationalism in Europe and its dispersion around the world. Nationalism is one form of identification confronting the homogenizing forces of globalization. Globalization has two sides: that of the narrative of modernity and that of the logic of coloniality. Those narratives engender different responses; some are being described here as de-westernization and others as decoloniality. Post-nationalism in the West means the end of nationalism, while in the non-European world it means the beginning of a new era in which the concept of nationalism serves to reclaim identities as the basis of state sovereignty. The imperial partition of Africa among Western countries between the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth (which provoked the First World War) did not replace the past of Africa with the past of Western Europe. And thus in South America: five hundred years of colonial rules by peninsular officers and, since the early 1900s, by creole and mestizo elites did not erase the energy, force, and memories of the Indian past (compare with current issues in Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, southern Mexico, and Guatemala); nor have the histories and memories of communities of African descent in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, and the insular Caribbean been erased.

With regard to the second orientation, I am witnessing many non-official (rather than nongovernmental) transnational organizations not only manifesting themselves "against" capitalism and globalization and questioning modernity, but also opening up global but noncapitalist horizons and delinking from the idea that there is a single and primary modernity surrounded by peripheral or alternative ones. While not necessarily rejecting modernity, these organizations are making clear that modernity goes hand in hand with coloniality and, therefore, that modernity has to be assumed in both its glories and its crimes. Let's refer to this global domain as "decolonial cosmopolitanism" (to which I return in chapter 7).

What happened in between the two scenarios outlined above, between the sixteenth century and the twenty-first? The historian Karen Armstrong—looking at the history of the West from the perspective of a historian of Islam—has made two crucial points. Armstrong underscores the singularity of Western achievements in relation to known history until the sixteenth century, noting two salient spheres: economy and epistemology. In the sphere of economy, Armstrong points out, "the new society of Europe
and its American colonies had a different economic basis," which consisted in reinvesting the surplus in order to increase production. The first transformation, according to Armstrong, was thus the radical shift in the domain of economy that allowed the West to "reproduce its resources indefinitely" and is generally associated with colonialism. The second transformation, epistemological, is generally associated with the European Renaissance. Epistemological here shall be extended to encompass both science/knowledge and arts/meaning. Armstrong locates the transformation in the domain of knowledge in the sixteenth century, when Europeans "achieved a scientific revolution that gave them greater control over the environment than anybody had achieved before." No doubt, Armstrong is right in highlighting the relevance of a new type of economy (capitalism) and the scientific revolution. They both fit and correspond to the celebratory rhetoric of modernity—that is, the rhetoric of salvation and newness, based on European achievements during the Renaissance.

There is, however, a hidden dimension of events that were taking place at the same time, both in the sphere of economy and in the sphere of knowledge: the dispensability (or expendability) of human life and of life in general from the Industrial Revolution into the twenty-first century. The Afro-Trinidadian, politician, and intellectual Eric Williams succinctly described this situation by noting that "one of the most important consequences of the Glorious Revolution of 1688... was the impetus it gave to the principle of free trade... Only in one particular did the freedom accorded in the slave trade differ from the freedom accorded in other trades—the commodity involved was man." Thus, hidden behind the rhetoric of modernity, economic practices dispensed with human lives, and knowledge justified racism and the inferiority of human lives that were naturally considered dispensable.

In between the two scenarios described above, the idea of "modernity" came into the picture. It appeared first as a double colonization, of time and of space. I am also arguing that the colonization of space and time are the two pillars of Western civilization, and so I discuss these two crucial concepts in chapters 4 and 5. Colonization of time was created by the Renaissance invention of the Middle Ages, the colonization of space by the colonization and conquest of the New World. However, modernity came along with coloniality: America was not an existing entity to be discovered. It was invented, mapped, appropriated, and exploited under the banner of the Christian mission. During the time span 1500 to 2000 three cumulative (and not successive) faces of modernity are discernible: the Iberian and Catholic face, led by Spain and Portugal (1500-1750, approximately); the "heart of Europe" (Hegel) face, led by England, France, and Germany (1750-1945); and the U.S. American face, led by the United States (1945-2000). Since then, a new global order has begun to unfold: a polycentric world interconnected by the same type of economy.

Another version of what happened between 1500 and 2000 is that the great transformation of the sixteenth century—in the Atlantic that connected European initiatives, enslaved Africans, dismantled civilizations (Tawantinsuyu and Anáhuac, and the already-in-decay Maya), and encompassed the genocide in Ayiti (which Columbus baptized Hispaniola in 1492)—was the emergence of a structure of control and management of authority, economy, subjectivity, gender and sexual norms and relations that were driven by Western (Atlantic) Europeans (Iberian Peninsula, Holland, France, and England) both in their internal conflicts and in their exploitation of labor and expropriation of land. Ottobah Cugoano vividly depicted this scenario, in the late eighteenth century, when he described the imperial organization of the slave trade inscribed in the emergence of the triangular Atlantic economy.

That traffic of kidnapping and stealing men was begun by the Portuguese on the coasts of Africa, and as they found the benefit of it for their own wicked purposes, they soon went on to commit greater depredations. The Spaniards followed their infamous example, and the African slave-trade was thought most advantageous for them, to enable themselves to live in ease and affluence by the cruel subjection and slavery of others. The French and English, and some other nations in Europe, as they founded settlements and colonies in West Indies, or in America, went on in the same manner, and joined hand in hand with the Portuguese and Spaniards, to rob and pillage Africa, as well as to waste and desolate the inhabitants of the Western continent.

The narrative stages a dramatic scenario behind which an enduring structure of management and control was being put in place as these kinds of events unfolded in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. Control and management means here that the actors and institutions engineering
the game were establishing its rules on which the struggles for decision-making would unfold. Africans and Indians did not participate in the process. Global designs and their implementation were an affair of European Atlantic nations (those mentioned by Ottobah Cugoano). In the process, internal conflicts of interest emerged among Spain, Portugal, Holland, France, and England in connection with their vested interest in the African slave trade and Indians' land and labor. Thus, in the process the rules of the imperial internal differences (among European imperial states) were established (e.g., the invectives launched by Elizabeth I against the brutality of the Spaniards in the New World that became known as "the Black Legend"). These were the conditions that prompted the emergence of a colonial matrix of power.

The Formation and Transformations of "Patrón colonial de poder"

In its original formulation by Quijano, the "patrón colonial de poder" (colonial matrix of power) was described as four interrelated domains: control of the economy, of authority, of gender and sexuality, and of knowledge and subjectivity (see fig. 1). The events unfolded in two parallel directions. One was the struggle among European imperial states, and the other was between these states and their enslaved and exploited African and Indian colonial subjects.

What supports the four "heads" or interrelated spheres of management and control (the world order) are the two "legs," that is, the racial and patriarchal foundation of knowledge (the enunciation in which the world order is legitimized). I explain below—and often return to the idea in subsequent chapters—that the historical foundation of the colonial matrix (and hence of Western civilization) was theological: it was Christian theology that located the distinction between Christians, Moors, and Jews in the "blood." Although the quarrel between the three religions of the book has a long history, it has been reconfigured since 1492, when Christians managed to expel Moors and Jews from the peninsula and enforced conversion on those who wanted to stay. Simultaneously, the racial configuration between Spanish, Indian, and African began to take shape in the New World. By the eighteenth century, "blood" as a marker of race/racism was transferred to skin. And theology was displaced by secular philosophy and sciences. The Linnaean system of classification helped the cause. Secular racism came to be based on the ego-politics of knowledge; but it so happened that the agents and institutions that embodied secular ego-politics of knowledge were, like those who embodied theo-politics of knowledge, mostly white European males. So, the struggle between theologism (I need this neologism here) and secularism was a family feud. Proponents of both were Christian, white, and male, and assumed heterosexual relations as the norm—consequently they also classified gender distinctions and sexual normativity.

In both cases, geo- and body-politics (understood as the biographic configuration of gender, religion, class, ethnicity, and language) of knowledge-configuration and epistemic desires were hidden, and the accent placed on the mind in relation to God and in relation to Reason. Thus was the enunciation of Western epistemology configured, and thus was the structure of the enunciation holding together the colonial matrix. Consequently, decolonial thinking and doing focus on the enunciation, engaging in epistemic disobedience and delinking from the colonial matrix in order to open up decolonial options—a vision of life and society that requires decolonial subjects, decolonial knowledges, and decolonial institutions.
Decolonial thinking and options (i.e., thinking decolonially) are nothing more than a relentless analytic effort to understand, in order to overcome, the logic of coloniality underneath the rhetoric of modernity, the structure of management and control that emerged out of the transformation of the economy in the Atlantic, and the jump in knowledge that took place both in the internal history of Europe and in between Europe and its colonies, as we will see below. Needless to say, it is not this book, nor any other or many of them, on decoloniality that will make the difference, if we (intellectuals, scholars, journalists) do not follow the lead of the emerging global political society (referred to as "social movements"). Take, for instance, the question of "nature" (which could also be flagged as the fifth domain of the colonial matrix, rather than consider it as part of the economic domain). During the past ten years, the question of nature has been debated in the collective modernity/coloniality. Shall we consider nature as a fifth sphere or, as Quijano suggested, as part of the economic sphere? It so happened that the contemplation of Pachamama (for Western minds "nature") in the new constitutions of Bolivia and Ecuador was incorporated not due to green movements, to the theology of liberation, or to Marxist anti-capitalism, but because of the simple fact and thinking of indigenous communities, leaders, and indigenous intellectuals. Now, this is part of the struggle for the control of the colonial matrix of power based on the concept of "nature" or, on the contrary, delinking from it by arguing decolonially on the basis of the concept of "Pachamama." There is no entity out there that is "better" understood as one or the other. There are different epistemic and political conceptualizations in the struggle for global futures. Thus the question is not so much where do we "file" nature as what are the issues that emerge from the analytic of the coloniality of nature (that is, its control and management) and in decolonial thinking and doing on environmental issues. There are joint efforts to contemplate, in the sense that scholarly decolonial thinkers contribute through our limited experiences and areas of knowledge to decolonial thinkers in the field, that is, in the political society and in the state, as the cases of Bolivia and, in a certain sense, of Ecuador illustrate.

We, scholars and decolonial thinkers, can contribute not by telling indigenous scholars, intellectuals, and leaders what the problem is, since they know it better than we do (and better than Al Gore does, for that matter), but by acting in the hegemonic domain of scholarship, wherein the idea of nature as something outside human beings has been consolidated and persists. Decolonizing knowledge consists precisely in this type of research. The next step would be to build decolonial options on the ruins of imperial knowledge. Two examples come to mind.

First, when in 1590 the Jesuit Father José de Acosta published Historia natural y moral de las Indias, "nature" was, in Christian European cosmology, something to know; understanding nature was tantamount to understanding its creator, God. But the Aymaras and Quechusas had no such metaphysics; consequently, there was no concept comparable to the Western concept of "nature." Instead they relied on "Pachamama," a concept that Western Christians did not have. Pachamama was how Quechuan and Aymaran amautes and yatiris—amautes and yatiris were the silenced intellectual equivalents of theologian (Acosta)—understood the human relationship with life, with that energy that engenders and maintains life, today translated as mother earth. The phenomenon that Western Christians described as "nature" existed in contradistinction to "culture"; furthermore, it was conceived as something outside the human subject. For Aymaras and Quechusas, more-than-human phenomena (as well as human beings) were conceived as Pachamama; and, in this conception, there was not, and there is not today, a distinction between "nature" and "culture." Aymaras and Quechusas saw themselves in it, not separated from it. As such, culture was nature and nature was (and is) culture. Thus the initial moment of the colonial revolution was to implant the Western concept of nature and to rule out the Aymara and Quechua concept of Pachamama. This was basically how colonialism was introduced into the domain of knowledge and subjectivity. Twenty years after Acosta, Sir Francis Bacon published his Novum Organum (1620), in which he proposed a reorganization of knowledge and clearly stated that "nature" was "there" to be dominated by Man. During this period, before the Industrial Revolution, Western Christians asserted their control over knowledge about nature by disqualifying all coexisting and equally valid concepts of knowledge and by ignoring concepts that contradicted their own understanding of nature. At the same time, they engaged in an economy of brutal resource extraction (gold and silver and other metals) for a new type of global market. They also undertook a macroeconomy of plantation, harvest, and regeneration (sugar, tobacco, cotton, etc.) and did so without transgenic incentives, which engrossed the banks of
of Manchester, Liverpool, and London such that taking loans from Genoa bankers (as was the norm in Spain in the first half of the sixteenth century) was unnecessary.

Second, once "nature" became an established concept, the relation of man to nature displaced the European medieval concept of labor as well as all other ideas and uses of labor in Tawantinsuyu (to which Guaman Poma de Ayala devoted the last forty or so drawings of his *Nueva corónica y buen gobierno* [1616]). Working to live (or living labor, in Marx's conceptualization) began to mutate into enslaved and then waged labor. Similar cases can be found (beyond the history of Europe and its colonies) in the Islamic world and in China. All these cases worldwide had two features in common: labor was necessary to live and was not engulfed in the colonial matrix of power that transformed living labor into slavery and waged labor (enslaved and waged labor became naturalized in the process of creating an economy of accumulation that is today recognized as capitalist economic mentality). Before this, living was the necessary precondition to work. This transformation resulted in extensive enslaved trade that transformed human life into a commodity—for the owner of the plantation, of the mine, and, later on, of the industry.

The next step was the Industrial Revolution: the meaning of "nature" in Acosta and Bacon changed, coming to refer to "natural resources," the food necessary to nourish the machines of the Industrial Revolution that produced other machines (railroad and automobile) that required more food, charcoal, and oil. "Environmental catastrophe" started at this moment. While regeneration of life before the Industrial Revolution still sustained a friendly relation between the Western man of culture and the integration of labor and nature on which he built his culture, the distance grew after the Industrial Revolution and all other civilizations were relegated, in the eyes of Western men, increasingly to the past. "Nature"—broadly conceived—mutated into "natural resources": while "nature"—as a concrete noun that names the physical non-human world—became in the New World the basis for the cultivation of sugar, tobacco, cotton, and so forth. In other words, the concept mutated into one referring to the source of natural resources (charcoal, oil, gas) that fueled the machines of the Industrial Revolution; that is, "nature" became a repository of objectified, neutralized, and largely inert materiality that existed for the fulfillment of the economic goals of the "masters" of the materials. The legacy of this transformation lives today, in our assumption that "nature" is the provider of "natural resources" for daily survival: water as a bottled commodity. The mutation of nature into natural resources in the West was a sign of progress and modernization and at the same time a sign that other civilizations stagnated and were falling behind the West. Such images were pure and simple narrative constructions; that is, they were assumed to be realities represented in the domain of knowledge, and knowledge was the basic and powerful tool used both to control authority and to be transferred as a commodity. Knowledge in the colonial matrix of power was a double-edged sword: on the other hand, it was the mediation to the ontology of the world as well as a way of being in the world (subjectivity). On the other hand, as far as knowledge was conceived imperially as true knowledge, it became a commodity to be exported to those whose knowledge was deviant or non-modern according to Christian theology and, later on, secular philosophy and sciences. This combination was successful enough, in terms of the amassing of wealth and power, that by the end of the nineteenth century China and India had to confront the fact that Western men and institutions saw them as (i.e., built knowledge in such a way that they came to be regarded as) lagging behind historically; and history, for the West, was equal to modernity. Consequently, Western knowledge became a commodity of exportation for the modernization of the non-Western world.

Coloniality wrapped up "nature" and "natural resources" in a complex system of Western cosmology, structured theologically and secularly; it also manufactured an epistemological system that legitimized its uses of "nature" to generate massive quantities of "produce," first, and massive quantities of "natural resources" after the Industrial Revolution. The first was still the period of regeneration; with the second we entered the period of recycling. The industrial and the technological revolution also made possible the industrialization of "produce" and the mercantilization of food and life.

It is already possible, through the research conducted recently, to trace the stages and transformations of the colonial matrix over the past five hundred years, in each of its spheres and in mutual relations of interdependence. I will offer you more examples that I have developed elsewhere.

First, the logic of coloniality (that is, the logic that held together the different spheres of the matrix) went through successive and cumulative stages
presented positively in the rhetoric of modernity: specifically, in the terms of salvation, progress, development, modernization, and democracy. The initial stage deployed the rhetoric of modernity as salvation. Salvation was focused on saving the souls through conversion to Christianity. The second stage involved the control of the souls of the non-European through the civilizing mission outside Europe and management of bodies in emerging nation-states through the set of techniques that Foucault analyzed as bio-politics. Thus, coloniality was (and still is) the missing complementary half of biopolitics. This transformation of the rhetoric of salvation and the logic of control became prevalent during the period of the secular nation-state. Theo-politics mutated into ego-politics. The third stage—a stage that continues today—began the moment the corporations and the market became dominant; biotechnology displaced eugenics; and advertising bombarding TV, on the streets, on newspapers, and the internet, displaced the radio. Consequently, the healthy European citizen and the healthy minority in the colonies, who were managed and controlled through eugenics in the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth, have now been converted into "consumer entrepreneurs" of their own health by the uses of bio-technology complicit with pharmacology. The well-known insistence of former president George W. Bush to privatize health insurance and to make each citizen a private entrepreneur and a consumer of pharmaceutical and biotechnological "advancement" has been very well documented, in facts and arguments, by Nikolas Rose's description of the politics of life itself. One consequence of the corporate stage in controlling bodies and converting citizens into health-consumers (that is, the politics of life itself, rather than bio-politics) is that it has engendered the "medical mafia." The stage of the politics of life itself in developed countries is indeed quite different. Here modernity cannot be separated from development, as we saw in the epigraph by Wang Hui. Rose, sometimes apologetically and sometimes in bad faith, recognizes that the politics of life itself is basically implemented in developed countries; that is, it is marketed to the minority of Western Europe and U.S. elite middle-class consumers. For the rest of the world (with the exception of each country's elite in the circle of westernization), the mutation has been from civilization to development: salvation by conversion to Christianity or assenting to Western civilization as it mutated into economic development, which was a conversion to Western economic principles, such as those of the Washington Consensus.

Second, in the sphere of epistemology, coloniality had its foundation in theology, that is, in the theo-politics of knowledge. Secularism displaced God as the guarantor of knowledge, placing Man and Reason in God's stead, and centralized the Ego. Ego-politics (the overarching cosmology on which bio-politics was founded) then displaced theo-politics (whose concern was the control of the soul, not of the body), but, in the last analysis, both joined forces to maintain the epistemic and political control of the colonial matrix. Carl Schmitt saw it clearly: political theology, said Schmitt, is not a metaphysical issue, but rather a well-grounded structure based on categories of knowledge, vision, and institutional configuration. The technological revolution together with the corporate values that were prioritized in Western Europe and the United States (I leave Japan in suspension for the time being) made management itself the prime center of social life and knowledge. Corporate values require efficiency—the more you produce, the larger the gains, the happier you are supposed to be. And technology has trained its own experts who are paid to "improve" technological management of everything. In the case of nurturing and education, the technological revolution is creating a new type of subject whose "knowledge" consists in spending time to package "knowledge" according to the technological options on the menu. "Technological thinking" takes the place of thinking in general and of disciplines like philosophy and the philosophical aspect of all knowledge, reducing them to a technological packaging of options. Nevertheless, this is happening to only a small percentage of the global population: the population that has the "privilege and the benefit" of economic and energy resources that enable them to "enjoy" technology. There is perhaps 80 percent or so of the world population for whom technology is not available, and the question for the future would be whether they would have access to technological menus. Will there always be at least an 80 percent rate of exclusion? Or will the 80 percent become aware that they form the majority of the population of the planet and perhaps build a world in which technology will be at the service of humanity, instead of men and women being at the service of technology. These will be the first moments of the decolonial education. In the meantime rewesternization (see chapter 1) means that human beings will continue to be at the service of technology and therefore the reproduction of the colonial matrix of power (cmP) will continue.

I have provided two hindsights on the logic of coloniality, a scheme of its structure, and a few examples of its historical foundation and transformation...
through five hundred years of the birth and histories of Western civilization and its imperial expansion. Needless to say, I am stating that the colonial matrix of power is the very foundational structure of Western civilization. Let me now give some more specific details of the levels at which the logic of coloniality operates. It is possible to identify a number of specific historico-structural nodes in which we can see the hierarchical structure of each node. Quijano's concept of heterogenous historico-structural nodes will be understood as a state wherein any pair of items is likely to be related in two or more differing ways. In a pedagogical formula it could be said that historico-structural nodes are heterarchical, but to say so we have to decolonize the concept of heterarchy (which is defined in universal terms) and understand heterarchies crossed by the colonial and imperial differences. Once we do that, decolonized heterarchy mutates into heterogenous historico-structural nodes, crossed by colonial and imperial differences. We have thus changed epistemic terrain to further describe the colonial matrix as a logical structure that underlines the totality of Western civilization; it is a managerial logic that by now has gone beyond the actors who have created and managed it—and, in a sense, it is the colonial matrix that has managed the actors and all of us. We are all in the matrix, each node is interconnected with all the rest, and the matrix cannot be observed and described by an observed located outside the matrix that cannot be observed—that observer will be either the God of Christian theology or the Subject of secular Reason.

Coming back to the heterogenous historic-structural nodes by which I have displaced heterarchy and changing epistemic terrain: I will first enumerate such nodes and then follow up with a few examples to illustrate their inter-relations. The order in which I will present them can be modified, for some will argue that economy and class relations are the foundation of hierarchies in societies, and others will argue that it is racial classification and the particular subjectivity and control of knowledge that makes possible such hierarchy through colonial and imperial differences. The colonial matrix (which manifests itself in the rhetoric of modernity that hides the logic of coloniality), remember, is tantamount to Western civilization as built in the past five hundred years, originating in the Atlantic, then expanding and encroaching on other civilizations justified by the colonial and imperial differences. Thus, the colonial matrix is built and operates on a series of interconnected heterogenous historico-structural nodes, bounded by the "" that divides and unites modernity/coloniality, imperial laws/colonial rules, center/peripheries, that are the consequences of global linear thinking in the foundation of the modern/colonial world (see chapter 2). Its legitimacy is anchored in the principles of diverse knowledges as well as in the apparatus of enunciation, which consists of categories of thought, social actors, and institutions held together through the continuity of education. Decolonial thinking and doing starts from the analytic of the levels and spheres in which it can be effective in the process of decolonization and liberation from the colonial matrix.

CMP then operates in a series of interconnected heterogenous historico-structural nodes crossed by colonial and imperial differences and by the underlying logic that secures those connections: the logic of coloniality, which I hope will become more visible in the remaining pages of this book. Historico-structural nodes mean that no one is independent of any other, as any node is likely to be related in two or more differing ways. The analytic of coloniality (decolonial thinking) consists in the relentless work of unveiling how the matrix works. And the decolonial option is the relentless project of getting us all out of the mirage of modernity and the trap of coloniality. They all connect through the logic that generates, reproduces, modifies, and maintains interconnected hierarchies. For that reason, I start with the racial historico-structural node in which the colonial and imperial differences have been anchored. Colonial and imperial differences have also shaped patriarchal relations since gender and sexual hierarchical relations very much depend, in the modern/colonial world, on racial classification. A white woman in the colonies, for example, is in a position to dominate a man of color. And a woman of color, in the colonies, would most likely join her ethnically exploited male companion rather than join the white woman who exploits and dominates him. Let's then enumerate some historico-structural nodes, keeping in mind that each node is not a universal instance but that each of them are constantly being articulated through the colonial and imperial difference.

1 A global racial formation whose point of origination was Christian Spain in its double and simultaneous classification: the Moors and the Jews in Europe and the Indians and Africans across the Atlantic.

2 A particular global class formation where a diversity of forms of labor (slavery, semi-serfdom, wage labor, petty-commodity production, etc.) were to
coexist and be organized by capital as a source of production of surplus value through the selling of commodities for a profit in the world market. This particular global structure originated in the sixteenth century.

3 An international division of labor of core and periphery where capital organized labor at the periphery around coerced and authoritarian forms. International division of labor was supported by the ordination of international law (de Vitoria, Grotius) in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

4 An inter-state system of politico-military organizations controlled by Euro-American males and institutionalized in colonial administrations (comparable to NATO).

5 A global racial/ethnic hierarchy that privileged European people over non-European people. While politico-military organizations were known in Europe and other parts of the world, in the sixteenth century politico-military organizations became entrenched with international law.

6 A global gender/sex hierarchy that privileged males over females and European patriarchy over other forms of gender configuration and sexual relations. A system that imposed the concept of "woman" to reorganize gender/sexual relations in the European colonies, effectively introducing regulations for "normal" relations among the sexes and the hierarchical distinctions between "man" and "woman."

7 Consequently, the colonial system invented also the categories "homosexual" and "heterosexual" (e.g., Las Casas's infamous expression "el pecado nefando"), just as it invented the category "man" and "woman." This invention makes "homophobia" irrelevant for describing Maya, Aztec, or Inca civilizations, since in these civilizations gender/sexual organizations were cast in different categories, which Spaniards (and Europeans, in general, whether Christian or secular) were either unable to see or unwilling to accept. There was no homophobia, as indigenous people did not think in these types of categories.

8 A spiritual/religious hierarchy that privileged Christian over non-Christian/non-Western spiritualities was institutionalized in the globalization of the Christian (Catholic and later Protestant) Church: by the same token, coloniality of knowledge translated other ethical and spiritual practices around the world as "religion," an invention that was also accepted by "natives" (Hinduism was invented as religion only in the eighteenth century).

9 An aesthetic hierarchy (art, literature, theater, opera) that through respective institutions (museums, school of beaux arts, opera houses, glossy paper magazines with splendid reproductions of paintings) manages the senses and shapes sensibilities by establishing norms of the beautiful and the sublime, of what art is and what it is not, what shall be included and what shall be excluded, what shall be awarded and what shall be ignored.

10 An epistemic hierarchy that privileged Western knowledge and cosmology over non-Western knowledge and cosmologies was institutionalized in the global university system, publishing houses, and Encyclopedia Britannica, on paper and online.

11 A linguistic hierarchy between European languages and non-European languages privileged communication and knowledge/theoretical production in the former and subalternized the latter as sole producers of folklore or culture, but not of knowledge/theory.

12 A particular conception of the "modern subject," an idea of Man, introduced in the European Renaissance, became the model for the Human and for Humanity, and the point of reference for racial classification and global racism.

Let's take the example of language, knowledge, racism, authority, and economy creating heterogenous historico-structural nodes that transform themselves and yet remain, maintaining the logic of coloniality: the context and the content changes, but the logic remains (see afterword). I have argued this point several times in the past. Following up on Quijano's statement that Eurocentrism is a question not of geography but of epistemology, I have backed up this dictum with the observation that Western knowledge is founded in two classic languages (Greek and Latin) and unfolded in the six modern/colonial and imperial European languages: Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese (the vernacular languages of the Renaissance and early foundation of modernity/coloniality) and French, German, and English (the three vernacular languages that have dominated from the Enlightenment to this day). Eurocentrism (as imperial knowledge whose point of origination was Europe) could be found and reproduced in the colonies and ex-colonies, as well as in locales that have not been directly colonized (routes of dispersion). Eurocentrism is, for example, easily found in Colombia, Chile, or Argentina, in China or in India, which doesn't mean the
these places are, in their entirety, Eurocentric. Certainly not. One will not say that Bolivia is in totality Eurocentric. However, it couldn't be denied that traces of Eurocentrism are alive and well in Bolivia, in both the Right and the Left, politically and epistemically. The same considerations could be made with respect to China. It will be difficult to convince any one that China is a Eurocentered country, although no one will dispute that the traces of Eurocentrism are still alive and well in China. The linguistic hierarchy in which Eurocentrism has been founded— which leaves out of the game Arabic, Hindi, Russian, Urdu, Aymara, Quechua, Bambara, Hebrew, and so on— controls knowledge not only through the dominance of the languages themselves, but through the categories on which thought is based. Therefore, border epistemology emerges from the exteriority (not the outside, but the outside invented in the process of creating the identity of the inside, that is Christian Europe) of the modern/colonial world, from bodies squeezed between imperial languages and those languages and categories of thought negated by and expelled from the house of imperial knowledge. If we explore how aesthetics have been conceived and defended and art practiced in the eighteenth century, we will see that the hierarchy of languages goes hand in hand with the hierarchy of knowledge and of art and literature. However, and since the Renaissance, literature and painting held hands in the concept of "representation" and in the belief in the direct connection between "words and things," as Foucault explained. Consequently, literature and painting set the rules by which to judge and evaluate written expressions and visual figurations not only in Europe, but, above all, in the non-European world. While arts and literatures were already flourishing in Italy in the fifteenth century, this flourishing was connected to the economic well being of Italy, which was based on three financial and commercial cities: Florence, Venice, and Genoa. That foundation was crucial in the sixteenth century, when European men and institutions began to populate the Americas, founding universities and establishing a system of knowledge, training Indians to paint churches and to legitimize artistic principles and practices that were connected with the symbolic in the control of authority and with the economic in the mutual complicity between economic wealth and the splendors of the arts. From the seventeenth century, European colonies provided the raw material for the foundation of museums of curiosities (Kunstkamera), which later on divided pieces from the non-European world (museums of natural history, of anthropology) from museums of art (primarily European, from the Renaissance on).

The Argument to Come

Chapter 1 lays out the groundwork, outlining five wide trajectories that will shape global futures for many decades to come, perhaps the entire twenty-first century. I describe these five projects as rewesternization, the reorientation of the Left, dewesternization, decoloniality or the decolonial option, and spirituality or the spiritual option. I am not looking for a winner. These trajectories and options coexist and will coexist in conflictive and/or diplomatic relations, some will be compatible with others and others will be incompatible. I am just saying that there is not and cannot be a winner anymore. "Terrorism" and "Wikileaks" are two examples of the point of no return, and the point of no return is that there is no longer a place in this world for one and only one trajectory to reign over the others. *Imperium* has run its course and global futures are being built in which many trajectories and options will be available; however, there will be no place of one option to pretend to be the option. The decolonial option is not aiming to be the one. It is just an option that, beyond asserting itself as such, makes clear that all the rest are also options, and, not simply the irrevocable truth of history that has to be imposed by force and fire. That is simply the political treatise, in one sentence, written by the EZLN: a world in which many worlds will coexist. Chapters 2 and 3 move toward decolonial thinking, the historical foundation of decoloniality, and the decolonial option. Both chapters 2 and 3 explore in depth geopolitics and body-politics of knowledge confronting (e.g., looking into the eyes of) theo- and ego-politics of knowledge (that is, modern/imperial knowledge). Chapters 4 and 5 offer decolonial readings of two basic concepts in the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality: space and time. Colonization of time and space are foundational for the rhetoric of modernity: the Renaissance colonized time by inventing the Middle Ages and Antiquity, thus placing itself at the unavoidable present of history and setting the stage for Europe becoming the center of space. Hegel concluded this narrative by having a main character, the Spirit traveling from the East and landing in the presents of Germany and Europe, the center of the world. The rhetoric of modernity displaces
previous similar conceptions of space and time, the many “firsts” nomos of the earth: Beijing was the middle kingdom, as were Jerusalem and, later on, Mecca and Medina for Islam; Cuzco for the Incas; and Tenochtitlan for the Aztecs. Chapter 4 delves into coloniality and colonization of time—that is, Western time. If the Renaissance invented the Middle Ages and Antiquity, installing the logic of coloniality by colonizing its own past (and stored it as its own tradition), the Enlightenment (and the growing dominance of the British) invented Greenwich, remapping the logic of coloniality and colonizing space, with Greenwich as the zero point of global time. Chapter 5 follows up by examining the coloniality (the logic) and colonization (the enactment) of space in Immanuel Kant’s Geography. It also follows up on chapters 5 and 6 in The Darker Side of the Renaissance, in which I previously examined the colonization of space. At the time Kant was delivering his lessons in geography (in the second half of the eighteenth century), the feeling that Hegel developed a few decades later was already in place: Germany was for both Hegel and Kant the equivalent of what Cuzco was in the organization of Tawantinsuyu or Beijing as the Middle Kingdom of the China Dynastic organization. Germany was, in other words, the Cuzco and Beijing of Europe. Kant and Hegel placed themselves and are well installed in the secularization of the epistemology of the zero point (see chapters 2 and 3 herein): the observers observing the valley from the top of the mountain. Shall I call this panopticon? Not necessarily: decolonially I am talking about the hubris of the zero point. I am talking about different histories, conditions, sensibilities, and epistemologies, since I do not believe in the universality of concepts that have been useful to account for a local history, even if that local history is the history of the point of origin of the idea of modernity and of the imperial routes of dispersion. Once again, geopolitics and body-politics of knowledge coexist with ego-politics, in which language and experience—the panopticon—was brought into the picture. Chapters 6 and 7 continue the decolonial argument that was introduced in chapters 2 and 3, and advanced in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6, on the Zapatista’s theoretical revolution, highlights the unity of doing through thinking and thinking through doing, replacing and displacing the distinction between theory and practice. There are many issues that have unfolded since the initial Zapatista uprising, within the movement itself, within Mexico (e.g., la otra campaña, the creation of Caracoles, the Festival de la Digna Rabia, etc.), and outside the borders of Mexico (the government of Evo Morales, the indigenous movements in Ecuador). My argument is not historical or sociological, but theoretical. Chapter 6 prepares the terrain for chapter 7 on cosmopolitanism and the decolonial option. The point is that while Kant’s cosmopolitanism was conceived centrifugally (e.g., a cosmopolitan world designed and lead by and from Europe), the future demands decolonial cosmopolitanism, rather than imperial cosmopolitanism, for who will indeed take to the field and map, from the top of the hill, a new and good cosmopolitan order? Decolonial cosmopolitanism should be thought of as cosmopolitan localism, an oxymoron for sure, but an oxymoron that breaks away, delinks, from the imperial bend of Kantian cosmopolitan legacies. Cosmopolitan localism names the connector for global and pluriversal projects, where all existing nation-states and future organizations that will replace, displace, or redo current forms of nation-states, as well as the emerging political society will participate (by whatever form of organization) to a truly cosmopolitan world. This global project, without a single leader, without the G7, G8, or G20, would be—contrary to Kant—pluriversal rather than universal.

The afterword is both a conclusion and an opening up to the decolonial option and to planetary communal orders. Planetary communal “orders” are based on pluriversality as a universal project, as argued in the chapters 6 and 7, rather than on a “communal global order” (a commonwealth or a universal commons) that would be monocentric, universal, and endorse the imperialism of objectivity and truth without parenthesis. This premise is crucial to understanding my argument, for if you read my argument with the expectations created by modernity (from the Left and from the Right)—that a global order is necessary and that global order is equated with one project, then you will miss the main point and get derailed in your interpretation. The global order I am advocating is pluriversal, not universal. And that means to take pluriversality as a universal project to which all contending options would have to accept. And accepting it only requires us to put ourselves, as persons, states, institutions, in the place, as Ottobah Cugoano stated, no human being has the right to dominate and be imposed over other human being. It is that simple and it is so difficult. To move in that direction we need to change the terms of the conversation. Changing the terms, and not just the content of the conversation means to think and
act decolonially. Much has to be done, but the growing global political society indicates that decolonial options will increase exponentially and by so doing will contribute to remapping the end of the road to which Western civilization and the colonial matrix of power has led us. Once again, the goal of decolonial options is not to take over, but to make clear, by thinking and doing, that global futures can no longer be thought of as one global future in which only one option is available; after all, when only one option is available, "option" entirely loses its meaning.

Part One
CHAPTER ONE

The Roads to the Future

Rewesternization, Dewesternization, and Decoloniality

When one puts objectivity in parenthesis, all views, all verses in the multiverse are equally valid. Understanding this, you lose the passion for changing the other. One of the results is that you look apathetic to people. Now, those who do not live with objectivity in parentheses have a passion for changing the other. So they have this passion and you do not. For example, at the university where I work, people may say, "Humberto is not really interested in anything," because I don't have the passion in the same sense that the person that has objectivity without parentheses. And I think that this is the main difficulty. To other people you may seem too tolerant. However, if the others also put objectivity in parentheses, you discover that disagreements can only be solved by entering a domain of co-inspiration in which things are done together because the participants want to do them. With objectivity in parentheses, it is easy to do things together because one is not denying the other in the process of doing them.

HUMBERTO R. MATURANA, "Biologie der Sozialität," 1985

IN THE SECOND EDITION of The Nomos of the Earth in the International Law of the Jus Publicum Europaeum (1974), Carl Schmitt traces three possible future scenarios. His vision of the future is, naturally and correctly, grounded on his view of the past: the history of nomos and linear global thinking (see chapter 2 in this book).

The history of nomos is divided into two distinct eras: before 1500 and after 1500. "There always has been some kind of nomos of the earth," observes Schmitt in a sweeping view of planetary history before 1500: "In all the ages of mankind, the earth has been appropriated, divided and cultivated. But before the year 1500 . . ."
great discoveries, before the sixteenth century of our system of dating, men had no global concept of the planet on which they lived. Certainly, they had a mythical image of heaven and earth, and of land and sea, but the earth still was not measured as a globe, and men still had not ventured onto the great oceans."

I agree with Schmitt on this count. But instead of linking and anchoring this period in planetary history to the Greek nomos, I prefer the decolonial version of "a polycentric world in which no one civilization is imposed over all the rest." There are many explanations for such state of affairs, but the fact remains that, in the sixteenth century, European men reached, for the first time in the history of humankind, a planetary view as depicted by, among many others, the Flemish cartographer Rumold Mercator, in 1587. Before 1500 there was no reference point to which "alternatives" could be imagined. There were many options and interactions among people from different languages, religions, and territories. There were conflicts, of course. But the conflicts remained at local levels. Briefly stated: before 1500 the world order was polycentric and noncapitalist. After 1500 the world order entered into a process in which polycentrism began to be displaced by an emerging monocentric civilization (e.g., Western civilization). Western civilization emerged not just as another civilization in the planetary concert, but as the civilization destined to lead and save the rest of the world from the Devil, from barbarism and primitivism, from underdevelopment, from despotism, and to turn unhappiness into happiness for all and forever.

In the name of modernity (the Renaissance version), colonization of space first and of time later (see chapter 4) were the two main strategies (or technologies if you wish) of management and control. Tied to both colonization of space and time, the colonial and imperial differences came into being. Through a long process, over five hundred years (1500-2000, roughly), a monocentric world order took precedence over the polycentric one. How did that happen? According to Schmitt,

The first nomos of the Earth was destroyed about 500 years ago, when the great oceans of the world were opened up. The earth was circumnavigated; America, a completely new, unknown, not even suspected continent was discovered. A second nomos of the earth arose from such discoveries of land and sea. The discoverers were not invited. They were made without visas issued by the discovered peoples. The discoverers were Europeans, who appropriated, divided and utilized the planet. Thus, the second nomos of the Earth became Euro-centric. The newly discovered continent of America first was utilized in the form of colonies. The Asian landmasses could not be appropriated in the same way. The Eurocentric structure of nomos extended only partially, as open land-appropriation, and otherwise as protectorates, leases, trade agreements and spheres of interests; in short, in more elastic forms of utilization. Only in the nineteenth century did the land-appropriating European powers divide up Africa.

There are several issues with which decolonial perspectives would be in harmony with Schmitt's narrative. The difference lies in the geo- and body-politics of knowing and knowledge. That is, the concerns of a given scholar, politician, activist, banker, journalist, farmer, former slave, and so on do not meet in the universal house of knowledge where truth without parenthesis is disputed and conflict of interpretations arises. Geo-historical and biographical locations are not naturally ranked in their privilege, but they are located by the colonial matrix of power and the imperial/colonial differential order of knowledge. For example, during the same years that Schmitt published the books and the articles added to the second edition, Edmundo O'Gorman, in Mexico (precisely between 1950 and 1960), published two equally groundbreaking books: La idea del descubrimiento de América (1952) and La invención de América (1958). In both cases, the basic and strong argument is that America was not discovered, because there was no such entity thus named, but invented. It is as if Schmitt and O'Gorman were facing each other at two ends of the Atlantic, looking at how things had happened since the sixteenth century. One was looking at dwelling in the imperial history of Europe, while the other was dwelling in the colonial history of the Americas and the Caribbean. This argument has been familiar in the South American history of thought for six decades, and I have stressed the point on several occasions. You may prefer Schmitt's option; but at this point it would be difficult to deny that O'Gorman has an equally valid option that has been obscured by the coloniality of knowledge that made Schmitt the quantitatively preferred option.

More relevant, however, is what one can call "Schmitt's trick," although I am persuaded that it was not intentional. That means that Schmitt took
for granted that once the "new nomos" emerged, all the others vanished. He was taking for granted the very modern idea that history is singular, that there is only one historical line so that once something new appears, what existed before is superseded and relegated to the past—to history, precisely. But even if we accept this view, we have to account for two different types of erasure: first, the new nomos erased the previous nomos that had been incorporated in the history of Europe (that is, the Greek nomos); but, second, the Incas and the Aztecs did not belong to that trajectory, and their nomos (if you wish to look at their sense of territoriality in this term) was negated and discarded, not incorporated. Today we see that "the first nomos" of the earth was not "destroyed." Because they were not destroyed they are re-emerging in the twentieth-first century in different guises: as religious and ancestral identities re-articulated in responses to and confrontation with Western global designs (globalism rather than globalization). This is not, of course, to propose a return to the past but, precisely, to open up the roads toward global futures. So, let's get back to Schmitt's trick, which is in part responsible for our blindness regarding the co-existence of global histories hidden under the illusion (Schmitt's trick) that once the second nomos of the earth came, the first ceased to exist, or was left out of history and put into the museum. First Schmitt tells us that there were many nomos, which he reduces to "the first nomos." That is, he aligned the diversity of the polycentric world with a single line of Western history. For that reason, when he was imagining the future he was unable to imagine that "the first nomos" (in plural) had never been destroyed, had always coexisted alongside the "new nomos," and that now they have reemerged. Beyond the linearization of nomos diversity before 1500 that is Schmitt's story, there is in front of him (like O'Gorman) the view of the coexistence of non-European nomos with the linearization of time (global linear thinking) and the empty space (in the Americas and in Africa, but not in India and China—"The Asian landmasses could not be appropriated in the same way"). These nomos that never were destroyed (e.g., think of the persistence of Tawantinsuyu in Bolivia today, grounding the revival of indigenous political society; or the reframing of Confucius's legacy in modern China; or in the attempts by Muslim intellectuals to decolonize Western translations of Shari'a and Jihad and to restore them as a proper foundation for Muslim ways of life), and they never vanished either. Thus, we all are returning to a polycentric world order only that today—contrary to the world before 1500—it is polycentric and capitalist.

Decolonizing the Second Nomos of the Earth

The future is bound to the chains of the past. Thus, Schmitt states,

The main characteristics of this second nomos of the earth lay first in its Eurocentric structure and second in that, different from the first, in its mythical image of the world, it encompassed the oceans. ... The Eurocentric nomos of the earth lasted until World War I (1914–1918). It was based on a dual balance; first, the balance of land and sea. England alone dominated the sea, and allowed no balance of sea power. By contrast, on the European continent there existed a balance of land powers. Its guarantor was the sea power of England. The Eurocentric nomos may have lasted until the First World War, but its agony extended until the Second World War, when Europe suffered the consequences of its own imperial history: the vacuum left by the collapse of jus publicum Europaeum was taken up by Adolf Hitler, who, as Aimé Césaire noted, applied to white men the same racial principles that Europe has applied, for five centuries, to the non-European population. The entry of the United States as an emerging world leader after the Second World War initiated the Cold War with the Soviet Union. In that context, Schmitt was forecasting the future. If the second nomos ended, what would be the new nomos? He saw, as I have mentioned, three possible scenarios. The first scenario, according to Schmitt, would depend on who succeeds and comes out of the Cold War as the new hegemony. The divide between East (at that time, the Soviet Union) and West would be the last stage before the unification of the world—a possibility celebrated by Francis Fukuyama immediately after the collapse of the Soviet Union. But, apparently, this scenario did not obtain. Schmitt saw a second possibility based on the concept of balance of the nomos previously described: "That would mean that England's former domination of the oceans be expanded to a joint domination of sea and air, which only the United States is capable of doing. America is, so to speak, the great island that could administer and guarantee the balance of the rest of the world." One could say that this is
the scenario that was viable, particularly from the Reagan-Thatcher years, until the combined collapse of events that were contributed to by the Bush administration (the invasion of Iraq and the collapse of Wall Street) showed this scenario as unviable. The third scenario, for Schmitt, was no longer based on a viable and possible balance of England and the United States (which would have required a sort of transnational and transimperial hegemony), but from a combination and balance "of several independent Großraume or that blocs could constitute a balance, and thereby could precipitate a new order of the earth." This seems to be the situation today. But it complicates the question of a "new nomos." Therefore, I turn now to explore this scenario from a decolonial perspective. What follows is the overall historico-theoretical frame in which the following chapters are connected.

Let's start in agreement with Schmitt and say that the Eurocentered nomos of the earth between 1500 and 1914–18/1945 was indeed the result of a project of Westernization (which went hand in hand with the process of building on the idea of Western civilization) that grew and expanded consistently for four and a half centuries. The process and project of Westernization did not stop with the crisis of the second nomos of the earth, between the First and Second World Wars. It continued not by appropriating land, but by managing finances and natural resources through the project of development and modernization, in two stages: from 1950 to 1970, when the project collapsed, and from 1980 to 2008, when the project revived. In the second stage, development was translated into globalism, the conceptual tool of neo-liberal designs. However, by 2000, the world was changing and those changes are clear today. The world order in which we are living is polycentric, as it was before 1500, but unlike that world order, today the various centers share the same economic principles: capitalism. You can say that U.S. capitalism is not the same as European or Chinese capitalism, but the fact remains that the differences are superficial, not of the deep structure; the economic rules and principles continue to be oriented to the horizon of accumulation of wealth, which anchors the power of decisions. Some are attempting to impose, and others reject, the imposition (e.g., China's recent recasting of international relations; the Egyptian people reaching the limit of state imposition). Which means that—in the sphere of the state and the corporations—the struggle that is being fought is located in the domain and control of authority and the control of knowledge (political and epistemic struggles). "Capitalism" is not only a domain of economic transactions and exploitation of labor, but of control and management of knowledge and subjectivities. A second significant change was the emergence and growth of a global political society (often referred to as social movements) known during the second half of the twentieth century. During the Cold War, industrial-worker struggles beyond the United States and the Soviet Union were the most visible manifestation of dissent with governments and industries. Today, claims for economic and other material benefits go hand in hand with claims for dignity and the rights (human rights) to re-inscribe the active participation of the political society and to be in and out of the colonial matrix of power, like La Via Campesina, moving toward decolonial horizons. Decolonial horizons in the domain of the state have been at work in Bolivia under the presidency of Evo Morales, and appear in the written constitution of both Bolivia and Ecuador. In both cases the very concept of a plurinational state (with all the complications that it entails) is a clear decolonial formulation, since modern/colonial states outside Europe (where the modern/imperial state was founded) intend to displace the ethno-class of European descent that created and managed the modern/colonial state (since its inception in the early nineteenth century), and that lived behind and outside citizenship in the vast population of Indians and Afro descendants. Bolivia and Ecuador are the only two states, to my knowledge, that opened up the decolonization of the modern/imperial model of the state by introducing the crucial concept of a "plurinational state." In these two cases, certain collaboration exists (amid many conflicts) between the political society and the state.

Today the historical scenario has changed, as have the perspectives through which one feels and understands the present. I do not see the future in terms of the three scenarios drawn by Schmitt (or any other alternatives), as these have proposed terms of "either/or." Schmitt's forecast presupposes that one of the three would obtain and hold the world together. The argument of this book is predicated on the belief that, in the forthcoming decades, the world order will be decided in the struggles, negotiations, competitions, and collaborations between five different and coexisting trajectories—without a winner. If there is a winner it would be the agreement that global futures shall be polycentric and noncapitalist. Which means that a struggle for world domination that was based on wealth accumulation,
military power, and the pursuit of a form of supremacy that could impose its own notion of universality would yield to pluriversality as a universal project.

The first of the five trajectories is rewesternization, which has become clear since the failure in Iraq and the collapse of Wall Street. The later was manifested in the multitude of articles devoted to how to save capitalism and the future of capitalism. The second trajectory, a response to the first, I call the reorientation of the Left. The third one is dewesternization, the project that has emerged in East and Southeast Asia since the late 1990s, but that has gained strength through the support of China, not only in economic growth, but primarily in political, epistemic, and subjective confidence. Dewesternization is not an anti-Western move, but, on the contrary, a moving in a different direction, a regaining of the confidence that the West took away from it first by classifying them as the “yellow race” and second by the humiliating experience and the colonial wound impinged through the Opium War. Dewesternization is also a deracializing move by actors of the “yellow race,” whose existence was not due to biological laws but to the fact that the “white race” controlled the discourse of science and of politics. I will return frequently throughout the book to discuss this trajectory. The fourth trajectory is the decolonial option, generically expressed, and decolonial options in their historical enactments, which is the topic of this book. And the fifth trajectory, akin with decolonial options, is the spiritual option. The spiritual option, offers responses not only to the materiality and efficiency of secular modernity, but also to the institutionalization and colonization of the spirituality of the institutionalized religions. The decolonial and spiritual options have their domain of action and interaction in the political society, except in the Andes, where the decolonial and the spiritual options come together in the revamping of concepts like “the right of Pachamama” and “Sumak Kawasy-Sumak Kamaña” (to which I will return in the afterword) and are being explored and enacted in the process of decolonizing the state and in the radicalization of critiques to developmental policies in the domain of economy.

In what follows I describe one trajectory at a time keeping in mind, first, that each trajectory displays and discloses a series of options, and, second, that trajectories and options are not closed systems: actors can move from one to the other; the “core” of one trajectory can incorporate the “context” of another trajectory (e.g., multiculturalism in United States or Europe) means that the “context” of immigrant cultures is included without endangering the political and economic “core.” In another scenario it could be that one element of the “core” of one trajectory (e.g., rewesternization) is adapted to a different trajectory (dewesternization) (as it is in the case of China incorporating a Western economy of growth and accumulation, without losing the “core” of their own identity. That means that adapting an element that is the “core” of one trajectory doesn’t mean to adopt also its “context” (neoliberalism). It means that the “core” elements are not the same for each trajectory. (I will return to these issues in the afterword.) In the remainder of this book I will focus on rewesternization, dewesternization, and decoloniality.

Rewesternization

Let’s start with the graphic overview of the five trajectories by examining rewesternization.

The government of George W. Bush contributed to erasing the leadership image that the United States had succeeded in building since the end of the Second World War. The three pillars of the Bush administration that contributed to its own demise were the invasion of Iraq, unilateralism in many global issues, and the collapse of Wall Street. The end of Bush's government
also coincided with the end of the neoliberal Washington Consensus and the
ingold of the neo-con that had consolidated from the Reagan-Thatcher
team to the Bush-Blair team. One of the many tasks of Barack Obama’s
administration is to rebuild the confidence the world had in the United
States. I call this project rewesternization. Rewesternization touches all
the levels of the colonial matrix of power. In the sphere of economy, the task is
to “save capitalism,” to re-imagine the “future of capitalism.” In the sphere
of authority, the United States is trying to maintain its leadership in inter-
national relations. In the sphere of knowledge, the United States is promot-
ing what the country has done best—science and technology—now clearly
oriented toward the corporations, which means knowledge to revamp the
economy. “Knowledge for development” is the unquestioned orientation of
the United States in its current project of rewesternizing the world, which is
also transparent in the initiation of the World University Forum, in Davos.
Of particular interest is the call for papers for Davos University 2010.4 In
the sphere of subjectivity, the financial crisis made evident how important
it is for the future of capitalism to have “consumers.” Consumer-subjects live
in a special world and possess a certain psychology: they live to work
and work to consume, instead of working and consuming to live. Working
and consuming to live is a basic principle of the decolonial option, moving
toward and building psychologies and subjectivities consistent with com-
munal and pluriversal futures.

President Barack Obama’s move, in July 2009, to look for a partnership
with China was well in line with the trajectory of rewesternization. In March
2010, and in the same project, President Obama visited three countries in
Latin America (Colombia, Brazil, and Chile), the three countries that are, in
the view of the United States, the most plausible candidates to support the
project of rewesternization. Brazil, however, may not be in that line but
leaning toward dewesternization. As we will see below, China is already well
advanced in its process of dewesternization. This also presents a good case
for understanding how dewesternization works. That China acquiesced to
Obama’s move doesn’t mean that China will follow Obama’s (or the IMF’s
or the World Bank’s) instructions; it also doesn’t mean that Chinese leaders
are succumbing to Obama’s magic. It means that the “partnership” is for the
U.S. government a move toward rewesternization; but, for Chinese leaders,
it is a move of dewesternization. In a decolonial analysis of the confronta-
tion between rewesternization and dewesternization, both sides of the coin
shine at the surface: the hegemonic and/or dominant views can no longer
erase the “de” responses, either dewestern or decolonial. This reordering
of global forces, between rewesternization and dewesternization, seems to
suggest a twenty-first-century tendency toward building a capitalist global
order and a polycentric world. The major conflict in this scenario will be
played out in the domain of authority and of subjectivity at once, for control
of authority could hardly be asserted without a radical transformation of
subjectivities responding to imperial differences: that is, the Western imper-
ial idea that the yellow race is inferior to the white race could only work in
the process of rewesternization but has already ended from the perspective
of dewesternization. The section below will clarify what I mean.

Reorientations of the Left

Responses to rewesternization are coming from the “reorientation of
the secular Left,” where I see at least four internal trajectories. The secular
Marxist Left has one important element in common with the “theological
Left” of both Western Christianity and Islam. While in both Christianity
and Islam you can find arguments showing that religion and capitalism are
compatible, there are also strong arguments in Christianity and Islam arguing
that capitalism is simply evil. This is a scenario in which noncapitalist
futures have to be thought out in terms of pluriversality, truth in paren-
thesis and the coexistence of the secular and the theological (Christian-
ity and Islam), the decolonial and the communal, and the neither secular
nor theological Confucian legacies.15 However, while theological Islam is
critical of Western secularism, of the life style prompted by capitalism, and
of Christianity (seen as different faces of Western civilization), theological
Christianity is critical of capitalism and of secularism and of Islamism as
well. And if Christianity is critical of Western civilization, it will necessar-
ily be self-critical as well, since Christianity is one of Western civilization’s
basic pillars. Coexistence and cooperation would be impossible, however,
if the agents in each of the theological and secular “leftist” orientations see
their own as the one and only trajectory. At that point, the future will be
envisioned as “my own good and best universal.” For the Left, the crisis was
not caused by the invasion of Iraq, Bush’s unilateralism, and the collapse of
Wall Street. Iraq and Wall Street are merely signposts of the crisis of capital-
ism and its companions, the liberal state and international imperial rela-
tions. For the secular Left, the crisis manifested itself in the collapse of the
Soviet Union. For those who subscribe to the theology of liberation, there is instead a continuity of victims of capitalism and of the poor. However, if the fall of the Soviet Union was not as critical for theology of liberation as it was for the secular Left, its demise created the conditions to increase the victims of capitalism and the levels of poverty.\(^6\)

In between, but perhaps also continuing after 9/11, the expression "global Left" began to take hold. To be sure, the spectrum of the "Left" is very wide. I would mention a few cases in which remapping the Left in global perspectives is taking place in the Western (Euro-American) and in the non-Western world. While the history of the Left in the non-Western world lies in the shadow of the Communist Party (that reproduced in secular fashion what Christian missionaries did in the sixteenth century, changing the content by maintaining the terms of the conversation), the Left has been reorienting itself according to their local histories, which were interfered with by global designs of the European Left. Such is the case with the New Left in China and Bolivia, and before that, the Nationalist Left in Argentina in the 1960s. The common ground among these trajectories is not only their dispensation of the directives of the Communist Party (or, in the case of China, of Mao's legacy) but also in their successful detachment from the guidance of the Euro-American Left. Today the Euro-American Left is inverting the process. Instead of positing itself as the guiding light of the Third World, it is looking for cooperation and dialogue across secular and theological lines; for example, dialogues that have opened up between Muslim intellectuals and the European and U.S. Left. They are also networking between leftist nodes established in Europe, the United States, and the Global South (for example, the World Social Forum). In this respect, this particular version of the global Left as well as the New Left in China could be conversant with decolonial projects, although each project cannot be subsumed into the other. The differences are significant, and most prominent in the decolonial rejection of any option that claims universality, or that has not yet clearly rejected the legacies of universalism in their own trajectory. Decolonial projects coexist with other trajectories, sometimes in tension sometimes in collaboration, but always stressing its distinctiveness. Why would the rhetoric of sameness prevail over that of difference? Why one would prefer "what all humans have in common is our differences" to "because we are all the same and equal we have the right to difference." Who benefits from one or the other formula? Conversations and collaborations across the aisle are possible and desirable, but the differences between projects are also crucial. Not understanding this point leads to misunderstandings and conflicts instead of collaborations.

The European Left in revamping the idea of "the commons" allows for the reorientation of previous concepts of communism and socialism. As the proletariat was reconceptualized in terms of the multitude, socialism and communism are replaced by the idea of the common: the construction of the public space as alternative to the dominion of the private in a capitalist-oriented society.\(^9\) Proposals of the Left around the idea of "the common" shall be distinguished from decolonial ideas of "the communal" as has been argued by Aymara intellectuals in Bolivia (to which I shall return in the afterword), as well as from liberal notions of the commonwealth.\(^9\) In a nutshell, we are facing here three similar concepts, but each is attached to three different genealogies of thought, trajectories, sensibilities, and local memories. Decolonially, there are three options that could lead to a world ruled by the assumptions that truth is always in parenthesis. And once again, there is no reason to think that one has the right to be the universal that the seven billion people in the world shall accept and run with it. They can hardly be "consolidated" or subsumed into one another. The multiplication of options, rather than the elimination of them, is, again, the road to global futures. The decolonial option is one among many existing options whose destiny would be traced by the very unfolding of different trajectories looking toward a non-exploitative world ruled by the ones who need to appropriate and exploit to live. However, the decolonial option is the one that informs this book in both its analytic and prospective aspects.

A tendency of the Euro-American Left has been to turn toward an encounter with Islamic progressive thinkers, an alliance that right-wing activist David Horowitz has looked at with suspicion.\(^8\) Susan Buck-Morss, in her paper for the 1ère Colloque International de l'Academie de la Latinité, in Ankara (2005), asked herself and the audience: "Can there be a global Left?" The question had already a frame, and the frame was the paper she had presented the year before, titled "The Post-Soviet Condition" (2004). By this she meant not just the post-Soviet condition in Russia but also globally, since the Soviet Union was not merely a communist and imperial nation-state but one that continued the legacies of the Roman Empire
after Peter and Catherine the Great. In this sense it was similar to its Western liberal enemies. In fact, capitalism and communism are both anchored in the philosophy of the European Enlightenment. As such, the fall of the Soviet Union had global consequences; one was the short-lived belief that human history had arrived at its end and from then on would be Western modernity all the way down. Therefore, Buck-Morss has alerted us that the world order in its entirety was and is living in the post-Soviet condition. It is in that context in which she asked the question. Both of Buck-Morss arguments, furthermore, were related to another awakening for the Marxist Left: 9/11. At that point, Buck-Morss made a valiant effort to extend her hand toward the Islamic world and join the rethinking of Islam, and not just the Western Left. She stated her project in a telling metaphor: thinking past terror. Can it be possible, I now ask, to bring together some expressions and projects of the Western Left with progressive Islamics, after Ali Shari’ati, an intellectual leader of the Iranian revolution, questioned both the Western Right and the Left in his well-known argument on Marxism and other Western fallacies? Whether some branches of the Western Left can or cannot work with Islamic progressive intellectuals is a question that would be decided in the process. What remains crucial is that progressive Islamism and the progressive Western Left are two distinct projects that cannot be subsumed into the other; neither one could be the guiding light of the other. I would be surprised if actors of the Western Left decided to follow the ideas, terms, and content of the struggles, concerns, and vision of a progressive Islamist. As for the inverse situation, Shari’ati has already spoken.

A third clearly identifiable trajectory in the reorientation of the Left has emerged in and with the World Social Forum. Two of its most consistent advocates are Walden Bello from the Philippines and Boaventura de Sousa Santos from Portugal. For them it was not 9/11 that called for remapping the Left, but rather the foundation of the WTO (World Trade Organization), which began in 1995 and was of course a consequence of the fall of the Soviet Union. The WSF (World Social Forum) was a response to the remapping of imperial designs by the WTO. In the case of Boaventura de Sousa Santos, his most explicit statement bringing together the agenda of the WSF and the global Left can be found in his article “The World Social Forum and the Global Left” (2008). De Sousa Santos’s work in Portugal’s former colonies, as well as his relentless work in Latin America, has allowed him to extend his arms, as Buck-Morss did with Islam, and work with those who struggle in Portugal’s and Spain’s former colonies for dignity and social justice. Lately de Sousa Santos has been very much engaged in, and in conversations with, the governments of Bolivia (particularly through García Linera) and Ecuador, conversant with President Rafael Correa’s government and with Indigenous organizations. For that reason his work bridges the gap between the European Left and non-European projects of epistemic decoloniality, with political implications. By this I mean, endorsing the claim of Maori anthropologist and activist Linda Tuhiiwi Smith, that “decolonization, once viewed as the formal process of handing over the instruments of government, is now recognized as a long-term process involving the bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power.”

Walden Bello, a senior analyst of Focus on the Global South, is well known for his advocacy for economic justice. He is one of the leading critics of the current model of economic globalization. Combining the roles of intellectual and activist, he is a singularly noteworthy figure in the reorientation of the Left. His project of deglobalization, launched in 2003, is very much akin to many projects of decoloniality. The difference lies in the focus and in the local histories in which deglobalizing and decolonial projects are thought out and enacted. Bello’s focus on the economy moved away from classic Marxist analysis. His innovative thinking and his interest in and vision for the Global South, as well as his analysis of neo-liberal globalization and the food crisis, is informed by the very history of Maritime South East Asia (next to Indonesia and Singapore) that the thinking subject inhabits. Walden Bello’s work as scholar and activist is an exemplary case of the reorientation of the Left—first in his engagement with the cause of the Global South and secondly in his active role in the WSF.

A fourth path within the reorientation of the Left can be found in “the modern/colonial Left,” distinguished from the “modern European Left” (and always keeping in mind that I am arguing the geopolitics of knowledge and the enunciation of rather than focusing on the “universalism” of the content and the enunciated); this is an important distinction for decolonial thinking and the relevance that the geo-historical and biographical politics of knowing and knowledge. By “modern/colonial Left” I mean the Left from a Marxist background, as was introduced and unfolded in colonial countries and subcontinents (South America, Caribbean, India, the Middle East,
et al.). A well-discussed case at this point is the reorientation of the Left in South America, internationally known as "the turn to the Left." The figures most visible today are Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, in Brazil, Vice President Álvaro García Linera, in Bolivia, and Hugo Chávez in Venezuela. However, the international enthusiasm for the turn to the Left in "Latin" America doesn't account for Evo Morales's proximity (in his own discourses) with Indianismo and decoloniality and for Lula da Silva's joining the projects of dewesternization rather than turning to the Left. In fact, the most significant effort in Lula da Silva's government is his growing role in international relations and his alignment of Brazil with the general premises of dewesternization. His role in working out a proposal for a nuclear fuel swap with Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan, of Turkey, beyond the intervention of the United States and the European Union, clearly speaks of Lula's alignment with the politics of dewesternization. Lula's diplomatic relations with Chávez, as well as those very supportive of Evo Morales, shall not obscure the most relevant decision he took in international relations. Interestingly enough, the European Left (as well as a significant number of Latinoamericanists) cannot read this move as dewesternization, but interprets it instead through the lens of the Eurocentered concept of post-occidental—the limits of the European Left to see beyond their own belly.29

In Bolivia, García Linera's efforts to understand the country's history and present conditions have been clearly expressed in the collection of articles La potencia plebeya: Acción colectiva e identidades indígenas obreras y populares en Bolivia. However, by the spring of 2010, what many of us had suspected from the very beginning of the Evo Morales–García Linera government had become clear. While seeing Evo Morales's good choice appointing García Linera as vice president, we also sensed that the danger of a split and the Left's attempting to lead with the self-reassurance and belief that it "understands" Indian's demand. Today it is clear that this is not the case. As of December 2010 that tension is increasing and the split between "Indianismo" and "Marxismo" (as he himself puts it) may have reached a point of no return. Which is not surprising, indeed. The positive side of the tension is that Indian intellectuals, activists, and organizations are gaining ground and confidence in building and affirming their place in the emerging plurinational-state. Which shows once again the limits of the Marxist

Left (and white Left in general) to transcend and supercede its Eurocentrism. This shall give us pause in relation to the intellectual reorientation of the Latin American Left congregated around Consejo Latinoamericano de Ciencias Sociales (CLACSO) and expressed through several of its publications (e.g., OSAL, Crítica y Emancipación, and Cuadernos de Pensamiento Crítico) and the project Sur-Sur.30

Much has been said and written about the turn to the Left in Latin America. Following the patterns I am outlining here, the scenario looks different. With regard to the Left, yes, there is a clear reorientation, led first by Hugo Chávez and his advisors in pursuit of "socialism of the twenty-first century." Evo Morales appointed Álvaro García Linera to give more visibility and increase the range of influence of the Bolivian Left grouped around the organization called Comuna, which had been developed before the advent of Evo Morales. On one hand, both Venezuela and the Bolivian Left encouraged a revision by intellectuals and scholars of countries that had not received much attention in the past. On the other hand, Igacio Lula da Silva in Brazil and Rafael Correa in Ecuador turned their attention toward dewesternization, rather than toward the Left, as I am arguing here.

The politics of both Correa and Lula make clear the ambiguous lines that Hugo Chávez has been following. They help us to understand the tensions in Chavez's rhetoric of socialismo of the twenty-first century and his politic of dewesternization; that is, between his maintaining a capitalista economy along with a decisive confrontation with the West and a leaning toward China, Russia, and Iran. Evo Morales's governement, on the other hand, doesn't fit the politics of the Left, in spite of the orientation of his vice-president and notwithstanding that Morales was the leader of a coca labor union before the Indianist's decolonial discourse and direction began to take hold. Alongside Evo Morales's efforts, and his difficult situation in the government, the Indian nations (pueblos originarios) in Bolivia, Ecuador, Chiapas, and Guatemala are moving in clear decolonial directions parallel to the state and are creating a strong decolonial political society.

These are some of the options and quarrels facing the non-European Left and its equivalent—progressive Muslims and radical political organizations like Hamas and Hezbollah. These same challenges face scholars based in non-Western countries, who must consider to what extent Western political histories and political economy and Western universities' evaluation
and curricula) shall be the model for socio-economic organization and education (and certainly the corporate university is there in tension with dewesternization): parents belonging to the elites in non-Western countries would prefer their children to have a Western education, which would make them "successful," rather than an education that emphasizes training "good and critical" citizens. All these options are at work, in different places and in many complex ways. The diversity of trees, however, shouldn't prevent us from trying to develop a sense of the forest.

The roads to global futures shall be thought out in the scenario of interactions, conflicts, and dialogues among coexisting options, without hoping that one of them will overcome the other and impose itself on the rest. "Hegemony" may no longer be the success of one of the options, but the acceptance of the notion that no single option would provide all the needs to satisfy the vision of all members subscribing to other options. Thus hegemony in the future may be precisely in the common acceptance that there cannot be one hegemonic option. The desirable hegemony is the hegemony of truth in parenthesis that defines the horizon of pluriversal as universal project. The main tasks of decolonial thinking and doing lie precisely in advancing this project, as I explain below and argue in the rest of the book.

Dewesternization

Since I will come back to this trajectory often in several of the following chapters, I will present here what I see as the overall design of dewesternization. The point of origination of this trajectory is not the West, but East and Southeast Asia. In this respect, it is clearly a response to Western modernity. Dewesternization was forecast by Samuel P. Huntington, in his book The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order. Huntington saw it as an unavoidable challenge to the West, but he focused on Islam. Dewesternization includes Islam, particularly Islamic countries like Malaysia and Indonesia, but it also encompasses India and China. Although Huntington foresaw dewesternization as a challenge to the West, its most ardent advocate, Kishore Mahbubani, turned the plate around and appropriated the term in a radical and confrontational way that Huntington may not have anticipated.

In December 2007 the editorialist Philip Stephens published in the Financial Times an op-ed titled "Encounter with History that Resonates Today" (see fig. 3). "Why are Chinese yellow?" Stephens asks ironically; the answer is that they are not, he replied to himself. The evidence, however, did not stop countless generations of (white) Europeans from classifying the Chinese and Japanese by the supposed hue of their skin. By the same token, Native Americans have never been red nor South American and Latinos and Latinas brown before Western racial classification. I will come back to this issue. What they have in common, though, is that they fill the spectrum between white and black, reflecting a process that in the sixteenth century mapped slavery with blackness and master with whiteness. Classification of the global population by skin color was not undertaken by blacks, yellows, reds, and browns. Nor were they consulted. The process of classification was initiated and sustained by white men of letters and scientists who were the gatekeepers of Western and modern knowledge. This is not a simple curiosity, but a fundamental pillar of Western civilization and, therefore, epistemology: the geo-historical and bio-graphic foundation of modern epistemology (that is, of the idea of modernity and its darker side, coloniality). Notice the epistemic privilege of white actors and their institutions: while whiteness is one of the colors identifying certain actors among others in the global classification by skin color, it is only whites and their institutions who have established the categories and the institutions of "sustainable" knowledge; it is whites who constitute the only knowing subject who can determine classification. What I mean is that actors could be black or yellow or mestizos/as educated, trained, and assimilated to Western concepts and ways of knowing, but the constitution and the configuration of modern epistemology (sciences, philosophy, the arts, preceded by Christian theology) were a business conducted by white men and continue to be managed accordingly. Dewesternization is calling into question not just the content of Western epistemology but its very foundation: the structure of enunciation.

Stephens was careful to emphasize that those who have been classified as yellow by white men do not forget that they have been classified, while those who belong to and dwell in the memories that made possible the classification often forget. The observation is relevant on several counts. It helps in countering current universalistic claims that differences shall be forgotten because we, humans, are all equal. Generally, such claims are made by those who belong to the ethno-class that feels in possession of truth without
Dewesternization is a project of conflictive coexistence between forces that share common economic principles that in the Left and Right vocabulary are called "capitalism." In decolonial vocabulary, "capitalism" is one sphere in the colonial matrix of power, as explained in the introduction that became predominant after the Second World War. While dewesternization shares with rewesternization the "survival of capitalism," the confrontation takes place at other levels of the colonial matrix of power: the sphere of authority, of knowledge, and of subjectivity. Briefly, it is not a movement of anti- but of self-affirmation. The distinction between modernization and dewesternization is clearly stated by Mahbubani: "Modernization means that you want to have a comfortable, middle-class existence with all the amenities and attributes that go along with it—clean water, indoor plumbing, electricity, telecommunications, infrastructure, personal safety, rule of law, stable politics and a good education system. As these societies modernize and become more confident, they are rejecting the Western frame of mind and cultural perspectives they have accepted, or been forced to accept, for the past 200 years." The main difference between dewesternization and decolonization, and the main challenge, is not that decolonization rejects what Mahbubani describes as "modernization." Instead, the issue and the challenge are, first, to have that level of comfort in a noncapitalist economy, that is, how to modernize, in Mahbubani's word, without reproducing coloniality in such a way that not only the middle class enjoys certain basic standards of living, but also the entire planet. The second issue is that there is no essential connection between electricity, clean water, telecommunications, and so on, and modernity. These connections are not essential, but arbitrary. For Mahbubani the problem is that these arbitrary connections have been naturalized; their arbitrary nature has been obscured and, within the ideological projects of westernization, has been made to appear part of the natural unfolding of history (e.g., modernity).

The struggle for control of the colonial matrix of power and the authority that attends such control was on display when China and India rejected Washington's instructions, thus causing the failure of the seven Doha round—which was a failure for the project of rewesternizing the world and a victory for the projects of dewesternization. These events were well publicized and helped build the confidence of both countries. In the G20 meeting of the G20, in London, a meeting designed to solve the global financial

parenthesis, and who regard themselves as the embodiment and guardians of knowledge: for to classify is not only a naming of what is there but an epistemic classification and ordering of the world. The claim made by Linnaeus and taken to a hierarchical level by Kant was devised by Homo sapiens europaeus, who found out, in the process of classifying, that he himself was the master of knowledge and was on top of the chain of being. Kant's ethno-racial tetragon owes much to Linnaeus's classification of four human species of the genus primates: Homo sapiens europaeus, Homo sapiens afer, Homo sapiens asiaticus, and Homo sapiens americanus. Is all of this relevant today, in a world in financial crisis, a world on fire, increasing pauperization, exuberant advances in biotechnology, global warming, and so on?

What was indeed behind the scenario illustrating Stephens's argument (see fig. 3)? Behind Stephen's editorial was the two hundred and some years that elapsed between Linnaeus's classification and Kant's recasting of it (see chapter 4 of Kant's Géographie). There was also a shorter history behind this scenario, around ten years old: first the lecture, then the paper that was collected in Kishore Mahbubani's Can Asians Think? (1998).

Dewesternization is not anti-West and, consequently, its program is not to end, supersede, or replace Western hegemony with East Asian hegemony. The cartoon illustrating Philip Stephens's commentary "Encounter with History that Resonates Today," which appeared in the Financial Times, in December 2007. Confucius, bearing a Linnaeus text under his arm, greets an oblivious Western executive or politician. Permission granted by the Financial Times, Ltd.
It is not sameness by inclusion (which is the Western dream) but rather equal and separate, discrete and equivalent in power and authority, without forgetting the colonial wound inflicted by the imperial racial difference; the sameness lies in their equivalent autonomy, power of self-determination, and economic influence. Bearing this in mind, de-westernization and decoloniality are processes in which the distinctive features of a (formerly subjugated) culture remain in the memories of colonial subjects. The distinctive histories, cultural achievements, and unique sensibility are celebrated; at the same time, connotations of inferiority, or residual assumptions of sub-ordination are erased. There is no attempt to return to the past, but to rein-scribe the past in the present toward the future. When those who have been the target of colonial and imperial subjugation and made "others" and "barbarians" assert themselves in fullness, their claim is not to be integrated into the Western proclaimed "humanity of the same" but to delink and assert "humanity in difference." De-westernization means, without questioning capitalist economy, that the era of "the other" has ended and that the era of "thinking without the other" has began. Thus, the affirmation of subjectivity leads to the dispute for the control of knowledge parallel to the dispute for the control of authority—that is, the management of the colonial matrix is disputed in the terrain of politics and epistemology.

Now, in the struggle for the control of knowledge, there are three do-mains of thought: the human sciences, or, if you prefer the U.S. classifica-tion, the social sciences and the humanities (including here all the arts); then, there are the hard sciences and technology; and finally, the profes-sional schools that are leading the way of the corporate university. Modern epistemology is the common ground of the three dimensions and, since the Renaissance, the West has led the way in establishing its epistemic standards globally. But today de-westernization's main goal is no longer to catch up, but rather to catch up and move in a different direction. Furthermore, and as I heard it in Germany in the summer of 2007, agents of re-westernization know that the control of scientific and technological knowledge is the card the West shall play. However, the field of the human sciences is, so to speak, up for grabs, and in this regard de-westernization does not have to bend to the rules of Western social sciences, except in cases in which, in the non-Western world, the myth of scientific knowledge is still kept as a security blanket for internal colonialism (we will return
to this in chapter 3). It doesn't mean that discourses of dewesternization are promoting sloppiness; it only means that there is no one way, or truth without parenthesis, of what constitutes "valid" knowledge. In fact, they ask for whom, why, when, and what kind of knowledge fulfills the needs of the community. They are appropriating English, discourses are cast in good English, they follow scholarly argumentative structures, with footnotes and bibliographies and so on and so forth. This is the terrain of scholarship.

In the case of official and state discourses by prime ministers or other functionaries, the discourses follow their respective appropriate protocols, which doesn't mean that they must follow the blueprint determined by the IMF or Washington. From there to bend to the Western norms of, say, sociology, economics, political sciences, diplomacy, or nanotechnology there is a world of difference. This is a case in which the human sciences are put at the service of the issues, rather than making the issues fit the norms of the human sciences. And it is the case in which official state discourses are structured in a way that diplomatic relations have to be pursued with only one set of rules. Delinking is already taking place in this sphere. I will come back to these issues in subsequent chapters.

With the fall of the Soviet Union (and the free flight of neo-liberal globalization as one of its consequences) and the re-entry of Islam in numerous ways after 9/11 (from radical anti-Westernization to the remapping of the future of Islam) various strategies have been deployed to follow Western democratic rules of voting; some of these efforts have resulted in the democratic election of candidates from the political organizations Hamas and Hezbollah, which are not seen as democratic by the West. For some in the industrialized West, democracy is a one-way street only. Facing such scenarios in contradiction with the rhetoric of global democracy, what are the options for the reactivation—let's say—of Mao's leftist program in China, since dewesternization does not question capitalism? Would such a program oppose dewesternization and support rewesternization? Would it be against both, and if that is the case, what would such a Left stand for? Would it be for re-Maoizing, so to speak? Perhaps the riddle is more difficult to solve for adherents of a global Left in East and Southeast Asia than it is for progressive Muslims rebuilding the categories of thought embedded in their languages and histories. And perhaps this is one reason why Confucianism is returning back in the sphere of the state and among the New Left. 34

While in their search for justice progressive Muslims lead—on the one hand—a struggle parallel to Western Marxists (and I am using this expression in its most generous and ample meaning) and its non-Western adherents, they are—on the other—squarely apart from it: the histories and subjectivities of Marxism and Marxists and Islamism and Muslims are strikingly dissimilar. Muslims have a memory and a way of life, language, and religion to reinscribe into global futures, while Western Marxists belong to the same history of languages and memories as Christians, liberals, and neo-liberal Marxism, in other words, is an outgrowth of Western civilization. East and Southeast Asian Marxists have to deal with a system of ideas that came from afar (to reject some, to adopt and adapt others) and local histories, languages, and systems of sacred and moral belief that conformed to their subjectivities. It is always possible to suppress or repress feelings and to replace them with conceptual structures. It is certainly possible but it is not necessary, and it may be painful to be forced to inhabit memories that are not the ones inscribed in your body (the so-called colonial wound) since birth.

Dewesternization also permeates the public sphere, through that engine of public-sphere opinion that is the media. Debates about "dewesternizing media studies" and focusing on the "parochialism of Western media theory" entered the academy as well, not only in international relations, but in the domestic states. The dispute for control of knowledge is widespread, and with it comes the releasing of colonized subjectivities. 40

Trajectories toward dewesternization and decolonization can be found in the wide spectrum of the Islamic world. By Islamic world (and I would use an equivalent expression to refer to the wide spectrum of the Christian world or the Marxist world or the Science world, the latter often being referred to as the "scientific community"), I mean memories and ways of living, cosmologies (e.g., Christian or Marxist or liberal or Confucian) that have been established through centuries, sometime millennia of human effort around the planet. Thus, in that wide horizon of progressive Muslims, we find that, for instance, the former prime minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad, took a definitive dewesternizing stand during his mandate, while Syed Naquib al-Attas, also in Malaysia, called for the "Islamization of knowledge" to come closer to the idea of "decolonizing knowledge" in the collective project of modernity/decoloniality (in which this book is ... things) as
well as closer to Native American claims for "indigenizing the university." Or "decolonizing methodologies."

Briefly, all are open questions prompted by the radical shifts that we, all, are witnessing in the world order: the dispute of the colonial matrix of power and the coming into being of strong actors, around the world, in the spheres of the state, of knowledge, and of political society.

The Decolonial Option

Decoloniality, in my argument, means "long term processes involving the bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic, and psychological divesting of colonial power," as I quoted Linda T. Smith above. These processes should lead to the "new humanity" claimed by Frantz Fanon within the genealogy of Black Caribbean thinkers. They should lead also, as a consequence, to social organizations centered on the indigenous notions of "the communal" (see afterword). The "communal" (as well as the "common" in the Left genealogy of thought, and the "commonwealth" or "common good" in the liberal universe of discourse) could coexist in a pluriversal world, a world in which truth and objectivity in parenthesis is sovereign. For there is no entity that can be represented by the common, the common good, or the communal. Neither of them shall be seen as the ultimate blueprint for the future. Instead they shall be seen as concurrent projects that could either endorse universal and totalitarian conceptions based on truth without parenthesis or could turn into the pluriversality and promote truth in parenthesis. The future of the planet, not just of Western civilization, can hinge on whether the balance is tilted in one or the other direction.

I have already mentioned the coming into being of "decolonization" in the language of the Bandung Conference (1955) and the first meeting of the Non-Aligned Countries (1961) during the Cold War. Non-alignment was already a sign of the need to delink, to break away from the idea that the world is managed by two imperial powers. "Non-alignment" became almost synonymous terms. They made visible the hidden face of modernity, that is, *coloniality*. Therefore decolonization became the response to the idea of a pluriversal world responding to the same ends. The term *decolonization* was used in the context of the struggle to "delink" from both capitalism and communism. Decolonization is a "third option," but not in between democracy and socialism, capitalism and communism. It is an option that implies the decolonization of democracy and socialism and, hence, capitalism and communism. It describes a period and refers to a complex scenario of struggles that today have become an object of study for historians, political scientists, economists, and international law scholars. Decoloniality is, instead, the term preferred by the collective modernity/coloniality (and my argument is cast within the spirit of such project) for two reasons.

The first reason involves distinguishing the historical experiences to which the term *decolonization* responded and the goals it implied (e.g., to expel the imperial administration from the territory, in order for the local elites to govern themselves). In the early nineteenth century the words employed in the colonies referring to the same ends were *independence* and *revolution*, as per the American and Haitian Revolutions or the Mexican and Argentine Independence. Toward the end of the Cold War, decolonization mutated into decoloniality (without, of course, losing its historical meaning), to highlight "decolonization of knowledge and to cast..."
Eurocentrism as an epistemic rather than a geographical issue. The conditions have changed. Colonizers were no longer occupying countries. Imperialism without colonies that started in the nineteenth century became the norm toward the end of the twentieth century. Decoloniality redirected the orientation established at the Bandung Conference and that of the non-aligned countries. The focus was on epistemology rather than on taking the state. The focus became the decolonization of knowledge rather than of expelling the colonizer from the territory, and delinking from the colonial matrix of power (once again, Quijano’s “extrication”; delinking in my vocabulary). At this point decoloniality became synonymous with being epistemically disobedient. The Zapatistas taught many of us that to change the world as it is may be an impossible task, but to build a world in which many worlds would coexist is a possible task. In order to move in that direction, of building other worlds, which are and will be coexisting in conflict with the existing dominance of the colonial matrix: to the current world order, peaceful worlds built without “their authorization” are dangerous for the sheer reason that building a world in which many worlds will coexist demands epistemic disobedience and epistemic delinking; that is precisely the irrevocable contribution of the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution (see chapter 6).

The second reason why “decoloniality” is the term preferred in the collective has to do with the complex concept of modernity/coloniality/decoloniality. “Decoloniality” makes clear that any act and project of decolonization refers to the colonial matrix of power, rather than to any indeterminate domain of “reality”: “Decoloniality” is part of the triad. Decolonial doing and thinking (doing while thinking, thinking while doing) means to address the four spheres and the many layers in which the colonial matrix operates (see above). The specific meaning that the word acquires in this project distinguishes it from several other contexts in which “decolonial” is increasingly used to indicate political and epistemic projects, rather than a disciplinary field of study. Once again, it is not our (e.g., the collective’s) intention to argue that our definition is the best and should replace all others. On the contrary, we (the collective) are putting a specific option on the table, the decolonial option. Decoloniality, therefore, means both the analytic task of unveiling the logic of coloniality and the prospective task of contributing to build a world in which many worlds will coexist. In that respect I am aware of the many contexts and universes of meaning in which “decolonization” is today used. My attempt is not to propose the “right one” but to be clear on “the one I embody.”

I return here to the compatibilities and differences between postcoloniality and decoloniality already introduced in the preface. First of all, they have distinct points of origination. The decolonial originated during the Cold War, as explained above, and from the experience of decolonization in the Third World and in the works of Afro and Afro-Caribbean intellectuals and activists. The point of origination of the postcolonial is the experience of decolonization of British India and owes much to Edward Said’s influential Orientalism (1978), published the same year François Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condition (1978) appeared. Both trajectories have in common the specter of the colonial experience in the modern world, the first of the Spanish/Portuguese inauguration and the second of the British and French following up and taking over the first. The historical presence of “pueblo originarios” (ab-origines) and the massive African slave trade are two of the radical historical experiences that differentiate the decolonial from the postcolonial. Remember, I am arguing from the assumption of the geo- and biographical configuration and enactment of knowledge and understanding. I am not a judge to evaluate who has more points and who is leading the competition. Although I have explored the issue elsewhere, I would just address here some of the basic features that distinguish both projects—postcolonial and decolonial—starting from the fact that both walk in the same direction, following different paths.

In South America (more precisely, the Andean region), where the modernity/coloniality/decoloniality found its point of origination (which was not the point of origin of postcolonialism) in the early 1990s, the question of colonialism was a well-established concern. José Carlos Mariátegui, laid the groundwork between 1920 and 1930. Mariátegui’s referents were the history of Spanish colonialism and the indigenous question; the period of England’s imperialism without colonies in Latin America; and the displacement of England by the United States, at the beginning of the twentieth century, also as an empire without colonies. The Peruvian scholar and cultural critic Sara Castro-Klären reported that for Latin American intellectuals the publication of Said’s Orientalism was met with mixed reactions. After enumerating a significant number of well known and influential intellectuals in South America and the Caribbean histories of thought, which starts
with decolonial responses to the Spanish invasion in the sixteenth century, to José Carlos Mariátegui in the 1920s (already mentioned), and to Edmundo O'Gorman (in Mexico) in the 1950s, Castro-Klaren observes that given that background, it should not be surprising that Said's book was received with mixed reactions. It was a sort of déjà-vu although in reverse: the genealogy of thought Castro-Klaren enumerated was a response to Occidentalism (the European invention of the West Indies after the "discoveries"), and Occidentalism was the necessary condition of Orientalism—without Occidentalism, Orientalism is unthinkable. She observes:

On the one hand, the thesis advanced in Orientalism seemed similar to the claims made in O'Gorman's own thesis on the "invention"—the non-referential disposition of the epistemological object—of America by the historiography of the sixteenth century. Said's sweeping inquiry was a brilliant investigation of Europe's invention of the Orient as its nineteenth-century other, and it rang surprisingly familiar themes of scholars in the Latin American field. Reading Orientalism produced in students of Latin America "the shock of recognition," an effect that postcolonial theory claims, takes place in the consciousness of postcolonial subjects as they assess their experience of coloniality in comparison with other colonial subjects.44

Thus while O'Gorman was the counterpart of Schmitt, he was at the same time advancing the line of argument that Said would popularize twenty years after O'Gorman's groundbreaking work. However, in the geopolitical ranking of knowledge, both the history and the scholarship of core imperial languages (English, French, and German) are more visible, which doesn't mean that they are more relevant. Relevant to whom? We should not remain caught in the intellectual market-bubble but remember instead the geopolitics and coloniality of knowledge.

I have already reported in Local Histories/Global Designs on Fernando Coronil's argument in his classic essay on Occidentalism, wherein he reminds us of a simple forgotten truth: in order to imagine Orientalism in the eighteenth century you have to have Occidentalism as a point of reference. And Occidentalism, in its specific relation to Orientalism, is a sixteenth-century invention. I will repeat more than once in the following chapter that we should get used to the fact that modern history does not go directly from Greece and Rome to France, England, and Germany, but takes a de-

tour, the Atlantic detour. And in the Atlantic detour Occidentalism was invented. Following in Coronil's steps, I have claimed that the argument from Latin America should be not postcolonialism but post-Occidentalism.45

Recently Coronil has made a second pitch in regionalizing postcolonialist claims to—if not universality—at least to globality. He devotes some pages to exposing the imperial postcolonial appropriation of Latin America in Robert Young's global account from above.46 None of the long history of thought that Castro-Klaren mentions is to be found in Young's account. As was and is the case with Western knowledge-making about the world (disciplinary or journalistic), seldom, if ever, are intellectual debates in the regions being reported taken into account. Beyond Europe, things also happened and people continued to think in their accustomed ways. The colonial experience in South America and the Caribbean did not have to wait until the word postcolonialism entered the U.S. academy in the early 1980s, after the word postmodernism was introduced in France. However, very much like natural resources, Third World thoughts are processed in European intellectual factories. A vigilant postmodern reader could wonder how come a professor at Duke University in the United States could have the authority to voice this opinion. Well, I am here, and here I am writing as a Latino or Hispanic, whatever you prefer. But at the same time that I am here, I am also there, and when I am there I am writing as a South American of European descent; northern-Italian to be more specific. The point of Coronil's argument has been made in the title: "Elephants in the Americas: Latin American Postcolonial Studies and Global Decolonization."47 We could expand the title to "Elephants, Camels, and Aberdeen Angus in Latin America?" Aberdeen Angus, yes they can be found abundantly, especially in Argentina, because of England's economic control of the region since the mid-nineteenth century; but elephants and camels, no. The problem is that if indeed postcolonial theories claim globality, if not universality, it may be problematic. For such a claim will reset the imperial pretensions that postcolonial studies critiques imperialism for. It would become an imperial design as any other. If that were the case, if postcolonial studies in England were to replicate the underside of imperial England, postcolonial studies would then compete with Marxism for global dominance! If something like that were the argument or the hidden expectation of postcolonial studies and theory, then the subtitle of Coronil's article is right to the point: "global
decolonization,” including decolonizing postcolonial studies. Let’s say that both postcoloniality and decoloniality were built on a common legacy: coloniality. In this regard there is a similarity between Protestantism and Catholicism: both belong to Christianity, but they are irreducible to each other.

However, decoloniality departs from postcoloniality as we know it today in its work beyond the U.S. academy and beyond the academy in non-Euro-American countries. Postcolonial studies has been accepted in the American academy and bounced to Germany, where by the first decade of the twenty-first century it was becoming the talk of the town. So here we need to come back to the distinction between decoloniality in sensu stricto (within the modernity/coloniality project) and in sensu largo. The term is used—in sensu largo—beyond the academy to project and enact (as in the case of Bolivia) the decolonizing of the state, the economy, and education—common expressions but not “applications” of decoloniality. On the contrary, the sense and the force of decoloniality come from its being used to articulate new politics of knowledge rather than new contents. The term (decoloniality or decolonization, but in the sense the word acquired at the end of the twentieth century) is used among Indigenous intellectuals around the world (from continental America to Australasia), African as well Latinos/as, intellectuals and activists, and in the United States, Indigenous leaders and intellectuals do not need white Latin Americans (that is, people of European descent) to tell them what coloniality is and what decoloniality means. In sensu strictu, the term is used in scholarly work and is connected with scholarly activism—a legitimate activity that should bring and is bringing fruitful collaborations between critical thought in the academy and political society, as we will see in the afterword of this book. As a matter of fact, scholars and activists are not necessarily different persons—these two are often embodied in the same person. For example, the recent publication of Kuan-Hsing Chen’s, Asia as Method: Toward Deimperialization, introduces a new dimension in the debates on the decolonial and the postcolonial. Although the title emphasizes deimperialization, decolonization is a crucial component of the argument.

The arguments advanced in the book originated in the 1990s, the same years that the project of modernity/(de)coloniality was emerging in the Andean region of South America. In Taiwan, the creation of the journal Inter-Asian Studies, masterminded by Chen, marks a turning point in scholarly activism. This project makes clear that deimperialization and decolonization (in Chen’s vocabulary) emerged from the histories of the non-European world; they are not concepts that originated in Germany, France, or England and were then exported/imported to Asia. I mentioned above that the Bandung Conference was a landmark not only for decolonial struggles of the moment but also in the emergence of decolonial discourses. The epistemic break introduced by “decolonization” was spatial rather than temporal. Decolonization departed from both capitalism and communism and opened up a disobedient “third way” delinking from both. The aim of the conference was to promote economic and cultural cooperation and to oppose colonialism. China was an important player and strengthened its friendly relations with other Asian nations. However, South Africa, Israel, Taiwan, South Korea, and North Korea were not invited to the conference. The non-aligned movement was established in 1961, but the historical unfolding of world histories eroded the solidarity and the commonality of goals expressed in the conference. Asia as Method invites all of us to review that history, particularly because the book is structured around three main axes: imperialism, colonization, and the Cold War through which three interrelated projects emerge: deimperialization, decolonization, and de-Cold War.

Chen traces a genealogy of thought of those who addressed and still address the very history of Asia and of Western interference after 1848 in a critical vein. Prominent among these thinkers, critical border thinkers indeed, are Lu Xun in China and Partha Chatterjee and Ashis Nandy in India. But his genealogy is not an essentialist one and reaches out to the French and English thinkers in the Caribbean: to the works of Frantz Fanon and Stuart Hall. Asia as Method makes geopolitics of knowledge a central concern: “Asia as method recognizes the need to keep a critical distance from uninterrogated notions of Asia, just as one has to maintain a critical distance from uninterrogated notions of the nation-state. It (the method) sees Asia as a product of history, and realizes that Asia has been an active participant in historical processes” (214–15).

The statement is a corollary of a shift in the geography of knowing that the book’s argument proposes: “Asian studies,” in its several denominations, has been mainly carried out in the First World as “area studies.” Such a division of scientific labor presupposed that knowledge existed in the First World, while the cultures being studied were in the so-called Third World.
And Asia was part of it. Now there are Asians who are doing "Asian studies" and Asia, at the same time, is no longer an object but a method, a way of looking and understanding the world. Which doesn't mean that Asians have the truth or epistemic privileges. They simply have the right to think for themselves. Chen asserts:

The implication of Asian studies in Asia is clear. If "we" have been doing Asian studies, Europeans, North Americans, Latin Americans, and Africans have also been doing studies in relation to their own living spaces. That is, Martin Heidegger was actually doing European studies, as were Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu and Jurgen Habermas. European experiences were their system of reference. Once we recognize how extremely limited the current conditions of knowledge are, we learn to be humble about knowledge claims. The universalist assertions of theory are premature, for theory too must be deimperialized." (3)

Now, what does Chen mean by decolonization and deimperialization, two concepts that are crucial to understand the significance of the two previous statements?

By decolonization, I do not simply mean modes of anticolonialism that are expressed mainly through the building of a sovereign nation-state. Instead, decolonization is the attempt of the previously colonized to reflectively work out a historical relation with the former colonizer, culturally, politically and economically. . . . If decolonization is mainly active work carried out on the terrain of the colonized, then deimperialization, which is no less painful and reflexive, is work that must be performed by the colonizer first, and then on the colonizer’s relation with its former colonies." (3, 4)

Hence, when I use the term decoloniality, in sensu largo, I am not engaging in describing "postcolonial situations around the world," ignoring how those situations were thought out, debated, and evaluated. Rather I enter into social and cultural configurations through discourses (in words, painting, film, video, web pages, etc.) that are being produced in situ, or at a distance, although engaged with the debates in situ and not only with the events. How to get out of the illusion that if "we talk about" something beyond our experience and know only from afar (which is not wrong in itself), then we achieve a theoretical, objective, or scientific perspective that is above the closer and experiential understanding of the actors involved?

The first perspective was strongly argued against, and the second in favor of, on several occasions, by Raymundo Panikkar, reflecting on his experience (as Catalan) investigating East and South Asian religions. His position is summarized in the following statement: "Diatopical hermeneutics stands for the thematic consideration of understanding the other without assuming that the other has the same basic self-understanding as I have. The ultimate human horizon, and not only different contexts, is at stake here." In other words, my understanding of the other may be, and often is, irrelevant to how the ones understood by me understand themselves and of how they would understand me trying to understand them. When in this particular hermeneutic conundrum the imperial and colonial differences are at stake, the coloniality of knowledge and being comes in full force and slaps us in the face (I will come back to this issue in chapters 2 and 3).

Monotopic hermeneutics assumes that objectivity and truth are without parenthesis (see section "A Summary of Coexisting Options" below). Monotopic hermeneutics and epistemology are pervasive in the project of Westernization common to the Right and to the Left. The epistemology of the zero point stems from the same belief. The Right and the Left are the two pillars of Western knowledge making that sustain academic disciplines, science, and technology; but they also support political ideologies. Decolonial projects imply border thinking. Border thinking is a particular version of diatopical thinking (or pluri-topic, if you see problems in being dia-topic and are willing to risk falling into dichotomies, as in dia-lectics); and its hermeneutics articulate the particular version of experience that operates on the awareness and power differential. And the power differentials we are talking about here are the imperial and colonial differences. Monotopic hermeneutics and epistemology assumes instead that if my truth and objectivity is not that of others, then those others should be converted to my own objectivity in religion, economy, politics, knowledge, and so on, or be put out of the way by other means.

Taking the events into account and rendering them into one’s own epistemic and hermeneutic frame may justify claims of “objectivity” by a social scientist who “observes” during fieldwork and who “describes and evaluates” the situation, addressing not those who are engaged in the situation, but to a community of scholars who are debating what “they” are
doing and what they should really do. I am attempting to shift from the ego-politics of knowledge (e.g., the knower and the known); I am attempting to link (instead of delinking) with knowers who are dealing with conditions of coloniality and projects of decoloniality. Or if you wish, I am making an effort to link with all those who are delinking from truths without parenthesis.

The Spiritual Option

The spiritual option is the fifth trajectory that has to be mentioned, although I cannot at this point go into any detail. Briefly stated, the spiritual option advocates decolonizing religion to liberate spirituality. It operates mainly at the level of knowledge and subjectivity (in the scheme of the colonial matrix), but it is fundamental to the decolonization of economy and politics, since both—political theory and political economy—have become imperial tools in the formation of the subjectivity of consumers and voters that nourish and support imperial actors and institutions in the states and corporations. These trajectories (spiritual options) can be found today not only in the "religions" invented in the eighteenth century (Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and the non-religions of South and North American Indians) simultaneous with the colonization of aesthesis, its mutation into aesthetics, and its imprisonement in the concept of the beautiful and the sublime (and then further limited to art). "Religions" can be dangerous, secular modern and postmodern thinkers state. Yes, modernity and postmodernity can be dangerous too. There is no safe place. Spirituality can be found beyond religions (in the etymological sense of the word, which means "community building," not only in its sacred dimension) and can also be found in hip-hop and in Latinas’ "artistic" expressions. The common ground for all these re-inscriptions of spirituality is the desire to find ways of life beyond capitalism and its magic of modernity and development that keep consumers caught in the promises of dreamworlds. What the spiritual option offers is the contribution of opening up horizons of life that have been kept hostage (that is, colonized) by modernity, capitalism, and the belief in the superiority of Western civilization. Hardcore materialists tend to look at spirituality as related to "new age" or to soft and romantic revolutionaries. By such arguments, progressive secular intellectuals indirectly support capitalists' arguments for modernity and development. I see the spiritual option differently. My own view has been informed, among others advancing the spiritual option, by Native American epistemology. Andrea Smith provides, for instance, a succinct and groundbreaking connection between spirituality and land that neither Christians, liberals, nor Marxists may be ready to accept. Summarizing Gabrielle Tayat, she says, "Intolerance toward Indian religions cannot be addressed by educating white people about our spiritual beliefs, because our religious oppression is not based on ignorance but on the seizure of Indian lands upon which Indian spiritualities are based."

There are many threads through which the spiritual option is being re-inscribed into the global debates toward equal, equitable futures in search of fullness and plenitude without the anxiety of being surrounded by commodities and being the first in whatever sphere of life. I would limit myself to a few cases. The most striking and less understood by liberal, neoliberal, postmodern, and Marxist tendencies (in general), are indigenous/Native American sustained decolonial arguments that connect land with spirituality and not with commodity, and which also disconnect "buen vivir/to live in harmony" from development. On this last topic I will return in the afterword. On spirituality and the land I would like to remind you of Reverend Steven Charleston, a man of spoken rather than written words. One of his influential essays, "From Medicine Man to Marx," has caught the attention of the FBI. Subsequently, Charleston seemed to show regret for using Marxist terminology to express Indians concerns. Certainly he did not need Marx to make his point. He did it, I surmise from his argument, to connect with black theology, through Cornel West. But instead of getting the attention of Marxist and black theologians, he got the attention of the FBI.

The main point of the essays should not be dismissed, as Reverend Charleston is not the only one who has been connecting land and ecology to spirituality. As Charleston observes in his essays, Native Americans are pleased when Anglo-white New Age followers approach Indian spirituality to weaken the guilt of an affluent society; but when it becomes clear that the spirituality is connected to land and that that land is not conceived as a commodity nor as private property nor as provider of natural resources, then spirituality changes face. It is an-other spirituality, a decolonial spirituality that is not only confronting modernity but also proposing to delink from it. The problem is that the democratic forces of capitalist and
modern societies won't allow any lifestyle that is not capitalist to prosper. Even progressive intellectuals support capitalism by critiquing the outmoded, traditional, romantic, Arcadian potentials of indigenous spirituality. After all, we know that since 1492, indigenous people all around the world have been thought of as barbarians; and furthermore, in the eighteenth century they became primitives. Many people still think so today.

Smith adds, “Spirituality, then, is not something to be purchased by paying $300 for a pipe ceremony. Instead, it is a way of living in ‘right relations’ with the awareness that everything one does affects everything else.” It is a road to re-existence delinking from the beliefs that modernity and development are the only way to the future. In the South American Andes, the expression sumak kawsay (see afterword) expresses a similar philosophy. If this philosophy were to guide the behavior of decision makers, if “we” were to move to become decision makers, then the world would no longer have to endure slavery, holocausts, corporate-based environmental disasters (e.g., BP in the Gulf of Mexico), or Wall Street philosophies of life that consist in making money by taking it away from people and by exploiting natural resources to produce artificial commodities. That land goes hand-in-hand with spirituality should be the starting point of the spiritual option. Briefly, if some doubt remains that “spirituality” today is being recast among radical indigenous intellectuals (in North, Central, and South America), I would refer, in the United States, beyond Reverend Steven Charleston, already mentioned, the arguments advanced by Vine Deloria, Jr, the Reverend George E. Tinker, and educator Gregory Cajete. In South America, spirituality is being recast in a different vocabulary, that of “Sumak Kawsay” and the “right of Pachamama” issues. Monica Chuji, an indigenous Kichua activist from the Amazon and ex-assembly member of the Rafael Correa government in Ecuador, is one of the strongest advocates of a line of reasoning akin to Native Americans and Maories in New Zealand; hers is an activism of many oral and written discourses.

Among the religious unfoldings of the spiritual option, Nurculuk should be mentioned. Nurculuk originated in Turkey, after the formation of the republic and in dissidence with the extreme Westernizing influence of Said Nursi (1877-1960). Nurculuk’s current leader is Fetullah Gülen, inarguably the most influential Muslim scholar and activist today. He has been deemed by Public Policy to be among the “Top 100 Public Intellectuals.” If the point of origination of Nurculuk is Turkey, the routes of the project’s dispersion can be located in more than one hundred countries, in several hundred educational institutions, and in its millions of followers around the world. Basically, Nurculuk has become a “faith-inspired collectivity.” Gülen has been so influential that the Nurculuk project has come to be known as “the Gülen movement.” One line of thought and struggle that nourishes the movement is, in the words of its leader, that community’s survival depends on idealism and good morals, as well as on being able to reach the necessary level in scientific and technological progress: that dominant Western civilization has lost the good morals, and that many Muslim movements lack the necessary interest in science and technology. This is another scenario in which the spiritual option is being played out.

A Summary of Coexisting Options

Figure 2 (page 35) summarizes what I described in the previous section as the five trajectories toward the future.

At the bottom of the five trajectories we have actors and institutions, each of them inserted in regional histories that could last either millennia or just four or five centuries. In order to implement each project, each trajectory has to go through mediations. By mediations, I mean knowledge in its most general sense. Westernization, the historical unfolding since the sixteenth century, and the invention of Indias Occidentale (later on renamed America), went hand in hand with the coming into being of the colonial matrix of power. Knowledge in its most general sense means the complex of knowledge-made, but also the basic principles by which knowledge is made. In the sixteenth century, Westernization had two complementary epistemic trajectories. One trajectory was internal to the history of Europe itself—Europe as the land of Japheth at the West of Jerusalem upon which the idea of the West and of Western civilization rest (see map 1 on page 66).

The other trajectory unfolds in the process of conquering and colonizing Indias Occidentales. These two broad trajectories of knowledge supported arguments that oriented and justified the actions of Western expansion that in their turn reverted to the need for further knowledge making and leadership from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment. Westernization (the expansion of the West) means, in the realm of mediation, that the control
of knowledge implies and disavows other forms of knowing and living. Dewesternization and decolonization operate at the level of mediations and the control and management of knowledge. Both projects' goal is to delink from it. But they (heterogeneous, complex, and diverse as they are) have to build on what Westernization disavowed by incorporating Western contributions to human civilization into dewesternizing and decolonial projects. Thus, border thinking (or border gnosis or border epistemology: three different expressions, one overall meaning) is common to both dewesternization and decoloniality. The aims of each trajectory, however, are not.

Thus the fundamental component of mediation in the trajectory of Westernization was and still is the colonial matrix of power, which emerged in the process of European conquest and colonization of Indias Occidentales/America and reverted in the making of Europe itself. There would be no Europe without the discovery and conquest of America and the colonial matrix of power. That is why modernity/coloniality are two sides of the same coin. The colonial matrix is therefore a structure not only of management and control of the non-Euro-American world, but of the making of Europe itself and of defining the terms of the conversations in which the non-Euro-American world was brought in. Modernity/coloniality brings forward the complex entanglement of heterogenous historico-structural nodes, rather than a dichotomy between the West and the rest. Hence, both dewesternization and decoloniality have to acknowledge that if Western civilization and hence modernity are not the totality, they defined the terms of the conversations with which both "Ds" (dewesternization and decolonization), and, consequently, the reorientation of the Left have also to deal. Aimé Césaire saw it clearly, explaining that for Europeans the horror of Nazism was the horror not only of killing, but of killing white people based on the arguments and strategies that Europe had applied for 450 years to the non-European world. In this sense, Europe (and its extension to America) is not a direct line (as I said, and will keep reminding you, the direct line goes from Athens and Rome to Western Europe), but a detour line that deviates toward the Atlantic and reverts to Europe. John Locke and Immanuel Kant are not deriving their thoughts directly from Greek political theory and philosophy but from the enormous consequences of the "detour" through the Atlantic in Western and world history.

Disputes for knowledge are fought at the level of mediations. For it is in knowledge-making and argument-building that decisions take place. Westernization was on its own for five hundred years, building knowledge and expanding, disavowing all other mediating epistemologies. Today this is no longer possible, because the set of mediations (the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality) on which the West built itself as such and by which it expanded, were protested but not contested. Today they are not only protested, but also contested: dewesternization and decolonial knowledge-making and delinking from Westernization (e.g., the celebration of "development" in Western mediations and growing epistemic contestations of development as understood in Western terms, from the perspective of both dewesternization and decoloniality, as I describe in the afterword). This means that the colonial matrix of power is no longer totally managed by Western states and corporations. Because the dispute for the control of authority and of knowledge will be the battlefield of the twenty-first century, both at the spheres of the states and of the global political societies, sometimes confronting the state, sometimes moving along with the state (like in Bolivia today) there is the need to rewesternize.
Rewesternization is moved by two impulses: one is its own internal crisis of mismanagement, miscalculation, and misunderstanding (e.g., the invasion of Iraq, the collapse of Wall Street): Western leaders in all fields reached the limits of their own political decisions manifested in their own incapacity to anticipate the consequences of supporting a type of economy that encourages outlaw procedures in order to increase gains (e.g., the conditions leading to the collapse of Wall Street). And the second is to understand and repair the consequences of Western aggression (many times in complicity with local leaders): violent anti-imperialism, dewesternization, decoloniality, and the reinscription of spirituality are among the most striking responses to date. These are the conditions today not just to imagine but to understand that the world is moving toward a polycentric thirdnomos. It means that "the first nomos of the earth" (in Schmitt’s one-line chronology following the appearance of the "second nomos") is being reinscribed at once incorporating the contributions of Western modernity—chiefly the idea of emancipation and of independent thoughts—and detaching from its imperial antitotalitarian dreams. And here lies the radical difference between Schmitt’s third scenario toward the future, in which the polycentric balance did not take into account the reinscription of the plurality of existing nomos before the coming of the "second" one, in 1500.

Epistemic struggles take place in the spheres of epistemic mediations and geopolitics of knowledge—for example, the cosmology upon which corporations justify the expropriation of lands, and the cosmology upon which Indigenous projects of resistance and re-existence build their arguments. Violent physical responses to the physical violence of the corporations had to be mediated by strong arguments delinking from the knowledge upon which the corporations justify their actions. It is not just the action of the corporations. Arguments are built, for example, in economic knowledge stating that economic growth is necessary for the well-being of humanity but that at the same time developing underdeveloped lands that indigenous people do not develop (developing here understood in terms of Western mediating discourse and cosmology of development) is detrimental for humanity. We can cite many examples, including the recent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico by BP, and the long-lasting lawsuit of Chevron/Texaco in Ecuador, or the Shell pipelines in Rossport, Ireland, etc., over their serious damages to local populations, all in the name of improving economic and human conditions. Here is where you see the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality working at their best to the benefit of the corporations. On the other side of the spectrum, indigenous intellectuals and leaders dispute the universality of that knowledge, and build counter-arguments based on their own conception of living in harmony and in fullness (Sumak Kawsay) rather than in competition to be the best, the first, and the richest. The horizon of the communal emerges as a distinctive orientation toward possible futures in which decolonial options are embedded.

Dewesternizing arguments build on over five centuries of Western suspicion and denial of Asians’ mediations while decoloniality builds on five centuries of Western denial of African humanity in Africa and Indian humanity in the “New” World. In between dewesternization and decoloniality, sectors of Islam can be identified that are in confrontation with Western modernity and that are leaning either toward dewesternizing (like in Malaya and Indonesia) or into decolonial arguments (mostly emerging among Iranian intellectuals based in Iran or abroad), depending on their attitude toward the compatibility, or lack thereof, between Islamic and Western liberal worldviews.

Actors can move and institutions engage in many different and complex interactions. However, the distinctiveness of the five trajectories should not be lost. For example, there is no obligation of divine deterministic forces that will push a given actor who was educated in the trajectory of Westernization to remain in it and be loyal to it. Actors have many options. Actors formed and educated in Western cosmology can support Westernization and rewesternization, or they could become decolonial thinkers and actors. Similarly, actors born and educated in Eastern cosmology and colonial histories can opt to move and endorse Westernization in the past and rewesternization in the present and future. There is no one-to-one relation between actors and trajectories, although actors make their options at the intersections of their biography, their desires, and the available option. The same could be said with respect to decoloniality. Trajectories are not essentially linked to actors, and actors could move from one trajectory to the other during their life, although they are marked, in a sense, with collective and individual identities by their imperial and colonial differences. However, because trajectories are options and not essential forces, we are here moving toward the terrain of identity in politics, rather than identity
politics (which, of course, is another option). A key factor for distinguishing between the five complex trajectories, beyond their configuration in the materiality of cultures (ethno-racial, gender, class, institutional belonging and inscription, and so on) and how actors respond to this racial configuration and manage institutions accordingly (compare Condoleezza Rice and Barack Obama), are the assumptions related to the scope of "objectivity" and "truth."

The argument I'm working on builds on the distinction already mentioned above, made by the Chilean neurophysiologist and philosopher Humberto Maturana, between "objectivity without parentheses" and "objectivity in parentheses." His basic argument is that objectivity without parentheses leads to an epistemology of management, on the one hand, and of obedience on the other; the result is a closed political system ready to be taken by totalitarian regimes and fertile for an economy in which increases of production and wealth take priority over human lives and life in general. Inter-cultural dialogue, or inter-epistemic dialogue between epistemologies, based on the premise of objectivity without parentheses, could prove deadly when agencies defending opposite objectivities without parentheses confront each other. Dialogue becomes unsustainable. Objectivity in parentheses, on the other hand, opens up the doors for true inter-epistemic (and intercultural) dialogues. The realization of objectivity in parentheses, however, is predicated on the difficult task of overcoming objectivity without parentheses. In a world where objectivity in parentheses is hegemonic, the observer accepts that explanatory paths, political organizations, and economic philosophies are secondary to life, to human lives as well as life in general. If the final horizon is the flourishing of creativity and fullness (in the sense of Sumak Kawsay), and not the imperial management of authority, economy, subjectivity, knowledge, and gender/sexuality, predicated on an objectivity and truth without parenthesis as the primary ends to insure the flourishing of life, then objectivity in parentheses would be the necessary path to insure true inter-epistemic conversations and cooperation in building a non-imperial world order. Humberto Maturana writes,

There are two distinct attitudes, two paths of thinking and explaining. The first path I call objectivity without parentheses. It takes for granted the observer-independent existence of objects that—it is claimed—can be known;

it believes in the possibility of an external validation of statements. Such a validation would lend authority an unconditional legitimacy to what is claimed and would, therefore, aim at subjection. It entails the negation of all those who are not prepared to agree with the "objective" facts. One does not have to listen or try to understand them. The fundamental emotion reigning here is powered by the authority of universally valid knowledge. One lives in the domain of mutually exclusive transcendent ontologies: each ontology supposedly grasps objective reality; what exists seems independent from one's personality and one's actions.4

The other attitude is defined as objectivity in parentheses. In this attitude, the emotional basis is the enjoyment of the company of other human beings. The question of the observer is accepted fully, and every attempt is made to answer it. The distinction between objects and the experience of existence is, according to this path, not denied but the reference to objects is not the basis of explanations, it is the coherence of experiences with other experiences that constitutes the foundation of all explanation. . . . We have entered the domain of constituted ontologies: all Being is constituted through the Doing of observers. If we follow this path of explanation, we become aware that we can in no way claim to be in possession of the truth, but that there are numerous possible realities. . . . If we follow this path of explanation, we cannot demand the subjection of our fellow human beings, but will listen to them, seek cooperation and communication.43

It would take too long to explore the political and ethical consequences of a world in which objectivity and epistemology in parentheses would be hegemonic. But I could add that Maturana's reflections from the sphere of sciences states in a different vocabulary the Zapatistas' dictum: a world in which many worlds will coexist. The realization of that world, built on interepistemic relations, will require the hegemony of an epistemology in parentheses. Maturana has conceived it as "multi-verse," the Zapatistas as "a world in which many worlds will coexist." In our project, modernity/coloniality, we talk about "pluriversality as a universal project." No need to debate which one is the best, the correct, and the right one. Such a debate will place us squarely into the epistemology without parentheses, where each of us wants "to win." Notice also that "multi-verse" and "pluriversality" are quite
different from the idea of "pluralism" in the vocabulary of the liberal political theories critiqued by Carl Schmitt. And both concepts are quite different from Schmitt's "pluriverse," which he conceives as a plurality of states. Both liberal political theory and Schmitt's theory are based on the paradigmatic example of modern-imperial societies (England, France, Germany), while Maturana's multiverse, our (the collective) "pluriversality," and the Zapatistas' conceptualization are based on the experiences of modern/colonial societies (see chapter 6). The former takes the modern states as a model, the latter takes as a model the colonial states. I suggest a thought experiment: take the pluralism of liberal political theory and "apply" it to Bolivia, and see what you get. And take Schmitt's pluriverse, and "apply" it to Latin America, and see what you get. To move from the liberal to the decolonial is necessary to shift the geography of reasoning and begin the argument from the project of plurinational states inscribed in the Constitution of Bolivia and Ecuador. If you start from here and then look at Schmitt's pluriverse you will become aware of the regional and limited scope of liberal political pluralism."

Let's come back—in closing this chapter—to the five trajectories and the distinctions, compatibilities, and incompatibilities among them. Rewesternization, in its liberal and neo-liberal orientations, operates on the assumption of objectivity without parenthesis. In general, the Marxist Left and the theology of liberation are not exempt from the belief that truth and objectivity are always without parenthesis. Even when theologians of liberation place Bartolomé de Las Casas next to Karl Marx, one has the impression that there is no other option. As options contesting hegemony and dominance (let's limit our consideration here to the Atlantic world) Marxism and the theology of liberation have twisted criteria of objectivity and truth toward their own windmill. Las Casas is a ferocious critic of the imperialism of the Church (the legacy of institutional theology and the papacy), and Las Casas and Marx are both critics of secular liberal/neo-liberal imperialism. In fact, the future of the global Left, in the three directions I summarize below, will depend on where the Left locates itself in the spectrum between objectivity without parenthesis and objectivity in parenthesis. Moving to the extreme, the Euro-American Left will recognize that it has a role to play, and that that role should be global but not universal, for there are many other options, global projects, and trajectories (including those within the Left itself) in the making, each with its own agenda. This is precisely the road toward pluriversality promoted by decolonial options.

Speculating from the two epistemic categories introduced by Maturana, the Soviet Union was a paradigmatic example of changing the content (objectivity and truth without parenthesis), but not questioning the terms of the conversation. However, in the recent self-remapping of the Left (as when Buck-Morss became open to conversations with Muslim history of thought and to the current intellectual revitalization of critical Islamism; and as with García Linera opening up to Indigenous nations on the move due to his close and long interaction with indigenous leaders and intellectuals), one sees that the Left of European "descent" in the former American colonies of Europe is moving toward an epistemology in parenthesis that is becoming conversant and collaborative with decolonial projects. Perhaps the exemplary cases are the work and the publications of Boaventura de Sousa Santos in Portugal and Walden Bello in the Philippines. Two key concepts introduced by de Sousa Santos, "epistemology of the south" and "oppositional postmodernity," certainly are akin to border thinking (border epistemology, border gnosis) and to the decolonial option. "Deglobalization," argued by Walden Bello, is a road companion of decolonization and deimperialization. These four examples illustrate how the global Left could make a signal contribution in building futures without falling into totalitarian dreams backed up by the imperial belief that truth and objectivity must be without parenthesis. De Sousa Santos's work and experience in Latin America are breaking new ground in reorienting and opening up the Left from the south of Europe, where a turning point is taking place. In all these cases, lines of contact emerge that are delinking from liberal and neo-liberal rewesternization and opening new paths, connecting at some level with dewesternization (the spheres of objectivity in parenthesis in dewesternization) and connecting more fully, in the case of de Sousa Santos, with an epistemology in parenthesis.

Within these five trajectories and the disputes for the control of the colonial matrix of power, dewesternization juggles objectivity and truth without parenthesis, embracing the idea of "development," while taking a clear stance for an objectivity in parenthesis in the spheres of knowledge and in decolonization of being (e.g., liberating subjectivities from the enduring racial classification of "yellow"). On the contrary, dewesternization
as formulated by Muslim thinkers during the Cold War period, when the confrontation with Occidentalism was grounded both in Islamic and Third World perspectives, epistemologies, and affects, moves more decisively toward an epistemology in parenthesis and closer to both dewesternization, in its more recent East Asian formulation, and decoloniality. All three share, for different reasons, similar experiences of dwelling in the border and border thinking when the moment comes to confront the imperial bent and the darker side of Western modernity. I would stress that both—critical dewesternization and decoloniality—are compatible projects, marching in the same direction, distinguished by where we dwell in relation to the colonial/imperial differences. Hence, the relevance of the Euro-American Left opening to dialogue with Islamic and former Third World projects of dewesternization. In this regard, Brazil’s stance in the global order, as defined by Ignacio Lula’s government—as one of the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, China) countries—is akin to dewesternization and conversant with the modern/colonial Left in Latin America (and by that I mean actors of European descent, not Indians and Africans whose concerns are not the same—they are mainly decolonial rather than leftist concerns).

In the next two chapters I focus on particular versions of decolonial options: decoloniality in the specific sense of delinking from the colonial matrix of power. I focus on geo- and body-politics of knowledge in two complementary directions: decolonizing imperial knowledge and building decolonial knowledges. Epistemic geo- and body-politics contest and shift the geography of reasoning controlled by the theo- and ego-politics of knowledge—that is, the two anchors of imperial epistemology that Schmitt saw as the two branches of political theology. The next two chapters explore the epistemic, historical, and political foundations (foundations in an architectural sense, like the foundations upon which a building is built) of decolonial thinking and the decolonial option(s), in conflictive and/or collaborative relations with the general trajectories outlined in this chapter.
CHAPTER TWO

I Am Where I Do

Remapping the Order of Knowing

Colonialism is the very base and structure of the West Indian’s cultural awareness. . . . I am not so much interested in what the West Indian writer has brought to the English language; for English is no longer the exclusive language of the men who live in England. That stopped a long time ago; and it is today, among other things, a West Indian language. What the West Indians do with it is their own business. . . . A more important consideration is what the West Indian novelist has brought to the West Indies. That is the real question; and its answer can be the beginning of an attempt to grapple with that colonial structure of awareness which has determined West Indian values (emphasis added).

GEORGE LAMMING, "The Occasion for Speaking"

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER ended with a description of possible future scenarios described in five trajectories, building on Carl Schmitt’s predictions—during the Cold War—on the future world order. His predictions were derived from his story—in his words—of the second nomos of the earth. The second nomos is, from a decolonial perspective, the nomos of modernity or better yet of modernity/coloniality. This chapter takes Schmitt’s story in a different direction: on the one hand, it looks at the type of decolonial responses that global linear thinking elicited and, on the other, it insists on both the geo-historical and biographical foundations of knowledge in the spectrum of modernity/coloniality. By the spectrum of modernity/coloniality I mean, for instance, that there is no ontological reality such as modernity or tradition. Modernity
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and tradition are both Western and modern concepts by means of which "West" and "modernity" became the very definition of the enunciation that invented "tradition" and the "Orient." This chapter sets up the scenario through Schmitt's narratives and then invites decolonial characters who are dealing with the consequences of global linear thinking to sit at the table and enter in dialogue.

Global Linear Thinking and Global Decolonial Thinking

An unintended consequence of global linear thinking was the coming into being of decolonial thinking. Global linear thinking (one of the basic historical foundations of international law and Westernization) describes—in Carl Schmitt's conceptualization of history—the imperial partition of the world since the sixteenth century. From the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494), by which Pope Alexander VI created an imaginary line that divided the Atlantic from north to south and settled the dispute between Spain and Portugal for the possessions of the New World and the Treaty of Saragossa (1529) that divided Indias Orientales among the same emerging empires, until the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth, when the scramble for Africa among Western European states led toward the First World War, global linear thinking mapped not only the land and waters of the planet, but also the minds.

Schmitt's analytical narrative of global linear thinking and international law has several important consequences for the imperial foundations of the (modern/colonial) world order and the imperial foundation of knowledge. The authority of the pope to divide the planet and to offer it to Spanish and Portuguese monarchs was indeed an act of sovereign authority, not only political but epistemic. For the act of tracing a line dividing the Atlantic means that there is an epistemic sovereign: God has the knowledge backing up the legality of the decision, and He is also in control of the rules and acts of knowing. Although by the mid-sixteenth century the authority of the pope and the monarchs began to be disputed by a group of legal theologians in Salamanca, who called into question the limits of divine and natural law (and of course of divine and natural knowing) in favor of human law (which opened up the doors toward the secular move we encounter in the eighteenth century), the fact remains that global linear thinking, as Schmitt himself specifies in the subtitle of his book, goes hand in hand with the origin of international law. I underline this point: the origin of international law lies in the constitution of the modern/colonial world and of Western civilization.

The new nomos of the earth, in Schmitt's own formulation, was based, therefore, in the pontifical partition of the earth and international law as the necessary consequence: who has the right indeed, and what are those rights that Europeans may have over non-European lands and people? A second consequence after the partition and the origin of international law was the depiction of the planet on the world map of which Abraham Ortelius's Theatris Orbis Terrarum (1570) remains the paradigmatic example—never before Ortelius had the planet Earth been seen from "above," and the sea and landmasses seen at a glance. But above all, the main issue is not that the observer observes the planet from above, but that the observer is "above" the earth and can map the world with the Atlantic, not the Pacific, at its center. The new nomos of the earth comes with a new observer and a new epistemic foundation. This sense of "newness" will become one of the anchors of all rhetoric of modernity, from the sixteenth century to the twenty-first. The Colombian philosopher Santiago Castro-Gómez described it as the hubris of the zero point. This second consequence sets the stage for the imperial control and colonization of knowledge and of being.
The co-existence of diverse ways of producing and transmitting knowledge is eliminated because now all forms of human knowledge are ordered on an epistemological scale from the traditional to the modern, from barbarism to civilization, from the community to the individual, from the orient to occident. ... By way of this strategy, scientific thought positions itself as the only valid form of producing knowledge, and Europe acquires an epistemological hegemony over all the other cultures of the world.

Basically, zero point epistemology is the ultimate grounding of knowledge, which paradoxically is ungrounded, or grounded neither in geo-historical location nor in biographical configurations of the bodies. The geopolitical and biographic politics (e.g., body-politics, not bio-politics) of knowledge is hidden in the transparency and the universality of the zero point. It is grounding without grounding; it is in the mind and not in the brain and in the heart. Every way of knowing and sensing (feeling) that do not conform to the epistemology and aesthesis of the zero point are cast behind in time and/or in the order of myth, legend, folklore, and the like. Since the zero point is always in the present of time and the center of space, it hides its own local knowledge universally projected. Its imperality consists precisely in hiding its locality, its geo-historical body location, and in assuming to be universal and thus managing the universality to which everyone has to submit.

The zero point is the site of observation from which the epistemic colonial differences and the epistemic imperial differences are mapped out. Latin absorbed and recast knowledges that were either translated from Greek to Arabic or that were cast in the Arabo-Islamic tradition. While of course Arabic remained crucial locally, it lost its global influence once that modern/European language-derived from Greek and Latin—became the language of sustainable knowledge, disavowing the epistemic insights of non-European languages. Being where one thinks has become since then a fundamental concern of those who have been mapped out by the colonial and imperial differences and, therefore, relegated to a second or third place in the global epistemic order. "I am where I think" sets the stage for epistemic affirmations that have been disavowed. At the same time, it creates a shift in the geography of reason for the affirmation "I am where I think." From the perspective of the epistemically disavowed colonial subjects (now migrants in Western Europe and the United States), the affirmation implies "And you too," addressed to believers in the epistemology of the zero point. In other words, "we all are where we think," but only the European system of knowledge was built on the basic premise "I think, therefore I am," which was a translation of the theological foundation of knowledge, in which the privilege of the soul over the body was translated into the secular mind over the body and on the premise that love should be global currency, and that every one in the world should believe (after Descartes) that they think and therefore exist.

"By way of this strategy," Castro-Gómez observes, "scientific thought positions itself as the only valid form of producing knowledge, and Europe acquires an epistemological hegemony over all the other cultures of the world." From the fact that Western epistemology—that is, the epistemology of the zero point—became hegemonic, it doesn't follow that whoever was and is not thinking in those terms is not thinking. There is ample evidence to the contrary, evidence that is kept silenced both in the academic world and in mainstream media. The democratization of epistemology is under way (my argument intends to contribute to it), and "I am where I think" is one basic epistemic principle that legitimizes all ways of thinking and de-legitimizes the pretense of a singular and particular epistemology, geo-historical and biographically located, to be universal.

**Humanitas and Anthropos, Modernity and Tradition:**

**Two Western Civilizational Concepts to Rule the World**

Schmitt's *The Nomos of the Earth* is more than a scholarly book concerned with the discipline of international law. On the contrary, it is through the history and the discipline of international law that Schmitt reflects on the situation of Europe after the Second World War and forecasts the future. He was not a Nigerian scholar looking at how international law and the nomos of the earth affected Africa; nor was he an Aymara scholar in Bolivia reflecting on the origin of international law and the Spanish justification for appropriating their land. By spatializing the sites of knowledge and linking them through the colonial epistemic power differential, the process of decolonizing knowledge and being is underway. While zero point epistemology is and shall be recognized in its splendors, it shall also be recognized in its miseries and arrogance.
Decolonizing Western epistemology means to strip it out of the pretense that it is the point of arrival and the guiding light of all kinds of knowledges. In other words, decolonizing knowledge is not rejecting Western epistemic contributions to the world. On the contrary, it implies appropriating its contributions in order to then de-chain from their imperial designs. "Humanitas" and "modernity" are concepts that do not emerge from an ontology wherein entities carry with them the essential being of humans and modernity; instead, they are concepts allowing those who manage categories of thought and knowledge production to use that managerial authority to assert themselves by disqualifying those who ("anthropos" who at once are barbarians and traditional) are classified as deficient, rationally and ontologically. Once you realize that true values and objectivity without parenthesis are only true values and objectivity for those who believe in them (as in the case of religion or any other ideology that holds to truth and objectivity without parenthesis), you are ready to delink, to free yourself from the imperial magic of "modernity" sustained by the epistemology of the zero point. Humanitas and modernity, then, are two companion concepts and central concepts of Western civilization. Such an epistemic style of thinking hides coloniality and prevents pluriversal, dialogic, and epistemically democratic systems of thought from unfolding. Two choices are given to the anthropos: to assimilate or to be cast out. In other words, universal options are options based on truth without parenthesis and cannot admit the difference. As a matter of fact, differences are created in order to eliminate other options.

This argument is being structured from anthropos's perspectives. That means that it builds and is built on an enunciation grounded on geoand body-politics of knowledge, while humanitas's arguments build and are built on theo- and ego-politics of knowledge, that is, on zero point epistemology.

In a scenario composed of options working toward the communal world order and the hegemony of truth in parenthesis, Ancient Greece and Christian Paradise lose their privileges as the secular and sacred origin; they become just options among others, and other-beginnings are becoming more visible and gaining in legitimacy. The same considerations shall be made chiefly about economy. Capitalist economy is only one option, but an option that is posited by the believers to be the only possible option. People dwelling in legacies alien to the Greco-Christian and suffering the consequences of capitalist economy are gaining confidence in their own narratives and feeling positive in their dwelling, rather than feeling ashamed by believing the narratives of modernity that put them outside of history and behind modernity—that made them anthropos. The scenario I am proposing here begins neither in Ancient Greece nor in the Biblical Paradise but in the sixteenth century, in the Atlantic; and, it connects three continents and many civilizations.

The Atlantic in the sixteenth century marks a discontinuity with the classical tradition on which Western Europe built itself. Accepting that "we are where we think" and that the place we are follows from the place we occupy in the new nomos of the earth (that is of the modern/colonial world), then several epistemic trajectories emerge that escape the control of global linear thinking. I understand these trajectories, loosely, as decolonial.

Rational classification meant racial classification. And rational classifications do not derive from "natural reason," but from "human concepts" of natural reason. Who establishes criteria of classification and who classifies? Those who inhabited the epistemic zero point (humanitas) and were the architects of global linear thinking. And who are classified without participating in the classification? People who inhabit the exteriority (the outside invented in the process of defining the inside) created from the perspective of the zero point of observation (anthropos). To manage, and to be in a position to do so, means to be in control of knowledge—to be in the zero point. That is precisely what global linear thinking was. Global linear thinking since the sixteenth century has been imperial; it is imperial thinking that I described elsewhere as the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality.

While global linear thinking is imperial, the consequences of tracing lines to divide and control the world are not the same everywhere. I see at least three dimensions of global linear thinking that prompted, non-intentionally, the emergence of decolonial thinking.

First, "nodes" in global linear thinking have the particularity of breaking up "linear time," dividing space "by means of lines." Thus, the imperialism of time in linear historical narratives is undermined and its control of time is shaken up by the emergence of coexisting options, decolonial options being among them, that put forward coexisting time lines (see chapter 7). The
building of narratives which incorporate "nodes" that have been silenced by imperial narratives invites us to see the past and the present as "heterogeneous historic-structural nodes" of imperial/colonial space—that is, the exteriority where the anthropos dwells and where decolonial thinking emerges. This book is a case in point. This book is intended as a contribution to building decolonial nodes, the nodes of "other histories," which will allow us also to make educated guesses about the future other than those predicted by Schmitt, as outlined at the end of the previous chapter. For example, the partition of India (decolonization) and the creation of the State of Israel (nation-state building) took place in 1947 and 1948. In China Mao Zedong dethroned Chiang Kai Shek (revolution). How do you connect and make sense of these three simultaneous events in a linear global chronology? By simultaneous, I do not mean the same day, the same month, and the same hour. However, you cannot deny that these three events are strictly co-related in global linear thinking—linear not in the chronological sense, but by horizontally coexisting in space. To see the interconnections between these spatially located events, we need to look at the changes in the colonial matrix, drawing lines and creating nodes: by interconnecting these three events in the colonial matrix of power, decolonial thinking marks indeed the final limits of global linear thinking and doing.

Second, global linear thinking from its beginning in the late fifteenth century (Tordesillas and Saragossa Treaties) played two simultaneous roles. On the one hand, the raya divided the operational space or imperial formations and conflicts between themselves (e.g., Spain and Portugal in the sixteenth century); between the former and France, England, and Holland in the seventeenth century; between the former and the United States, since the nineteenth century, when the idea of a Western Hemisphere affirmed the United States as an imperial contender—none of the South American and Caribbean countries having any say in the line that divided the Western Hemisphere from Europe. On the other hand, the raya divided imperial states (monarchic or secular nation-states) from their colonies. The first introduced the internal imperial differences within Western civilization, the second the colonial differences between Western modern/imperial subjects and their colonial subjects. When colonies became "independent states" (in South America and the Caribbean, for example, through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries), or overseas departments of France, or "estado libre asociado" of the United States (like Puerto Rico), the raya was redrawn, allowing certain former colonies to cross the line and to get "inside"; however, it also reinforced the fact that, say, South America, although in the Western Hemisphere, became a region of the Third World. This is why today, for example, Samuel Huntington puts Australia and New Zealand in the First World and South America in the Third World— who is in and who is out of the raya of Western civilization is a constant process of remapping exteriority and the anthropos.

Third, the geopolitical consequences of the line in the reconfiguration of the nomos of the earth went beyond geography proper. Space went hand-in-hand with people inhabiting it. Land and people became "packaged" by imperial global linear thinking and the invention of the humanitas and anthropos. Anthropos doesn't refer literally to the native barbarians of the sixteenth century or the naked primitives of the eighteenth, but to every instance in which people, institutions, and disciplines where knowledge is managed and controlled, defines humanitas and uses the definition to describe the place they inhabit. Since humanitas is defined through the epistemic privilege of hegemonic knowledge, anthropos was stated as the difference—more specifically, the epistemic colonial difference. In other words, the idea was that humans and humanity were all "human beings" minus the anthropos. Anthropos, then, is as much the barbarian or the primitive as the communist, the terrorist, all those who can be placed in the axis of evil, and those who are friends of the Devil. Illegal immigrants and homosexuals are today within the realm of the anthropos. The domain of humanitas is con-substantial with the management of knowledge and of global linear thinking—the lines have been traced from the perspective of humanitas, and it is in the humanities where the control of knowledge resides.

Before continuing, and in order to clarify my point, I would like to remind you that I am talking within (enunciation) and about (enunciated) a complex unit of three dimensions: the rhetoric of modernity telling the triumphal narratives of Western civilization; the logic of coloniality, which is the hidden and darker side of the rhetoric of modernity and constitutive of it; and the grammar of decoloniality, which is the task in the present toward the future. Put more simply, there is no modernity without coloniality, and because of it, modernity/coloniality engenders responses
that have taken the form of the grammar of decoloniality. The rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality embodied global designs thought out and implemented in and by actors in the metropole and dispersed over the colonies. Decoloniality, instead, in the colonies and ex-colonies, and because of immigration, disperses and is becoming a matter of daily life in Europe and the United States. Parallel phenomena are being witnessed all over the world, including in the former Soviet Union, where migrants from the ex-Soviet colonies are descending on Moscow, provoking (in December 2010) riots and violent persecutions of non-Slavic and non-Orthodox people.

Colonial and Imperial Differences: The Dwelling of Decolonial Thinking

My goal here is not to redraw the map traced by Schmitt, but to decolonize and make understandable two crucial functions of global linear thinking. The first was to establish the criteria for the making and remaking of imperial differences; the second for the making and remaking of colonial differences. They are both crucial to understanding the world order of the past five hundred years (1500-2000) and the radical transformations we (all us living) have been witnessing since 2000, of which 9/11, the collapse of Wall Street, and the Israeli massacre in Gaza are telling signs (I will come back below to these issues).

We can locate the founding moment of both imperial and colonial differences in the canonical work by the legal theologian Francisco de Vitoria, alluded to in the introduction and the starting point of Schmidt's argument. We have already noticed that de Vitoria had to solve two sides of one problem. On the one hand, he needed to debunk the sovereignty of the pope and the monarch and their privileges in appropriating lands inhabited by non-Christians and to deal with the question of jurisdiction. To cut off the authority of the pope and the monarch, he stated that all nations on the planet (but in this case, the Spanish nation and the Indian nations in the New World) were endowed with *ius gentium*, the rights of nations. Since Indians belong to the human community and were endowed with *ius gentium*, neither the pope nor the monarch could have *dominium* over them. On the second side was to deal with the Spaniards and the Indians, not Indians in the New World. Since Spaniards and Indians were equal ac-
A few decades after these debates in Spain, the Quechua Guaman Poma de Ayala was living in Tawantinsuyu, the territory of the Incas being replaced by the Viceroyalty of Peru. Guaman Poma was experiencing a radical transformation of his civilization. He was (existed) where he was doing and thinking through his doing; and what he was thinking responded to needs, desires, and visions grounded in the history of the Tawantinsuyu, not in the history of Western Christians, as it was the case for de Vitoria. If while de Vitoria participated in a discussion among Spaniards about the Indians, Guaman Poma addressed Philip III from the perspective of Tawantinsuyu. He did not represent all Indians, as de Vitoria did not represent all Spaniards. Undeniably, however, de Vitoria was speaking in the middle of heated debates and issues affecting Spanish society and life. He was more concerned about Spain than about Tawantinsuyu. Guaman Poma's concern was instead Tawantinsuyu. However, de Vitoria has been recognized, praised, critiqued, and enthroned, whereas Guaman Poma was despised, ignored, and silenced until recently, and his work is still recognized only as a document, not as political treatise at the same level as de Vitoria's. You see here at work the epistemic colonial difference supported by the ontological colonial difference: Indians do not think, therefore they are ontological inferior human beings, and whatever they do is assumed to be doing without thinking, or at best, of doing and thinking wrongly or deficiently. The very names "Indian" and "Indias Occidentales" denied them the possibility of being were they where (Tawantinsuyu, Anahuac, Abya-Yala). That long history of racial epistemic prejudice is at work today in Bolivia, both nationally and internationally. Decolonial thinking and decolonial option(s) work toward redressing not only a long history, but also the intractable logic on which modern imperial epistemology was founded and is maintained.

That was yesterday, the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Today decolonial thinking confronting global linear thinking is alive and well, although generally silenced or marginalized by the institutional coloniality of knowledge as well as the hegemonic priorities of modern Western idea knowledge in practices and education. Global is appropriated by decolonial thinkers and twisted, for it is not used to defend a new "imperial globalization," but on the contrary to confront global modernity with global decolonialities. In spite of differences we can identify and analyze in the rhetoric and narrative of modernity, both spatially and chronologically, from the sixteenth century to today, between the European Union and the United States, or between England and France, those internal imperial differences are not of the same kind as the differences that modernity created by expanding and extending to the non-European world, either by manipulating external colonial and imperial differences (e.g., the classical difference between the West and Islam). Because of the similarities in the internal imperial differences among Atlantic European imperial countries, it was possible to maintain Western imperial dominance. However, the differences at the borders of Euro-American modernity (e.g., the borders between Europe and Africa; or between the United States and South/Central America and the Caribbean; or between the European Union/United States and East Asia) created the conditions for the emergence of decolonial thinking, both as epistemic and political projects. Thus, there cannot be a monotopic history of decolonial options. They emerge in diverse local histories and have in common the experience of being interfered by the colonial matrix of power and therefore Western civilization. You may be thinking that Euro/America epistemology is also diverse. But it is not the same as the diversity of decolonial thinking. The diversity of European thinking is contained within cohesive narratives of Western civilizations. Decolonial thinking cannot be contained in cohesive macro-narratives because it emerges in diverse local histories entangled with Western civilization. The first are grounded on theo- and ego-politics of knowledge, that is, in zero point epistemology while the second are calling for geo- and body-political epistemic foundations and political orientations. Pluriversal global futures are born from the common experience the non-Western world had with the expansion of the West. Sure, there were local agents who facilitated the expansion. But that is not a solution; it is part of the problem itself. Pluriversal global futures require epistemic democratization, which is to say the decolonization of democracy.

A system of sorts has been outlined in the previous paragraphs, an underlying structure that connects global linear thinking with cartography and the world map, the idea of human and humanitas, and a zero point of observation (the invisible knower, God, or the transcendental secular subject), that not only observes but also divides the land and organizes the
known. Carl Schmitt's *The Nomos of the Earth* has been written from that point of observation and with the concern of imperial countries, particularly after the humble crisis of the Second World War and the Holocaust. The line of colonial differences traced the separation between "humanitas" and "anthropos," and therefore was the necessary condition for inventing the epistemic and ontological differences and then making the lines appear neutral and objective—that objectivity without parenthesis at its best. Thus the "I" between modernity/(de)coloniality is the site, as I said and will repeat, where modernity/coloniality unite and divide, where imperial and colonial differences dwell, where decoloniality and dewesternization emerge, where spiritual options flourish. Who introduced decolonial thinking was the anthropos not the humanitas; humanitas can think decolonially by joining the body politics of the anthropos, for you can not think decolonially and remain within the value frame of humanitas. That will mean that you appropriate the anthropos contributions and reproduce coloniality.

What does the anthropos do? He or she can surrender, assuming his or her inferior epistemic and ontological status vis-à-vis the model of humanitas. The anthropos can fight back and show that he or she is also human, claiming recognition. This is the path of assimilation, of being happy to be accepted in the palace of humanitas. By following this path, he or she admits defeat, represses what he or she was, and embraces something that he or she was not by the fact of belonging, by birth, education, language, sensibility, to the anthropos. The third possibility, and the most rewarding and hopeful, is for the anthropos to unveil the pretentious sense of superiority of those who inhabit the humanitas—not to claim recognition, but to show how insane the inhabitants of the house of humanitas are, that they should not take for granted that 80 percent of the population of the world, beyond Europe, shall be jumping for joy because Descartes discovered that "one thinks, therefore one is:'

My purpose here is to articulate a discourse, the discourse of the anthropos in the process of appropriating humanitas in order to become something other than humanitas—the humanitas of the anthropos that enveils the anthropos in the humanitas. In the process of so doing I attempt to show the illogic rationality of the hubris of the zero point and of the humanitas placing itself in a position of domination through the partition of the earth and the classification of its people. Border thinking is of the essence as we switch from imperial and territorial epistemology (e.g., global linear thinking, hubris of the zero) will be accepted as a historical moment in the life of the planet and of the species, the right of Western civilizations to exist among others, but not longer to posit itself as the savior of the other. That belief that lasted five hundred years is no longer sustainable.

The first step in decolonial thinking is to accept the interconnection between geo-history and epistemology, and between bio-graphy and epistemology that has been kept hidden by linear global thinking and the hubris of the zero point in their making of colonial and imperial differences. That is, the first step is to assume the legitimacy of "I am where I think" and not be afraid of inquisitorial corporate and/or postmodern thinkers. By revealing geo-history and bio-graphy configurations and heterogenous historico-structural nodes in the historical frame created by global linear thinking, decolonial thinking and doing performs two operations at once: it anchors new epistemic and ontological sites; and it contextualizes Descartes's claim, which by requiring the awareness of thinking in order to be aware of its existence, narcotized the historical geo- and body-political motivations of his own thinking. Descartes was unaware or did not pay attention to his awareness in the last analysis that his philosophy contributed to secularizing the zero point of observation and to anchoring his thought in the imperial domain secured by global linear thinking. While we cannot consider Descartes guilty for doing what he felt he was supposed to do, we should not take for granted that 80 percent of the population of the world, beyond Europe, shall be jumping for joy because Descartes discovered that "one thinks, therefore one is:"

My purpose here is to articulate a discourse, the discourse of the anthropos in the process of appropriating humanitas in order to become something other than humanitas—the humanitas of the anthropos that enveils the anthropos in the humanitas. In the process of so doing I attempt to show the illogic rationality of the hubris of the zero point and of the humanitas placing itself in a position of domination through the partition of the earth and the classification of its people. Border thinking is of the essence as we switch from imperial and territorial epistemology (e.g., global linear thinking, hubris of the zero) will be accepted as a historical moment in the life of the planet and of the species, the right of Western civilizations to exist among others, but not longer to posit itself as the savior of the other. That belief that lasted five hundred years is no longer sustainable.
linear thinking) to an epistemology emerging from the places and bodies left out of the line (e.g., the anthropos, the Orientals, the Third World, etc.). And I take "I am where I think" as the basic proposition of such reasoning, both epistemically and politically.

Decolonizing Knowledge and Being: Thinking Decolonially during the Cold War and After (Bennabi, Kusch, Wynter)

In the first two sections I mapped the imperial/colonial scenarios in which zero point epistemology emerged and was consolidated. "Imperial/colonial" doesn't refer only to conservative or right-wing ways of thinking. Let's take theology, for example, Christian theology. While there is a history of theology obviously linked to imperial designs and interests, the papacy being an obvious example, there are theologies of liberation in South America, North America, and Africa, as well as a Jewish theology of liberation. My claim is that, as in the disputes between (neo)liberalism and (neo) Marxism, both sides of the coin belong to the same bank: the disputes are entrenched within the same rules of the game, where the contenders defend different positions but do not question the terms of the conversation. In this section I will argue that shifting from "I think, therefore I am" to "I am where I do and think" (meaning that thinking derives from doing in the same proportion that doing is guided by thinking) is a shift in the geo- and body-politics of knowledge that focuses on changing the rules of the game rather than its content. We can call it decolonizing epistemology or, if you wish, working toward epistemic decolonial democratization. Decolonizing is nothing more and nothing less than taking democracy seriously instead of using it to advance imperial designs or personal interests. If used, it will belong to all of us, to the anthropos and the humanitas, as that is precisely what democracy means. "We" (members of the political society, who are not in the sphere of the state or the corporations and that were cast in the scale of the anthropos) are claiming democracy beyond its Greek origins and its imperial appropriation in eighteenth-century Europe; we (the anthropos) are working toward decolonizing knowledge and therefore de-colonizing Western interpretations of democracy.

In what follows I explore and explain what decolonizing knowledge and being may mean not in definitional terms—since once the definition is read, it is forgotten), but as the seed from where collective decolonial reasoning and options grow, unfold, spread, and transform our (those involved in it) thinking and doing decolonially toward global decolonial futures.

My aim is to work out genealogies of thought across national and regional histories; non-national genealogies that are connected through the common experience of the colonial wound—of sensing that, in one way or another, one belongs to the world of the anthropos. The awareness of being on the side of anthropos leaves a bad taste in the mouth. However, if those of us who have been seen and classified as anthropos want to join humanitas, the bad taste in the mouth persists, although it is a different taste. Someone who has been classified as anthropos will choose which of the two bad tastes he or she prefers, and then decide what to do. And if you do not feel that you are on the side of anthropos—either because you belong to humanitas or because you prefer to ignore your situation and to fool yourself, pretending that you belong to humanitas—that is of course your responsibility. Ethics comes into the picture at this point; that is where responses to historical realities are unavoidable. What are the possible responses, what are the options? One option is to ignore it, thus lying to oneself and living in a state of bad faith. Another option is to assimilate, to do the best we can to be accepted. The third is the decolonial option: to fight the inhumanity of the humanitas, the irrationality of the rational, the despotic residues of modernity. The three thinkers I comment on in the following pages dwelled in exteriority. Their thinking assumed that experience, and as a consequence they built on the decolonial option, being where they did and thought, not looking for assimilation in or recognition by the humanitas. One of them is an Algerian, the other an Argentine, and the third an Afro-Caribbean thinker; through them I further explore the interconnections between geo- and body-politics of knowledge. Malik Bennabi (the Algerian) and Rodolfo Kusch (the Argentine) share in different places the common experience of colonial legacies of the Cold War. Sylvia Wynter (the Afro-Caribbean) lived through the Cold War, but her most recent works were written after the end of it. She shares with Bennabi and Kusch knowing through bodies marked by colonial legacies, by knowing and sensing the gaze of the Master: being through the gaze of humanitas. Sociogenesis was Fanon's response, and Wynter capitalized on it.

"Being" (in the sense of "I am where I do and think") here doesn't mean that I am now at my house in North Carolina, or that you are in a café in
Paris, but where we are, each of us, located in the house of modernity/coloniality: that means that we have been born and raised, and therefore seen and classified, from the perspective of the zero point among the humanitas or the anthropos (and of course all the intermediate cases that the categories allow us to make). Are we anthropos or humanitas, black or Indian, developed or underdeveloped, Jews or Muslims, Christians or Israelites? I am not saying either that there is modern/colonial determinism, for I am talking about built-in constructions of modern epistemology. I am saying that it just is, and it is our ethical responsibility to know and understand the house of modernity/coloniality (the colonial matrix of power) we all inhabit. My task here is to help in cleaning up and restoring the house of knowledge that has been knocked down by the global storm blowing from the paradise of linear thinking.

That is precisely the point of bringing Algerian, Argentinean, and Afro-Caribbean thinkers into the conversation. Algeria, to make a long story short, was conquered by the Ottomans, shortly after the completion of the Spanish Reconquista (in 1492); Ottoman rule lasted until approximately 1830, when Algeria fell into French hands. That period ended with the decolonial liberation of Algeria, in 1961. Quite simply, if your body came to this world before 1961 and lived through the war of decolonization in Algeria during the Cold War, your feelings and intellectual, ethical, and political concerns would have been very different from someone whose body came to this world at the beginning of the twentieth century in Germany, that is, in Europe, who went through the First and Second World Wars, and through Hitler. Thus, there is no reason to take for granted that thinking in the German language and dwelling in German history has epistemic privileges over thinking in a Francophone language and dwelling in colonial history; or, yet, has epistemic privileges over thinking in Arabic at the crossroad of Islamo-Arab history, Western interventions, and the Three Worlds configuration (as Algeria was classified, from the perspective of zero point epistemology, which of course was located in the First World, but pretended not to be located and just to reflect an objective state of things). Being where you think means, first and foremost, to delink from the epistemic mirage that you can only be if you think as someone else (who is precisely where he or she thinks) told you (and get rewards by funding institutions whose funds come from unequal distributions of wealth), directly or indirectly, that you should think and therefore what you should be: do not remain as anthropos and therefore deficient in your being; you have to abandon that state of immaturity (as Kant defined enlightenment) and be like me as I am already inhabiting the house of humanitas. If you do not follow the instructions, you do not get rewarded. Your reward shall be instead the decolonial process itself, which by definition will not be rewarded by today's existing hegemonic institutions reproducing the coloniality of knowledge and of being.

A similar argument can be made in the case of the Argentine thinker of German descent Rodolfo Kusch. After independence from Spain (1810), and indirectly ruled by England (economy) and France (ideology). Argentina was controlled by the Creole elite of Spanish descent, who implemented ideas and public policies that originated in England. Notice that toward 1830, when Algeria was invaded and colonized by France, Argentina was at the inception of building a modern/colonial state. I said "modern/colonial" because the independence from Spain meant the continuation of indirect imperial ruling by England and France. This situation called for the concept of "internal colonialism" introduced in the late sixties and early seventies. From 1860 on, Argentina's wealth increased due to its commerce with England. The installation of railroads through the second half of the nineteenth century and the exportation of corned beef generated the golden years of the economy. The cycle of increasing wealth and prosperity lasted until 1930, when Argentina suffered the consequences of the stock-market collapse. The crisis opened up the doors for a radical transformation that created the conditions for the ascent of Juan Domingo Perón, in 1945. Rodolfo Kusch's first book (La seducción de la barbarie [The Seduction of Barbarism]) was published in 1953. The book's title is indicative of the shift in the geography of reasoning: "civilización y barbarie" was the enduring opposition on which the process of nation building—which ensued independence from Spain in 1810—unfolded. It is not necessary to go into elaborated arguments and overwhelming evidence to argue that "civilización y barbarie" is the colonial-state formula, in Argentina, of the overarching distinction between humanitas and anthropos. Peronism brought the masses (anthropos) into the picture, and Kusch picked up on that shift, on the potential of popular and indigenous thinking confronting the privilege of civilized (e.g., progress, development) thinking. The anthropos not only took the streets,
but also took the word. And Kusch’s sensitivity picked up from there: it was enactment of the anthropos (from the perspective of Argentine white elite of European descent) that was bringing forward their being and their thinking. As we will see, another of Kusch’s books was titled Pensamiento indígena y pensamiento popular en América (Indigenous and Popular Thinking in America), a book in which he explores the commonalities between these two types of thinking, not in opposition but complementing each other. In so doing Kusch removes himself from the role as observer (the humanitas); his thinking then becomes complicit with popular and indigenous thinking. A shift in the geography of reasoning has begun to take place and shape.

Sylvia Wynter’s dwelling place (Jamaica colonial history and then through England and the United States) in the modern/colonial world has been framed by the history of slavery in the Caribbean and by the confluence of racism and patriarchy. There is a pervasive concern among black Caribbean thinkers—from the Haitian Anténor Firmin to the Trinidadian C. L. R. James—and that is the question of humanity, of being human. The fact that this concern is crucial among Afro-Caribbeans more than among African intellectuals (and, of course, even more than among Europeans) has its reason: if Africans were cast as descendents of Ham (the derailed Noah’s son), black Africans since the sixteenth century came to be equated with slavery and slaves’ lives became also expendable, both as commodities and as labor force. Humanitas was the point of reference, and those who fell into the domain of anthropos suffered the consequences. Wynter confronts this issue through Frantz Fanon, and thus appropriates the humanity of being, dwelling, and thinking in the location of the anthropos. In the process, the anthropos of the humanitas is being unveiled at the same time as its epistemic limitations: while humanitas attributes to itself epistemic privileges, anthropos operates in the epistemic potential that comes from knowing both the reason of humanitas and the reason of those who in the eyes of humanitas are anthropos. Now, let me insist that anthropos is assumed as such, not as an ontological category, but as an epistemic one: I know that from the perspective of the humanitas I am an anthropos—which doesn’t mean of course that I am, but it means that once I acknowledge it, my thinking is no longer located in the zero point, but in the geo- and body-politics of knowing and being. It means that I know that you classified me among the anthropos and as such, I will respond by questioning and delegitimizing your claims to the universality of your classification. Being where one thinks implies, first and foremost, recognizing and confronting both imperial categorizations of being and universal principles of knowing; it means engaging in epistemic disobedience, in independent thoughts, in decolonial thinking (see chapter 3).

Malik Bennabi’s Dead and Deadly Ideas and the Quest for Independent Thought

Malik Bennabi (1905–73), in Algeria, and Rodolfo Kusch (1920–79), in Argentina, did not know each other, although they were both living, writing, and thinking during the trying years of the Cold War. Their works are two monumental examples, taking on subjects parallel to crucial issues in the imperial world to which Darwin and Freud devoted their lives and intellectual energy. Bennabi went through the hard years of Algerian decolonization (1954–62). Kusch went through the trying years of the rise and fall of Juan Domingo Perón (1946–55). They were one generation apart. However, both were mature persons and intellectuals during the demanding and frustrating decades from 1945 to 1970, from the end of the Second World War (1945) until the end of the period of the welfare state and the global commotion from Beijing to Prague, from Paris to Mexico (late 1960s). As far apart as they seem, Bennabi and Kusch had a similar concern sprouting from their awareness of being where they were thinking, thrown as they were into their respective imperial/colonial countries (Algeria; Argentina) and regions (Maghreb and the Middle Eastern Islamic world; South America—or America, as Kusch preferred to say).

Both historical processes were points of non-return; processes in which no one in the societies affected by the turmoil could remain the same during his or her life; processes that would also remain in the memory of the community for years to come and will imprint the subjectivity of the generations born after the fact. Both sets of processes affected people differently in different places, although they are connected through the colonial wound. In the case of the decolonization of Algeria, French citizens were no doubt distressed, surprised, and taken aback. Beyond the human tragedy, French national spirit suffered the consequences of a loss of a colony. The imperial pride, however, is different from the colonial wound and therefore...
the responses are of a different nature. Postcolonialism in Algeria is not
the same as postcolonialism in France. Christians, Marxists, and liberals
all have their view and their frames within which to account for the events.
Influential intellectuals in France like the Algerian-born Albert Camus and
the French native Jean-Paul Sartre, had conflicting views of the events. Ben-
nabi's reflections before, during, and after the eight years of the Algerian
War transcended the events and brought the discussion back home to Al-
ergia, rather than letting it remain in Paris, counting in France's history.
Bennabi's frame of thought is not fashioned from Western philosophical
thinking, as was Sartre's; instead, his thought existed in tense relation with
Western humanism. Bennabi was, like Camus, a secular colonial subject.
Bennabi asked questions and developed arguments that were very different
from those of the French intellectuals. Their thinking was limited simply
because the meaning of the Algerian War in France was embedded in the
history of France and of European imperialism, while the meaning of the
Algerian War in Algeria was embedded in the history of North Africa and
the enduring histories of colonialism. The same event had different mean-
ings for different thinkers and depended on their cultural background:
their geo-historical and bio-graphic configurations crossed by colonial and
imperial differences.

Bennabi asks and addresses a set of well-qualified questions, all dealing
with knowledge and subjectivity in the history of Algeria and North Africa,
in the density of layers from Islamization before the Ottomans ruled the
area and then after the French displaced the Ottomans. In that displace-
ment a radical change took place: Algeria entered, through French imperi-
alisim, the imperial domains of Western capitalism (e.g., it was enmeshed in
the spreading tentacles of the colonial matrix)—which of course the Otto-
man Sultanate had not been. In other words, what happened in 1830 was not
just a change of rulers and sultans by modern presidents or prime ministers
of imperial states. It was not similar to what happened in France after the
revolution, when the bourgeoisie displaced the monarchy, but all belong to
the same cosmology, albeit to different social strata. In this case those who
disputed political and economic control were mostly of Gallic descent; they
became French citizens, and they were all white and all Christians. In Al-
ergia they were not: they were Arabs and Berbers, Jews and Muslim, black
and brown, and had been ruled by the Ottoman Sultanate for several centu-
ries. Dwelling in that history, during the challenging years between wars in
Europe and through the critical years of decolonization in Asia and Africa
(between 1947 and 1971 approximately), Bennabi wrote two short and cru-
cial pieces that are particularly germane to my argument: The Question of
Ideas in the Muslim World, conceived in late 1960 and 1961, but finished and
published a decade later; and The Question of Culture, originally published
in 1954. Both pieces respond to a common concern among "Third World"
intellectuals: gaining independence from a long history of coloniality of
knowledge and of being, that is, decolonizing being and knowledge by being
where one thinks and does. Bennabi describes the state of Islamic civiliz-
ation at the moment of writing, comparing it with a rider losing control:

Like a rider who has lost control over the stirrup and failed to recapture it,
it has been struggling to attain its new equilibrium. Its secular decadence,
condemning it to inertia, apathy, impotence and colonizability, has nonethe-
less preserved its traditional values in a more or less fossilized condition. It
has emerged under such conditions at the time when the twentieth century
reaches the peak of its material power but when all the moral forces have
started disintegrating since the First World War.

We shall focus on the enunciation, rather than in the enunciated, of
these observations and we will understand that "I am where I do and think"
relates thinking and knowledge at the intersection of the geo- and body-
political imperial classification of places and racialization of people, lan-
guages, and ideas. But of course, it relocates not only "Third World" think-
ing, but "First World" as well. If Descartes arrived at the conclusion "I think,
therefore I am," it was precisely because he was where he was doing, al-
though he suppressed the materiality of the enunciation; he just took for
granted this: if you feel and know that you are humanitas, you most likely
will not be concerned about where you do and think—you would assume
that you inhabit the universal house of knowledge, the epistemic zero point.
"I am where I do" flatly rejects the assumptions that rational and universal
truths are independent of who presents them, to whom are they addressed,
and why they have been advanced in the first place; and that the problems
philosophers and thinkers address in Europe shall have "applicability" be-
yond Europe, so you have to look for problems that more or less fit the
theory.
The reader may think at this point, "Oh, I see, you are talking about situated knowledge." Certainly I am, but not about "universal situatedness"; rather, I am talking about situatedness within the colonial matrix of power, and where you are located within the epistemic and ontological racial coordinates of imperial knowledge. To say that knowledge is situated in and of itself doesn't take us too far. It amounts to saying that "reality is constructed." Sure. But once we have beaten the essentialist claim that reality exists, the next step and the most important one is to ask how is it constructed, by whom, why, what for, and whose interest does it serve if we construct reality in A or B manner? And what are these constructions saying to those who are affected by the construction of reality without having the opportunity to participate in such construction?

Thus, three hundred years after Descartes's death (in 1650, in Stockholm), someone like Malik Bennabi, in Algeria, had to deal with the consequences of Descartes's contribution to the foundation of modern philosophy and knowledge. Bennabi now is confronted with a problem similar to the one Descartes had, although it is of quite dissimilar configuration. In fact, while Descartes was dealing with a past framed by theology and Renaissance humanism, both were within their own tradition. While Bennabi dwells in memories embedded in Arabic language and Muslim philosophy (Al-Ghazali, Ibn-Sina, and Ibn-Rushd), Descartes was dwelling in memories embedded in Latin and French: he wrote *Discourse on Method* in French and *Meditations on First Philosophy* in Latin.23 In both traditions, Bennabi's and Descartes's, algebra and geometry were a common ground: Muslim and Christian philosophers around 1200 were drinking from the same Greek fountains. Bennabi, like Descartes, is where he does and thinks; his being is formed in a double movement. Understanding, on the one hand, the local history of Algeria at the intersection of the Ottoman Sultanates rules and French imperial rules, living at the intersection of Arab and French languages and of Islam and Christianity means being in a dense memory in which French, contrary to Descartes's assumption, is a marginal language, experience, and subjectivity. Descartes, in sum, inherits the epistemology of the zero point and of linear thinking, Bennabi that of border thinking and decolonial thinking.

On the other hand (as with many others in similar human conditions and historical intersections, as I will deal with below), "discourse on method" doesn't begin by looking at the basic, indubitable, simple truth upon which the whole edifice can be built—the whole edifice of truth without parenthesis. Quite the opposite: for Bennabi (and for many decolonial thinkers and artists around the world), the problem is how to disengage from the trap, how to elide the entrapment. The problem is, in other words, how to decolonize knowledge and being by affirming the geopolitical legitimacy of knowledge for "decolonization," rather than knowledge to "control the world" by "knowing" its laws. Paradoxically, Descartes's brilliant move to depart from theology and humanism ended up trapping other knowledges and subjectivities totally alien to the personal and regional forces that motivated his relentless search for "truth." The bottom line: theirs are two different subjectivities, modes of being in the world tilted by coloniality of knowledge and of power. There is no reason, other than the colonial differential of power, to assume that Descartes's thinking is more relevant for the well-being of Humanity than is Bennabi's. Since we are where we think, there is no reason (other than epistemic racism) to believe that, among all forms of creative thinking (not destructive thinking), one mode of being where one thinks is better or preferable to the other. Transcendental truths (God, Reason, Rights, and Knowledge) that are attainable and controlled by one ethno-class result in asserting one mode of being and one mode of thinking—that is, the imperial mode of being where one thinks.

Unlike for Descartes, the problem to solve for Bennabi was not that of the overarching presence of theology and the soft arguments of tolerant humanists (in the middle of religious war and the assassination, in 1610, of Henri of Navarre, founder of the College La Fleche, where Descartes studied), but that of the power of ideas in relation to bilingualism. Remember that one of Bennabi's concerns (which is that of many Arabo-Muslim intellectuals) is, as Moroccan philosopher Mohammed Al-Jabri put it: why, if Ibn-Rushd (1126-1190), sharing his life between Córdoba (today Spain) and Marrakech (today Morocco), reached a level of rational thinking, Arabo-Muslim philosophy "stopped" there and re-emerged, five centuries later, in France and Holland, in the body of Descartes, at the time when Western Greco-Latin Christianity had already silenced Arabo-Islamic philosophy and sciences forever? That is the context in which Bennabi is concerned with the question of ideas in the Muslim world.

Bennabi's distinction between "dead ideas" and "deadly ideas" illustrates quite well the type of situation motivating independent thoughts and the
need to shift the geography of reasoning and to be where one does and thinks: "A dead idea is an idea whose origins have been betrayed, one that has deviated from its archetype and thus no longer has any roots in its original cultural plasma. In contrast, a deadly idea is an idea that has lost both its identity and cultural value after having been cut of its roots that are left in their original cultural universe." Although in Bennabi's essays there is a larger horizon of humanity and human history, it is the closer horizon that generates his concern: being a Muslim and at the same time a Third World intellectual means to be in two subaltern positions, in relation to imperial Christianity and Western secularism and in relation to the First World. What does someone dwelling in exteriority do? There are several possibilities indeed. One would recognize that history is of the winners and to accept and embrace the First World, Western modernity, and secularism. Which of course, ruling elites not only in Arabo-Islamic countries, but also in South America and the Caribbean also did. Let me give you a parallel example (during the Cold War) to get a better sense of the point I am making in reading Bennabi. Would Marxism be of any help here? Perhaps not much. Instead, we could ask a similar question: what does a Third World and black intellectual dwelling in exteriority do? And we can respond to the question by looking over the shoulder of Lloyd Best (1934-2007). He starts one of his key essays, titled "Independence and Responsibility: Self Knowledge as an Imperative," drawing l'état de la question.

Since 1962, two visions of the future have been offered to Caribbean peoples. Both have been aborted. The first proved to be an illusion; the second turned into a nightmare. They [the agents of the first vision] urged to produce what we consume and consume what we produce. This strategy involved a sharp increase in government ownership and operation of economic enterprise and hastened the emergence of the omni-competent state. The second vision was that of the socialist state, with the means of production predominantly owned and controlled by a paramount Leninist party. What I am driving at is that beyond the significant difference between a Muslim in Algeria and a black in the Caribbean, they are responding to the global entanglements driven by the expansion of the colonial matrix. In many and different local histories, Muslims and Africans were entangled with a myriad of different Western European local histories (mainly that of the Atlantic countries from the Iberian Peninsula to England, going through France and Holland). Best's major concern was "independent thought and Caribbean freedom," as he extensively argued in his essay of this title. The first version of the essay was presented, in 1966, at the Second Conference of West Indian Affairs, in Montreal. The scenario drawn by Best and the description of local elites in their dependency on Western education, technology, and science (which if they are not necessarily deadly by nature, can become deadly—e.g., the idea of development) are similar to the one drawn by Bennabi. Similarly, where Bennabi saw dead ideas in the Muslim world, Best saw not dead ideas of a historical civilization, but disqualified ideas of black communities—no longer in Africa, but in South America and the Caribbean: the communities and emerging civilization formed in the encounter among Africans from different kingdoms, languages, religions, and ways of life. At that crossroads, Lloyd Best claims at the end of his article, I have argued that we need independent thought. One of the most blatant manifestations of the colonial condition in the Caribbean—of the plantation mind—is the refuge, which our intellectual classes take in a sterile scientism on the one hand, or in a cheap populism on the other. One half of our intellectual classes are a-political. They are engrossed in technical exercises or they are busy dissipating their energies in administration and public relations—running the public service, running the Universities, running this, running that, running in effect, away from the issues.

It is being proposed here, that being who we are, what we are and where, the kind of action to which we must be committed is determinate. To acknowledge this is to set ourselves three tasks. The first is to fashion theory on which may be based the clear intellectual leadership for which the nation calls and which it has never had. The second is to conduct the inquiry on which theory can be soundly based. This is what may be called, in the jargon of my original trade, the creation of intellectual capital goods. Thirdly, we are to establish media by which these goods may be transmitted to the rest of us who are otherwise engaged. We may wish to create a media of direct democratic expression suitable to the native Caribbean imagination.
Western and/or Slavic Marxism or Chinese Maoism), Bennabi saw Muslim societies saturated by dead ideas that created the conditions for the advent of deadly Western ideas.

It is under such circumstances, Bennabi concludes, that the present Muslim society borrows modern and “progressive” ideas from Western civilization! This is a natural outcome of a process determined by the dialectic of things, human beings and ideas that has shaped Muslim history. Nevertheless what is unnatural is its inertia and apathy in this stage, as if it wished to stay there forever. Starting from the same point, other societies such as Japan and China have, on the contrary, succeeded to pull themselves out of their state of inertia by rigorously subjecting themselves to the conditions of new dynamics and new historical dialectics.

Here we have two Third World intellectuals—one Muslim in North Africa, the other black in the Caribbean—looking at the global conditions, being where they think, dwelling in the exteriorities of the modern colonial world. These views have not been accounted for in the analysis of globalization and modernity. Certainly Anthony Giddens and Niall Ferguson are where they think: dwelling in the interiority of British and imperial European histories. Although they, too, are where they think, their thinking (propelled by the book market and the coloniality of knowledge) generates the effect that in reality they just think, being nowhere, as if instead of inhabiting the interiority of self-fashioned imperial histories, they were standing at the top of the hill looking down and dominating the valley.

The dialectic between dead and deadly ideas tells the story of imperial and colonial differences in the modern/colonial world, for the dialectic is operative not only in the sphere of the liberal state and capitalist economies lacking for new surrogate states opening new markets, but also in the internal contestation: Marxism. Bennabi is clear in analyzing the consistency of Marx’s ideas within his own cultural sphere, in which industrial capitalism unfolded: “If Marx had analyzed such situations he would certainly have done so based on the logic of a dialectic whose constituent elements were all part and parcel of one and the same cultural universe that was his own universe.” In contrast, Bennabi continues, in the colonized and formerly colonized countries, such situations are the complex result of “a dialectic obtaining in an original cultural universe as well as of the dialectical relationship between the latter and the alien cultural universe, that of colonialism.”

In my view, Bennabi’s *The Questions of Ideas in the Muslim World* is nothing less than an agonic quest for independent thought. The need and anxiety has not gone away yet, today, among Muslim intellectuals (as well as among intellectuals of the former Third World around the globe). Let’s listen to the Iranian scholar Amr G. E. Sabet. In introducing his argument, Sabet makes clear that in the investigation he presents he is not making any claim in favor of the “Islamization of knowledge” or for its secularization. His argument aims, he stresses, at the integration of knowledge, “whether secular or religious, through a measure of intersubjectivity.” Furthermore, and this is crucial for my argument, Sabet notes that beyond looking for an integration of Islamic thought and social theory, “this study seeks to link the former (e.g., Islamic thought) with decolonization in order to underscore Islam’s liberating commitment not only toward Muslims but toward humanity at large. The decolonization process that had taken place during the post–World War II era remains, unfortunately, an unfinished, and even a regressing, project.”

Decoloniality refers to a set of projects that, based on border identifications (dwelling in the border between dead ideas and deadly ideas), are open to humanity at large, in the same way that Christian theology, secular liberals, and postmodern thinkers (Marxists or not) are. However, the latter do not recognize their projects emanating from an identity. They identify their project as universal. Here lies the conundrum by which postmodern thinkers chastise identity claims and retain the convenience store of universality. For that reason, Sabet stresses, “in addition to political, as well as economic, independence there is the essential need for the independence of thought, of the mental, the psychological, and the spiritual; for the exorcising and liberating of souls.” That means that the decolonization of the economy and of the state needs a change of terrain. While Adam Smith, Immanuel Kant, and Karl Marx were where they thought, their thoughts acquired a universal profile that seemed independent of their geo-historical and bio-graphical locations and therefore of global import. Geo- and biographic politics of knowledge materializes the change of terrain, undoing and moving away from the imperial political theology and its translation.
into secular egology. Bennabi's decolonial thinking was enacting this change of terrain.

Rodolfo Kusch: Epistemic Synergy of Immigrant Consciousness

Gunter Rodolfo Kusch was born in Argentina in 1922, and he died in 1979. He was the only child of Ricardo Carlos Kusch and Elsa María Dorothea Tschunke de Kusch, a German couple who moved to Argentina, from Germany, shortly after the First World War ended. He was four years old when his father passed away. At the end of his teen years, Kusch found himself in the middle of an exciting decade in Buenos Aires, from 1940 to 1950, witnessing the end of the Second World War, the Juan Domingo Perón and Eva Perón years, and a very intense intellectual and cultural life. A "native" intelligentsia that was largely of European descent (mainly from Spain, Italy, and Germany) was struggling to found its own ways of thinking and delink from the Argentine intellectual elite reproducing in the country the debates taking place in Europe. The "mestizo consciousness" that Kusch explored in the beginning of his book La seducción de la barbarie was a reflection built on the experience of a community of displaced Europeans (immigrants from Europe) who coexisted with the dense and strong presence of the indigenous population, which Kusch experienced in northwest Argentina and in Bolivia. By the time of Kusch, the Afro-population had practically vanished from Argentina's imaginary, although he was aware of their presence in America—the consistent name he uses in all his writing; he rarely mentioned "Latin" America. A telling statement that is consistent with the philosophical explorations he conducted throughout his life.

In his second book América profunda, published in 1962, Kusch intensified his philosophical reflections anchored in "another history." He described that "other history," distinctive in its profile and coexisting with European history, with metaphors such as "seducción de la barbarie," as "América profunda," as "América vegetal," and many others. Crucial to the understanding of Kusch's sustained meditations from La seducción de la barbarie to Geocultura del hombre Americano (1976) and Esbozo de una antropología filosófica Americana (1978) is the coexistence of a European history transplanted and framing the conflicts in/of "América profunda," the legacies of "poblaciones originarias" through the history of conquest and colonization. On the one hand, Kusch felt that Indian memories throughout the Americas needed to be re-inscribed in conflictive dialogue and tension with the existence of people of European descent and institutions (economic, political, and family) modeled on European social organization. He was not Indian, but he was not alien to the fact that Indian legacies are embedded in the history of América. This history could no longer be the narrative of internal transformation, as was the case for the history of Europe. Engaging indigenous thoughts meant to engage an-other epistemology.

It takes several readings to recondition reading habits. One must practice before fully understanding the radical shift in the geography of reasoning that Kusch was engaged in and to grasp his concept of "mestizo consciousness." For, "mestizo" for Kusch doesn't have anything to do with biology, with mixed bloods, with the color of your skin, or the form of your nose. "Mestizo" is for Kusch a matter of "consciousness," not of blood, but of geo-history and biogrophy—as becomes clear in the last two books he published.

"Mestizo consciousness" is a paradoxical concept in an argument enunciated by Kusch, the son of German immigrants, father and mother. He was clearly not a mestizo by blood but in consciousness, a conceptualization that emerges from a body that experiences existentia Americana, similar to what the Jamaican philosopher Lewis Gordon has termed and explored as existentia Africana. About fifty years before Kusch's first book, W. E. B. Du Bois introduced the concept of "double consciousness" to articulate his experience and translate it into a term familiar in the human and social sciences. But his "consciousness," that is, the way he was experiencing "consciousness," was different, although from the same source, from the colonial wound: a person of African descent, in the Americas, experiences life and his or her own existence differently from a person of European descent. Both, however, share a common experience, the experience of the displaced in relation to a dominant order of the world to which they do not belong. The consciousness of being-such and the awareness of not-being-such (in the case of Kusch, neither European nor Indian) or sensing a tension between being-such and such (in the case of Du Bois, being black and American, when American was assumed to be white) points toward the sphere of experience that in Gloria Anzaldúa was articulated as "the mestiza consciousness/la conciencia de la mestiza." It is worthwhile to
underline the grammatical twist in Anzaldúa. She is talking not about "mestiza consciousness," but about "the consciousness of the mestiza," which is how I would translate the Spanish title she inscribed in the last chapter of her book: "la conciencia de la mestiza." We should also remember at this point that the title of Rigoberta Menchú's narrative, in Spanish, is Me llamo Rigoberta Menchú y así me nací la conciencia (1982), dubiously translated into English as I, Rigoberta Menchú, an Indian Woman from Guatemala. The English translator (or the editor at the publishing house) preferred exoticism to philosophical and political meaning, and trumpeted Benjamin Franklin's exultation of the first person: "I, Rigoberta Menchú." Last but not least, the Afro-Colombian Zapata Olivella (self-identified as mulatto) conceived a "mestizo consciousness" (notice that "mestizo" acquires, like in Kusch, a meaning that goes beyond the biological) to capture the historical essence of the basic three types (Indigenous, European descent, and Afro descent) of languages, religions, cultures, ways of life, sensibilities, and subjectivities that transformed Anáhuac, Abya-Yala, and Tawantinsuyu in what Kusch calls "America."

In retrospect, and in the more recent spectrum in which "consciousness" has been articulated decolonially (Du Bois, Anzaldúa, Menchú), it would be more adequate to rename Kusch's "mestizo consciousness" as "immigrant consciousness," the consciousness of the immigrant of European descent who arrived in the Americas around the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, and who, instead of assimilating, reacts critically to the displaced conditions of European immigrants in a country that, by that time, is already in the hands of Creoles of Spanish descent and Mestizos with mixed blood and a European soul and mentality. I found in Kusch a particularly apt response to my long-lasting discomfort as an Argentine of European descent. For that experiential reason I am "appropriating" Kusch and following his thoughts rather than "studying" him from the distance of continental philosophy. Appropriation means that I make his thinking mine and continue what he started, in the same way that, say, Martin Heidegger "appropriated" (and not studied) Friedrich Nietzsche to unfold his own thoughts. Here I am imitating what Heidegger did, not what he said. I am not comparing myself with Heidegger here: I am just following the model provided by great European thinkers, a model of what to do, and not of what to think. Regarding what to think I am following Benjamin Kusch and Wintner. Decolonial thinking needs to build its own genealogy of thought; otherwise it would fall prey to genealogies of thought already established and would, in the process, disregard and devalue all other possibilities. Decolonization of knowledge and of being requires one to engage in rebuilding what was destroyed and to build what doesn't yet exist.

"Immigrant consciousness," in other words, is the assumed condition of existence, an existence out of place: for people of European descent, for being in a land whose history is not the history of their ancestors; for indigenous or "pueblos originarios," who built their history in the land they inhabited, then found themselves out of place when their form of life and their institutions, education, and economy were displaced, destroyed, and replaced with ways of life and the institutions of migrants from European countries; for Africans coming from several parts of Africa, with their own different languages and beliefs, forms of life, and institutions, who found themselves in a land whose histories did not belong to their ancestors and, in contrast to the Europeans, in a land whose social structures placed them at the very bottom of the social scale. "Immigrant consciousness," double consciousness, mestiza consciousness, mulatto consciousness, inter-cultural consciousness (as indigenous people in Ecuador maintain today), maroon consciousness (as it has been established among Afro-Andeans in Ecuador), all are diverse expressions and experiences of the same condition of existence: the awareness of coloniality of being, of being out of place in the set of regulations (e.g., cosmology) of "modernity." Briefly stated, there are different modes of experiencing the colonial wound and of engaging the decolonial option. It is interesting to note that "critical" intellectuals came up with ideas such as peripheral and alternative modernities: a compliant position that pretends to be dissenting, but ends up reproducing the standards with superficial variations. "Immigrant consciousness" (double, mestiza, indigenous, maroon consciousness) encompasses diverse manifestations of an-other paradigm: the paradigm constituted by forms of decolonial consciousness whose horizon is no longer that of peripheral or alternative modernities but a pluriversal horizon conceived as transmodernity that begins by assuming "our own modernity" (see chapter 3).

Sylvia Wynter: What Does It Mean to Be Human?

Frantz Fanon made a passing observation in Black Skin, White Masks (1952) that has become a fundamental proposition being explored in Afro-Caribbean philosophy: "Reacting against the constitutionalist tendency
of the late nineteenth century, Freud insisted that the individual factor be taken into account through psychoanalysis. Fanon substituted for a phylogenetic theory the ontogenetic perspective. It will be seen that the black man's alienation is not an individual question. Besides phylogeny and ontogeny stands sociogeny.41

The sociogenic principle is one aspect of languaging and knowing.42 It is therefore crossed by the differential of power embedded in the modern/colonial world order, through the ranking of languages: "To speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp the morphology of this or that language, but it means above all to assume a culture, to support the weight of a civilization."43 The problem that we confront in this chapter is this: the Negro of the Antilles will be proportionately whiter—that is, he will be closer to being a real human being—in direct ratio with his mastery of the French language. I am not unaware that this is one of man's attitudes face to face with Being. A man who has a language consequently possesses the world expressed and implied in that language. What we are getting at becomes plain: mastery of language affords remarkable power.44

Sylvia Wynter took Fanon's sociogenic principle to the next step. What is the next step? It is clear after Fanon that we cannot expect Western sciences and political theory to solve the problems created by five centuries of insertion of Western designs into the world beyond imperial Western Europe, and into colonial Europe itself: Ireland and Southern Italy, for example, as well as the Soviet Republics (e.g., colonies) of former Central and Eastern Europe. Briefly, and once more, by imperial Europe and Eurocentrism I mean three aspects, framed spatially, chronologically, and subjectively. They are all three relevant to understand Wynter's decolonization of being.

Spatially, Eurocentrism refers to the Atlantic imperial monarchies, the nation-states (Spain, Portugal, France, Holland, and England), and the supporting cast (Italy and Germany) whose imperial dominions were lesser than the former, although they were not out of the game. It has been pointed out, several times, that the interconnections between marginal-capitalist countries in relation to central-capitalist countries went through a dictatorial political period: Italy and Germany never enjoyed extensive imperial domination; Spain and Portugal did, but had lost it by the nineteenth century, when France and England were in ascendance and "helping" Spanish and Portuguese colonies to "gain" their independence.

Chronologically, Eurocentrism refers to a potent matrix of categories of thoughts that connect and unify all areas of knowledge (what today we describe as natural sciences, the humanities, the social sciences, and the professional schools [medicine, law, engineer, business, computing]). That colonial matrix of power is legitimized on Greek and Latin categories of thoughts and their translation and unfolding in six modern European imperial languages: Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, and English. Cast, defended, and promoted in the rhetoric of modernity, progress, salvation, development, and so on, that matrix generated the image of its own totality, which authorized its promoter and defender to disregard, marginalize, ignore, deprecate, reprove, rebuke, attack all knowledge that didn't obey the rules and principles of the (post)modern matrix of knowledge. At that point, the modern matrix (Eurocentrism) became also colonial.

Subjectively, the modern/colonial matrix of knowledge (e.g., coloniality of knowledge) has been created, perfected, transformed, expanded, exported/imported by a particular kind of social agent: in general (and we can go through the biography of the great thinkers and scientists in the Western canon), they were male, they were Christians, they were white, and, as we said, they lived in Western Christendom, which, after the sixteenth century, was translated into Europe. That is to say: the modern/colonial matrix of knowledge has been linked to a kind of subjectivity emerging from the lived experience of white and Christian males who lived and studied in the six countries and languages above mentioned. Although someone like Kepler who was born in Cracovia and started his studies at the university in the city he was born, had the chance nevertheless to pursue his learning and lived experience at the University of Bologna. Being one of the first medieval/renaissance universities, Bologna provided Kepler with the institutional push to his personal genius and intellectual impetus. Today the "Plan Bologna" in Europe is closing the cycle that the University of Bologna started.

These three parameters map the hubris of the zero point. Wynter's "next step" is to envision a scientia (and I write it in the Renaissance style to distinguish it from the concept of science that unfolded from Galileo to Newton and from Newton to Einstein, as well as from Buffon and Linnaeus to Darwin) that disobeys the hubris of the zero point. I see this move as decolonial scientia based on Fanon's sociogenic principle. Fanon's hypothesis, Wynter
argues, is first of all a hypothesis derived from his awareness of reporting in the third person his own experience in the first person ("Look Mom, a Negro"). The experience, in other words, of Being through the eyes of the imperial Other; the experience of knowing that "I am being perceived, in the eyes of the imperial Other, as not quite human." Thus, decolonial scientia is the scientia needed not for progress or development, but for liberating the actual and future victims of knowledge upon which progress and development are predicated. It is not the case, most certainly, of studying the Negro problem from the perspective of any of the already established social sciences or humanities. For, if that were the case, sociogenesis would become an object of study rather than being the historical foundation and constitution of future and global epistemic loci of enunciations, geo- and body-politically constituted. This scientia, built on the sociogenic principle (in this case the lived experience of the black man, although this is not the only colonial experience—colonial wound—that would sustain the emerging scientia), makes clear from the start that the mind/body problem (or the soul/body if we take a step back from secularism to Christian theology) only makes sense in the domain of ontogenesis; it is only there that the mind/body problem makes sense. The sociogenic principle is not an object of knowledge but rather the signpost of a locus of enunciation and the energy that links knowledge with decolonial subjective formations is a conclusion that derived from Wynter's argument.

Unlike the "common reality" of a wave phenomenon, however, the sociogenic principle is not a natural scientific object of knowledge. In that if, in the case of humans, this transcultural constant is that of the sociogenic principle as a culturally programmed rather than genetically articulated "sense of self," with the "property" of the mind or human consciousness being located only in the dynamic processes of symbiotic interaction between the opioid reward and punishment system of the brain and the culture-specific governing code or sociogenic principle (as the semantic activating agent) specific to each of our hybrid nature-culture modes of being, and thereby, of experiencing ourselves as human, then the identification of the hybrid property of consciousness, which such a principle makes possible, would call for another form of scientific knowledge beyond the limits of the natural sciences—including beyond that of neurobiology whose natural-scientific approach to the phenomenon of consciousness is paradoxically based on our present culture's purely biocentric and adaptive conception of what it is to be human. Long sentences in Wynter's prose are manifestations of her struggle to shift the geography of reasoning. Thus, if modern/imperial epistemology (in its diversity, but always imperial diversity) was spatially, chronologically, and subjectively located, scientia (starting from the sociogenic principle) becomes the project of decolonial scientia setting up new places or nodes of space, time, and subjectivity. That is, while modern/colonial epistemology was based on theology and secular philosophy and the affirmation of Descartes's "I think, therefore I am," geo- and body-politics start by the negation of such propositions by the anthropos. The negation is simultaneously the anthropos's affirmation: the affirmation of being when one thinks and does.

Spatially, decolonial scientia is located at the borders (territorial as well as linguistic, subjective, epistemic, ontological) created by the consolidation and expansion of the modern/colonial epistemic matrix described above. This matrix, which emerged in the sixteenth century, was then folded and unfolded in the hands of England and France and projected itself into Asia and Africa, from the late seventeenth to the mid-twentieth century. The leadership was then taken up by the United States and the basic principle and structure of knowledge were expanded by the use of the English language and the meteoric expansion of scientific knowledge and technology. Consequently, decolonial scientia responding and delinking from coloniality of knowledge is literally all over the globe (in the same way that modern/imperial science is), and it moves constantly from the "third" to the "first" world, and from the latest Western imperial countries to the "emerging empires" (China, Russia, and perhaps in the near future, India and the Islamic Middle East; further in the future, one can see that in the Andes, under the leadership of Bolivia, the model of Tawantinsuyu will interact with the model of the liberal/colonial state).

Chronologically, decolonial scientia denounces—on the one hand—the chronological timeline of the colonial matrix of power and the coloniality of knowledge. And it calls—on the other hand—for rebuilding chronologies of local histories: while in imperial scientia connections through time, including epistemic breaks and paradigmatic changes, followed one
another in time, decolonial scientia links nodes in space—the space of colonial histories and decolonial struggles around the world—to which follows today the massive migrations of the “barbarians” to the “civilized regions.”

*If double consciousness and mestiza consciousness* (Du Bois and Anzaldúa) are two key concepts that give substance to the sociogenic principle (for what are double consciousness and mestiza consciousness if not concepts capturing the fact that people who fall on the side of the racially inferior and sexually abnormal—that is, the anthropos—are seeing themselves through the imperial Other?), then the imperial/modern subject holding and controlling knowledge and, therefore, determining who is authorized to know and what knowledge is useful (for whom?) to have loses the magic effect of its universal legitimacy.

Subjectively, decolonial scientia is embraced by people who either suffer the consequence of the colonial wound or by those who, not having had that experience, have experienced the violence of science and embrace the decolonial option not to become a new savior but to twist the politics of knowledge in which they were educated as modern subjects and modern subjectivities. Contrary to the male, Christian, and Eurocentered subjects and subjectivities that dominated the philosophy of modern/imperial knowledge, the decolonial subject is at the border of non-European languages, religions, epistemologies; subjects that have been racialized and/or categorized as sexually abnormal by imperial knowledge. That is, by subjects whose consciousness of the self is reflected on the perception of the imperial Other; subjects that embrace, in other words, the sociogenic principle as a historical foundation of knowledge as well as by imperial subjects who instead of “saving the colonial Other” without questioning the hubris of the zero point join instead and accept the guidance of the decolonial thinkers. It requires an act of humility to realize that there is no longer room for abstract universals and truth without parenthesis. And it takes a moment of rage and of losing fear to move from the colonial wound to decolonial scientia.

Now, decolonial scientia has three types of tasks ahead. One is to show that the hubris of the zero point enacted a geo- and body-politics of knowledge that consisted in denying that geo-historical locations and racial-sexual body configurations were relevant to knowledge. It denied, in other words, the links between geo-history and knowledge and between biography and epistemology. The second task is to explore the consequences that Western expansion (today called “globalization”) had for the environment (e.g., natural resources needed by imperial economy) and for the population who were targeted for conversion to Christianity, for civilization, for development, and now for human rights and democracy. That is, to explore global responses, through time (500 years) to globalization, for it is necessary to look at responses globally and avoid the imperial trap that looks at local responses to global designs. The third task is to generate knowledge to build communities in which life (in general, not only human life) has priority over economic gains, economic growth, and economic development, to cultivate knowledge that will subject economic growth to human needs, rather than submit human needs to economic growth and development.

Redrawing the House of Knowledge at the Intersection of Global Linear and Decolonial Thinking

In the twenty-first century, the four spheres of the colonial matrix of power (“coloniality” for short) on which Western civilization built itself as such, and its imperial/colonial legacies all over the non-European world of being, are being disputed, appropriated, and thwarted in two directions: dewesternization and decoloniality. I mean dewesternization in its mainstream discourse (Mahbubani) and its critical dewesternizing one (Shari'ati, Qutb, Komeni), although both types of projects move in quite different directions. What is being claimed is not the end of Western civilization, but its crisis in the process of becoming one among many and not the one that leads the other toward growth, development, modernization, and happiness. Dewesternization, the spiritual option, and decoloniality are three options that are contributing to delegitimize the global designs of rewesternization (from the left or the right, in politics and economy) cast in the language of democracy and development. Needless to say, the trajectories I outlined in chapter 1 are not the equivalent of the architect’s plan to build an edifice. They are tendencies that you can hardly find in pure form in any place. However, the trajectories allow us to make distinctions, to understand political and economic orientations in the inter-state system, and to branch into the complexities of always moving borders of colonial and imperial differences, the increasing force and presence of the decolonial political society.
I see two directions in which decoloniality would contribute to eroding and rebuilding the rules of the game and the edifice of Western epistemology. "Disengaging" is not the same as "ignoring." We cannot disengage from something that is in all of us, today, around the world, including, of course, Bennabi, Kusch, and Wynter. By "disengage/delink/epistemic disobedience" I mean and understand a double movement: unveiling the regional foundations of universal claim to truth as well as the categories of thought and the logic that sustain all branches of Western knowledge, from theology to philosophy, from psychology and psychoanalysis to natural science, from political theory to political economy. The problems are places in front of the disciplines rather than the disciplines in front of the problems.

What is the place of decolonial thinking at the time when global linear thinking has been displaced by—on the one hand—global disputes over managing authority and economy that do not depend any more on partition and division of land, but on control of natural resources, military bases, nuclear weapons, and financial transactions and trades and—on the other—by the international conflicts over the control of the colonial matrix of power in a polycentric world united in dispute by capitalist economy? The concentration of decision power in the sphere of authority and economy is more overwhelming today than twenty years ago because, precisely, of the polycentricity of capital accumulation and the devastating consequences for the life of the planet when political and financial leaders and the media are in a blind and wild race toward death, motivated by the belief in economic growth, global development, and happiness.

There are hundreds of cases, examples, every day. I offer just one, from the New York Times front page on 17 February 2008, written by Sara Rimer. "The Great Gatsby is a great piece of literature that deserves to be taught; while there are many ways to teach it, the one celebrated by the New York Times and the teacher involves the identification of young students (in their late teen years) with the American Dream and the "fantastic" life that Gatsby made for himself. Other possibilities, some of them hinted at by F. Scott Fitzgerald himself, are the individual and social costs of Gatsby's achievements, costs of which Gatsby himself is well aware. Other readings, still, would be decolonial, helping students to understand what Gatsby means in America and America in the world at the turn of the twentieth century, what America means today at the beginning of the twenty-first century when the enormous costs of a lifestyle based on success are more obvious, success in personal achievements and personal achievements related to the success of one country at the cost of many others. The young Chinese student featured in the article has as her goal to attend Harvard, receive a degree, and return to China to help the country to "have a faster development."

That, too, is being where one thinks. The "where" is not just a geographical location, but geopolitical in the sense of how imperially made regions, beyond "natural environment," shape and conform people dwelling in that region. It is not, of course, the physical space of the region that counts, but the place that the region and its inhabitants occupy in a global order of coloniality. That regions are no longer there to be known, but are engendering knowledge necessary to their survival in building global futures and in delinking from the needs of other regions (e.g., the developed world), for which it is not convenient the people they need to disengage. There are different agendas confronting each other, one type of agenda aiming at subsuming, managing, and controlling (modernity/coloniality), the other not wanting to be managed and controlled or to be included (decoloniality). Thus, "I am where I think." The "where" is marked in the map of desires and aspirations of a civilization driven by economic and social success, paying enormous costs in wars, refugees, unemployed, new forms of slavery, rather than a civilization driven by the collective desire for well-being and the celebration of life in general, not human life as a singular privilege. Celebrating only the life of a sector we take as "humanitas" at the cost of other sectors of life is already embedded in the civilization of death we are immersed in today: firing eight hundred employees to reduce costs and reward the CEO of a given company is a common procedure of our time. If nothing else, decolonial thinking and the decolonial option can contribute in the large sphere of education to understanding the logic of coloniality driving all of us toward a collective death dressed under the triumphant growth of a global economy.

In this chapter I showed the complementary and conflictive faces of global linear and decolonial thinking and how the latter presupposes a displacement of the very principles of knowledge and understanding on which the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality were constructed, transformed, and maintained. In the next chapter I examine the pursuit of freedom and the correlated search for independent thought or, in other words, for decolonial thinking.
CHAPTER THREE

It Is “Our” Modernity
Delinking, Independent Thought,
and Decolonial Freedom

Once upon a time scholars assumed that the knowing subject in the disciplines is transparent, dis-incorporated from the known, and untouched by the geopolitical configuration of the world in which people are racially ranked and regions are racially configured. From a detached and neutral point of observation, the knowing subject maps the world and its problems, classifies people, and projects what is good for them. Today that assumption is no longer tenable, although there are still many believers. At stake is indeed the question of racism and epistemology. And once upon a time scholars assumed that if you “come” from Latin America or Algeria, you have to “talk about” Latin America or Algeria, that in such cases you have to be a token of your culture. Such expectations will not arise if the author “comes” from Germany, France, England, or the United States. In such cases it is not assumed that you have to be a token of your culture, but that you are a theoretically minded person. As we know it: the First World has knowledge; the Third World has culture; Native Americans have wisdom; Anglo Americans have science. The need for political and epistemological delinking comes here to the fore, as do decolonizing knowledge and decolonial knowledges as necessary steps to imagining and building democratic, just, and non-imperial/colonial societies.

In the previous chapter my argument focused on redressing imperial disembodied and un-located assumptions about knowing and knowledge-making, both by agents as well as by institutions created to support, promote, and disseminate both principles and results. I argued that decolonial thinking and knowing are contesting that myth, showing the epistemic differential (e.g., coloniality of knowledge) and at the same time unveiling the hidden geo- and bio-graphical politics of knowledge of imperial epistemology. In this chapter I tilt the balance toward understanding and acting on epistemic decoloniality.

Geopolitics of knowledge (the enunciated) is a decolonial concept and goes hand in hand with geopolitics of knowing (the enunciation). Why is this a decolonial concept? Because it was introduced to deal with the epistemic dependency of Third World countries as well as of their scholars and intellectuals. Epistemic dependency was and is parallel to economic dependency. Geopolitics of knowledge was not, and could hardly have been, a concern of Euro-American scholarship and thoughts, for all the reasons explained in the previous chapter. Who and when, why and where knowledge is generated (rather than produced, like cars or cell phones)? Asking these questions means to shift the attention from the enunciated to the enunciation.

The shift I am indicating is the anchor (constructed, of course; located, of course; not just anchored by nature or by God) of the argument that follows. It is the beginning of any epistemic decolonial delinking with all its historical, political, and ethical consequences. Why? Because geo-historical and bio-graphic (constructed, of course, in the same way that zero point epistemology is constructed) loci of enunciation have been located by and through the making and transformation of the colonial matrix of power: a racial system of social classification that invented Occidentalism (e.g., Indias Occidentales); that created the conditions for Orientalism; that distinguished the South of Europe from its center (Hegel); and that remapped the world in First, Second, and Third ranking during the Cold War. Places of non-thought (of myth, non-Western religions, folklore, underdevelopment involving regions and people) today have been waking up from the long dossis of Westernization. As argued in chapter 2, the anthropos, in inhabiting non-European places, discovered that she/he has been invented, as anthropos, by a locus of enunciation self-defined as humanitas. Now the anthropos is inside the space and institutions that created him/her. This book is a case in point.

There are currently two trajectories advanced by the former anthropos, who are no longer claiming recognition by or inclusion in the humanitas,
but engaging in epistemic disobedience and delinking from the magic of the Western idea of modernity, ideals of humanity, and promises of economic growth and financial prosperity (Wall Street Journal dixit). In a way we, the anthropos, in order to be independent shall not behave like humanitas, for it is humanitas that made us dependent, increasing poverty, leaving people without jobs and health insurance to increase the gains of the company and the awards to their legally delinquent CEO, multiplying wars, and destroying the planet. One trajectory is dewesternization and the other decoloniality. As I mentioned before, one of the strongest advocates of the first is the Singaporean scholar and politician Kishore Mahbubani. But he is not alone in advancing and pushing dewesternizing projects; similar arguments have been advanced by the prime minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad. In the discourse he delivered to the Tenth Islamic Summit Conference, he advanced clear statements in the line of dewesternization, which, unsurprisingly, were not well received in the West. Let’s examine these two paragraphs.

I will not enumerate the instances of our humiliation and oppression, nor will I once again condemn our detractors and oppressors. It would be an exercise in futility because they are not going to change their attitudes just because we condemn them. If we are to recover our dignity and that of Islam, our religion, it is we who must decide, it is we who must act.

To begin with, the Governments of all the Muslim countries can close ranks and have a common stand if not on all issues, at least on some major ones, such as on Palestine. We are all Muslims. We are all oppressed. We are all being humiliated. But we who have been raised by Allah above our fellow Muslims to rule our countries have never really tried to act in concert in order to exhibit at our level the brotherhood and unity that Islam enjoins upon us.

There are two points in this paragraph defining the compulsion to dewesternize. The first is the sense of humiliation inflicted on the damnés; the other is dignity. You have the right to doubt whether Mahathir Mohammed believes in what he is saying or whether he is making a political statement. Whatever the case may be, the conditions are right for him to make such a statement. You should focus on the enunciation rather than on the enunciated. The case illustrates once more the distinction between class and racism. Commonly the damnés are imagined as lower class or, as Fanon correctly put it: I am poor because I am black, I am black because I am poor. In this sphere, the compulsion is toward decolonization. On the other hand, damnés in the sense of humiliating people racially (the colonial epistemic and ontological differences) transcend class, as is clear in Mahbubani (e.g., can Asians think?; and the humiliation Mahatir Mohamad is talking about). You could quibble and interpret it as an “excuse” to justify capitalism in the Eastern and Muslim way. Well, if you need excuses, there are many ways of getting them. However, we do know that yellow people and Muslims have been constantly put down, since 1500, in the growing discourse of Westernization. That is a socially constructed “fact” or, as Fanon would have it, a “socio-genetic” fact: I realize that being yellow or Muslim in your eyes makes me see myself differently in terms of how I conceived myself before realizing what being yellow and Muslim means in your hegemonic system of belief. For sure, dewesternizing rhetoric and projects could be critiqued for remaining within the miseries brought up by capitalism. However, it may not be to the advantage of decolonial projects to throw out the baby with the bathwater and not listen to the epistemic shift that dewesternizing arguments are enacting.

The second trajectory is being advanced by what I am describing as the decolonial option. The decolonial option is the singular connector of a diversity of decolonial paths. Decolonial paths have—as already underlined—one thing in common: the colonial wound, the fact that regions and people around the world have been classified as underdeveloped economically and mentally. Racism affects not only people in the lower class. It affects everyone and also regions or, better yet, the conjunction of natural resources needed by humanitas in places inhabited by anthropos, as we saw in the previous chapter. Decolonial options have one aspect in common with dewesternizing arguments: the definitive rejection of “being told,” from the epistemic privileges of the zero point, what “we” are, what our ranking is in relation to the ideal of humanitas, and what we have to do to be recognized as such. However, decolonial and dewesternizing options diverge on one crucial and indisputable point: while the latter does not question the “civilization of death” hidden under the rhetoric of modernization and prosperity, of the improvement of modern institutions (e.g., liberal democracy and an economy propelled by the principle of growth and prosperity), decolonial options start from the principle that the regeneration of life shall prevail over primacy of recycling the production and reproduction of goods at the
cost of the regeneration of life. I expand on this point below, commenting on Partha Chatterjee's reorienting of "Eurocentred modernity" toward the future in which "our modernity" (in India in his formulation but we can imagine similar arguments in Central Asia and the Caucasus, in South America, briefly, in all regions of the world in which Eurocentred modernity was either imposed or "adopted" by local actors assimilating to local histories inventing and enacting global designs) becomes the statement of inter-connected dispersal in which decolonial futures are being played out.

Last but not least, my argument doesn't claim originality ("originality" is one of the basic expectations of modern control of subjectivity), but aims at making a contribution to growing global decolonial processes. My claim is that geo- and body-politics of knowledge have been hidden from and not supported by the self-serving interests that promote the promise of growth, excellence, and happiness; or, put another way, that promote with a rhetoric of modernity that manifests in the myriad advertising of people jumping and smiling because of their new credit card, new iPad, or new Toyota. These images contrast with the serious and luxurious looks of handsome models, men and women, announcing Versace and Bulgari commodities. The task of decolonial thinking is that of unveiling the rhetoric and promises of modernity, showing its darker side, advocating and building global futures that aspire to the fullness of life rather than encouraging individual success at the expense of the many and of the planet.

Changing the Terms of the Conversation:
What Kind of Knowledge Is Needed and What For?

The introduction of geo-historical and bio-graphical configurations in processes of knowing and understanding allows for a radical reframing (e.g., decolonizing) of the original formal apparatus of enunciation on which zero point epistemology has been built. I have argued in the past (following up on Michel-Rolph Trouillot) that it is not enough to change the content; the terms of the conversation must be changed. Changing the terms of the conversation implies epistemic disobedience and delinking from disciplinary or interdisciplinary controversies and the conflict of interpretations. If you ask me how to do it, I will respond that there is no blueprint: many of us are in the process of doing it, and I provide examples in this book. As far as controversies and interpretations remain within the same rules of the game (terms of the conversation), the control of knowledge is not called into question. And in order to call into question the modern/colonial foundation of the control of knowledge, it is necessary to focus on the knower, rather than on the known. It means going to the very assumptions that sustain locus enunciations.

In what follows I revisit the formal apparatus of enunciation from the perspective of geo- and bio-graphic politics of knowledge. This would be one way of working toward changing the terms of the conversation. My revisiting is epistemic, rather than linguistic, although focusing on "language" and the enunciation is unavoidable if we aim at changing the terms and not only the content of the conversation. The basic assumption is that the knower is always implicated, geo- and body-politically, in the known, although modern epistemology (e.g., the hubris of the zero point) managed to conceal both and built the figure of the detached observer, a neutral seeker of truth and objectivity who at the same time controls the disciplinary rules and puts himself or herself in a privileged position to evaluate and dictate.

The argument is structured as follows. In the section "The Semiotic Apparatus of Enunciation," I explore geo- and body-politics of knowledge. In the section "Disciplinary Delinking: Knowing, Sensing, and Understanding," I explore three cases in which geo- and body-politics of knowledge come forcefully to the fore: one from Africa, one from India, and the third from New Zealand. These three cases are complemented by a fourth from Latin/o América: my argument here is not the report of a detached observer, but the intervention of a decolonial project that "comes" from South America, the Caribbean, and Latinidad in the United States. Understanding the argument implies that the reader will shift his or her interpretation and move from the zero point of epistemology and the place of detached observer to the decolonial geo-politics of reasoning. In the section "Geopolitics of Knowing and Sensing: Its Ethical, Theoretical, and Political Consequences," I come back to the geo- and body-politics of knowledge and their epistemic, ethical, and political consequences. In the section "From the Semiotic Apparatus of Enunciation to the Geopolitics of Knowledge," I attempt to pull the strings together and weave my argument with the three cases explored, hoping that what I said will be taken not as the report of a detached observer but as the intervention of a decolonial thinker.
The Semiotic Apparatus of Enunciation

In semiotics, a basic distinction has been made (Emile Benveniste) between the enunciation and the enunciated. The distinction was necessary, for Benveniste, to ground the floating sign central to Ferdinand de Saussure's semiology and its development in French structuralism. Benveniste turned to enunciation and, by doing so, to the subject producing and manipulating signs, rather than to the structure of the sign itself (the enunciated). With this distinction in mind, I would venture to say that the four interrelated spheres of the colonial matrix of power (economy, authority, gender and sexuality, and knowledge/subjectivity) operate at the level of the enunciated, while patriarchy and racism ground the enunciation in both actors and institutions. Let's explore it in more detail.

Benveniste laid out the "formal apparatus of enunciation" that he described on the bases of the pronominal system of any language (although his examples were mainly European languages), plus the temporal and spatial deitics or markers. The pronominal system is activated in each verbal (that is, oral or written) enunciation. The enunciator is of necessity located in the first person pronoun (I). If the enunciator says "we," the first person pronoun is presupposed in such a way that "we" could refer to the enunciator and the person or persons being addressed; or, by "we" the enunciator could mean he or she and someone else, not including the addressee or addressees. The remaining pronouns are activated around the I/we of the enunciation.

The same configuration obtains with temporal and spatial markers. The enunciator can only enunciate in the present. The past and the future are meaningful only in relation to the present of the enunciation. And the enunciator can only enunciate "here," that is, wherever she is located at the moment of enunciation. Thus, "there," "behind," "next to," "left and right," and so on are meaningful only in reference to the enunciator's "here."

Now let's take a second step. The extension of linguistic theory and analysis from the sentence to discourse prompted the introduction of "discursive frames" or "conversation frames." Indeed, engaging in conversation, letter writing, meetings of various kinds, and so on, requires more than the formal-linguistic apparatus of enunciation: it requires a frame, that is, a context familiar to all participants, be they business meetings, casual conversations, Internet messages, or other familiar formats. While in everyday life frames are regulated by consensual loose agreements, there are more complex and regulated frames known today as "scholarly disciplines." In the European Renaissance, the disciplines were classified in the "trivium" and the "quadrivium," while Christian theology was the ceiling under which both the trivium and the quadrivium were housed. "Beyond" that ceiling loomed the world of the pagans, gentiles, and Saracens.

In eighteenth-century Europe, the movement toward secularization brought with it a radical transformation of the frame of mind and the organization of knowledge, the disciplines, and the institutions (e.g., the university). The Kantian-Humboldtian model displaced the goals and the format of the Renaissance university and instead promoted the secularization of the university, founded itself on secular science (from Galileo to Newton) and on secular philosophy, and both declared war against Christian theology. During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the reorganization of knowledge and the formation of new disciplines (biology, economy, psychology) left "behind" the trivium and the quadrivium and marched toward the new organization between human sciences (social sciences and the humanities) and natural sciences. Wilhelm Dilthey came up with his groundbreaking epistemic distinction between ideographic and nomothetic sciences, the first concerned with meaning and interpretations, the second with laws and explanations. These are still distinctions that hold true today, even if there have been, on the surface, disciplines that have crossed lines in one direction or another and pushed toward an interdisciplinarity that more often than not was based on these distinctions, although not addressing them.

So, then, we have moved from the formal apparatus of enunciation, to frames of conversations, to disciplines, and to something that is above the discipline, a supra frame that I would name "cosmology." The history of knowledge-making in modern Western history from the Renaissance on will have then theology and philosophy-science as the two cosmological frames, competing with each other at one level, but collaborating with each other when the matter is to disqualify forms of knowledge beyond these two friendly competing cosmological frames.

Both frames are institutionally and linguistically anchored in Western Europe. They are anchored in institutions (chiefly, through history, the European universities) and in the six modern (e.g., vernacular) European and imperial languages: Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, dominants since
the Renaissance to the Enlightenment; and German, French, and English, from the Enlightenment. Behind the six modern European languages of knowledge lay their historical foundation: Greek and Latin, and not, for instance, Arabic or Mandarin, Hindi or Urdu, Aymara or Náhuatl. The six mentioned languages, based on Greek and Latin, provided the "tool" to create a given conception of knowledge that was then extended to the increasing, through time, European colonies from the Americas to Asia and Africa. In the Americas, notably, we encounter something that is alien to Asian and African regions: the colonial European university, like the University of Santo Domingo, founded in 1538; the University of Mexico, founded in 1553; the University of San Marcos, Lima, founded in 1551; and Harvard University, founded in 1636.

The linguistic institutional foundation, management, and practices that knowledge-making brings allow me to extend Benveniste’s formal apparatus of enunciation and to elaborate on enunciation and knowledge-making, focusing on the borders between the Western (in the precise linguistic and institutional sense I defined above) foundation of knowledge and understanding (epistemology and hermeneutics) and its confrontation with knowledge-making in non-European languages and institutions in China or in the Islamic caliphate or in the educational institutions of Maya, Aztecs, and Incas, which Encyclopaedia Britannica includes, with great admiration, among their descriptions of "education in primitive and early civilizations."

Perhaps Frantz Fanon conceptualized better than anyone else what I have in mind for extending Benveniste’s formal apparatus of enunciation. In Black Skin, White Masks Fanon made an epistemic foundational statement about language that no one, in the heated atmosphere of structuralism and poststructuralism, picked up in the 1960s. And it was still ignored by the most semantic and philological orientation of Emile Benveniste’s approaches to language. This is what Fanon said.

To speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp the morphology of this or that language, but it means above all to assume a culture, to support the weight of a civilization. . . . The problem that we confront in this chapter is this: The Negro of the Antilles will be proportionally whiter—that is, he will come closer to being a real human being—in direct ratio to his mastery of the French language."

Fanon’s dictum applies to language, but also to the sphere of knowledge in general: the Negro of the Antilles, the Indian from India and from the Americas or New Zealand and Australia, the Negro from sub-Saharan Africa, the Muslim from the Middle East or Indonesia, and so on. Replacing "French language" with "disciplinary norms" we can paraphrase Fanon: the anthropos will come closer to being a real human being in direct ratio to his or her mastery of disciplinary norms. Obviously, Fanon’s point is not to be recognized or accepted in the club of "real human being" as defined on the basis of white knowledge and white history, but to take away the imperial/colonial idea of what it means to be human. This is a case, precisely, in which the assault on the imperialism of modern/colonial loci of enunciations (disciplines and institutions) is called into question. A case in point was the question asked by many philosophers in Africa and South America, during the Cold War, and being asked today by Latinos and Latinas philosophers in the United States where there is an African, South American, or Latino/a philosophy. The question was: Is there African philosophy or philosophy in Africa? Is there philosophy in Latin America or a Latin American philosophy? The question was relevant but poorly formulated. Lately, there was a turnaround in which the question was redressed in decolonial frames of mind that has put "philosophy" in its regional history and has removed it from its universalizing pretensions. While during the Cold War the question was asked with a touch of nostalgia or inferiority complex, in the twenty-first century the question is no longer asked; because, if there is no philosophy in Africa and Latin America in the sense that Greeks and modern continental Europe understand philosophy, the question is moot. People still think. This was one of the great legacies of Rodolfo Kusch’s work and the main point of this chapter.

To address this problem I turn once again and in more detail to the concepts of geopolitics, body-politics of knowledge, and the colonial epistemic difference, to which I return below."

Disciplinary Delinking: Knowing, Sensing, and Understanding

If to speak a language means to carry the weight of a civilization, then to engage in disciplinary knowledge-making means to master the language of the discipline in two senses. You can of course do sociology in Spanish,
Portuguese, Arabic, Mandarin, Bengali, Akan, and so on. But doing it in those languages will put you at a disadvantage in relation to mainstream disciplinary debates. It will be a sort of “local sociology.” Granted, doing sociology in French, German, or English will also be “local sociology.” The difference is that you have a better chance of being read by scholars in any of the languages mentioned, but the inverse will not hold. You will have to get your work translated into French, German, or English. That today would be considered Western sociology, located in the heart of Europe and the United States. There are many variations and the issues have been addressed many times. I provide three examples.

The first cases to be examined are the arguments sustained by two African scholars, sociologists, and philosophers, Paulin J. Hountondji and Kwasi Wiredu. Hountondji addressed head-on a question that has been prominent among Third World intellectuals (from 1950 to 1990) all over the world. However, since it did not receive much attention in mainstream intellectual debates and among publishing houses, it remained a pervasive issue literally in the margins. From 1960 on mainstream debates in the humanities and social sciences focused on structuralism and poststructuralism in its various forms (psychoanalysis, deconstruction, archeology of knowledge, communicative action). The social sciences, on the other hand, were enjoying their promotion after the Second World War and gained a status in the domain of scholarship (in England, Germany, and France) they did not have before the war.

The promotion of the social sciences status was part of a changing leadership hand in the world order, and the United States was taking over the role that Europe (England, France, and Germany) had enjoyed until then. Geopolitically and geo-economically the three world division was parallel to geo-epistemology or the distribution of scientific labor, as Carl Pletsch mapped it in the early 1980s. Yet, Pletsch’s landmark article was still centrifugal: it mapped how First World scholars thought out the new world order. First World scholars have the privilege of both being in the enunciated (one of the three worlds), but also being the only and one enunciator (the First World). As a consequence, what scholars in the Second and Third World thought of themselves and how they were responding was not taken into account. They (Second and Third) were classified, but had no say in the classification, other than to react or respond. And the time has come.

Geopolitics of knowledge and of knowing was one of the responses from the Third World to the First World. Anchored in the Third rather than in the First World the gaze changed direction. Now the First World, the place of the humanitas, became the object of observation and the unsuspecting subject of critique by the anthropos. There was a difference however. The gazes were not symmetrical. Looking at the First from the Third World implies that you know you are expected to be an informant, not a thinker. Local needs in the Third World have been shaped by both the interference of global designs—exported and imported from the First World—that basically responded to the needs of the First not of the Third World. Humanitas was not interested in the anthropos, but in having an object of investigation to fulfill their own needs and desires. Modernity has its own internal critics (psychoanalysis, Marxism, postmodernism), but in the Third World the problems are not the same as in the First, and therefore to transplant both the problems and methods from the First to the Third World is no less a colonial operation than transplanting armies or factories to satisfy the needs of the First World. What I mean is that Paris and London do not have the same colonial legacy as Mumbai, Algeria, or La Paz. What geopolitics of knowledge is unveiling is the epistemic privilege of the First World. In the three worlds of distribution of scientific labor, the First World had indeed the privilege of inventing the classification and being part of it. In this vein Hountondji contested, “It seems urgent to me that the scientist in Africa, and perhaps more generally in the Third World, question themselves on the meaning of their practices as scientists, its real function in the economy of the entirety of scholarship, its place in the process of production of knowledge on a world-wide basis.”

Hountondji touches on several dimensions of the “scientific and scholarly dependency” of African and other Third World countries. While recognizing the “improvements” in material conditions in some countries, such as laboratories, libraries, and buildings, he strongly argues that Third World countries are, in terms of the economy, providing natural resources to industrial countries and, in the sciences, providing data to be processed in the laboratories (literal laboratories in the natural sciences, metaphorical laboratories in the social sciences) of the First World. The bottom line for Hountondji is that in spite of the “material progress” mentioned above, in Third World countries “scientific designs” are not created by Africans but by
Western Europeans or U.S. Americans. Consequently, "scientific designs" respond not to African needs and visions, but to the needs and visions of Western Europeans (mainly those in England, France, and Germany, but also those in the second-order developed countries, like Sweden, Belgium, and Holland). African scholars, furthermore, depend also on the professional magazines and publications created, printed, and distributed in the First World. The situation is not new; it is engrained in the very structure of modernity/coloniality, which Hountondji renders in the language of "trade and colonization": "Thus, it was natural that the annexation of the Third World, its integration in the worldwide capitalist system through trade and colonization, also comprise a 'scientific' window, so that the draining of material resources goes hand in hand with brain drainage and, at another level, with the expropriation of archeological remains or cultural objects that end up enriching metropolitan museums of world cultures."16

A counterargument could be thought out by saying that the equation may have been true during the Cold War, but that it no longer holds in the era when "globalization," since the fall of the Soviet Union, overcome the three world division by creating the splendid borderless world that has appeared, is in the process of erasing such differences and refreshing the rhetoric of development enacted during the Cold War years. Development, in the era of globalization, is no longer competing with communism. And in fact, the Harvard International Review dedicated an issue to Global Health in which it said, "Ideally, training will be linked to the development of research institutions in developing countries by pairing them with institutions in the developed world. These activities must be adequately funded and researchers from the West must be given time and credit to participate in institution building. A number of first-rate training and research institutions in the developing world, including the International Center for Diarrheal Disease Research in Dhaka, Bangladesh, have come about through years of collaboration."17

In the same article just mentioned, we find the following prognosis.

DEVELOPING THE SOUTH

What, then, should be the strategic approaches to promoting health research capacity in developing countries? There are many strategies and goals to be pursued, none of which are sufficient alone. The global health research agenda must be developed by scientists from both the North and the South. Too often, the research agenda of developing countries is set by others outside the country. The golden rule of development—"He who has the gold makes the rules"—usually applies. This is particularly true of health services research wherein local scientists may wish to address questions that seem unimportant to outside donors. These scientists may want to conduct a study similar to one already done elsewhere, a study that is nonetheless essential because it will convince their own medical establishment of the importance of the work. Many countries carried out studies on xerox that added little to the international literature but helped to convince their own pediatricians of the importance of this intervention to treat diarrhea.18

Kwasi Wiredu made a call similar to that of Hountondji in his "Formulating Modern Thought in African Languages: Some Theoretical Considerations." But both calls have been lost, forgotten, or ignored by the growing noise of technology, money, laboratories, and global designs drawn in the developed world for the underdeveloped world, as Cash's article on global health suggests. Wiredu's call has little chance of making the "front page" of Harvard University publications profiling "experts" on developing the South. The call made by Wiredu was the following: "Conceptually speaking, then, the maxim of the moment should be: 'African, know thyself.'"19

If you do not have the time to read Wiredu's argument in its entirety, please do not jump to unwarranted conclusions or think that Wiredu is proposing to do science in the Akan or Luo language. Hold up your smile and your sense that traditionalist, essentialist, out-of-fashion, and out-of-time African philosophers are dreaming of and wanting a world forever gone. Let's pause and pay attention to what Wiredu is saying: it is not a return to anything, in the same way that Evo Morales is not proposing a "return to the Ayllu" before the Spanish arrived and brought with them the seeds of modernity that two centuries earlier England and France had harvested, and that the United States harvested later.

You see, China, India, and Bolivia today, are not "going back in time." They are moving toward the future following different paths. But at the same time, they are not eager to make modernity, according to Western standards, their goal in life. Following up on what is going on in China,
India, and Bolivia (rather than what the Euro-American media said is going on in China, India, and Bolivia), one realizes that there are too many important issues to deal with, and that to be modern, in the Western sense, is becoming less and less of a concern. That is what dewesternizing and decolonial means in the final analysis. Much has been written and said since the Wall Street financial crisis suggesting that the U.S. "model" has collapsed and that history is globally moving toward a polycentric world. Wiredu was calling for an "epistemic awakening" of Africans and Third World scholars and intellectuals, which had already been happening and continues to grow around the world.

These considerations take me to the second example of this section, this time I will focus on an Indian political theorist, Partha Chatterjee. In a landmark article in which geo- and body-politics of knowledge come clearly to the fore, Chatterjee brings—indirectly—the missing chapter in Pletsch's argument. Chatterjee addressed the problem of "modernity in two languages." The article, collected in his book A Possible India (1998), is the English version of a lecture he delivered in the Bengali language and in Calcutta. The English version is not just a translation, but a theoretical reflection on geopolitics of knowledge and epistemic and political delinking.

Unapologetically and forcefully, Chatterjee structured his talk on the distinction between "our modernity" and "their modernity." Rather than offer either a single modernity, defended from modern perspectives in the First World (in Pletsch's distinction), or the most dependent "peripheral," "subaltern," "marginal" modernities, Chatterjee plants a solid pillar with which to build the future of an inclusive modernity, one that is not independent from "their modernity" (because Western expansion is a fact) but that is nonetheless unrepentantly, unashamedly, and impenitently "ours."

This is one of the strengths of Chatterjee's argument. Let us remember before exploring his argument that the British entered into India, commercially, toward the end of the eighteenth century and, politically, during the first half of the nineteenth century, when England and France, after Napoleon, extended their tentacles into Asia and Africa. So then, for Chatterjee, in contradistinction with South American and Caribbean intellectuals, "modernity" means Enlightenment, and not Renaissance. Not surprisingly, Chatterjee takes Kant's "What Is Enlightenment" as a pillar of modernity. Enlightenment meant—for Kant—that Man (in the sense of human being) was coming of age, abandoning his immaturity, reaching his freedom. Chatterjee points out Kant's silence (intentionally or not) and Michel Foucault's shortsightedness in his reading of Kant's essays. Missing in Kant's celebration of freedom and maturity and in Foucault's own celebration of the Enlightenment was the fact that Kant's concept of Man and humanity was based on the European concept of Man from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, and not on the "lesser humans" that populated the world beyond the heart of Europe. So, "enlightenment" was not for everybody. Thus, if you do not embody Kant's and Foucault's local history, memory, language, and "embodied" experience, what shall you do? Buy a pair of Kant's and Foucault's shoes; or, look around you and think about what has to be done in the same way that Kant and Foucault looked around themselves and thought about what had to be done? This is what should be imitated of European thinkers: what they did, not so much what they said.

One point in Chatterjee's insightful interpretation of Kant and Foucault is relevant for the argument I am developing here. Paraphrasing Kant, Chatterjee points out that in the "universal domain of the pursuit of knowledge," which Kant locates in the "public" (not the "private") sphere, where "freedom of thought" has its function, he (Kant) is presupposing and claiming "the right of free speech" advocated only for those who have the requisite qualifications for engaging in the exercise of reason and the pursuit of knowledge, and those who can use that freedom in a responsible manner." Chatterjee notices that Foucault did not raise this issue, although he could have, given the interest of his own research. I would surmise, following Chatterjee's argument, that what Foucault did not have was the colonial experience and political interest propelled by the colonial wound that allowed Chatterjee to "feel" and "see" beyond both Kant and Foucault. Thus, Chatterjee concludes this argument stating that in both Kant and Foucault, what we encounter is the "theme of the rise of experts and the ubiquitous authority of specialists." And he continues: "In other words, just as we have meant by enlightenment an unrestricted and universal field for the exercise of reason, so have we built up an intricately differentiated structure of authorities which specifies who has the right to say what on which subjects."

Chatterjee acknowledges, like Hountondji and Wiredu in Africa (although independent of each other, since "influence" goes from Europe to United States to Africa and India, but not yet in conversations between
Africa and India), that the Third World (in Pletsch's terms) has been mainly a "consumer" of First World scholarship; and like his African colleagues, Chatterjee bases his argument "in the way the history of our modernity has been intertwined with the history of colonialism. For that reason, 'we' have never quite been able to believe that there exists a universal domain of free discourse, unfettered by differences of race or nationality;" Chatterjee closes his argument.

Somehow, from the very beginning, we had made a shrewd guess that given the close complicity between modern knowledge and modern regimes of power, we would for ever remain consumers of universal modernity; never would we be taken as serious producers. It is for this reason that we have tried, for over a hundred years, to take our eyes away from this chimera of universal modernity and clear up a space where we might become the creators of our own modernity.23

I imagine you are getting the point. The argument is similar to arguments advanced by Guaman Poma de Ayala, in the early seventeenth century, and by Ottobah Cugoano, in the second half of the eighteenth century, when they took Christianity in their own hands and instead of submitting to it with the humility of the humiliated, they appropriated it to slap the face of European Christians, using arguments that reflected their unique perspectives—those of an Indian of Tawantinsuyu and of a formerly enslaved African in the Caribbean who reached London—to unveil the inhumanity of European ideals, visions, and self-fulfilling prophecies.24

Yes, indeed, Chatterjee is aware that nationalists in the nineteenth century and Hindu nationalism made similar claims. From the recognition of the shortcoming of the ways in which nationalists deal with "our" modernity, it doesn't follow that the solution is to fall into the arms of "their" modernity. The point is this: thanks, Immanuel Kant. Now let us figure out how to pursue "our modernity" now that we have reached maturity, by gaining India's independence, in 1947, and expelling British colonists, their institutions, and their ideals of progress, development, and civilization. We have, so to speak, "our own" ways of being. Independent thought is at stake, as we have seen in the previous chapter, in Lloyd Best's claim. In fact, I would translate Chatterjee into my own vocabulary: we know that we have to decolonize being and to do so we have to start by decolonizing knowledge. Which are the points made by Hountondji and Wiredu.

And this takes me to the third example: Linda Tuhiwai Smith is an anthropologist in New Zealand and a Maori. In other words, individuals of Maori descent live and work beside nationals of European descent; both have coexisted in the same land since the British started their management of New Zealand. James Busby was named "Official British Resident," in May 1833, and instructed to organize the Maori chiefs in a united body to deal with the increasing instability provoked by the grand greed of the French, Americans, and the British themselves. As it is well known, Maoris did not care about "private property," but Europeans did. The "New World" increased their appetite to transform land into private property beginning in the sixteenth century.

In Pletsch's aforementioned article, anthropology (that is, the Western discipline thus named) was assigned Third World status in the scientific distribution of labor that reorganized the politics of knowledge during the Cold War. Now, it is not a secret that quantitatively the majority of anthropologists, men and women, were white and Euro-American. However, anthropology as a discipline found also its niche in the Third World. What, then, would a Third World anthropologist do if he or she were to be part of the "object of study" of a First World anthropologist? This is an uncomfortable situation that has been addressed in Hountondji's articles cited above and by the philosopher Rodolfo Kusch, analyzed in chapter 2. Well, one answer to the question is that a Third World anthropologist would do the same job and ask similar questions as a First World anthropologist, the difference being that he or she would be "studying" people living in his or her own country. After independence in the Americas of the nineteenth century, when anthropology was created, and after decolonization in Asia and Africa after the Second World War, the colonial matrix mutated so as to create the conditions for internal colonialism: that is to say, the same structure of management and control were now in the hands of natives instead of being in the hands of French or British officers. Anthropology-like work in the nineteenth century, as well as anthropologists in the Third World in the second half of the twentieth century, both ran the risk of reproducing in their own regions what anthropologists from the First World were doing. Fortunately, this situation began to be redressed in the mid-1980s, when anthropologists began to focus on the complicities between anthropology and imperialism. There were variations, depending on whether in a given country the nationals were "natives" or "of European descent." It was more
commonly accepted that anthropologists in the Third World would be of European descent—for example, in South America, South Africa, or Australia. The end result has been that, in general, anthropological research in former colonial regions would be dependent and secondary to anthropology as taught and practiced in the First World—there is nothing new or remarkable in this. However, Smith pushes the envelope: as aboriginal and anthropologist, she embraces the aboriginal perspective and uses anthropology to build arguments for the "freedom" of the Maori nation.

The remarkable breakthrough, then, comes when a Maori becomes an anthropologist and practices anthropology as a Maori, rather than studying the Maori as an anthropologist. Epistemic disobedience and delinking are, in this case, two sides of the same coin. Let me explain this idea further by starting with a quotation from Linda T. Smith's *Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples* (1999). One section of the first chapter is subtitled "On Being Human."

One of the supposed characteristics of primitive peoples was that we could not use our minds or intellects. We could not invent things, we could not create institutions or history, we could not imagine, we could not produce anything of value, we did not know how to use land and other resources from the natural world, we did not practice the "arts" of civilization. By lacking such values we disqualified ourselves, not just from civilization but also from humanity itself. In other words, we were not "fully human"; some of us were not even considered partially human. Ideas about what counted as human in association with the power to define people as human or not human were already encoded in imperial and colonial discourses prior to the period of imperialism covered here.²⁵

No, Smith is not still practicing Western anthropology: she is precisely shifting the geography of reasoning and subsuming anthropological tools into Maori (instead of Western) cosmology and ideology. China is a capitalist country, but one couldn't say that China is "practicing Western, neoliberal capitalism, unless we accept the principle that the type of economy that liberals and Marxists describe as capitalism can only be run under neoliberal premises. I suspect it would be a narrow Eurocentred perspective, and an insult for Chinese leaders, that would describe the Chinese economy as neo-liberal. Certainly, there is a self-serving interest in Smith's move, as much as there is a self-serving interest among European anthropologists observing the Maori. The only difference is that the self-interests do not always coincide, and Maoris are no longer amenable to being the objects observed by European anthropologists. Well, you get the idea of the interrelations between the politics of identity and epistemology, which becomes identity in politics, including academic and disciplinary politics. You could certainly be a Maori and an anthropologist, and, by being an anthropologist, suppress the fact that you are Maori or black Caribbean or Aymara. Or, you can choose the decolonial option: engage in knowledge-making to "advance" the Maori cause, rather than to "advance" the discipline (e.g., anthropology). Why would someone be interested in merely advancing the discipline if not for either alienation or self-interest?

If you engage in decolonial thinking, and therefore engage the decolonial options, and put anthropology "at your service," like Smith does, then you engage in shifting the geography of reason, by unveiling and enacting geopolitics and body-politics of knowledge. You can also say that there are non-Maori anthropologists of Euro-American descent who truly support and are concerned with the mistreatment of Maoris, and that they are really working to remedy the situation. In that case, the anthropologists could follow two different paths. One path will be in line with that of Father Bartolome de las Casas and with Marxism (Marxism being a European invention responding to European problems). When Marxism encounters "people of color," men or women, the situation becomes parallel to anthropology: being Maori (or Aymara, or Afro-Caribbean like Aimé Césaire and Frantz Fanon) is not necessarily in smooth relation with Marxism, because of the privileged class relations over racial hierarchies and patriarchal and hetero-sexual normativity. The other path will be to "submit" to the guidance of Maori or Aymara anthropologists and engage, with them, in the decolonial option. Politics of identity is different from identity politics—the former is open to whoever wants to join, while the second tends to be enclosed by the definition of a given identity.

I am not saying that a Maori anthropologist has epistemic privileges over a New Zealand anthropologist of Anglo descent (or a British or U.S. anthropologist). I am saying that a New Zealand anthropologist of Anglo descent has no right to guide the "locals" in what is good or bad for the Maori population. The decolonial and the anthropological are two distinct options. The
former puts disciplinary tools at the service of the problem being addressed. The latter tends to put the problem at the service of the discipline. That is precisely the naturalization of modernity that is taken for granted, and that appears as the concept of knowledge in the report of the Harvard International Review, wherein a group of U.S. experts expressed the belief that they can really decide what is good and what is bad for "developing countries." Granted, there are many locals in developing countries who, because of imperial and capitalist cosmology, were led to believe (or pretended they believed, or found it convenient to endorse) that what is good for developed countries is good for underdeveloped countries as well, because the former know "how to get there" and can lead the way for underdeveloped countries trying to reach the same level. I am just saying, following Wiredu's dictum ("African, know thyself"), that there is a good chance that Maoris would know better what is good or bad for themselves than would an expert from Harvard or a white anthropologist from New Zealand. And there is also a good chance that an expert from Harvard may "know" what is good for himself or herself and his or her people, even when he or she thinks that he or she is stating what is good for "them," that is, the underdeveloped countries and people.

Returning to the quotation by Smith, it would also be possible to object that the use of the first-person-plural pronoun "we" denounces an essentialist conception of being Maori or that "we" indeed is not a tenable stanza at the time when postmodernist theories really ended with the idea of a coherent and homogenous subject, be it individual or collective. It could, indeed, be said. But ... remember Chatterjee. It would be fine and comfortable for modern subjects (that is, those who embody the languages, memories, and cosmology of Western modernity, "their" modernity). It would not be convenient for Maori, Aymara, or Ghanian philosophers or for Indians from Calcutta, who are modern/colonial subjects and would rather have "our modernity" than listen to vanguard postmodern critics or Western experts on developing underdeveloped countries. Thus, geopolitics of knowledge comes to the fore. There are many "our modernities" around the globe—Ghanian, Indian from Calcutta, Maori from New Zealand, Afro-Caribbean, North African, Islamic in its extended diversity—while there is one "their" modernity within the "heterogeneity" of France, England, Germany, and the United States.

If you are getting the idea of what shifting the geography of reason and enacting the geopolitics of knowledge means, you will also begin understanding what decolonial option (in general) or decolonial options (in each particular and local history) means. It means, in the first place, to engage in epistemic disobedience, as it is clear in the three examples I offered. Epistemic disobedience is necessary to take on civil disobedience (Gandhi, Martin Luther King) to its point of no return. Civil disobedience, within modern Western epistemology (and remember: Greek and Latin, and six vernacular European modern and imperial languages), could only lead to reforms, not to transformations. For this simple reason, the task of decolonial thinking and the enactment of the decolonial option in the twenty-first century starts from epistemic delinking: from acts of epistemic disobedience.

Geopolitics of Knowing and Sensing: Its Ethical, Theoretical, and Political Consequences

In all three cases (with my own argument here as the fourth case) I have underlined geopolitics of knowledge, which is what comes more forcefully although body-politics of knowledge is obvious in all of them. What do I mean by body-politics of knowledge? Frantz Fanon is again useful to set the stage; and I do so through decolonial interpretations of Fanon such as those of Lewis Gordon (Fanon and the Crisis of European Man) and Sylvia Wynter ("Towards the Sociogenic Principle").

First, a disclaimer is necessary. Much has been discussed with regard to and written about Michel Foucault's concept of bio-politics. Bio-politics refers to emerging state technologies (strategies, in a more traditional vocabulary) of population control that went hand in hand with the emergence of the modern nation-state. Foucault devoted his attention mainly to Europe, but such technologies were applied to the colonies as well. In Argentina (and South America in general), for example, the push for eugenics toward the end of the nineteenth century has been studied with certain details lately. The differences between bio-politics in Europe and bio-politics in the colonies lie in the racial distinction between the European population (even when bio-politically managed by the state) and the population of the colonies: less human, subhumans, as Smith pointed out. But it is also important to remember that bio-political techniques enacted on colonial populations
returned as a boomerang to Europe in the Holocaust. Many analysts have already pointed out how Hitler re-activated technologies of control and racist ideology that European actors and institutions had applied to the non-European population, to control and exterminate non-ethnic Germans, mostly Jews. This consideration shifts the geography of reason and illuminates the fact that the colonies were not a secondary and marginal event in the history of Europe, but that, on the contrary, the colonial history is the non-acknowledged center in the making of modern Europe. That is why we need coloniality. Bio-politics is half of the story. Coloniality is the missing half, the darker side of modernity and bio-politics, that decolonial arguments unveil. Bio-politics enacts a postmodern critique of modernity. Coloniality enacts a decolonial critique of modernity.

Thus body-politics is the decolonial response to state-managed bio-politics: body-politics describes decolonial technologies ratified by bodies who realized, first, that they were considered less human, and second, that the very act of describing them as less human was a radical un-human consideration. That is what the sociogenic principle is all about. Thus, the lack of humanity was placed in imperial actors, institutions, and knowledges that had the arrogance to decide that certain people they did not like were less human. Body-politics is a fundamental component of decolonial thinking and doing, the sociogenic (together with border thinking) a fundamental concept to engage the decolonial option.

From the Semiotic Apparatus of Enunciation to the Geopolitics of Knowledge

We are now in a position to extend Benveniste’s formal apparatus of enunciation to account for knowledge-making and the global power differential described in the previous sections.

Knowledge-making in the modern/colonial world is at once knowledge in which the very concept of “modernity” rests as the judge and warrantor of legitimate and sustainable knowledge. Vandana Shiva suggested the term “monocultures of the mind” to describe Western imperial knowledge and its epistemically un-democratic implementation.27

Knowledge-making presupposes a semiotic code (languages, images, sounds, colors, etc.) shared between users in semiotic exchanges. Although knowledge-making is a common human endeavor (and I would say, of any living organism since without “knowing” life cannot be sustained), the racialization of places and people in the formation and transformation of the colonial matrix of power not only established hierarchical ranking between languages and categories of thought, but also built economic and political structures of domination and oppression based on the geopolitical and hierarchical organization of knowledge. Institutions are created that accomplish two functions: training of new (epistemically obedient) members, and controlling who enters and what knowledge-making is allowed, disavowed, devalued, or celebrated. If these conditions apply to all known civilizations, past and present, our focus here is on the modern/colonial world order and in the complicities between politics, economy, and epistemology.

Knowledge-making entrenched with imperial/colonial purposes from the European Renaissance to United States neo-liberalism (that is, political economy as advanced by F. A. Hayek and Milton Friedman), which guided the last stage of globalization (from Ronald Reagan to the Wall Street collapse), was grounded, as mentioned before, in specific languages, institutions, and geo-historical locations. The languages of Western imperial knowledge-making (and the self-definition of the West—the West of Jerusalem—by social actors who saw themselves as Western Christians) were practiced (speaking and writing) by social actors (human beings) dwelling in a specific geo-historical space, with specific memories that said actors constructed and reconstructed in the process of creating their own Christian, Western, and European identity.

Briefly, the formal apparatus of enunciation is the basic apparatus for engaging in institutional and purposive knowledge-making that is geopolitically oriented. At the time, theology was the overarching conceptual and cosmological frame of knowledge-making in which social actors engaged and institutions (monasteries, churches, universities, state, etc.) were created. Secularization, in the eighteenth century, displaced Christian theology, and secular philosophy and sciences took its place. Both frames, theological and secular, bracketed their geo-historical foundation and, instead, made of theology and philosophy/science a frame of knowledge beyond geo-historical and body location. The subject of theological knowledge depended on the dictates of God, while the subject of secular philosophy/science depended on Reason, on the Cartesian ego/mind and Kant’s
transcendental reason. Thus, Western imperial knowledge, cast in Western imperial languages, was theo-politically and ego-politically founded. Such foundations legitimized the assumptions and claims that knowledge was beyond bodies and places, and that Christian theology and secular philosophy and science were the limits of knowledge-making, beyond and besides which all knowledge was lacking: folklore, myth, traditional knowledge were invented to legitimize imperial epistemology.

Theo- and ego-politics of knowledge bracketed also the body in knowledge-making. By locating knowledge in the mind only, and bracketing "secondary qualities" (affects, emotions, desires, anger, humiliation, etc.), social actors who happened to be white, inhabiting Europe/Western Christendom, and speaking specific modern European languages assumed that what was right for them in that place and fulfilling their affects, emotions, fears, angers was indeed valid for the rest of the planet and consequently that they were the depositories, warrantors, creators, and distributors of universal knowledge.

In the process of globally enacting the European system of belief and structure of knowledge, these actors encountered human beings who were not Christian, did not inhabit the memories of Europe, from Greece through Rome, spoke strange languages and were not familiar with the six modern imperial European languages, and, frankly, did not care much about all of that, until they realized that they were expected and requested to submit to European (and in the twentieth century to the United States) knowledge, belief, lifestyle, and worldview.

Responses to the contrary came, since the sixteenth century, from all over the globe, but imperial theo- and ego-politics of knowledge managed to prevail through economically sustained institutions (universities, museums, delegations, state officers, armies, etc.). Now, the type of responses I am referring to were responses provoked by the making and remaking of the colonial matrix of power: a complex conceptual structure, as explained in chapter 1, that guided actions in the domain of economy (exploitation of labor and appropriation of land and natural resources), authority (government, military forces), gender/sexuality, and knowledge/subjectivity. Since the responses I am referring to were responses to the colonial matrix of power, I would describe such responses as decolonial. The cases and examples I offered in the previous section, "Disciplinary Delinking," also show that in such responses decolonial geopolitics of knowledge confronts—head-on—imperial theo- and ego-politically based assumptions about the universal knowledge-making which happen to be managed in and by institutional, linguistic, and conceptual grounding that defines and is managed by Western civilization.

But there is still another dimension in decolonial politics of knowledge relevant for my argument: the claim that knowledge-making for well-being, rather than for controlling and managing populations for imperial interest, shall come from local experiences and needs, rather than from local imperial experiences and needs projected onto the globe, also invokes the body-politics of knowledge. Why? Because regions and locales in which imperial languages were not ancestrally spoken, and that were alien to the history of Greek and Latin, were disqualified. The disqualification of non-Western languages from the domain of sustainable knowledge was filled up, in the region and domain of those languages, by imperial languages. Notice that Spanish America and British India are not just regions, but regions where imperial languages displaced native languages like Aymara, Quechua, Tzotzil, Urdu, Bengali, and Nepali. In Spanish America, Spanish is the only national language. In India, Hindi was established as the national language, alongside English; but the fact remains that Hindi is not a language of international scholarship, and Hindi is not, alongside English, the national language of England. Racism, as we sense it today, was the result of two conceptual inventions of imperial knowledge: that certain bodies were inferior to others, and that inferior bodies carried inferior intelligence and inferior languages. The emergence of body-politics of knowledge is a second strand of decolonial thinking, and a key element of the decolonial option.

You can still argue that there are "bodies" and "regions" in need of guidance from developed "bodies" and "regions" that got there first and know how to do it. As an honest liberal, you would recognize that you do not want to "impose" your knowledge and experience, but to "work with the locals." The problem is, what agenda will be implemented: yours or theirs? Back, then, to Chatterjee and Smith.

Decolonial thinking presupposes delinking (epistemically and politically) from the web of imperial knowledge (theo- and ego-politically grounded), from disciplinary management. Delinking means also epistemic disobedience. A common topic of conversation today, after the financial
crisis on Wall Street, centers on “how to save capitalism.” A decolonial question would be: “Why would you like to save capitalism and not to save human beings?” “Why would an abstract entity be saved, and not the ecological and human lives that capitalism is constantly destroying?” And you cannot answer those questions by proposing to reform capitalism in order to fulfill those goals and arguing that capitalism, which created poverty, could solve the problem that capitalism created. That is how modernity/coloniality works. In the same vein, geo- and body-politics of knowledge, decolonial thinking and the decolonial option, place human lives and life in general first, rather than advocating for the “transformation of the disciplines.” But, still, claiming life and human lives first, decolonial thinking is not joining forces with “the politics of life itself,” as Nikolas Rose has it. This is the “politics of life itself,” according to Rose, and represents the last development in the “mercantilization of life” and of “bio-power” (as Foucault has it). In the “politics of life itself,” political and economic strategies for controlling life join forces with consumerism in a particular way: consumers are seduced to consume not because of the value of having such and such an object (pharmaco) but because consuming such pharmaco will ensure a better and happier life. This allows Rose to elaborate on “biological citizens” the “somatic ethics and the spirit of bio-capital.” What is being sold and bought is not merely the commodity but the commodity as the ticket to enter the dream-world of a longer and better life. Bio-politics, in Foucault’s conception, was one of the practical consequences of the ego-politics of knowledge that was implemented in the sphere of the state. The politics of life itself extends life to the market. Thus, the politics of life itself describes the enormous potential of biotechnology to generate consumers who invest their earnings in buying artificial-health products in order to maintain the reproduction of technology that will “improve” the control of human beings at the same time as it creates more wealth through the money invested by consumers who buy health-promoting technology. This is the point where decolonial options, grounded in geo- and body-politics of knowledge, engage in both decolonizing knowledge and delinking from the web of imperial/modern knowledge and from the colonial matrix of power.

In the next two chapters, I turn to two basic categories, that of space and that of time, and explore how Western modernity managed to control knowledge by creating an image of the “here and now” (e.g., Europe and modernity) by means of colonizing time (e.g., the invention of the Middle Ages) and the colonization of space (e.g., the invention of the anthropos—pagans, barbarians, etc.), as well as, by the eighteenth century, collapsing space and time by introducing the word primitive: primitives existed back in time and out-there in space. Time and space cannot be clearly separated; so you will find analysis of the ideological construction of space in the chapter on time, and the ideological construction of time in the chapter on space. While in the two previous chapters I focused on building genealogies of decolonial thinking and mapping the decolonial option, in the next two chapters I focus on the imperial epistemic construction of space and time. The analysis is carried on from a decolonial perspective. That is to say, my own analysis is an effort to enlist myself in the genealogy of thought that I mapped in the two previous chapters. Now we move to a different landscape to encounter two crucial concepts of the modern imaginary and of Western civilization, time and space, that have been both mapped already by the Treatises of Tordesilla and Saragossa: if both treatises set the foundation for the second nomos of the earth, both treatises were the time-present from which the Middle Ages and Antiquity have been invented.
Part Three
The predetermined trajectory of historical dialectic allows no culturally disparate options, at least not cultural options that are decidedly disparate.... Whether in its capitalist or socialist guise, then, history and temporality reign supreme in the euro-western episteme. On the other hand, American Indian spirituality, values, social and political structure, and even ethics are rooted not in some temporal notion of history, but in spirituality. This is perhaps the most dramatic, and largely unnoticed, cultural difference between American Indian thought processes and the western intellectual tradition. The western intellectual tradition is firmly rooted in the priority of temporal metaphors and thought processes, while American Indians inherently think spatially.—GEORGE E. TINKER, Spirit and Resistance, 106-7.

IN THE EARLY 1950s biologists pulled about a dozen oysters from New Haven harbor and shipped them to Northwestern University, in Illinois, about a thousand miles away from New Haven and in a different time zone, one hour earlier. The oysters were submerged in their original harbor water and kept in total darkness. To explore their feeding patterns, the researchers tied to the shells fine threads that could activate recording pens every time the oysters' muscular movements caused the hinged shells to part or to close. As expected, the oysters continued to open and shut their shells as if they were still snug on the bottom of their home harbor, even though they had been displaced to another time zone, more than a thousand miles to the west. Then, after about two weeks, something strange happened. Gradually the hour of maximal opening of the shells began to shift. Now, anyone who lives near the shore knows that
the high- and low-water marks also shift gradually from day to day. Tides are synchronized not with the place of the sun in the sky; rather it is the moon’s schedule of appearance that matters, and the moon’s cycle runs about fifty minutes behind the sun’s cycle. However, the biologists in Illinois were witnessing a daily shift that did not correspond to the one in New Haven. After four weeks of recording and analyzing the data, the biologist determined beyond a doubt that the oysters had restabilized the rhythmic opening and closing of their shells to the tidal cycle that would occur in Evanston, Illinois, if there were an ocean in that location.

The biologists were using the categories of time and space in their experiment. The oysters were not. The oyster did not know about time, but apparently they knew quite a bit about the cycles of the moon. Their living organisms were patterned, so to speak. Not that they internalized time, since time is not an existing entity, but a human concept used to organize repetitions and transformations. First, on the experience of cycles of our own natural body and the bodies of nature—equinoxes, solstices, sunrise and sunset, birth and death, conception and birth, menstrual cycles, moments of harvest and of storage, and so on—repetitions and transformations in the life of the cosmos seem to be a useful descriptive metaphor at this point. And it may not be out of place to surmise that living organisms identified as “human beings” have a biological sense of cosmic repetitions and transformations. However, once the categories of time and space were introduced to organize and describe transformations and repetitions not only in the patterns of the oysters, but also in the memory of human beings, the organization itself took on a life of its own. And whether or not human beings are somehow patterned like oysters, the experience of cosmic changes and repetitions has been increasingly repressed by the very artifice built around concepts such as time and space.

The Making of Modernity and Tradition(s): Experiencing (Living), Reckoning, and Measuring Time

So we could make a distinction between a cosmic or biological way of experiencing repetitions and transformations, like that of oysters, and a way of reckoning repetitions and transformations, like that of the biologists, mediated by a technical and philosophical apparatus to imagine and measure time. “Time,” properly, is a category of reckoning, not a category of experiencing; it is a category belonging to culture, not to nature. In the second phase of modernity (in the eighteenth century), it became one of the central categories to distinguish culture from nature. However, this is not the occasion to survey the concept of “time in different cultures,” since that would merely mean to reproduce precisely two of the distinctions that “time” contributed to: the distinction between nature and culture; and the distinction between modernity and tradition.

But once we get to this double equation (nature vs. culture; modernity vs. tradition), we can recognize the complicity between culture, time, and modernity and the dependent paradigm in which nature, tradition, and coloniality have been placed. Although this equation became more visible in eighteenth-century Europe, it was already at work in the sixteenth century, with the emerging idea of progress and the distinction between the ancient and the modern. However, I am not interested here in tracing the history of an idea, but in clearing up its formulation, when the concept of time (modernity and tradition) joined, under Newton’s influence, the concept of system (system of nature) and was used to imagine the logic of society. As we have already established in the previous chapter, Kant imagined that human societies could be organized following the model provided by the law of nature, and therefore he conceived universal history from a cosmopolitan (e.g., cosmo-polis) point of view. However, we can extend that discussion here by investigating how Western concepts of time also mediated Kant’s cosmopolitan ideals (see chapter 5). If you enter the civilizing mission into the equation modernity vs. tradition, you would understand that societies around the planet began to be measured and classified according to their similarity or dissimilarity with the natural order offered by cosmo-polis. But that was not all. History as “time” entered into the picture to place societies in an imaginary chronological line going from nature to culture, from barbarism to civilization following a progressive destination toward some point of arrival. Hegel, as it is known, organized Kant’s cosmopolis on a temporal scale that relocated the spatial distribution of continents (Asia, Africa, America, and Europe) in a chronological order that followed a certain directionality of history, from East to West. The planet was all of a sudden living in different temporalities, with Europe in the present and the rest in the past. The anthropologist Johannes Fabian coined the expression...
"denial of coevalness" to underline time as a conceptual and colonizing strategy.° "Time" became a fundamental concept of coloniality at large. The present was described as modern and civilized, the past as traditional and barbarian. The more you go toward the past, the closer you get to nature, as in Alejo Carpentier's *The Lost Steps* (1953). If geography was translated into chronology by the masters of historical time, and time was transformed into a colonizing device, then the present moment of Europe needed also to be separated from the past—and the concept of the Middle Ages accomplished that function. The second stage of modernity/coloniality established modern Europe as the present by creating the "otherness of the past and the past of the other," as Diana Hugh eloquently puts it.° Geopolitically, particularly since the nineteenth century, the translation of geography into chronology was the work of colonization, of the coloniality of knowledge and power. It has served as the justification of the ideology of progress and, in the twentieth century, of development and underdevelopment.

**The Fabric of Time in the Modern/Colonial World**

The thesis that I'm advancing and that I would like to propose is the following. Whatever the conceptualization of "time" in the social sciences today, the humanities, or the natural sciences, it is caught and woven into the imaginary of the modern/colonial world-system. This is the weak version of my thesis. The strong version is that time itself is a central concept of that imaginary. Let me clarify that I use imaginary to identify the social and geopolitical dimensions of modernity/coloniality: both the coloniality of power (e.g., strategies of colonization implied in modernity) producing the colonial difference and the different forms of adaptation, resistance, subaltern alternatives, forced by coloniality of power. I am thinking, in brief, of the imaginary of the modern/colonial world-system from the perspective of the colonial difference. My understanding of "imaginary" follows the Martinican writer and thinker Edouard Glissant who conceives it as the ways, conflictive and contradictory, a culture has of perceiving and conceiving of the world.° Notice, however, that Glissant defines imaginary from the history and experience of people who suffered the consequences of African slavery in the Caribbean, rather than from the history and experience of those who forced contingents of enslaved Africans to the Americas. Hegel’s and Glissant’s engagement with the imaginary of the modern/colonial world do not come from the same memory: they are at the different ends of the colonial difference. Hegel contributed to creating the colonial difference by translating geography into chronology.°° Glissant is contributing to the undoing of the colonial difference by revealing its structure and that of the coloniality of power that underlies it.°° Below I will expand on this definition. Now, I am only interested in rethinking the geopolitical imaginary of the modern/colonial world-system from the perspectives of coloniality and colonial difference (instead of modernity).

Let’s, first, look at how "barbarians" became an image of modernity to classify certain people who, subsequently, had no choice but to deal with the fact that they had been classified as "barbarians." Coloniality of knowledge works here as an epistemic strategy to create the colonial difference. At the inception of the colonial matrix of power, "barbarians" were located in space.°° By the eighteenth century, when "time" came into the picture and the colonial difference was redefined, "barbarians" were translated into "primitives" and located in time rather than in space. "Primitives" were in the lower scale of a chronological order driving toward "civilization."°°°

Second, let’s examine how the subalternization of knowledges was implied in the classification of "barbarians" and "primitives" (new categories in the imaginary of the colonial matrix, added to "pagans," "infidels," and the like). And third, let’s identify the moment in which "natural history" was transformed from a description of entities and the search for universal laws (Newton, Kant) into the chronological narrative that starts at the "beginning of time," the secular version of the beginning of the world and of human beings.°°° I hope that these three episodes will help us to understand the inter-connections between the conceptualization of time, the colonial matrix of power in the management of the colonial difference: time was conceived and naturalized as both the measure of human history (modernity) and the time-scale of human beings (primitives) in their distance with modernity. The denial of coevalness redefined indeed colonial and imperial differences (for even Chinese and Russian civilizations were not considered primitives but back in time) and built them around the notion of time, instead of space. This redefinition contributed to holding together the colonial matrix of power imaginary from its emergence as part of the Atlantic
commercial circuit (in the sixteenth century) to its current consolidation of
the North Atlantic (the United States and the European Union).

Although the linear concept of time was introduced in the Ancient Testa-
tament, or what is also referred to as the "Judeo-Christian tradition," during
the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, known and unknown communities
were located not in time, but in space. The famous Christian T-in-o map
imprinted the division of the planet into three continents on the imaginary
of European Christians. The map consisted of a circle with a "τ" in its in-
terior, with the horizontal bar of the "τ" cutting the circle in two. Asia was
placed at the top of the horizontal line; Europe and Africa to the left and
right of the vertical line of the "τ," cutting the bottom half of the circle into
two quarters. Each continent was attributed, in this imaginary, to Noah's
sons: Asia was attributed to Shem, Africa to Ham, and Europe to Japheth.
St. Augustine's description of the Christian cosmo-graphy described in the
T-in-o map is worth being recalled:

Here by Asia I mean not that region which is a single province of greater Asia
but the entire area, which is so called. Some regard it as one of two parts,
but most as a third of the whole world—Asia, Europe and Africa would thus
comprise the whole. But the divisions are not equal. For the part termed Asia
goes from the South through the East to the North; Europe, however from
the North to the West and Africa from the West to the South. So we see that
half the world contains two parts, Europe and Africa, and the other half only
one, Asia. These two parts arise because all the water that flows between the
lands comes in between them from the Ocean, forming the Mediterranean.
So that if you divide the inhabited world into two, an eastern and a western
half, Asia will be in the one, Europe and Africa in the other. 12

Scattered through the chapters devoted to Jewish history, from the Flood to
the time of Abraham, St. Augustine explains the reasons for which a par-
ticular continent was attributed to a particular descendent of Noah. Dennis
Hay observes,

The starting point is a consideration of the meaning of the Hebrew names:
Shem is interpreted as named, Japheth is "breadth" enlargement; Ham is hot.
Shem is so named because of his seed was to become the humanity of Christ.
Japheth is enlarged because as the Genesis anticipates, God shall enlarge
Japeth and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem. Visionaries will say that here
was an anticipation of British colonialism. And for Ham he surely signifies
the hot brand of heretics, hot not in wisdom but in willfulness. 13

Up to 1500, Christian cartography left the unknown and the monsters in-
habiting its margins. The monsters and the unknown were located in space.
The map reproduced in the edition of the Nuremberg Chronicle, before 1500,
had its margin populated with all kinds of monsters: people with two heads,
horse bodies and human heads, several legs, inhabited the confines of the
ecumene. The emergence of the Atlantic commercial circuits rapidly trans-
formed this imaginary, the monsters were translated into barbarians and
cannibals and were no longer located in the unknown space of the planet,
but in the New World or Las Indias Occidentales. Waldseemüller's early
drawing of what he termed "America," by analogy with the other two con-
tinents, Asia and Africa, relocated the barbarians and strange creatures in
the Caribbean, insular and continental. 14 Today one would say around Ven-
ezuela and northern Brazil!

So "barbarians" then were located in space, not in time. Barbarians were
different and lesser humans, but not traditional or primitive back in time.
Nor were they conceived as remnants of the past. However, in the fore-
ground of the Christian imaginary being transformed into the imaginary of
the modern/colonial world, there was a teleological concept of world his-

tory, with an origin (creation) and an end (the final judgment). Hundreds
of paintings of the final judgment are dispersed in museums all over the
Western world. But time here does not imply "progress" from beginning to
end. It does imply, however, a final destination, the end of the world, and
the final judgment. If "barbarians," in the New World, were located not in
time but in space, this was because their subaltern position was mapped on
the "chain of beings" model, a model than ranked the entities of the world
from rocks to human beings, and all was subsumed under "nature" as the
work of God. The "chain of being" was a "vertical" model complementing
the "horizontal" model provided by the T-in-o map. 15 Space was the prin-
ciple of classification, vertically and horizontally.

By the eighteenth century the translations of barbarians into primitives
supplanted the "chain of beings" model with a new one. The new model
had two main features. First, primitives were closer to nature and civilized
people were at the peak of culture. Second, primitives were traditional, and civilized Europeans were modern. Knowledges beyond the epistemic European imaginary from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment were disqualified as sustainable knowledges, although recognized in their past and traditional values. In the sixteenth century, some knowledges were considered dangerous (Indigenous knowledge, for example), and Spanish missionaries devoted themselves to an extirpation of idolatries that was indeed an epistemic lobotomy. In the eighteenth century, knowledge was not extirpated, but transformed into an object, and in that project "Orientalism" was born.

However, "time" reckoning was already a point of contention between people in Tawantinsuyu and Anáhuac and Spaniards, although not in the conflict between moderns and primitives. The point of contention was the calendar. Why? Because the calendar was, for European Christians as well as for Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas, something more than a system of reckoning dates. It also contained codes of knowing, ways of remembering and of understanding the present by anticipating the future. Looking at the point of contention from a distance, one could say that much like the oysters from New Haven, Incas, Aztecs, and Spaniards had a similar experience of the rhythms of the cosmos—of summer and winter solstices (even if they had it at different times of the year), of the period of the moon, of daylight and night darkness, of the rhythmic movement from hot to cold weather, and so on. In that regard they were all equal. Around these same basic experiences of the rhythm of the universe, Spaniards on the one hand and Aztecs and Incas on the other built different concepts of the moving patterns of the universe (that in the West was conceived as "time") and the place in which people could move and locate other people or objects or just look at the horizon (that in the West was conceived as "space"). But for some reason, the Spaniards managed to impose their concept of time. If the Spaniards paid so much attention to the indigenous calendars, and the Andean dissident Guaman Poma de Ayala, toward the beginning of the seventeenth century, devoted so much attention to comparing the Christian and Inca calendars, it was because something important was at stake. And that could not have been just the differences in the system of time reckoning. One of the direct consequences was the very concept of history that, for Renaissance humanists, was embedded in time. In the European context, "History" had not always been linked to time (like for Herodotus), nor was recording the past necessarily linked to "history." Following the same argument one can say that there is no logical necessity tying together an event that could be dated in the past with its status as an "historical event."

In the New World context, Spanish men of letters as well as those soldiers who attempted the task of writing histories faced people whose manner of recording the past was not grounded in the concept of alphabetic writing and time, that is, of "history." Let me elaborate on this by taking the Aymara word Pacha as a case in point. Ludovico Bertonio, who wrote a very important Aymara dictionary in 1612, describes Pacha in relation to the sky. As "when the sky is too low" in the expression laccampu likhuti (when the sky is quiet). In both Quechua and Aymara, Pacha refers primarily to daylight, rather than to a particular space, the space where birds fly. But, of course, the space where birds fly is where we notice that daylight occurs in space, from sunrise to sunset. Daylight or the space where birds fly is thus also the space of time. The space of time is the best I can do to render the connection between event and movement, which, in Aymara or Quechua, was not rendered with the word time as distinct from space, but with a word that implied both space and time. And that was precisely Pacha. A full description of Pacha, as it is known today by the detailed reconstruction from early Spanish chronicles and more recent anthropological work, cannot be pursued here. There is one more aspect, however, that I would like to look at by introducing the notion of Pachakuti. Bertonio translated the term as "time of war," which in Aymara philosophy was rather conceived as the "moment in which people cannot be together any longer," or the moment in which dualities become contrary or contradictory, rather than complementary. Apparently Bertonio was collapsing the meaning of Pachakuti with the meaning of Tinku, generally described as two moieties (say, masculine/feminine; sun/moon) which are complementary and mutually constituted, although tensions and conflicts arise.

In this regard, the word Tinku could be interpreted as an instance of space-time in which dualities are complementary. But Tinku can also be the ritual that helps dualities to remain complementary rather than becoming contrary or contradictory. Tinku as ritual is a performance for the encounter of opposing factions alasaya ("of the side of above"); and notice that it is not those from above, but those of the "side of above," or something like that) and masaya (those of "the side of below"). Notice that in both cases it is the "side" of above and of below, and not just above and below. Tinku
is therefore the place of encounter, like in the expression *tinkuthaptatha*, “the place of encounter of those that come and go.” *Pachakuti*, then, is a disturbing alteration of the order of things. Any attempt to reduce or subsume *Tinku* under Hegel’s dialectics would either fail or end up in another imperial epistemic move of translating the unknown to the known, which started with missionaries and men of letters in the sixteenth century.

Thus, if *Tinku* is the complementary of contrary and contradictories, *Kuti* is the moment in which complementarity becomes non-compatible, that is, at war; and *Pacha Kuti* then becomes the disturbing alteration of the order of things. At its extreme, *Kuti* is “a violent turn around;” “a rollover” (like when a “car rolls over’); in Spanish, it is “volcar un auto, hubo un vuelco.” The closest I can get to the limit of *Pacha Kuti* through the imaginary of modern epistemology (which I cannot avoid) is to translate it as “final judgment,” akin to that in Christian cosmology, or as “revolution,” as in modern and secular cosmology. As in “industrial revolution,” “French revolution,” or “Russian revolution.” However, there is a difficulty: “revolution” is engrained in a linear concept of history and of time, and in an epistemology based on a logic in which dichotomies are always in contrary or contradictory relations; they are never complementary. *Pacha Kuti*, instead, belongs to an imaginary of cyclical repetitions and regular transformations of the natural/social world. *Pacha Kuti* is a third element that introduces the colonial difference, the negated knowledge that can no longer be recovered in its “purity,” but that allows us to see the limits of “final judgment” and “revolution.” *The Spanish conquest was perceived and described in Quechua-Aymara as *Pachakuti*. And it was, from their perspective, an integration of a foreign element into their cosmology that maintained, however, the irreducible difference with “final judgment” and “revolution.”* With the conquest understood as *Pacha Kuti*, we can see both sides of the colonial difference and understand why Spanish missionaries saw in Amerindian calendars a dangerous manifestation of the Devil.

**Detaching Time Measurement from Cosmological Time**

Similar to the cartography of the sixteenth century, which mapped the global and detached the visualization and experience of space, projecting the territory into space measurement and management, so happens with the conceptualization of time in Western societies. Both, the separation of space and time from cosmological experience of time (four seasons, the time of the harvest, the movement and the impact of the rotation of earth and moon around the earth, etc.), explain in part the separation of “nature” from the human body: “natural phenomena” takes place out there, in space and time outside of us.

There are, then, two aspects I would like to stress here that will pave the way toward a reflection on time and “natural history.” One is the intersection of the concept of space/time in the organization of memory and society from Indigenous perspectives (either Aymara or Quechua or Native American); the second is the distinction between linear and cyclical time. But let me give you an example provided by the Native American lawyer and activist Vine Deloria Jr., who made a distinction between Western European and Native American people in terms of their approaches to place (space) and time. You can read what follows in tandem with my argument on Linda T. Smith, in the previous chapter. This is not the occasion to go into a detailed commentary on Deloria’s position. I am basically interested in stressing the point that “time” is not naturally the central category of human experience. Deloria writes,

Western European peoples have never learned to consider the nature of the world discerned from a spatial point of view. And a singular difficulty faces peoples of Western European heritage in making a transition from thinking in terms of space. The very essence of Western European identity involves the assumption that time proceeds in a linear fashion; further it assumes that at a particular point in the unraveling of this sequence, the peoples of Western Europe became the guardians of the world. The same ideology that sparked the Crusades, the Age of Exploration, the Age of Imperialism, and the recent crusade against Communism all involve the affirmation that time is peculiarly related to the destiny of the people of Western Europe. And later, of course, of the United States.

When Indigenous thinkers wrote (at the end of the sixteenth century and beginning of the seventeenth) about their past and addressed their writing to Spanish readers, they had to bargain with two different temporal logics to organize past events. One of them was the “place where the birds fly” (as we saw in the description of *Pacha*). The other will be, like
Muñón Chimalpahín, in the Valley of Mexico, did in his writing of the past of Chalco Amaquemecan, having ancient codices as sources. He dated a period of time as, say, “Year 6 House” (following the Mexican calendar) and next to it he wrote “1472,” knowing full well that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the two dates and that the cosmologies in which these dates are embedded are divided by an irreducible difference—which is not to say that these cosmologies were incommensurable. They were, and they remain, different but inextricably linked to and transforming each other, although with different intensities at each end of the spectrum, in the changing imaginary of the modern/colonial world. They are linked in the colonial matrix of power and the system of knowledge that sustains it, and their differences are constitutive of colonial and imperial differences (e.g., the Chinese, who were not colonized, were considered, by the West, behind in time, just as were the Indian and Andean, who were colonized by British and Spaniards). Space and time can be translated into each other, but they cannot be assimilated. It is not a problem of cultural difference or cultural relativism, either. The colonial difference shall remain visible, not as a semantic problem, but as a sign of how coloniality of power works in the imaginary of the modern/colonial world.

But what is the difference between cultural relativism (or cultural differences) and colonial and imperial differences; and why is time so important here? It is because it was through the concept of time that the distinction between modernity and tradition was made. Today when someone claims “tradition” in a non-European history, he or she is critiqued for aiming at an identity that can no longer be retrieved; the vexing question is that tradition is not to say that these cosmologies were incommensurable. They were, and they remain, different but inextricably linked to and transforming each other. Colonial and imperial differences raise questions of power and knowledge, of course; but questions concerning the coloniality of knowledge and of complicity in the making of the modern world are better still. Why? Because based on a certain understanding of time and/or space, you may end up believing that you are behind in time; and if you believe so, you are more likely to want to catch up with modernity. If you fall into this trap, you have lost the game before beginning it. The discourse on cultural differences remains within the theo- and ego-political frame of knowledge, meaning, and interpretation. The discourse of colonial and imperial differences is already a departure, a way of delinking, and a form of epistemic disobedience that opens a parallel road to knowing, sensing, believing, and living.

Consequently, my previous narrative about the translation from monsters to barbarians and then to primitives, as well as my underlining the coming into being of the distinction between nature and culture, were prompted by the thrust of my argument: that “time” is a fundamental concept in building the imaginary of the modern/colonial world and an instrument for both controlling knowledge and advancing a vision of society based on progress and development. At the end of the sixteenth century Mathew Ricci suggested that Chinese science was falling behind that of the West, since the Chinese had no conceptions of the rule of logic, and because their science of ethics was merely a series of confused maxims and deductions. Ricci’s observations were not isolated, but complemented Christian discourses about the Moors and about Incas and Aztecs.

The epistemic colonial and imperial differences did not end with decolonization in Asia and Africa after the Second World War (nor did they end, of course, with revolutions and independences in Americas and the Caribbean from 1776 to 1830). Currently, the transformation of colonial differences is entrenched in what we now call globalization in such a way that it makes sense to think in terms of global coloniality. It continues to be reproduced by global capitalism, and “time” continues to nourish the imaginary that reproduces colonial and imperial difference. However, as we saw in chapter 1,
the incomplete project of modernity may never be completed, due to the fact that rewesternization is no longer the only game in town. Differential times and differential memories and histories are delinking from the belief that there is only one line of time; and this is a reasonable conclusion if one follows Christian or secular Hegelian time-linear narratives. All these considerations account for the need to think in terms of coloniality at large, and not only of modernity at large; and by extension—as I do in this book—of decoloniality at large.

Imperial time is translated into the time of a given nation. The emergence of the modern nation-state in Europe, as well as the parallel emergence of the modern/colonial nation-states in the Americas and, subsequently, in Asia and Africa, shows one specific transformation of the colonial matrix of power. The modern nation-state became the imperial tool for the control of authority in the colonies during the process of building (during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries) modern/colonial nation-states. Nation-states (in their modern European or modern/colonial American, Asian, and African versions) are not "outside" the colonial matrix. "Internal colonialism" is a concept that describes the mutation of imperial into national management in the ex-European colonies. What is "internal colonialism" if not the persistence of the coloniality of knowledge (and therefore the control of authority and economy) under nation-building processes after decolonization? This is why coloniality remains as the hidden side of modernity, and why there cannot be modernity without coloniality. The places defined by the interaction between modernity and coloniality are the places where the colonial difference is being played out in a constant conflict. Imperial narratives were entangled with national narratives after these events, and the emergence of nation-states (modern or modern/colonial) became an exemplar of the linear process and the advancement of global human history.

Again, what does "time" have to do with all of this? As you may have guessed: a lot. Narratives of beginning and end, from the creation to the final judgment, told in the sixteenth century in Christian Europe were imposed beyond the Euro-Christian continent. The possibility of thinking in terms of the sky where birds fly and where daylight is perceived, where the Tinku as ritual maintained the complementarity of the opposites, where Pacha Kuti was the horizon to be avoided—all this was cast out to non-
sustainable types of knowledge. The same template (e.g., coloniality of knowledge) will be enacted from the end of the eighteenth on, when British and French imperial designs moved to Asia and Africa. If the sixteenth century was when the global distinction between space and time emerged, including a linear concept of time linked to sacred history, the eighteenth century celebrated the final victory of "time" by opening up the links between time and secular history. Secular history redefined the logic of coloniality, and "time" became a central rhetorical figure in the self-definition and self-fashioning of modernity: modernity is a "time" based concept.

Kant gave the colonial and imperial differences in space its final format when, in Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View, he coupled race with territories: red people are in America (he was thinking of course in North America), yellow in Asia, black in Africa, and white in Europe (see chapter 5). But Kant also connected time with secular history. Consequently, we (those engage in decolonial thinking) are working to delink and disconnect from Kant's linkages and connections. His theses on the "Idea of Universal History from a Cosmopolitan Point of View" (1784) (see chapter 7) are argued from "progressive" or "developmental" conceptions of the human race. In the first thesis Kant states that "all natural capacities of creatures are destined to evolve completely to their natural end" (emphasis added). The second thesis maintains, "in man those natural capacities which are directed to the use of his reason are to be fully developed only in the race, not in the individual" (emphasis added). Now, if you put together "anthropology from a pragmatic point of view" and "universal history from a cosmopolitan point of view," what you get is a universal perspective on history based on a racial distribution of the planet. And time has a crucial function in such a distribution. For, according to the thesis argued in "anthropology," civilization can only be defined, implemented, and guided by the white man who is in Europe at the present moment of a linear, historical time. Modernity and tradition, progress and stagnation, city and country, speed and slow motion, and so on were distinctive temporal features of the second stage of the modern/colonial world. Between Kant and the nineteenth century, during the second stage of modernity characterized by the "denial of coevalness," time became a central factor in making and recasting colonial differences. Progress, a weapon of the civilizing mission, was the key rhetorical figure in the nineteenth century; development, after the
Second World War, was its successor as the rhetorical figure in a new stage of coloniality of power re-mapping the colonial difference. Modernity, progress, and development cannot be conceived without a linear concept of time defining a point of arrival. To understand what tradition and under-development means, it was necessary to have, first, the concept of modernity and progress/development, since they (tradition and development) are non-existing entities outside the discourse of modernity and development. Coloniality is the hidden, logical connection between modernity and tradition, and to experience it is also to experience the “magic moment” that makes us believe that modernity and tradition are concepts that name what there is. To be redundant: there is no modernity and tradition beyond the rhetoric of the same modernity that invented itself, by inventing its own tradition and making believe that the concept of tradition is universal. And in order to do that, it was necessary to develop a linear concept of time embedded in the very notions of progress and evolution.

The Nature of Time and the Time of Nature

Since I began with a reference to “nature,” let’s come back to it. How is it, if you remember the narrative I offered at the beginning about oysters and biologists, that biologists became so far removed from oysters? How is it that the biologists became so much taken by time reckoning and oblivious to their own rhythm of life, that rhythm that the oyster sensed and knew but that cannot be reckoned like the biologists did? There may be an inclination to say that among the oysters cyclical time is prevalent, while biologists prefer linear time. However, there is still another difference. Oysters do not have a time-reckoning system to describe their own behavior and the behavior of the biologists. Oysters do not have hands and do not engage in scientific observation and philosophical speculations. Time reckoning, however, seems to be an activity that requires the extension of the hands, the inscription of graphic marks on solid surfaces (or of other material devices), a semiotic disciplinary frames called science and philosophy.

Stephen Jay Gould, in his book *Time’s Arrow, Time’s Cycle: Myth and Metaphor in the Discovery of the Geological Time* offers a detailed analysis of linear and cyclical conceptions of time in geology. According to Gould, geologists at the beginning of the nineteenth century “discovered” geological time, the time of nature. And, of course, “natural history” was transformed. “Natural history” was instrumental, in the sixteenth century, and then again in the eighteenth, in the making of colonial and imperial differences. Was it so also in the nineteenth century, through science?

When the Jesuit father José de Acosta wrote and published *Natural and Moral History of the Indies* (1590), he translated Aristotle and Pliny the Elder’s legacies in two directions. First, he accounted for the “newness” of what was also conceived, in a metaphorical rather than in a legal and administrative way, as “New World.” Now, “new” did not have then the meaning that “progress” imposed on it. “New” in the first case, meant unknown. “New” in the second case is something that comes after, as in “a new model of car.” Acosta was in possession of experiences in nature and direct knowledge about nature, that neither Aristotle nor Pliny the Elder could have enjoyed; and, second, he used that new experience as a signifier (nature) of a signified (God).

But, by so doing, Acosta installed the colonial difference in natural history. He did not pause one single moment to think or to ask what Aymara and Quechua speakers thought about what, for Acosta, was “natural history,” a concept with a genealogy of knowledge that he assumed was the only one, or at least the only valid one. Civilizations "were there" but they apparently did not have "knowledge" (experience in and organized knowledge) about nature. If he had asked, and thought about it, perhaps he would have understood that what he, and other Christian missionaries, conceived as "idolatry" was indeed an epistemology in which Pacha was one of the central concepts. Pachamama, whose epistemic function was similar to Greek Gaya, was more than a goddess of earth and fertility; it was also energy manifested in the fertility of earth and of life: a concept in which space, time, and the fertility of the earth (as in "Mother Earth") all came together. Tinku was perhaps not a ritual of idolatry, as missionaries imagined, but perhaps an epistemic expression of the forces that animate the world, the life of nature and the nature of life. In a word was what Spaniards may have considered their own "tinku": theology and philosophy. Acosta, however, was instead working on a double difference: the difference between nature and human beings (that is why he titled his book "Natural and Moral History") and the silenced difference of Quechua and Aymara knowledge, reduced to "idolatry." The extirpation of idolatry was indeed not a religious
issue, but an epistemic one. The eradication of other forms of knowledge was the real project at stake in the extirpation of idolatry and the establishment of the limits of the epistemic colonial difference.

In sixteenth-century Europe, "time" brought together encyclopedic knowledge with mercantilism and merchant demands. The Dasypodius clock, built in Strasbourg, in 1570, epitomized the interrelations between time and encyclopedic knowledge.** It helps to explain the struggle over the calendar in the New World I referred to above. There was, in Renaissance Europe, a concern with time that did not find its equivalents in China or in the New World. Dasypodius's clock was a consequence of this concern and also a symbol of the implicit complementarity between time and encyclopedic knowledge in the process of building Western civilization and European culture. The clock was an astronomical mechanism that showed the motion of the planets around the earth. Another display predicted eclipses, while a perpetual calendar laid out the moveable feasts, leap years, and the twenty-eight-year cycle of the ecclesiastical calendar for the next century. Automata represented the pagan gods for whom the days were named, Time and Death. They both served as an animated almanac and embodied the all-destroying force of time and change.... For the clock, like gunpowder and the compass, was one of the first distinctively modern technologies, and late medieval and Renaissance intellectuals loved to cite it when arguing that the ancients had not exhausted all fields of knowledge and invention.*

Before then, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Europeans, Incas, and Aztecs (to limit myself to the New World and Europe) had similar approaches of measuring time. In both cases, time reckoning (in counter distinction to today) was integrated into the flow of nature and the four seasons; to equinoxes and solstices, closer relation was maintained between human beings, as living organisms, and the life of the cosmos. Nature was not yet conceived as something that had to be tamed and dominated, as Francis Bacon would put it at the beginning of the seventeenth century, thus initiating a separation between human beings and nature that would be further developed by the philosophy accompanying industrial capitalism. That is one of the reasons why there were so many striking similarities between the European and the Inca calendar, and why today Native Americans and Western cosmologies seem so distant from each other.*

Anthony Aveni provided a sensible narrative to understand time reckoning and spatial organization among the Incas. The system is indeed too complicated to describe here in any detail. What is of interest is to remember and underline the existence of a certain commonality among communities dispersed all over the planet, from the Americas to Europe, to Asia or Africa. Sunrise and sunset, summer and winter solstices, zenith and nadir, menstruation and gestation cycles, the turn of food regeneration, collecting, and storage, and so on are some of the regularities common to living organisms. Now, these regularities are not experienced in the same way near the poles or in the tropics. This is of course common sense, but there are also countless documents from European travelers pointing toward the experiences of the tropics, of the mountains, and correcting ancient speculations about extreme heat and impossible life in certain earth zones. The movements of the sun and the stars, in the tropics, are right above your head. From further north or further south, the sun would circle at a 45-degree angle, approximately. Aveni summarizes this confluence as follows.

The Incas fixed attention on the zenith sunrise-anti-zenith sunset axis not only because that sector of the celestial environment was so suggestive, but also because they were deeply influenced by the terrestrial half of the environment as well. Imagine a mountainous land in which faraway places are reckoned not by the distance east, west, north or south of the major population centers, but rather by how far above or below them one is situated. The Incas lived in a vertical world, a space in which the time for human action—for planting potatoes, burning of the scrub, worshiping the gods—depended critically upon whether a person was positioned in a vertically based ecology, each tier of which was dependent upon every other one.*

The Incas invented the horizontal system of ceques, a series of lines that emanated from Cuzco, the center of the empire, and organized the city, socially and spatially. They also counted the days of the year lining up the ceques with the movement of the sun. Aveni's evidence suggests that "the Inca had converted the landscape into a natural, self-operating calendrical device powered by the movement of the sun, a system with no need of formal writing to articulate it.**

The difference between Andeans and Europeans, in their approach to both Pacha and Pachamama and to time and nature, was not so much in
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how they "measured" time but in the ways Andean people related to Pachamama, and the ways Europeans related to Nature—which they considered to be outside human beings. For the latter "nature" became an entity to be dominated: "we" and "nature" are two distinct entities. For the former, human/nature were, and still are, one; they are indistinguishable: Pachamama is in us and we are in Pachamama. They were divergent cosmologies that framed the conception of human beings on Earth, and the relationship of Earth to human beings, differently. However, since both Andean and European people were equally intelligent beings, both communities figured out the best way to organize their lives in relation to "time." Nevertheless, since the sixteenth century they have remained irreducible in their difference and inextricably linked through coloniality of power and the colonial difference.

I said before that these differences were and are irreducible. But at the same time, they have been since the sixteenth century inextricably intertwined. Irreducible, and at the same time inextricably entangled, by the rhetoric of modernity and the logic of coloniality (or, what is the same, the colonial matrix of power), which made possible the construction and transformation of colonial and imperial differences, and which defined and used the category of time, the construction of the modern/colonial world-system, and the narrative of Western civilization (I will come back to this issue in chapter 5). The Western concept of "time" became the essential "connector" of colonial and imperial differences throughout the globe. In other words, coloniality at large means that the successive stages of Western expansion predicated on modernity carried with them successive stages in the implementation of its darker side, the logic of coloniality. The zero line of longitude that unites the two poles, vertically, and that crosses the heart of England's Greenwich observatory, reconceived spatial global linear thinking (see chapter 2) into temporal global linear thinking. The zero line of longitude was also a zero point epistemology, controlling time by establishing that "all countries would adopt a universal day," that "the universal day would be a Mean Solar Day, beginning at the Mean Midnight at Greenwich and counted on a 24 hour clock," and that "nautical and astronomical days everywhere would begin at mean midnight."

Now let's go back to time reckoning in the Andes. Two aspects of my previous analysis deserve further comments. One is to provide more contextual information for my previous reflections around Pacha. And the second is to underline how much Acosta suppressed when he interpreted "nature" as God's design and ignored the integrative understanding that Amerindians had of time, space, and nature. Christian cosmology, in the narrative of missionaries or men of letters, suppressed Inca, Aztec, and Maya cosmologies. It was as if an observer outside sixteenth-century Europe had described the Dasypodius clock, stripping it out of the entire cosmology surrounding the mechanism that counted the hours and the minutes.

If Inca and Aztec cosmologies operated at the space/time intersection (e.g., the ceque system, the four divisions of Tawantinsuyu with Cuzco at its center, and the four cycles that preceded the present, the fifth cycle, at the center), Western Christian cosmology operated more on lineal chronology. In Western linear chronology (which means Western discourse on time), events are ordered one after another. In a cyclical chronology, conception of time returns and repeats itself; so to speak, space/time. In Christian/Western cyclical time, what returns are the dates—the month of January, or Thanksgiving Day. The events that happened, say, in January or on Thanksgiving Day of 1998 would not necessarily be repeated in January or on Thanksgiving Day of 1999. And finally, Christian cosmology saw nature as a design and a performance of God, and the nature of the New World as an occasion to correct the speculation of the ancients who were not aware that an entire continent and people living in it ever existed. "Natural and moral history" was an interesting concept in the sixteenth century. On the one hand, "time" was not much of an issue in this kind of history. On the other, "the natural and moral history of the Indies" was an anticipation of contemporary museums of "natural history" (mainly in Western Europe and the United States) where indigenous people from America, Asia, and Africa are mixed up with polar bears, terrifying snakes, and colored and exotic fishes. Beyond that there is civilization (and the museums of art history, where time is, indeed, an important component in manufacturing narratives of works, authors, and schools of thought in a chronological order). But, then, when did "time" enter "natural history"? Or, as Gould would have it, when was "time" discovered? Notice also that in running the parallel between Christian and Andean time, I am not opposing them. I am saying that they are different and have been entangled since the sixteenth century. Furthermore, they have been entangled through the epistemic colonial differences...
that made the timeline of modernity the real time of history, because history was being conceived and written by those who felt themselves riding the horse of "true and objective time," without parenthesis.

In the hundred and fifty years, approximately, that separates Acosta from Kant, significant changes took place in how Western intellectual history conceived of nature and time. Changing conceptions of time and nature went hand in hand with the changing identity of Europe; that is, with its definition of (European) Man, relative to the rest of the planet. Francis Bacon, writing a few decades after Acosta, derailed the Christian hermeneutics practiced by the Spanish Jesuit missionary by interpreting nature as God's design and masterpiece. Bacon was moving away from the theological and rhetorical conception of knowledge that was valid for Acosta. For Bacon, the end of rhetoric was to "overcome an opponent by disputation," while his method had as a final goal "to overcome Nature by action." For Acosta, overcoming nature would have been a heresy, because it would have been like attempting to dominate God. Bacon was concerned not with nature's history, but with nature's system, the vocabulary and concepts later developed in the works of Newton, d'Holbach, and Diderot. So when was "natural time" "discovered"? In the nineteenth century, and, according to Gould's argument, by means of a fascinating intersection of the ideas of time, progress, and science, on the one hand, and of science as capable of measuring the "age" of nature, on the other. Natural history became at this point a question of age: counting the years without anniversaries.

What was "discovered" indeed was "deep time." In eighteenth-century Europe, the age of the planet Earth and the universe was calculated to be a couple of million years. In the sixteenth century, of course, it had been calculated to be much less than that. What matters, however, is that with the discovery of "deep time" European science was able to imagine the age of the universe in a dimension that surpassed the calculus achieved until then by other civilizations. "Deep time" was in a way a confirmation of the superiority of Western knowledges over the rest of the planet and other advanced civilizations. Nature and the universe were subjected to time's arrow, or linear time, and to time's cycle. Stephen Gould believes that these two metaphors are legacies of what he calls the "Judeo-Christian" tradition. This statement is clearly an honest belief that there is no history beyond either ancient Greece or the two major religions of the West. Indeed, linear time and cyclical time could be found everywhere, among the ancient Chinese, ancient Mayas, or ancient Indians. This is another way of saying that the rhythm of the cosmos that told the oysters when to open and shut their mouths also provided human beings around the planet with a pattern they could use to survive and organize their life. Human beings took it on themselves to believe that a certain interpretation of the order of the cosmos had to be imposed on other societies to organize the polis. The Judeo-Christian metaphor that Gould refers to is, obviously, the theological macro-linear metaphor of creation and end of the world that was translated, in secular time, into the idea of progress, development, and modernization. "Time," cyclical or linear, of nature or of human history, as we know it today, is a result and a consequence of the colonial matrix of power imaginary. The very idea of "time" coupled with "history," progress, and development was so strong that Western modern sciences reached the point in which time was not only the spine of history, but became an entity in itself, with its own history."

Time, the Myth of History, and the Myth of Science

I'm arguing that "time" as it is conceived today is a fundamental piece of the coloniality and Western civilization imaginary that gives support, in part, to both the myth of history and the myth of science. As such, and for these reasons, it was and continues to be a major factor in the making of colonial and imperial differences. When Western history and science were (and still are) contradicted by forms of recording the past and of knowing nature and the universe, in other words when they were confronted with histories and sciences that failed to correspond with their own standards of history and of science, modern historians and scientists had recourse to their own imagined unilinear evolution of humanity, in defense of their claims. Civilizations in which Western expansion did not establish colonies (like China, Japan, or Russia) had to endure the myth of universal history and universal science as a marker of "modernity" with which they were supposed to catch up. Coloniality, remember, is much more than colonialism: it is a colonial matrix of power through which world order has been created and managed. It is precisely the colonial matrix of power that is
in dispute today, as I outlined in chapter 2—quite apart from the quarrels within European cosmology that keep both the Left and the Right busy.

The Western notion of time supports "history" and "science" to acquire a hegemonic force and to develop a comparative point of view that allows for the erasure or devaluation of other forms of knowledge. This is a common procedure and strategy in the making of the modern/colonial world as well as in creating colonial/imperial notions of difference. Secular history and science just transformed Christian strategies that, during the sixteenth century, devalued Inca, Aztec, and Maya epistemologies. By this I mean that the Maya were rational beings, and that their logic of knowledge-making manifested the same human capability that in the West was described by the word *epistemology*. Moreover, the word *epistemology* was used to disavow epistemological practices that did not correspond to the Western management of knowledge, and did so by attributing to them devilish designs, and by referring to them as agents of the Devil. To be regarded as being behind the present time of modernity was the secular equivalent of being in the hands of the Devil during the theological moment. I have argued that Western notions of "time" contributed to the distinction between both nature and culture, and modernity and tradition. Because of the illusion this creates, we can easily forget that both the oyster and the biologist who works in the scientific culture of time reckoning belong to the same basic lived time. "Modern man" built his sense of superiority and his pride in the process of cutting the umbilical cord with "nature," while "primitive man" was still too close to it; and being close to nature meant (from the perspective of "modern man") being far from civilization. However, Incas for example, were both, close to Pachamama and civilized. But that idea was destroyed by the rhetoric of modernity in order to build the logic of coloniality justifying actions over the "barbarians" later on translated into "primitives."

Is it possible to think from that silence (the silence created by coloniality of knowledge), to undo the colonial and differences that "time" contributed to make and contributes to maintain? Interestingly enough, this concern arises not only among intellectuals who through childhood exposure and professional training have gained an experience of epistemologies based on principles beyond Greek legacy and beyond Western needs. The Italian philosopher Franco Cassano, in his important book *Il pensiero meridiano*, connects the force of the Sun in Albert Camus's *L'Étranger* (1942) with ancient Greek perception and conception of nature and *Kairos.* He sees in this constellation an aspect of Greek thought that has been suppressed in the construction of Western civilization, an aspect similar to Arabic contributions to Western epistemology that equally went unnoticed in the Renaissance and post-Renaissance readings. Cassano's disclosure allows us to understand the similarities between ancient Greece and Andean cosmologies, the similarities between Kairos and Pacha, as well as the continuity between space, time, nature, and life. Cassano is not concerned with the colonial but with the imperial difference. His claim for a Southern thinking ("un pensiero meridiano") emerged from the imperial (internal) difference, that is, from the European construction of the South as the place of "slow speed." Since the eighteenth century, the European South was simultaneously constructed with the Orient, and the denial of coevalness was at the center of such constructions. Isn't there in Latin America a similar image, and hundreds of jokes, told from the perspective of the (modern) city about the slowness of the (traditional) country? Or in South/Central America and the Caribbean seen from the perspective of the efficient and speedy North? Notice that the imperial internal difference, in Europe, was translated twice, in America, into the colonial difference: first, after 1898 and the Spanish-American War; second, after the end of the Cold War, when the global order moved from West vs. East to North vs. South. Indeed, a powerful double stroke. On the one hand, Orientalism in Europe was reissuing the imperial difference established in the sixteenth-century experiences of the Mediterranean (expulsion of the Moors) and the colonial difference of the Atlantic (contact with Amerindians and African slavery). On the other hand, the making of the South was the imperial difference that paved the way for Hegel's "heart of Europe" (England, France, Germany), and for the current movie-making imaginary, in the United States or in Europe, the South remains the place of sun, love, tourism, good life, and "slow speed." "Time" was and is a fundamental component in such an imaginary. The "East" and the "South" live a slow time, while the North is the location of speed, progress, and of living by the "clock."

Nature (space) and tradition (time) were outcast by the imperial and the colonial differences and constructed as that which is inert and fixed. "Still nature" became a common topic in Western painting late in the seventeenth century. At that point, nature was no longer conceived as a living system (as
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it was among the Andean and Mesoamerican civilizations), but was transformed into an object external to human life, to be overcome by action, and as the prime resource for the needs created by the Industrial Revolution. Parallel to this narrative of progress and modernity, tradition began to gain ground as the image of a "still" human past. In the Museum of Natural History, in New York or Chicago, you can see "primitives" next to polar bears and Chinese scrolls. But of course there are other places, beyond museums, where nature and tradition are kept under control and are not recognized for the force they have in the present. Or, as the Senegalese singer, musician, performer, and political activist Baaba Maal would have it, tradition is the present, not the past, reminding us that the distinction between modernity/tradition is part of the larger strategy of the denial of coevalness, the creation and reproduction of colonial and imperial differences, and, more generally, of building and maintaining the colonial matrix of power.

Consequently, it seems to me that one of the intellectual tasks for imagining and doing toward communal futures (the conference where this chapter was first presented had in its subtitle "possible futures") is to undo the colonial difference and the contribution of "time" to it. Thinking in terms of "transmodernity," instead of modernity and tradition, and thinking in terms of Pachamama or Gaia as a living system, instead of nature and culture, may open our imaginary to the restitution of suppressed epistemologies—epistemologies inscribed in languages such as Mandarin, Arabic, or Aymara, which were relegated, precisely, to the realm of tradition or almost nature from the perspective of a conception of time and of culture. Certainly, not all is good in non-European traditions, and most certainly not all is good in European tradition. Within the modern/colonial world, epistemology was not so much the "representation or the mirror of nature" as the "domination of nature" (Bacon) and of "traditional" forms of knowledges. "Universality" was a consequence of an overarching concept of space/time and a dominating scientific epistemology that permeated the conception of the social (e.g., the state, democracy). As I have discussed above, decolonial possible futures can no longer be conceived from a universal perspective, anchored in a hegemonic imaginary managed by linear time and final destination. Decolonial possible futures shall be imagined as "diversal" (or pluriversal if you wish), which implies, of course, that philosophies of time (as well cosmo-polis, see chapter 7) are anchored in the rhythms of the universe, and are common to all living organisms. Such philosophy would perhaps take us to "times and diversality of being" and to put more effort in reflecting on how the clock, in complicity with capitalism, imposed a conception and a style of life in which time goes together with money. Undoing the colonial difference as was built in the concept of time will involve, among other things, removing "time" from the privileged position it acquires in complicity with science, capitalism, and the mono-culturalism (e.g., uni-versalism) of Western civilization. In sum, undoing the colonial difference means to accept and act on the fact that History is the flat narrative of imperial dominium that pretends to capture the flow of reality, while histories, ancestralities, memories are local, marginal, insignificant narratives from the perspective of History. Sciences, in the same manner, built formulas, invented laws based on the belief in objectivity without parenthesis. Now that colonial and imperial differences are being disclosed, roads to the future are being built, and some are being repaired.

Time and Possible (Communal) Futures

First of all, do not imagine communal futures as the abstract universal that will replace existing abstract universals like liberal capitalism and state socialism, once for all and all at once, and that will reign as the undisputed solution for the humanities (I will come back to this topic in the afterword). The cycle of search for universal models for world order are over. I have been arguing in this book, and in different contexts, that decolonial options are options, not missions of conversions to a universal truth or truth without parenthesis. As such, they are options imagined and acted on by those who find that neither capitalism nor socialism (and these both, yes, with a view of the future in which one or the other should prevail) is the solution, and who find even more so that abstract universals, whether socialist or capitalist, are not the solution. Decolonial options accept the non-pacific coexistence of the diversity of the five trajectories toward the future I outlined in chapter 1. Non-pacific coexistence (which is, therefore, conflictive) doesn't mean that we have to buy our guns before they are sold. Conflict does not necessarily lead to war. War obtains when truth and objectivity without parenthesis reign. Conflicts obtain and are solved without war where and when truth and objectivity in parenthesis reign and there is no enemy to be destroyed and universal truth to be defended and imposed. A world in which truth in parenthesis is accepted as universal is a world.
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guided by pluriversality as a universal principle. In a pluriversal world founded on truth in parenthesis, there is no place for war. It means that the differences between the five trajectories will be negotiated in non-imperial ways, which means that there is no room for an exclusive rewesternization. Western civilization would be merely one among many options, and not the one to guide and rule the many. In other words, there is no one trajectory that has the right to prevail over the other. This is the point at which de-westernization, the reorientation of the Left, decoloniality, and the spiritual option all have the common task of reducing Western imperial designs and its desires to their proper and regional place. " Provincializing Europe " acquires a new meaning in this context. That de-westernization, the reorientation of the Left, the spiritual option, and decoloniality all have a common task doesn't mean that one of them has the right to become the "new" hegemon. If that were to become the case, we would remain, mutatis mutandi, within the rules of the same games imposed by Western modernity, when secularism appropriated the hegemonic discourse of the church. In such a scenario, the "content" would change and become the cultural biases of the new hegemon. Pluriversality means unlearning, so to speak, modernity, and learning to live with people one does not agree with, or may not even like. Conviviality is not holiday, but a hard and relentless effort toward cosmopolitan localism and pluriversal futures (see chapter 7).

Now, if the goal were to build not only a peaceful world but also a world in which everybody, because of its humanity, is equal to every other body and thus has the basic right to food, shelter, health, and education, and not to be bothered by solicitors (evangelicals, mini-credit saviors, anxious financial agents, military interventions, irresponsible corporations, promoters of socialism, etc.), then pluriversality would be the universal project to which decolonial thinking and doing aspire, and which they promote.

Racing to Death: The Postmodern Recolonization of "Time" and the Decolonial Claim to "Tradition"

"Tradition," like "anthropos" or "space and time," has not ontological but fictional existence, like Don Quixote or Madame Bovary. However, the fact that they do not have ontological existence does not preclude their being taken by many as truth of universal scope. They were inventions of Western imperial modernity, inventions that contribute to consolidate Western modernity. What could anthropos do but remain behind in time, outside the forces of progress and development; because "tradition," in the modernist lexicon, means underdevelopment. But once we accept that tradition does not exist as a transcendental category, who can claim the monopoly of time? Since the Enlightenment, time has assumed the role that natural law had in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Whoever knew what natural law was, and could argue forcefully for it, had the power to rule out all those who did not abide by that (fictional) natural law. Again, this is true because natural law is another entity that does not have ontological existence; rather, it was and is a fiction that was managed to be believed as true—just as with tradition and time. Who would want to be traditional once the rhetoric of modernity put a value on time, progress, and development, and those time-values became accepted by rulers as well as by the governed?

Once you control (the idea of) "time," you can control subjectivity and make the many march to the rhythm of your own time. There are three key moments in the colonization of time and the re-making of the colonial matrix of power. Two were already mentioned: the Renaissance invention of the Middle Ages, and the Enlightenment invention of the primitive and tradition. The third is the postmodern invention of the acceleration of time. When Benjamin Franklin stated his famous dictum "Time is money," time was measured against labor and the outcome of labor. But in the postmodern era, the idea that to fall behind is to lose has concomitantly introduced the idea that to go faster is to win (and of course you accept that winning is the name of the game), that you not only have to produce more (of whatever you produce) but that you have to do it first—thus, the "acceleration of time." Success is the companion of moving fast, coming in first, and being the winner. Daniel Innerarity suggested that chrono-politics displaces, today, the colonization of space with the colonization of time.41 That had already happened in the eighteenth century, as I argued above. However, Innerarity's chrono-politics and its companion (bio-politics, and necro-politics) are all diverse spheres of the logic of coloniality; however, while bio- and necro-politics are managed by the state, chrono-politics takes place mainly in the spheres of the market, finances, and media. In this regard, the state—and Innerarity makes this explicit—is "slow": deliberation "takes time," decisions are debated, votes have to go through two or three rounds.
and so on. But corporate ideology makes of time an essential component of efficiency and the incremental pace of production; it disregards the possibility of overproduction; it denies that "wasting time" could benefit the many, whose labor is being sold instead of being used for the benefit of the community.

Conceptually, the notion of chrono-politics adds another dimension to our understanding of the colonization of time; it enriches our understanding of the way the European Renaissance colonized by inventing the Middle Ages, and, later, the Enlightenment invented the primitive. While there is a difference between the colonization of time during the Renaissance, the invention of the "primitive" during the Enlightenment, and the corporate politics of time under neoliberalism, all three historical managements of "time" are different instances of the coloniality of time or, in Innerarity's word, chrono-politics. Chrono-politics, in other words, is a specific aspect of theo- and ego-politics of knowledge; it is a civilizational principle that serves to ostracize all who do not conform to the modern conventions of time, that devalues "subalterns" for being slow and not racing toward death, which in the rhetoric of modernity is translated as "progress and development." Chrono-politics, in the last analysis, shows how the coloniality of knowledge and being is managed by the Eurocentered system of ideas built around the colonization of time.

While bio-politics or necro-politics are politics of the state as it regulates the populations (be it within the imperial state or in the colonies), chrono-politics served (during the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, to detach the Renaissance from its own tradition—the Middle Ages—and during the Enlightenment to detach European modernity from the " primitives") in the era of neoliberal globalization it has become one of the main weapons to promote competition, thereby encouraging fast speed and success, consuming the energy of millions of people who live their lives constantly thinking of going faster and getting ahead, to being a winner and to avoiding the shame of being a loser. Take, for example, the "remodeling" of Newsweek, which has been amply reported by the media. Jon Meacham, the magazine's editor, has been quoted as saying, "As the number of news outlets expands, it is said, attention spans shrink: only the fast and the pithy will survive." David Carr, who quoted this sentence, comments on it by noting that the statement was made when Newsweek was redesigned, in 2007. Carr adds, "The fact that another redo is at hand in less than two years suggests that there is not a design concept in the world that will serve as a firewall against broader changes in reading and advertising."41

Meacham's statement clearly suggests a world in which the faster will survive. Now, when competition and speed are prioritized, the journalistic goal is no longer to inform and educate civil society, but to be better (by being faster) than the competition. The naturalized assumption is that by being faster and thus better than your competitors, the more you will fulfill the function of journalism. Whether civil society is informed or not is irrelevant. What matters is to be fast: quality is another casualty of innovation and progress. The goal in the last analysis is not to inform, but to be faster. As in many other instances, institutions come first and society (civil and political) second. It is necessary to win the competition, rather than to have a well-informed and critical audience. The public sphere that reads the news is a "collateral beneficiary," and "good" information is a collateral phenomenon. But how many of the 6.8 billion people on the planet dwell in the acceleration of time and in the survival of the faster? One could say that at least half, the half of the population that live in mega-cities. However, it is not necessarily the entire population of a mega-city who will be trapped in the acceleration of time, which is a feature primarily of the lifestyle of bankers, builders, media figures, politicians, and all of those who strive to make more, to succeed, to get "there" first. The middle class, too, who live to consume (instead of consuming to live), will be trapped in the acceleration of time, in the realm of consumerism: to make more, to buy more, and to buy the newest and the best, to be not only fast, but also first.

In view of the non-sense in which the survival of the faster unfolds, there is good reason to make a case to re-inscribe "tradition" in the present and toward the future (see my discussion of "cosmopolitan localism," in the afterward). Tradition could hardly be co-opted by chrono-politics; for if tradition, which is slow by definition, gets faster, it is no longer tradition, but modern. And if that happens, modernity gets stripped, and the logic of coloniality is unveiled. That means that next to (conflictively coexisting with) the postmodern acceleration of time and the lifestyle it engenders, decolonial thinking shall build arguments for the revival of "the de-acceleration of time," revaluing what modernity devalued with no other reason than to eliminate the difference. There is significant room for maneuver beyond
the illusion that if you are not fast, you do not deserve to be in this world. One way to decolonize modernity is to move toward undoing the pair "modernity and tradition." That means that the anthropos, who was also invented in the process of inventing the modern self, would assume delinking from the imperative to be human in the sense that Western modernity conceived humanitas. Once you delink there is no longer modernity and tradition, humanitas and anthropos, but only people who believe in modernity and tradition and in humanitas and anthropos. By delinking you remove yourself from the bases that sustain the edifice. As Groucho Marx used to say, "I do not want to belong to a club that invited me to be one of its members."

The communal, to which I will turn in the afterword, is a starting point and will shed more light on the issue. But before that, let's explore the role of space-politics in the rhetoric of modernity, in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FIVE
The Darker Side of the Enlightenment
A Decolonial Reading of Kant's Geography

And lest it be forgotten, nothing that I have said here is particularly new. Friedrich Gentz, who studied with Kant in Königsberg between 1783 and 1786, pointed out that if the goal of Kant’s anthropological theories were realized, it would "compact the whole species into one and the same form," a dangerous situation which would destroy diversity and the "free movement of the spirit"—for anyone who disagreed with Kant's compact would be "treated as rebel against fundamental principles of human nature."—CHUKWUDI EZE, "The Color of Reason," 13

The question is not whether time or space is missing in one culture of the other, but which metaphoric base functions as the ordinary, and which is subordinate. As noted earlier, American Indians do have a temporal awareness, but it is subordinate to our sense of spatiality and, likewise, the western tradition has a spatial awareness, but that lacks the priority of the temporal. Hence, progress, history, development, evolution and process become key notions that preface all academic discourses in the West, from science and economics to philosophy and theology. GEORGE TINKER, Spirit and Resistance, 106

In the introduction to the volume on Kant’s Geography edited by Stuart Elden and Eduardo Mendieta, the editors remind us that "in his essay on The Conflict of the Faculties, Kant divides the philosophy faculty into two parts—the one that deals with 'pure rational knowledge' and one that deals with ‘historical knowledge.' The former contains metaphysics of nature and morals, along with pure philosophy and mathematics; the latter includes history, geography, philology, the humanities and the empirical knowledge of the natural sciences."

My interest in Immanuel Kant, beyond reading him as an educated man majoring in philosophy and literature, in Córdoba, Argentina, is indirect. Neither Kant himself nor his Geography is the target of this chapter. I am first and foremost preoccupied with certain issues, and, secondarily, to what Kant has to say about them. Or if you wish, Kant himself, through his Geography, is part of the problem not of the solution. His work triggers a wealth of issues for someone who is interested, as I am, in the darker side of the Renaissance and, to be oxymoronic, in the darker side of the Enlightenment—which means that I am more interested in what Kant hides than in what he reveals. I will be addressing the links (and complicities), in Kant, between historical and rational knowledges, on the one hand, and the silences that his Geography contributes to create on the other. The global totality that Kant searches for in his Geography, which parallels other fields of his inquiry, is driven by an anxious will to control knowledge and a blind sensitivity toward what he overrules by means of what he appropriates.

A Geo-historical Detour on the Way to Kant’s Geography

In chapter 1 I began by remembering and acknowledging what has been forgotten or disguised by overwhelming narratives that started in Greece, persisted in Rome, and ended up in Western Europe, depending on whether the history was told by French, German, or British historians. While those histories are true as far as they go, they tell only half of the story; and, the notion of truth operating in the narratives is a truth in parenthesis. They are not the totality of what transpired historically; and, the version of events told looks even less true from the perspective of truth without parenthesis. Mainstream histories merely express the beliefs of those who told the stories and their supporters. What happened (remember Schmitt’s unconscious trick) was that world history, both sacred and secular, was told from the Western perspective, as if there were a single, linear, and ascending history in time and a single center in space. Now we are becoming more aware that Western ideas of history and its narratives started, world history did not come to an end. The totalizing scheme operated in the historiography of the discovery of America: when the Spanish arrived, a New History began a New World and previous history stopped. Now, however, we have Evo Morales as the president of Bolivia and robust indigenous movements from the south of Chile to Canada.

The world order around 1500, as I argued in the introduction, was polycentric and noncapitalist. Or, if you wish, the colonial matrix of power was not yet created; imperial and colonial differences were not in place. There were differences traced by the leaders of coexisting civilizations, within their territories and in relation to adjacent ones, of course; but imperial and colonial differences, as described here, appear with sensibilities, discourses, and worldviews entangled with the emergence of a type of economy today called capitalism. That is, imperial and colonial differences are tantamount to racism as we know and sense it today. Before 1500, China and Japan were standing in their millenarian histories. To the south of China were the millennia of India’s history, and the wide geographic stretch, intellectual sophistication, and influence of Sanskrit can only be compared to those of Latin under the Roman empire and of Arabic (from seventh century on) under the Islamic caliphate. By 1500, Western Christians were still a marginal society, about a thousand years after the collapse of the Western Roman Empire and about eight hundred years after the Crusades (1095–ca. 1290) and the loss of Jerusalem as the hub of Christianity. By 1500, vernacular languages derived from Latin (Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, English) were just unfolding, and Latin was still a language of scholarship and theology. Parallel to the origination and unfolding of modern European imperial languages derived from Latin, Hindi (in the area where India is today) and Urdu (in Central Asia and what is today Pakistan) originated and unfolded from Sanskrit, through Hindustani.

Modern European languages embodied, during and after the Renaissance, the “spirit” of epistemology, and emerging capitalism embodied the “spirit” of economy. While it is impossible to describe in two lines how capitalism became confused with economy, I would emphasize (and remind you) of two fundamental aspects relevant to my argument.

First, the massive appropriation of land and resources (gold, silver) made possible by the “discovery and conquest of America,” by the massive exploitation of the labor of Indians, and by the trade of enslaved Africans allowed for a qualitative jump in the use of “capital” already accumulated in the banks of Florence, Venice, and Genoa. Genovese lending to the Spanish monarchy facilitated transatlantic explorations and the emergence of a new type of economy: capitalism. The combination of capital, massive appropriation of land and resources, and massive exploitation of labor made
it possible, for the first time in the history of the human species, to produce commodities for a global market.

The second condition that made the spread of capitalism possible was the expendability of human lives. For the first time in history, human lives became dispensable and irrelevant to the primary goal of increased production and accumulated benefits. What distinguishes slavery in the Atlantic from all previous forms of slavery is that slavery before the Atlantic was not entrenched with capitalist economy and, therefore, human lives were not a dispensable commodity. Enslaved Africans were not only an exploited labor force; they also came to be treated as a type of commodity—which could be trashed, like any other commodity. Christian ethics condemned slavery, but couldn't stop it. By the second half of the eighteenth century, when Immanuel Kant was delivering his lectures on geography, Adam Smith was providing the theoretical frame for The Wealth of Nations, looking toward the future and overlooking the recent past history that allowed him to celebrate free trade and be silenced on the ethical consequences of such an economic breakthrough.

It is from the perspective of Islamic history that the historian Karen Armstrong (as I mention in the introduction) dated the "arrival of the West" in the Islamic world around 1750, as I pointed out in the introduction. In fact, the first "targets" of the second wave of imperial expansion and transformation of the colonial matrix of power, managed at that time by Britain and France, were the Mughal, the Safavid, and the Ottoman Sultanates. What made this expansion possible was, on the one hand, the new type of economy and its associated mentality (e.g., what it takes to control authority and to increase gains), and, on the other hand, the growth of knowledge-making. The Atlantic economy (the historical foundation of capitalism) made it possible, in Armstrong's view, not to rely on "a surplus of agricultural produce (as was the case in the economies of the polycentric world until 1500)." The rising Atlantic economy "was founded on a technology and investment of capital that enabled the West to reproduce its resources indefinitely, so that Western society was no longer subject to the same constraints as an agrarian culture." Armstrong adds that, although it was not planned in advance, the transformation of economic practices resulted in what she calls a second Axial Age, "which demanded a revolution of the established mores on several fronts at the same time: political, social and intellectual." Indeed, there were impressive advances in astronomy, medicine, navigation, industry, and agriculture (these are Armstrong's categories). And she adds,

None of these was decisive in itself, but their cumulative effect was radical. By 1600 innovations were occurring on such a scale that progress seemed irreversible: a discovery in one field would often lead to fresh insights in another. Instead of seeing the world as governed by immutable laws, Europeans had found that they could alter the course of nature. They were now prepared to invest and reinvest capital in the firm expectation of continuing progress and the continuous improvement of trade.

By the industrial revolution of the nineteenth century, Westerners felt such assurance that they no longer looked back to the past for inspiration, as in the agrarian cultures and religions, but looked forward to the future.

Economy and knowledge joined forces with navigation through the Atlantic and from there throughout the world. Cartography underwent a radical transformation that culminated with Abraham Ortelius's stamp: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in 1570 and steadily reproduced until 1612. While modern European vernacular languages appropriated epistemology, cartography appropriated space in the name of geography.

The historical and theoretical consequences of Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, particularly for understanding Kant's lectures on geography, taught about two centuries after Ortelius, are twofold. On the one hand, there is Ortelius's atlas, which maps the world and shows its configuration in land and water masses. Ortelius's depiction of the world overruled all existing territorial conceptions and descriptions prior to 1500. On the other side, we find that polycentric territorialities were subsumed in the Orbis Universalis. The end result and its consequences were formidable for European political, economic, and gnoseologic projects. And they were devastating for the rest of the world, as was becoming clear by the end of the eighteenth century: every civilization or culture began to be perceived as stagnant and as falling behind "modernity," receding toward the past. At the time of Ortelius's Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, the idea that pagans, infidels, and the "new" barbarians of "America" were in the space beyond Europe was already accepted and humanitas was being defined in contrast to those who were outside the norm, either because of excess or because of lack. Cartography, interestingly
enough, was a truly important instrument in the process of defining 80 percent of the world population as out of history. By the end of the eighteenth century, "primitives" in time replaced "barbarians" in space.

On the other hand, the subsumption of all existing territorialities on the world map was derived from a single word chosen by Ortelius: *Theatrum*. "Theatrum" belongs, in ancient Greek, to the family of "theorein, theorem, theory." Under "theory" in the Online Etymology Dictionary, we find the following definition.

1590s, "conception, mental scheme," from L.L. *theoria* (Jerome), from Gk. *theoria* "contemplation, speculation, a looking at, things looked at," from *theorein* "to consider, speculate, look at; from *theores* "spectator," from *thea* "a view" + *horan* "to see." Sense of "principles or methods of a science or art (rather than its practice)" is first recorded 1610s. That of "an explanation based on observation and reasoning" is from 1650s.

And for "theatre," we find,

late 14c., "open air place in ancient times for viewing spectacles;" from O.Fr. *theatre* (12c.), from L. *theatrum*, from Gk. *theatron* "theater;" lit. "place for viewing," from *thea* theai "to behold" (cf. thea "a view," theater "spectator") + -tron, suffix denoting place.° Meaning "building where plays are shown" (1570s) was transferred to that of "plays, writing, production, the stage" (1660s). Spelling with -re prevailed in Britain after c.1700, but Amer.Eng. retained or revived the older spelling in -er. Generic sense of "place of action" is from 1580s; especially "region where war is being fought" (1914).

"Contemplation," "a place of viewing;" "spectator (theoros)—these are some of the key terms. I have argued, in *The Darker Side of the Renaissance* that the cartographic breakthrough of the sixteenth century was to displace and replace, on the one hand, the ethnic center with the geometric center, by which coexisting territorialities beyond Western intellectual history were relegated to the past. (It appears as if only Western cartography continued its historical march.) On the other hand, the very ethnocentricity of Ortelius himself and of all the Dutch geographers and cartographers around him led them to assume (and I believe that this assumption was honest blindness, not perversity) that their maps did not project their ethnic view of the world, but that they indeed reflected the world as it is and should be for everybody.

When Kant was delivering his lectures on geography, the epistemic foundation of this particular field (mapping and describing the earth) was not only already "mapped" (to be redundant), but it was, above all, epistemologically deeply grounded in the belief that knowledge-making about the world was detached from the knower. Although Kant insisted that knowledge starts from senses and experiences, he assumed that there was a universal formula and therefore that all human senses and experiences would lead to the same reasoning and conception of the world. Kant's philosophy, his lecture on geography and anthropology, as well as the anthropological perspective that infuses his *Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and the Sublime* (1764), are all grounded on sixteenth-century theological and cartographic assumptions, according to which not only was knowledge universal, but the knower was equally a universally endowed epistemic subject who embodied the universality of sensing and experiencing—hence, a subject that was beyond the racial and patriarchal hierarchies that the system of knowledge Kant himself was embracing had already been established.

The splendors and miseries in Abraham Ortelius and Immanuel Kant lie both in what they have achieved and in what they have ignored and dismissed. In the internal history of Europe, both contributed to the condition that, from the European Renaissance on, originated the frame of mind we now describe as "modern/modernity." The Middle Ages and Antiquity (Greece, Rome) were invented as both the foundations of Christian and secular European history and as a difference: the past, as different from the present. The European Renaissance founded itself as renaissance by colonizing time, by inventing the Middle Ages and Antiquity. Western civilization did not start in Greece, but in the Renaissance, with the emergence of stories that Western civilization had started in Greece; these stories became hegemonic through imperial dominance. That was one of their recognized achievements and splendors.

However, Ortelius (born in 1527, at the time that Charles V and Suleiman the Magnificent were establishing themselves in world history) and Kant happened to live at crucial moments of European imperial expansion: Ortelius during the first wave, the Spanish sixteenth century; and Kant during the second wave, when the British empire was taking off in Asia and ready to go to Africa, as was France. Both were able to gather information due to wide-ranging European navigations around the world. Both dismissed the rest of the world to the benefit of their own "universal surface": the map
and alphabetically written descriptions allowed them "to eat" the world—metaphorically and epistemically—and to possess it. The accumulation of meaning was an avid enterprise, parallel to the accumulation of money and wealth. In that era of "irrational epistemic exuberance," both Ortelius and Kant were blinded by the excess of information, by the enthusiasm of the theatrum mundi filling the eyes, the senses, and the imagination of Europeans, for whom information from around the globe was newly available and enticing. It was a messy and splendid world before them, and they had the pleasure of arranging, organizing, making it "understood." And therefore they missed the fact that while they were "seeing and conceiving the world," the enunciation, they were doing so within the "limits of their own subjectivities and places," the enunciation.

Thus, the modern-imperial epistemic subject was in its infancy with Ortelius, and in its full maturity in Kant.8 The Colombian philosopher Santiago Castro-Gómez saw the links between cartography and theology-philosophy, and how we find in both an epistemology that assumes and celebrated the "hubris of the zero point."9 The "hubris of the zero point" is not only what signals European "modernity," but also what legitimizes European imperial/coloniality.

What Questions Could Be Asked about the Knowing Subject?

Stuart Elden and Eduardo Mendieta in the above-mentioned introduction to the volume on Kant's Geography (that I have already mentioned in chapter 4) reminded us that in his Logic, Kant suggests that there are four fundamental questions.

1. "What can I know?"
2. "What ought I to do?"
3. "What may I hope?"
4. "What is the human being?"

Kant suggests that "metaphysics answers the first question, morals the second, religion the third, and anthropology the fourth. Fundamentally, however, we could reckon all of this to anthropology, because the first three questions refer, implicitly, to the last one."10 It is a very helpful quote to juxtapose with a version of what I would call the "decolonial epistemic platform." From a decolonial viewpoint (and a decolonial sensing, shall I say, not to put all the weight on the eyes), Kant's are not the fundamental questions. The fundamental decolonial perspective would look more like this (here I am taking another tour around being where one thinks, as I did in chapters 2 and 3).

1. Who is the knowing subject, and what is his/her material apparatus of enunciation?
2. What kind of knowledge/understanding is he/she engaged in generating, and why?
3. Who is benefiting or taking advantage of such-and-such knowledge or understanding?
4. What institutions (universities, media, foundations, corporations) are supporting and encouraging such-and-such knowledge and understanding?

These questions (that have been addressed in chapters 2 and 3) cannot be properly answered from the established disciplines, which are themselves part of the problem, and they have been under trial. At the same time, the formulation of the questions, as well as the answers we can provide, cannot avoid what is common to all Western disciplines: a certain way of gathering information, of reasoning, of interpreting. Simultaneously, the questions and the answers have to be epistemically disobedient, that is, teasing out and betraying certain principles of "epistemically correct" reasoning and interpretation. Otherwise, decolonial thinking cannot change the terms of the conversation.

A decolonial platform is trans-disciplinary and originates at the moment that standard conceptions and practices of knowledge (e.g., all disciplinary formations) have been both "advancing" modernity and "contributing" to coloniality of knowledge and of being. Coloniality of knowledge doesn't mean that knowledge was colonized, but that hegemonic ways of knowing and disciplinary world-making, since the European Renaissance, were instruments of colonization and, as a consequence, of colonization of non-European knowledge. By the same token, the modern subject and therefore the modern knowing subject, became the model of all knowing subjects, whether European or not. Coloniality of being refers to imperial enforcement and management of subjectivity, enforcement, and management to which W. E. B. Du Bois responded with his "double consciousness" and
Frantz Fanon with the schism between “black skin/white masks” and with his concept of “sociogenesis.” Double consciousness and sociogenesis are two crucial decolonial concepts that at once reveal the forced coloniality behind the benign rhetoric of modernity. Addressing the type of questions formulated above—and starting and following up on Du Bois’s and Fanon’s epistemic and hermeneutic foundations—allows you to delink or disengage from disciplinary formations, while, of course, addressing them in their imperial complicity. In this precise sense one can say that decolonial thinking is trans-disciplinary, not inter-disciplinary.

Consequently, instead of assuming universal “human nature as a starting point,” decolonial thinkers start by assuming, first, that since the European Renaissance, and particularly during and after the Enlightenment, humankind was divided between humanitas, those who controlled knowledge, and anthropos. We are born equal, as the dictum says, but we do not remain equal. Restoration of what the rhetoric of modernity disavowed is the first and basic step to engage in decolonial options toward global equitable futures. Changing the questions being asked with regard to the problems to be solved means changing the terms of the conversation. Therefore, instead of engaging Kant in his own rules in order to question the content, I propose to change the rules of the game, to delink from his presuppositions, and to change the terms of the conversation. The key question is the first one, from which the other three logically follow. We have to return here to the apparatus of enunciation presented in chapter 3. For Benveniste, the formal apparatus of enunciation is structured by the pronominal system of any language and by the spatial/temporal deictic found in any language.

In some languages, the speaker, by assuming the first-person pronoun (generally singular, but it could be also plural), mobilizes the pronominal system and locates the listener (plural or singular) in the second person and the referent (person, event, thing, absent, or present) in the third person (plural or singular). However, not every language has a pronominal system governed by the same logic. In Tojolabal, for example, the third person doesn't exist as such. Temporally, the speaker takes for granted that he is speaking “now” in the present, although he or she can speak about the past, the present itself, or the future. Spatially, the speaker locates him- or herself “here,” in the very place where he or she is enunciating. The possibility of registering a conversation and listening to it some place else in the future, doesn't change the basic formal apparatus of enunciation.

Now, thinking decolonially, the formal apparatus is hardly sufficient if we are to change the terms of the conversation and ask the questions I listed above. It is not enough to say that “knowledge is situated” or that “experience is the source of knowledge” if the options and possibilities in which knowledge is situated and experiences experienced are not spelled out. Otherwise, it has to be accepted that there is a universal organization of the world, a universal ontological dimension of “human beings” in which knowledge is situated and experiences are experienced, no matter what they might be. If we start from the premise that there is no universal common ground of experiences and that situated knowledge has to be spelled out in the colonial matrix (rather than in an assumed history of humankind), we shall then spell out in what sense, decolonially speaking, knowledge and experience are marked (situated) through and by colonial and imperial differences. To put it blatantly: Kant’s and Fanon’s experiences are situated in different departments of the colonial matrix of power. Not just chronologically, but in the epistemic hierarchy of modernity/coloniality. It is the epistemic colonial difference that separates Kant’s situatedness from that of Fanon.

The first set of (imperial) assumptions (which I believe are the assumptions by which Kant was able to state that “there are four fundamental questions”) presupposes that the rules of the game and the terms of the conversation are those of “objectivity without parenthesis.” The second set of (decolonial) assumptions presupposes that the rules of the game and the terms of the conversation are those of “objectivity in parenthesis.”

Kant operates under the assumptions that knowledge is objective without parenthesis and that the knower (or observer) can establish objectively that there is a correspondence between the description (in words or in cartography) and the world described. The knower occupies a place, the place of knowing. And—according to the premises of truth without parenthesis—the place of knowing is beyond geopolitical histories and beyond body-political subjectivities: that is again the hubris of the zero point. The knower operates in the domain of the mind, beyond the body and beyond history. Decolonial thinking starts from the assumption that imperial epistemology racialized bodies and places: bodies out of rationality and places out of history.

Take for example the section of Geography in which Kant maps the fourth continent. He begins by setting up six fundamental principles that are valid for all the continents:
On dry land, however, we find:

1 Lands whose extent and interior we know.
2 Lands we only partially know.
3 Lands of which we know only the coasts.
4 Lands that we have actually seen, but not relocated.
5 Such of which the Ancients were aware, but are now as lost.
6 Finally, lands whose existence we only suppose."

In the following paragraph Kant observes: "Europe belongs to the first named. To the lands of the second sort, however, belongs Asia." Kant concedes that a better knowledge of Africa is necessary: "The cause, for which the interior of Africa is as unknown to us as the lands of the moon, lies more with Europeans than with the Africans, in that we have let ourselves be made so shy, through the Negro trade." When he gets to America he points toward the North: "whose northern part, situated toward Russia, is still so good as undiscovered, and in whose southern half likewise, particularly on the Brazilian coasts, there still exist many unknown regions."

Kant continues by acknowledging that "on ne connait pas mieux" [we do not know better] and that "la partie nord . . . est encore pratiquement inexploire" [whose northern part . . . is still so good as undiscovered]. He dispatches in less than one line the knowledge that people dwelling "à l'intérieur d'afrique" [in the interior of Africa] and in "la partie nord" [the northern part] have of those places. Europeans are people who do not know the place because they have not explored it yet. People living there have situated knowledge and knowledge grounded in their experiences, like Kant. Operating under the hubris of the zero point blinds you to the fact that other people, with their own existence and knowledges, do not have the same problems you have and therefore could care less about your knowledge, until the moment that you impose it on them and tell them they do not know about themselves what you know about them. You conclude that they are inferior and ignorant, that their reasoning is defective, that their sense of the beautiful doesn't exist. You do not stop to think that they are as ignorant about your interests and values as you are about theirs. However, you assume that you "know" them because you describe them and include them in your system of knowledge and in your epistemic architectonic. But when "they" become aware of what you did because they read what you said, the reaction is: "Who are you and who gave you the right to say that about me?" and "To whom are you saying this to and what is your purpose?" The anthropos then began the process of delinking from the ideal and the idea of humanitas, and of decolonizing knowledge and being.

The point here is to underscore the differential of power between—on the one hand—the "institutional" sphere to which Kant belonged and the sphere of the "institute" (e.g., precepts, categories of thoughts) in which he was thinking and, on the other, the "institutional" and the "institute" to which Africa belonged and thought. The power differential between the institutional and the institute was not, of course, a privilege of eighteenth-century enlightened thinkers, but was put in place in the sixteenth century. In Europe, Latinate language and knowledge (theology) set itself up against and above Hebrew and Arabic. From the European Renaissance to the Enlightenment, from theology and theo-politics of knowledge to egoology and ego-politics of knowledge, the control and "institutionalization" of meaning makes invisible all non-European histories and knowledges (either by producing the effect that world histories, except Europe, came to an end in 1500 with emergence of the new nomos of the earth, or by watering down knowledge-making in African inlands and in the northern extreme of the Americas).

Operating on the hubris of the zero point resulted in conjoining epistemic and ontological differences. Now, as far as ontological differences (colonial and imperial) in the modern/colonial world are concerned, they are inventions of the narrative of modernity and therefore they are constitutive of the epistemic foundation of racism; then racism is to be looked at not only ontologically, but also epistemically. Mentioning "epistemic racism" is upsetting for many, and not just right-wing thinkers. But if we do not mention epistemic racism, we run the risk of maintaining the terms of the conversation and trying to be "radical thinkers" by operating only at the level of the enunciated.

Kant's Geography is one side of its Anthropology and both works are inter-connected and provide a hierarchical classification of regions and people. In Geography Kant refers to and describes people; in Anthropology he talks about places and describes people. In both, the reader is confronted with a sustained argument to disqualify the world and to praise the heart of Europe. What is more important to my argument are the connections
between both, as well as his philosophical reflections on the beautiful, the sublime, and pure reason, where geography, anthropology, and philosophy come together. The beautiful, the sublime, and pure reason have their point of origination in the heart of Europe. Kant's cosmopolitanism (see chapter 7) indicates the route of dispersion that the civilizing mission has to follow to bring the world to Europe (and Kant means by that, England, France, and Germany). Kant was a human being, brilliant and committed, but like every brilliant human being, he was just human. It would be a sin to dismiss Kant's contribution to the history of European thought; and it would be a crime to hide or undermine his epistemic racism. Highlighting Kant's racism, and the racism of the humanitas, is the first step of epistemic disobedience and delinking to liberate the/us anthropos and to join decolonizing forces against the persistence of coloniality of knowledge and of being that can no longer be formulated as a project of the humanitas.

Kant's Conceptual Matrix

Beyond what Kant enunciated in different fields of inquiry (philosophy, ethics, religion, anthropology, geography, aesthetics, and education—e.g., The Contest of the Faculty), there is a recurrent “matrix” of the enunciation that I will attempt to unveil by looking at his Geography in tandem with his Anthropology (as many have already remarked) and with his Philosophy (e.g., Critique of Pure Reason). I claim that Kant's semiotic apparatus of enunciation that I am outlining here is applicable to the Kantian corpus. Part 3 of Kant's Geography is organized—not surprisingly—in four sections and in a very revealing order: Asia, Africa, Europe, and America. Asia is the place of Ancient civilizations, where, a few decades later, Hegel will locate the materialization—to be oxymoronic—of the Spirit. But from where did Kant get the four-partite divisions of the earth masses? Not from the landmasses themselves, unless the Spirit underneath was whispering the landmass names to Kant. Chinese scholars and cartographers could have imagined the world divided in four continents, but for what we know they did not. And, of course, there is nothing wrong with that because the planet was composed of four continents only in the Christian imaginary. The Jesuit father Mathew Ricci introduced Ortelius to the Ming dynasty, in 1582, and since then there have been adaptations and inversions of what continent appeared on the east and the west sides of the map. But this is an unlikely source for Kant’s divisions, as the image of the world that for Kant was “natural” was not necessarily meaningful and “natural” in the Arab-Islamic world, which was divided into seven regions, as reported by Ibn Khaldun and other sources. Perhaps at the time Kant was writing the Ortelius type of map was being introduced by the British in South Asia, among the elites of the Mughal Sultanate. The cosmology in the Incanate in Cuzco and the Tlatoanate in the valley was based on a four-partite division of the world, but certainly not in such continental divides.

I have told this story before, both in chapter 5 of The Darker Side of the Renaissance (1995) and in The Idea of Latin America (2005). The four-partite divisions of the earth prompted by the European invention and appropriation of “America”—and included in the Christian T-in-o map—erased the Incas’ “Tawantinsuyu,” the Aztecs’ “Anáhuac,” and the Kuna (Indians) “Abya-Yala” (Panama today). All were subsumed under “Indias Occidentali/America,” where the “Viceroyalty of Peru” and “New Spain” were included. The Christian tripartite division of the earth into Asia, Africa, and Europe (in the well-known T-in-o maps of Western Christendom, before the Renaissance), became a world of four continents. Kant was living in a period in which the erasures were forgotten, so the four-partite division of the world was what he knew. On that fiction Kant built his Geography and his Anthropology.

Now, the distribution of the earth into four parts is not merely descriptive. In the T-in-o map, a hierarchy was clearly established. Since Christendom was located in Europe, and Christians were the “enunciators,” Europe was attributed to Japheth, Asia to Shem, and Africa to Ham. Whoever knows a little about Noah’s three sons will immediately remember that Japheth was the hope for the future and the preferred son; Shem was not bad, after all, and Ham, well, he was willful. When America came into the picture, it was too late for Noah to have a fourth son. In a way, America was first conceived as “Indias Occidentales,” that is, Japheth extending to the west, as it was predicted in biblical narratives. On the other hand, this part of Occident was “Indian.” When the name “America” began to be accepted, “Indians” were already one of the trademarks of the fourth continent.

But that is not all. As is well known, Kant made a connection between continents and people’s skin color. The surfacing of the racist issue in Kant’s
work was brought about, to my knowledge, in Emmanuel Chukwudi Eze’s landmark article, “The Color of Reason: The Idea of Race in Kant’s Anthropology” (1997). And it is here where Kant’s Geography and his Anthropology come together, through Carl Linnaeus’s classification of “four types of human beings”: Homo sapiens Asiaticus, Homo sapiens Africanus, Homo sapiens Europeanus, and Homo sapiens Americanus.24 It is possible, then, to ask the same question about Linnaeus that I have asked about Kant: where did he get the idea that there were four types of Homo sapiens (with variations, of course, and edges), and the idea that each type corresponded to one of the four continents? I am aware that in Kant’s Geography, parts 1 and 2 precede part 3, where he deals with the four continents. But allow me to push part 3 a little further before attending to parts 1 and 2.

The final section (part 4) of Kant’s Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and the Sublime (1764), is devoted to “national characteristics” and the distinct “feelings” that national characters have of the beautiful and the sublime. He returns to the topic of “national characters” in his Anthropology, but it is less developed. In Observations, the topic of “national characters” is quite extensive, and it covers the globe. However, the basic structure is the same in both works. In Observations Kant opens part 4 with this striking observation (which is geographic, anthropological, and philosophical): "Of the peoples of our part of the world, in my opinion those who distinguish themselves among all others by the feeling for the beautiful are the Italians and the French, but by the feeling of the sublime, the Germans, English and Spanish. Holland can be considered as that land where the finer taste becomes largely unnoticeable."25

Let’s parse this paragraph, thinking of the assumed (not analytical) conceptual structure of the Geography. “Our part of the world” doesn’t need comment: it is the part devoted to Europe in the Geography. Second, in this part of the world there are six countries named. The first four—Italy (of the Renaissance), France, England, and Germany (forget about the difference, that is, that the first two excel in the beautiful and the second two in the sublime; instead, think of the European Union now)—are the heart of Europe in Hegel’s formulation, a few decades after Kant. That is, they have formed the imperial power since the Enlightenment. Spain is the last of the imperial countries mentioned. Holland barely made it, and Portugal was forgotten. Interestingly enough, Portugal and Holland—unlike the first four countries—were marginal in the imperial epistemic “race,” concerned more with commerce than with conversion and civilization. Consequently, the Dutch and the Portuguese are at the margins of the beautiful and the sublime.

Basically, we have here the part of Anthropology that deals with the national characteristics of “our part of the world,” which will serve as the "standard model" by which to judge all other “national groupings” in other continents. It is not just the beautiful and the sublime that are being tested around the world, but also religion as connected with the beautiful and the sublime: “The religion of our part of the world is not a matter of an arbitrary taste, but is of more estimable origin.”26 "Religion" will allow Kant to ridicule Asian religions (China, Japan, and India): the Japanese, said Kant, could be regarded as the Englishmen of “this part of the world” (here referring to Asia). “Being regarded as the Englishmen” is flattering, but at the same time stamps the racial difference coded in national characters, for “being regarded as” is not like “being the model.” The Japanese are like Englishmen in some aspects, said Kant, but “for the rest, they display few signs of finer feeling.”27 Then come the Chinese and Indians. Of the Indians he wrote, “Their religions consist in grotesqueries. The despotical sacrifice of wives in a very small funeral pyre that consumes the corpse of the husband is a hideous excess.”28 And with regard to the Chinese, Kant expressed his surprise at the “verbose and studied compliments of the Chinese” and marveled at the grotesquerie of their painting, as well as the strange and unnatural figures of their sculptures “such as are encountered nowhere in the world.”29

Kant was writing shortly after the Battle of Plassey (1757), a date that in most histories inaugurates British takeover of the Mughal Sultanate. At that point India was not yet a colony and Kant was looking at its millenarian civilization. Consequently, I would say that Kant here was redrawing the imperial difference that had been inaugurated in the sixteenth century, when Spanish intellectuals (men of letters) established it in relation to the Ottoman Sultanate. But, at the same time, Kant was also remapping the colonial difference. This is how it works: Indians of the Spanish colonies “vanished” from Kant’s view, and he instead highlights the “savages of North America” as those who, among all the savages, display the most sublime mental character. Native North Americans (including those in Canada, certainly) won
the consolation prize. And with regard to Negros, Kant is famous for his observation quoting Hume, who “challenges to cite a single example in which a Negro has shown talents.”

Let me give you one more interesting example of Kant’s remapping of both colonial and imperial differences. The section on Europe in Geography begins with “European Turkey”—but there is no text under this heading, which is followed immediately by the next title: “Bulgaria.” If we now return to Anthropology, we find that Kant says, about the Turks: “Since Russia has not yet developed definite characteristics from its natural potential; since Poland has no longer any characteristics; and since the nationals of European Turkey never had a character, nor will even attain what is necessary for a definite national character, the description of these nations’ characters may properly be passed over here.”

At the time Kant was writing and lecturing, Catherine the Great was becoming the Empress (no longer the tsarina) of Russia (1762–96). She followed the trend of Peter the Great in extending the Russian domain into the Black Sea of central Europe, and promoted modernization and Westernization. But it was too early for Kant to predict the future. The Poland-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which flourished in the sixteenth century, was falling apart in Kant’s time. And the Ottoman Sultanate had already lost its proper name; it became, in Kant’s vocabulary, the European Turkey. In this move, Kant reaffirms the imperial difference in relation to Russia, which was still in its formation since the sixteenth century (Ivan the Terrible became tsar in 1558, the same decade in which Philip II of Spain and Elizabeth of England inaugurated their ascensions to the throne). By the same token, Kant reaffirms the imperial difference in relation to Russia, which was still in its formation since the sixteenth century (Ivan the Terrible became tsar in 1558, the same decade in which Philip II of Spain and Elizabeth of England inaugurated their ascensions to the throne). By the same token, Kant reaffirms the imperial difference in relation to Russia, which was still in its formation since the sixteenth century (Ivan the Terrible became tsar in 1558, the same decade in which Philip II of Spain and Elizabeth of England inaugurated their ascensions to the throne).

In 1590, José de Acosta’s widely read Historia natural y moral de las Indias was published in Europe and translated into several languages (Latin, French, German). In the mid-nineteenth century, Alexander von Humboldt highly prized Acosta’s book, which, apparently, Kant did not know; otherwise he would have not been so dismissive and ignorant of America in his Geography. The “white race” that attained such perfection had also its internal hierarchies. The “Black Legend” was, by Kant’s time a fait accompli. There is no other explanation for Kant’s dismissive description of the Spaniards in his Anthropology, or in his Geography. Racism, and not just in Kant, is both ontologic (obvious in the previously quoted paragraph) and epistemic. Epistemic racism consists in devaluing ways of thinking, as well as in just ignoring them, not taking them into account.

In retrospect, looking at both Kant’s and Acosta’s enunciations, and delinking from both, we can see that Kant’s Geography and Anthropology...
would not have been possible without the work done by Spanish men of letters in the sixteenth century. Acosta is a paramount example. Acosta's book, particularly in the first two chapters, originally written in Latin, set the record straight and corrected the views that Aristotle, Saint Thomas, and the Bible had about the antipodes. He also set the record straight vis-à-vis the natural history of Pliny the Elder and contributed to the debates about the humanities of the Indians in Europe and among Europeans, since Indians did not participate in that debate, although it centered on their own humanity. When Kant and, before him, Carl Linnaeus were in a position to receive information from around the world and to create a system of classification and a systemic apparatus (as Kant does in the introduction to Geography), the foundation had been already established. In other words, although Kant ignores it, it is not possible to go from Aristotle and Pliny to the eighteenth century without stumbling across the massive corpus of Spanish intellectuals who both changed the directions in which natural history was being told and conceived, and placed the debate on human nature in a different terrain. It is only through Kant and other enlightened philosophers who, through the Black Legend, created the division between the South of Europe and its Heart (England, France, and Germany) that the peninsular sixteenth century was obliterated from their own history in a manner similar to the way Spanish intellectuals obliterated Arabo-Muslim contributions to their own field of knowledge. As you can imagine, I am not advocating for a recognition of Spanish contributions but rather highlighting the blindness or intentional dismissal of the very historical foundation of Western modernity/coloniality. Be this as it may, in order to follow my argument, it is important to keep in mind that the Spaniards built the external (epistemic and ontological) imperial difference with the Muslim caliphate and Ottoman Sultanate, while Kant initiated the internal (epistemic and ontological) imperial difference in Europe itself. He contributed to the creation of Orientalism (the remapping of external colonial difference) and to the establishment of the South of Europe as the foundation of the internal imperial difference.

Linnaeus and Kant were living and acting during the historical period in which Western thinking was moving from "barbarians in space" to "primitives in time." As we have seen in the previous chapter, Joseph Francois Lafitau's Moeurs de sauvages américains (1724) is a major reference in this mutation from barbarians into primitives and for starting the primacy of time over space in closing the borders of Western history and civilization. Natural history entered into this frame as it ended up in the present, divided into four continents. The entire debate of the New World, in the eighteenth century, was centered on the idea that even nature was still young in the New World. So, if we take Man, for instance, there would be a linear history of Homo sapiens, from primates to sapiens, that accounts for Man in the present, and Men in the four continents. And when we get to the present, the linear history is translated into the spatial distributions, and Homo sapiens is located in Europe. Homo sapiens could be organized in a hierarchy that, as Kant said, places the "white race" as the one that comes closest to perfection. But, as it happened, the perfection of the "white race" was such because only whites were in the imperial position to classify all the races without being classified themselves. The epistemology of the zero point worked at its best in fusing, so to speak, the enunciated with the imperiosity of the enunciation.

The epistemic trick (in the line that will reach Carl Schmitt) to which Kant so much contributed (see the section on "Shifting the Geography of Reason" below) goes as follows: first, in the sphere of the enunciated, it was stated that there are four continents and four races; second, in the enunciation, it was only within the white race that knowledge-making took place and that it was decided that there are four continents and four races. One of the races (white) and one of the continents (Europe) was the house of the enunciation. The rest were enunciated, but were denied enunciation. Epistemic racism was part and parcel of Western epistemology, and modern European languages, embodying the spirit of epistemology, became trumpeters of the known (rhetoric of modernity) and the gatekeepers of the unknown (logic of coloniality).

Consequently, while "the white race" was one among others, it was self-identified as the most accomplished, for which reason it appointed itself to classify and rank all the races, including itself as the prominent race that controlled the enunciation and created the classification. People who belonged and self-identified as such, white and Christian, and lived in the lands of Japhet had the privilege of generating and institutionalizing such knowledge. The privilege of the "white race" consisted in being at the same time one unit of the classification, but the only enunciation in which the
classification was made: for all these reasons it can be strongly argued that
the hubris of the zero point was, and still is, an imperial epistemology. It is
not dialogic, at least in the specific sense of being that which doesn't allow
any other type of knowledge to enter into dialogue. And this is one of the
key issues of the twenty-first century, as we are already witnessing among
Muslim scholars, intellectuals, politicians, and religious leaders, as well as
in the wide array of “Indians” from the Americas to Australia and New
Zealand,36 and in the strong arguments being advanced by the advocates of
dewesternization.

Shifting the Geography of Reason

Let’s close the argument by returning to the basic distinction between Kant’s
four fundamental questions and the four fundamental questions asked
within decolonial projects, by decolonial thinkers. Let’s look at Kant, in
other words, from the sidewalk across the street from where he is walking.

The term architectonic is one of Kant’s key concepts and reveals the anal-
ogy with edifices and building that orient his oeuvre. The problem with the
architectonic is not the term in itself. The problem is that it was stated
as the architectonic. The concept did not exist among theologians in the sixteenth
century. However, the assumption was that a Jesuit, and the Jesuit order,
could provide to Europeans the knowledge of what the Indies and the In-
dians were, naturally and morally, and thus it was possible to totally ignore,
dismiss, not even consider the fact that Incas and Aztecs and Mayas had
built through centuries sophisticated systems of knowledge; this did not
cross theologians’ minds.”

When it comes to secular philosophy, Kant’s architectonic is unthinkable
without the apparatus of Western Christian theology.40 It is the same order
of knowledge, based on the same imperial epistemic assumptions. The only
difference is that secular knowledge affirmed itself and its right by dismiss-
ing theology in the same way Renaissance men of letters created and dis-
missed the Middle Ages. But all of this refers to families that feud within the
same set of assumptions, structures of enunciation, and knowledge-making.
And while families have the right to feud, they do not have the right to
expect that their problems are everybody’s problems. I am proposing, and
hopefully enacting, to delink from the system set by the four Kantian ques-
tions and to read Kant from the four decolonial questions. Here then, is my
last move.

Kant begins the introduction by reminding us that the fountain and
origin of all knowledge is pure reason and experience. The introduction to
Geography is congruent with the four questions asked in his Logic: What
can I know? What ought I to do? What may I hope? What is the human
being? Thus, the introduction lays out the architectonic of systemic knowl-
edge: the system goes from the whole to the parts. Empirical knowledge is
a procedural aggregate that from the parts amounts to the whole. Empir-
cal knowledge comes to us through our senses. Sensing would be, then, a
parallel activity to reasoning. The first will be developed in the critique of
judgment (aesthetics) and will be developed in the critique of pure reason
(philosophy). For decolonial thinkers, the senses (aesthesis, affects) are also foun-
dational, and Frantz Fanon taught us much about it. The point is not whether
Fanon learned from Kant because Kant comes first (which is a naturalized
assumptions for modern subjects). The point is that Kant and Fanon, as
human and intelligent beings, were reflecting on their own experience, as a
white European and as a black Afro-Caribbean. Fanon may have read Kant
but he did not need him. Decolonial thinkers would agree with Kant as well
as with the Aztec’s anonymous tlamatinime and the Inca’s amaunti (“wise man,”
in Nahuatl and Quechua-Aymara, respectively), that knowledge starts in
and from the heart, and that the mind categorically processes what the
heart dictates. They would note further that the heart senses not just the
universality of human beings but also that the body feels according to its lo-
cation in the colonial matrix of power, and according to patriarchal and ra-
cial hierarchies. For amautas and tlamatinimes, knowledge begins with the
senses.” That is why geo- and body-politics of knowing and sensing is so
foundational in decolonoial thinking. In this epistemology you are where
you think, thinking makes you, rather than the other way around, while in
Cartesian epistemology it is assumed that thinking is beyond body- and
above geo-historical constraint; indeed, this is the main principle of zero
point epistemology (see chapter 2).

Now, following what I just said, the “senses” are not equally and univer-
ally affected in the same way. The colonial matrix of power grounded on
a type of economy described by liberals and Marxists as "capitalist" went hand in hand with a type of knowledge mounted on theology and then secularized to philosophy and science. It is not just the modern State that is unthinkable without Political Theology behind it, as Carl Schmitt argued. It is also the entire epistemic secular apparatus of Reason that is mounted on Epistemic and Hermeneutic Theology, to go parallel to Schmitt. Economic practice and epistemic/hermeneutical practices complemented and still complement each other.

So, then, if knowledge starts in and with the senses and in our (human beings) experiences, the senses and experiences of, for example, Quobna Ottobah Cugoano, an enslaved African who was shipped to the Caribbean and then taken by his master to London, where he was liberated, cannot be the same as those of Kant, although they were a generation and a half apart. Both were alive around 1786, when Cugoano published his book, and Kant was fifty-two years old and in his prime. Cugoano was born circa 1757 and published his classical book, *Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil of Slavery*, in 1786. The date of his death is unknown. Kant was born in 1724 and died in 1804. Kant could have been aware and read *Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil of Slavery*, which was published in London. Although, it could be that he was not prepared to pay attention to what an ex-enslaved black man had to say. But this is not the point. The point is that what Kant names "sense and experience," which is the most basic body-reaction to the environment (seasons of the years, as well as people and institutions), is connected to the geo-historical configuration of *that world around us*. Cugoano's body was colored black. Kant's was white. Kant was born and raised in the Kingdom of Prussia, at a time when Europe was benefiting from the Caribbean colonies, as well as from the existing commercial routes with regions situated to the east of Europe. Cugoano was born in Africa, captured and detached from his community, and worked as a slave in the Caribbean. The world must look different to each; their worldviews were different because the world-sensing of both responded to specific geo-historical and biographical locations in the colonial matrix of power. So, while Hume and Kant thought that it would be impossible to "cite a single example in which a Negro has shown talents," we (now, here) can say that they were entitled to their own opinion, but that there is no obligation to take their opinion *ad pedem litterae*. Then it is time to delink and to look at Kant from Cugoano's point of view, instead of maintaining Hume's and Kant's perspectives. In other words, it is not sufficient to say, "Oh, well, yes Kant was racist" and then remain within Kant's epistemic dwelling. It is necessary to shift the geography of reason and to start reasoning from the senses and experiences of people like Cugoano. If we can do that, we can begin to think decolonially and to imagine and build possible futures detached from the prison house of Western modernity.

Why decolonially? Because one of the basic hypotheses of decolonial thinking is that knowledge in the modern world was and is a fundamental aspect of coloniality. In other words, knowledge is not just something that accounts for (describes, narrates, explains, interprets) and allows the knower to sit outside the observed domain and, from above, be able to observe imperial domination and colonial societies, ignoring or disguising the fact that *knowledge itself is an integral part of imperial processes of appropriation*. Colonialism has been basically analyzed in terms of economic and political control of territory and population, as if the knowledge being generated was outside Western imperial/colonial history (by which I mean, since 1500). Coloniality (as I and others have argued in the past decade) is constitutive of modernity. There is no modernity without coloniality; hence modernity/coloniality. Modernity is constituted by rhetoric: the rhetoric of salvation by conversion, civilization, progress, and development. But in order to implement what the rhetoric of modernity preaches, it is necessary to drive the juggernaut over every single difference, resistance, or opposition to modernity's salvation projects. Knowledge is of the essence. Thus, coloniality of knowledge means not that modern knowledge is colonized, but that modern knowledge is epistemically imperial and, as we have seen in Kant, devalues and dismisses epistemic differences. Epistemic differences goes hand in hand with ontological ones: "Show me a Negro that has shown talent," or "What trifling grotesqueries do the verbose and studied compli-ments of Chinese contain!"

Thus, thinking decolonially and reading Kant decolonially means to operate on the basis of geo- and body-politics of colonial knowledge and to shift the geography of reason. And that is, I hope, what I am doing here. I disengaged from Kant's categories of thought and assumptions. Disengaging or delinking doesn't mean that it is possible to "get out" of modern epistemology (or Kant himself, if you wish) as one walks out of the summer resort.
and goes home, just like that. Delinking means not to operate under the same assumptions even while acknowledging that modern categories of thought are dominant, if not hegemonic, and in many, if not in all of us. This is one of the problems that Muslim thinkers have been dealing with for a long time, and more so recently. Delinking then means to think from the silences and absences produced by imperial modern epistemology and epistemic practices—like Kant’s, for example. It means to read Kant from the silences and the extoriety that he himself has produced.

The foundational acts of decolonial thinking are, first, delinking and, second, border gnosis (epistemology or hermeneutics). Imperial epistemology rolls over epistemic differences. Tradition, folklore, and myth are some of the terms invented to dismiss differential knowledge. Reversing the terms of the conversation will not work, mainly because doing so remains within the same rules of the game and play, yet under inferior conditions. Changing the terms of the conversation is, instead, the decolonial project, through border gnosis and border/decolonial thinking. Decolonial thinking consists, then, in deploying in their coevalness forms of knowledge and ways of being that have been pushed aside or buried in the past in order to make room for the triumphal march of modernity. “Pushing aside” and “burying in the past” are two operations of the logic of coloniality, of the invisible, the darker side of modernity—the darker side of Kant’s Geography, for that matter.

Second, decolonial thinking runs away from the aim of building a system and putting together an architectonic. Indeed, decolonial thinking privileges hermeneutics over epistemology. The expression “border gnosis and border epistemology” already indicates it. In this regard, border gnosis is “critical.” You don’t need to add the word to distinguish, for example, critical from traditional “theory.” For, even if the word epistemology is maintained, epistemology proper, in the Western tradition, cannot be in the border between diverse languages and systems of thought (Sanskrit, Latin, and Arabic). Of course, the borders between French and German will not count really as border epistemology, since both are differentials within the sameness of the languages that embodies epistemology. But am I engaging border thinking by writing in English? I believe so. Beyond raising the issues I am raising, my arguments are built on the silence of modernity. And since border gnosis presupposes the disruption of what was dismissed, decolonial thinking and border gnosis are of necessity hermeneutically pluri-topic, rather than monopic.41

Kant distinguished between the external and internal dimensions of knowledge. By the external we know the world, and by the internal we know man. Thus, a knowing subject is being formed in Kant’s epistemology—a subject that knows “through the experience we have of nature and of man.” What law of enunciation legitimates this distinction? An assumption of universal nature of man that is none other than the invention of Man and Humanity and that runs from Renaissance humanism to Enlightenment rationalism. In that lineal drive, within a limited geo-historical part of the world—north of the Mediterranean—an idea of Humanity and of Knowledge was created as if it was good for the rest of the world. Kant’s geography is, on the one hand, founded on the European system of knowledge and built on the colonial matrix of power (i.e., he was not reasoning within Chinese or Quechua-Aymara logic, worldview, or world sensing) and, on the other hand, deployed in the structure of a geography. In such a project, the desire to “totalize” (i.e., to gain and control knowledge) is, from a decolonial point of view, frankly not surprising. Imperial knowing subjects feel anguish in the face of the possibility that there may be something that escapes their totalitarian impulse to “know the world” and to believe that their knowledge corresponds to what the world is. That is what truth and objectivity without parenthesis mean. The epistemology of the zero point (theo- and ego-logy) is predicated on objectivity without parenthesis and is, therefore, unavoidably imperial. However, around the world that Kant totalized are several non-European languages, concepts, epistemologies, and hermeneutics (to use the Western word in the same way the Zapatistas use “democracy”—that is, decolonially already) that have no reason to believe that they are in the past or that they are no longer sustainable, although there is at the time no way to erase Kant’s Geography in the same way Kant erased all other territorial conceptualizations.

Thus, if Kant’s Geography aims at the universal, decolonial thinkers aim at the global; that is, they seek to move through the borders drawn by the always-mutating imperial and colonial differences. To the extent that its advocates attempt to spread the ideals of modernity globally, and to the degree that modernity’s systems of thought are grounded in Western languages (Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, English, and German),
those advocates and systems disqualify categories of thought not grounded in ancient and modern imperial languages. As an antidote, border thinking aims at pluriversality. Border thinking and border epistemology are the antidotes to the virus of zero point epistemology. These are the anchors that support the shift in the geography of reasoning. Thus, the way to the future is the way toward pluriversality as a universal project.\textsuperscript{44} Pluriversality as a universal project is, in Enrique Dussel's words, the route to a transmodern, not a postmodern, world.\textsuperscript{45} The plurinational state, a concept that is already in the Constitution of Bolivia and Ecuador, is already a significant step toward global pluriversality. It is important to keep in mind that global pluriversality cannot be managed by reasoning from zero point epistemology, as such a practice would kill and appropriate all pluriversal projects. Once zero point epistemology and Kantian imperial cosmopolitanism are called into question, the next step is to reason on the bases of border epistemology and cosmopolitan localism. The plurinational state in the South American Andes is one decolonial step forward toward pluriversal futures.\textsuperscript{46}

Once we are in the borders where imperial Western epistemology meets with its global differences, we face the need for what Raymundo Pannikar described as "imparative method."\textsuperscript{47} And once we start thinking decolonially, it is not possible to stand in the borders comparing both sides, because comparative methodology epitomizes the hubris of the zero point. "Comparative methodology," put in place in the nineteenth century, was precisely that: a method to ensure that the observer remained uncontaminated, and guarantee that Western epistemology remained on top, controlling all other forms of knowledge. \textit{Imparative method}, Pannikar stated, is "the effort at learning from the other and the attitude of allowing our own convictions to be fecundated by insight of the other."\textsuperscript{48} In contradistinction to the \textit{comparative} method, which privileges dialectics and argumentative reasoning (system and architectonic), the \textit{imparative} method (for Pannikar, diatopic hermeneutics) focuses on dialogue, praxis, and existential encounters—that is, reasoning from the senses and, in my argument, from the locations of the bodies in the colonial matrix of power. Decolonial thinking, then, is one type of \textit{imparative} practice that aims to delink from coloniality of knowledge and being (that is, from imperial/colonial subjectivities through knowledge) and to engage in border decolonial thinking. In reading Kant decolonially, I have aimed at entering into a dialogue with Kant (and modern Western epistemology) by delinking from the rules of the game, and by being epistemically disobedient.\textsuperscript{49} I have been trying to show that different kinds of games are possible and, in so arguing, to participate in those games.

It is to these issues that I turn to in the next two chapters and in the afterword. In chapter 6, I take the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution as a radical shift in thinking/doing decolonially, and show what decolonial thinking and decolonial options have to offer. I offer not a model to be exported or applied, but a model of an engagement in doing decolonially what could be followed up in diverse local histories, including those of Europe and the United States. In chapter 7, I take on Kant's cosmopolitan legacies and explore some of the shortcomings of current debates on "cosmopolitanism," suggesting that if cosmopolitanism is possible and desirable, it should be local. The apparent contradiction vanishes if we accept that if a cosmopolitan world order is thinkable and desirable, it could not be universal, but must instead be pluriversal—that is to say, cosmopolitan interconnections of local nodes predicated on truth and objectivity in parenthesis. There is no room for a well-intentioned imperial cosmopolitan order (that is, predicated on truth without parenthesis), be it religious or secular. Cosmopolitan localism will also help end any religious or secular claim to universality and to truth and objectivity without parenthesis. Cosmopolitan localism means working toward a world in which many worlds would coexist; this means working toward pluriversality as a global/universal project. I will explore these ideas in the next two chapters.
 CHAPTER SIX

The Zapatistas’ Theoretical Revolution
Its Historical, Ethical, and Political Consequences

You are rich because you are white, you are white because you are rich. This is why a Marxist analysis should always be slightly stretched when it comes to addressing the colonial issue. It is not just the concept of the precapitalist society, so effectively studied by Marx, which needs to be reexamined here. The serf is essentially different from the knight, but a reference to define right is needed to justify this difference in status. In the colonies the foreigner imposed himself using his cannons and machines. Despite the success of his pacification, in spite of his appropriation, the colonist always remains a foreigner. It is not the factories, the estates, or the bank account which primarily characterize the “ruling class.” The ruling species is first and foremost the outsider from elsewhere, different from the indigenous population, “the others.”—FRANTZ FANON, The Wretched of the Earth

When one says Eurocentrism, every self-respecting postmodern leftist intellectual has as violent a reaction as Joseph Goebbels had to culture—to reach for a gun, hurling accusations of proto-fascist Eurocentrist cultural imperialism. However, is it possible to imagine a leftist appropriation of the European political legacy? SLAVOV ŽIŽEK, “A Leftist Plea for Eurocentrism,” italics added

When one says Eurocentrism, every self-respecting decolonial intellectual has not as violent a reaction as Joseph Goebbels had to culture—to reach for a gun, hurling accusations of proto-fascist Eurocentrist cultural imperialism. A self-respecting decolonial intellectual will reach instead to Frantz Fanon: “Now, comrades, now is the time to decide to change sides. We must shake off the great mantle of night which has enveloped us, and reach for the light. The new day which is dawning must find us determined, enlightened and resolute... So, my brothers, how could we fail to understand that we have better things to do than follow in that Europe’s footsteps.”

WALTER MIGNOLO, “Geopolitics of Knowing and Understanding,” Keynote address at the conference, “American Studies as a Transnational Practice,” Lubbock, Texas, April 2010, quoting from Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth
Chapter Six

THE ARGUMENT of this chapter was presented for the first time in a lecture at Berkeley (department of ethnic studies) in the spring of 1997. In spite of the series of events that have unfolded since then (e.g., the creation of Los Caracoles, La Otra Campaña [the Other Campaign], the tension between the Zapatistas and the Mexican Left during the presidential campaign of López Obrador, the initiation of the Festival de la Digna Rabia) and the impressive growth and force of indigenous political society in the Andes, mainly in Bolivia and Ecuador, but also in Colombia (Valle del Cauca), I feel that the ideas advanced then are still relevant. My thesis should also help in understanding the differences (as well as the points of connection) between the Left and decolonial options. My original intuition of the "Zapatistas' theoretical revolution" was, in retrospect, what ignited the main argument in this book, chiefly my concerns with geopolitics and body-politics of knowledge. In this case, the uses of the mask and the conceptualization of the "use of the mask to be seen," due to the invisibility of indigenous nations, make it possible to shift the geography of reasoning (which is the core of the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution).

Shortly after the presentation at Berkeley, I delivered the paper as one of the keynote addresses at the conference on "Comparative Colonialism: Pre-Industrial Colonial Intersections in Global Perspective," held at Binghamton University. The title of that presentation was "From 'El Derecho de Gentes' to 'La Dignidad Humana': The Zapatistas' Theoretical Revolution." The original line of argument is maintained here: "rights" are attributed to us by someone who has the right to attribute rights; dignity cannot be attributed, but is taken by the non-person whose rights are being defended. The colonial difference is the main factor that extracts dignity from people: being racialized and seen as inferior by the dominant discourse makes us believe in our own inferiority. That is what taking our dignity away means. "Dignity" is one of the markers of coloniality and therefore one of the engines that moves the decolonial option and the shift from zero point epistemology to border epistemology and decolonial thinking. A non-trivial follow up of the conference shall be mentioned, as it is also relevant to understand that indeed the Zapatismo introduced a theoretical revolution—that shift I have been arguing about.

The conference organizers planned to edit a volume comprising a selection of papers from the conference. Keynote speakers were first on the list of potential contributors, so I began to work on a final version with the organizer-editor. We went through four or five drafts, before we mutually and amicably ended the process: he did not want to publish the paper in his edited collection; I did not want to publish the paper in the collection he was editing. What happened? Well, the editor wanted me to write the article as he would have written it: in a more informative, positivist, and perhaps even explicative way. And I wanted to argue that we were facing a theoretical revolution that could not be analyzed by some other theoretical frame. Today I would say that at that moment I was "seeing" the opening of the decolonial option, although I was not ready to articulate it as such. But that would have not solved the problem: what separated us (the editor and myself) was the Zapatistas' conceptual delinking from a master frame of reference situated in Western ways of thinking, which I was stressing and the editor was unable to see or to accept. Finally, a first version in English was published at Binghamton as well as in Review, the journal of the Fernand Braudel Center, directed by Immanuel Wallerstein. In 2008 the essay was translated into Spanish by Ana Gabriela Blanco and Dr. Raymundo Sánchez Barraza, director of CIDECI/Uniterra in San Cristóbal de las Casas and distributed in Mexico. The failure of the paper to appear in the original conference proceeding was indeed a productive one: it highlighted that the theoretical revolution was reinvigorating the decolonial option that had been built through five hundred years of coloniality in the creative responses to the expanding European imperial option and its internal diversity (e.g., dissenting and critical theologians, dissenting and critical liberals and Marxists, critical scholars in the canonical disciplinary spectrum). I have added references to events that took place after the essay's publication, updated the bibliography as appropriate, and made links with other chapters in this book. The basic argument, however, remains as it was articulated in the date indicated.

Human Dignity/Decoloniality of Being

There is a story about a young woman who, in a Chiapas market, sometime after January 1994, said "Los Zapatistas nos devolvieron la dignidad" (The Zapatistas returned dignity to us). Dignity, from the initial uprising to the recent Festival de la Digna Rabia, is a key word in Zapatistas' doing.
and thinking. Who took the dignity away from the people of indigenous nations? Certainly, it would be possible to identify collective names, like the Spaniards in the case of the indigenous people of the Yucatan Peninsula, or the Creoles who built the nation-states (Mexico and Guatemala, in this case) after decolonization. However, a similar historical circumstance prevailed in other areas of Latin America and the Caribbean, in Brazil, the United States, in Canada, as well as around the world, in Australia and New Zealand, although the Spaniards did not intervene directly in all of those areas. I would like to propose that the dignity of indigenous people has been taken away by the coloniality of power enacted in the making of the modern/colonial world since 1500. That is, in the world-making process today we identify as modernity/coloniality. Modernity doesn't stand by itself. Without coloniality, its darker side, there is no modernity. The modern/colonial world as I conceive it here goes together with the mercantile, industrial, and technological capitalism centered in the North Atlantic. Coloniality of power, in a nutshell, worked as an epistemic mechanism that classified people around the world (see chapter 5), by color and territories, and managed (and still manages) the distribution of labor and the organization of society.

Thus, the young woman’s dictum in the Chiapas market has indeed a larger import than the local history of indigenous people in the Yucatan Peninsula. However, there is also a local history that the Zapatistas put forward in their first declaration from the Lacandon Forest, in January 1994, in which the young girl’s dictum makes sense.

We are the product of five hundred years of struggle. First against slavery; then in the insurgent-led war of Independence against Spain; later in the fight to avoid being absorbed by North American expansion; next to proclaim our Constitution and expel the French from our soil; and finally, after the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz refused to fairly apply the reform law, in the rebellion where the people created their own leaders. In that rebellion Villa and Septa emerged—poor men like us. (First Declaration from the Lacandon Jungle, 1994).

The Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution and its continuity during the decades (from the Lacandon Jungle manifesto to the foundation of Los Caracoles and, more recently the Other Campaign/La Otra Campaña), acquires new dimensions when the events in Bolivia and Ecuador are taken into consideration. In the overall thrust of my argument, here, the Other Campaign is consistent with the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution, as well as advancing and affirming that decolonial options respond to needs that cannot be met by the most talked about “turn to the Left.” Decolonial options are roads toward the future. If you follow them you would break away from the legacies of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, you would begin to shift the geography of reasoning; shaking off your body the enchantments of liquid modernity and the chains of coloniality toward the sear of an-other language, an-other thought, an-other way of being in the world.

“Human dignity” takes its full meaning first within and as a consequence of the local history in which the sentence was pronounced. It is connected to similar colonial experiences, although from different colonial histories (I will develop this idea below in terms of diversality as universal project). In other words, “human dignity” shall not be taken, under any circumstance (even if that circumstance is the French Revolution), as an abstract universal, but as a connector of similar colonial experiences in different colonial histories (in the rest of the Americas, in Asia, in Africa). “Human dignity” on the other hand introduced the ethical dimension in the Zapatista uprising that Subcomandante Marcos underlined as follows.

All of a sudden the revolution transformed itself into something essentially moral, ethical. More than the distribution of wealth or the expropriation of the means of production, the revolution is becoming the possibility for carving a space of human dignity. Dignity becomes a very strong word. But it is not our contribution, a contribution of the urban component, but a contribution from and by indigenous communities. They want the revolution to be the warranty for the respect of human dignity.

The emphasis on the ethical problem here doesn't mean that the economic question has been forgotten, that land claims, exploitation of labor, and economic marginalization do not count. Remember that for many Native Americans, land and spirituality are two sides of the same coin, while for those living the enchantment of modernity land is private property, a commodity that gives you wealth and prestige. Why should land be universal taken as private property? And why should indigenous people who defend the link between land and spirituality be seen as arcaic, romantic,
out of place, and out of time? Who is reproducing coloniality of knowl-
edge and of being when such judgments are pronounced? Really, where
do we find the warranty that the first is a modern or postmodern endorse-
ment of truth without parenthesis and that the second is out of history, in
the past, superseded? Think about it. Here we can bring ethics to the fore-
ground to remind ourselves that Karl Marx studied the logic of capital to
make not an economic but an ethical claim about the adulation of money
and commodity at the expense of human life. While we could agree that
Marx was right, why should his he the only truth? A non-Christian and a
non-Muslim could agree with many aspects of the Bible and the Qur'an.
But why should they be taken as the only truth without parenthesis? Or, in-
versely, why to despise them because they are not secular texts and do not
promote the separation of “Church” and the State without considering that
“Mosques” are not “Churches” and that the State is not a universal form of
government?

Human dignity is something parallel to yet distinct from human rights.
Discourse on human rights focuses mostly on the legal question of right
while the issue of human dignity shifts to the human individual, and raises
the question, “Who speaks for the human in human rights?” There is no
institution of “human dignity watch” that can restore the dignity that has
been taken away and continues to be taken away from billions of people
in the world. While human-rights activists are performing remarkable hu-
manitarian tasks defending the rights of all those who are abused, “dignity”
cannot be defended by institutions and regulations and actors who have not
suffered or are not suffering the consequences of “indignity,” for to feel that
our dignity has been taken away is to feel that we are lesser humans. The fig-
ure of the damned is more than that of someone oppressed or exploited—it
is the figure of the lesser human. There is the issue of scale. The young girl
in the Chiapas market, the Muslim intellectual who rebuts Western clas-
sifications, or the East Asian who knows he or she has been classified as
“yellow” (whether he or she is peasant or high middle class in Shanghai).
(In)directly is a feeling provoked by he who controls knowledge and is in a
position to classify and rank people in the chain of humanity. In the colo-
nial matrix of power such classifications are bestowed on bodies, in a com-
bination of racism and patriarchy. Racial classifications respond to a model
of Humanity which is at once modeled on the image of Christian and Euro-
pean Man in relation to non-European. And patriarchal classification is be-
estowed on bodies ranked in relation to male heterosexuality. As far as such
classifications are inscribed in a naturalized order of knowledge, the colonial
and patriarchal world is the wound of indignity that engendered decolonial
thinking and the decolonial options. The Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution
is such in relation precisely to the Western imperial order of knowledge that
was founded and operated on the coloniality of knowledge and of being.
Theoretical revolution means here a potent move toward decoloniality of
knowledge and of being, and opening toward the decolonial option—the
radical Zapatistas’ departure from the reorientation of the Left.

Double Translation and the Zapatistas’ Narrative
of the Theoretical Revolution

Let us follow Subcomandante Marcos’s narrative of his encounter with Old
Man Antonio, an encounter in which Rafael Guillén, the Marxist urban
intellectual, began the process of becoming Subcomandante Marcos, the
double translator. The translator, on the one hand, of local discourses to
the Mexican nation and the world beyond Mexico, and, on the other hand,
the translator of Marxism to the local population—a double translator that
displaced the model implanted by missionaries at the beginning of the co-
lonial world. Missionaries, whether translating from Spanish to Náhuatl
or Quechua, or vice versa, never put themselves at risk. It was clear that
although translation could go from Spanish to Náhuatl and vice versa,
translation was ideologically always uni-directional. Instead, translation
as conceived and practiced by Subcomandante Marcos was at risk and bi-
directional. Rafael Guillén became Subcomandante Marcos at the moment
in which he accepted the fact that Indigenous thinkers and political lead-
ers would use him in the same way he thought he would use them. He
realized that his Marxist cosmology needed to be infected by Indigenous
cosmology. That Indigenous leaders had their own equivalent of what Marx
represented for Rafael Guillén and the urban intellectuals who went to
the Lacandon Forest in the 1980s with the hope of propagating the Marx-
ist revolution. The theoretical revolution is here already at work: the role
of the missionary (of any missionary, whether Christian, Islamic, liberal,
Marxist) who acts in the name of the truth to convert the misguided has
which one is history and which is myth. And this is not necessarily cultural relativism.

In contrast to sixteenth-century missionaries who never doubted that conversion to Christianity was the right thing to do, Subcomandante Marcos may have understood that aiming at converting Tzotziles and Tojolobal to Marxism was indeed a reproduction of the same logic of salvation, although with a different content. The self-conversion of Rafael Guillén into Subcomandante Marcos was a change from the Marxist to the decolonial option. One aspect of this transformation comes across in Subcomandante Marcos’s reflections on the process of merging Amerindian and Marxist cosmologies in the process of double translation: “The end result was that we were not talking to an indigenous movement waiting for a savior but with an indigenous movement with a long tradition of struggle, with a significant experience, and very intelligent: a movement that was using us as its armed men.”

The conceptual transformation emerged in the first encounter between Rafael Guillén and Old Man Antonio. Old Man Antonio died in 1994. Guillén met him in 1984. According to Subcomandante Marcos’s narrative told in 1997, a group of urban intellectuals (a Marxist-Leninist group with a profile similar to the guerrilla movements in Central and South America) joined a group of politically oriented indigenous leaders and intellectuals (Tacho, David, Moises, Ana Maria). In the first encounter between Antonio and Guillén, Emiliano Zapata came in as a topic of conversation. Guillén told the story of Mexico from a Marxist perspective and situated Zapata in that history. Then Old Man Antonio told the story of the Indigenous communities from a Mayan perspective and situated Zapata, indeed, Votan/Zapata, in that history. After this exchange of stories, in which Zapata became a connector of two stories embedded in different cosmologies, Old Man Antonio extended a photograph of Votan/Zapata to Guillén. In the picture, Votan/Zapata is standing up, with his right hand grabbing the handle of the sword that is hanging from his right side. While Guillén was looking at the picture, Old Man Antonio asked him whether Zapata was pulling the sword out or pushing it in. Once it is understood that both histories have their reasons, it is only an unconscious structure of power that can decide which one is history and which is myth. And this is not necessarily cultural relativism.

There is a danger here, indeed, of interpreting the encounter between Guillén and Old Man Antonio in terms of “cultural relativism.” I would like, instead, to interpret the event in terms of the political choices and options prompted by the awareness of the colonial difference. Culture is a term that acquired the meaning we attribute to it today in the eighteenth century and in a Western secular world that replaced religion in a new discourse of colonial expansion. Communities of birth began to be conceptualized as national communities, replacing former religious communities of believers. The notion of “cultural relativism” translated the question of coloniality at large and of coloniality of power into a semantic problem (cultural relativism) that engendered a new discourse of political and ethnic tolerance. If we accept, for instance, that actions, objects, beliefs, languages, ideas, and so on are culture-relative, we hide the power of coloniality from which “different cultures” came into being in the first place. “Cultures” have not been “there” all the time, but have been forced into being what they “are” today by the making of the modern/colonial world. There were no “Indians” in the Americas until the arrival of the Spaniards. Of course, there were people that identified themselves with names, but they were not “Indians.” And there was no America either, until Northern European colonialism began to map the world and to include “America” within the Christian trinity of Europe, Asia, and Africa. The world was organized and divided into continents, and the people were identified by their color, their culture, and the continent they inhabited. Coloniality of power emerged in this “original” organization of the modern/colonial world. The issue, then, is not to see Old Man Antonio and Guillén’s discourses in the frame of cultural relativism, but to dissolve cultural relativism into the making and reproduction of the colonial difference. That is to say, it was through the exercise of coloniality of power “cultures” in the classification of people by religion, color, and continents (that is, the making of the colonial difference) that created the conditions to conceptualize cultural differences and cultural relativism.

Double translation is then a key component of the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution. Double translation allows one to dissolve cultural relativism into colonial differences and to reveal the colonial structure of power (e.g., the coloniality of power) in the production and reproduction of the colonial difference. From the perspective of double translation there emerges an ethical and political imaginary that opens up the gates for conceiving possible futures beyond the limits imposed by two hegemonic abstract universals, (neo)liberalism and (neo)Marxism. The theoretical revolution of the
Zapatistas shall be located in the double translation (and double infection) that makes possible a double epistemic movement, framed by the colonial difference. That is, forms of knowledge that had been discredited from the very inception of modernity/coloniality enter into a double movement of "getting in/letting in." This movement is allowed by the reversal of the power of coloniality opened up by double translation. The theoretical revolution grounded in double translation makes it possible to imagine epistemic diversality (or pluriversality) and to understand the limits of abstract-universals that dominated the imaginary of the modern/colonial world from Christianity to liberalism and Marxism. The meaning and implications of Zapatistas' theoretical revolution should be clear at this point. For instance, we can understand now that there was not so much of a difference between Shining Path and Alberto Fujimori in terms of the logic of abstract universals. It was the same logic with different content. It was perhaps the tyranny of the logic grounded in the abstract universal that misguided (beyond their noble goals) Che Guevara, in Bolivia, and the Sandinistas, in Nicaragua, in their interaction with the indigenous population and in their blindness to the theoretical, ethical, and political potentials in Amerindian communities.

The epistemic potential of double translation and double infection (e.g., the "getting in/letting in") is indeed the strength of the Zapatistas' discourse and the grounding of their theoretical revolution. Subcomandante Marcos "was born" in and from the process I am here calling the double translation.

We [the urban intellectuals] went through a process of re-education. As if they [the indigenous intellectuals and indigenous communities] were undoing the tools we had; that is Marxism, Leninism, urban culture, poetry, literature, everything that was part of ourselves. At the same time, they showed us things we did not know we had. . . . They undid us and then remade us again. The EZLN [Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional] was born the very moment in which it was ready to confront a new reality for which some of its members had no answer and to which they [the urban intellectuals] subordinated themselves in order to survive.17

Marcos described Old Man Antonio as the translator between the urban and the indigenous intellectuals and communities and described himself as a translator whose audience was the world at large, beyond indigenous communities in Latin America and the Zapatistas and the Mexican government. Thus, the Internet proved to be crucial in the Zapatistas' theoretical "uprising." However, in that translation and in contrast with the model of translation implanted by missionaries in the sixteenth century and around the world in the subsequent centuries, Marcos's translation gave indigenous voices a place similar to that which a translator from Greek into, say, German will give to Aristotle. Indigenous intellectuals were no longer seen as curiosities or objects of anthropology, but as critical thinkers in their own right. One could venture to say that "we, the nothing, not counted in the order, are the people, we are all against others who stand only for their particular privileged interests," as Žižek says to underline the emergence of the "political proper" (his words) in ancient Greece (see below). Such change in the directionality of translation contributed to opening up Marxism to the colonial difference and, consequently, to understanding racism in relation to labor in the planetary order of the modern/colonial world. It also underscored the limits of the Western notion of democracy and showed the way for displacing the concept from its current abstract universal meaning, taking it as a connector for pluriversality as a universal project that can be imagined in the name of democracy. Not all would agree. Those who disagree would be those who defend truth without parenthesis. Let's explore these two points a little bit further.

Marxism and the Colonial Difference

Let's go back once more to Subcomandante Marcos.

The Zapatismo is and is not Marxist-Leninist. The Zapatismo is not fundamentalist or millenarist indigenous thinking; and it is not indigenous resistance either. It is a mixture of all of that materialized in the EZLN. The regular group, the insurgents, that is Mayor Mario, Capitan Maribel, Major Ana Maria, all of us who lived in the mountains during the late 80's and 90's are a product of that cultural shock.18

Because of all of this, Zapatismo cannot attempt to become a universal doctrine, a doctrine of homogenization, like the (neo)liberal and (neo)socialist goals and ideals. It is important that Zapatismo remains undefined.19

This is why also; the true creators of Zapatismo are the translators such as Mayor Mario, Mayor Moises, Mayor Ana Maria, all of those who also had to be translated from dialects [Marcos is referring here to indigenous
languages] such as Tacho, David, Zevedeo. They are indeed the Zapatistas theoretician . . . they built, they are building a new way for looking at the world.29

It should be clear at this point that although I have been referring to Subcomandante Marcos most of the time, I have not been constructing him as a modern subject. The argument I have been advancing should help us understand the French journalist Bertrand de la Grange, who writes for Le Monde, and the Spanish journalist Maite Rico, who together interpreted Subcomandante Marcos in the modern (and traditional) frame of biographical narrative.30 They see him as an “impostura” (imposture) centered on the subject (even though it is condescendingly recognized as “genial”), which means they have missed the point of the theoretical revolution. It means that the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution has not been understood. Even worse, it means that Zapatismo is framed under the very colonial and epistemic model that the Zapatista revolution has been attempting to overcome; this is a common strategy—intentional by right-wing politicians and journalists, and misguided by presumed progressive postmodern intellectuals and journalists. At stake here is whether the role of Subcomandante Marcos will be interpreted within a philosophy of the modern subject (the hero) and the indigenous community as the silenced and unconscious victims, or whether Marcos will be seen as the mediator/translator that is necessarily implied in the theoretical revolution the Zapatistas initiated. I do not think that Marcos is being modest or—on the contrary—showing off by playing modest when he says that the theoreticians of the Zapatistas movement and the ones who are building a new way of looking at the world are the indigenous intellectuals, not himself. In my interpretation he understood the implications of the decolonial option: to delink, to engage in epistemic disobedience, and to change the terms of the conversation, not just the content. This interpretation could be logically defended if we accept the changes in the directionality of translation. And if we also accept that the ethical and political consequences I have been stressing cannot but come from a theoretical subject no longer located in Western cultures of scholarship. The theoretical revolution shall not be located in a given person or persons, thus celebrating some kind of original indigenous knowledge. It shall be located, instead, in the double process of translation in which Western (e.g., Marxist) epistemology is appropriated by indigenous nations' epistemology, transformed, and returned. In the process, however, Indigenous subaltern knowledge entered the debate by piggybacking on Marxism and Western epistemology.

Often Subcomandante Marcos has been critiqued for not giving enough room to Indian leaders and thinkers. The fact is that, given the invisible presence of the colonial difference, and at the time of the uprising, a non-Indian mediator was necessary for the media and the urban intellectual elite to listen. At the moment of the uprising, one of the biggest impacts was the Zapatistas' "discourse," and that was Marcos's insights to let Spanish language and cosmology be infiltrated by Mayan languages and cosmologies. In Bolivia and Ecuador history unlocked differently: indigenous leaders and thinkers were able to take the word in their own mouths and hands. The issues, however, are not whether one is preferable to the other, but rather to take them as different signs of a similar phenomenon and different roads to move along, creatively shifting the geopolitics of knowledge, which is necessary to delink from the colonial matrix of power and from racial and patriarchal epistemic chains.

Democracy and Enlightenment Legacies

Based on my last assertion on double translation, the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution is an enactment of border thinking (border gnosis or border epistemology) conceived as the epistemic decolonial thinking and doing, inserting themselves and "breaking the Western code."31 Let me elaborate on this by quoting the discourse of Mayor Ana María, delivered at the inauguration of the Intercontinental Encounter in the Lacandon Forest in August 1996.

For power, the one that today is globally dressed with the name of neoliberalism, we neither counted nor produced, did not buy or sell. We were an idle number in the accounts of the Big Capital. Here in the highlands of the Mexican Southeast, our dead ones are alive. Our dead ones who live in the mountains know many things. Their death talked to us and we listened. The mountain talked to us and we listened. The mountain talked to us, the macchualtin, we the common and ordinary people, and we the simple people,
as we are called by the powerful. We were born war [sic] with the white year,
and we began to trace the path that took us to the heart of yours, the same
that today took you to our heart. That’s who we are. The EZLN. The voice,
which arms itself so that it can make itself heard. The face, which hides itself
so it can be shown. The red star that calls to humanity and the world, so
that they will listen, so that they will see, so that they will nominate. The
tomorrow that is harvested in the yesterday. Behind our black face, behind
our armed voice, behind our unspeakable name, behind the we that you see,
behind we are (at you) [detras estamos ustedes].

There is indeed a strange mixture between the first sentence, which
could have been written by a French intellectual in Le Monde diplomatique,
and the rest of the paragraph. A dialogue with death is invoked; ser is con-
fused with estar in Spanish. The expression is still more difficult in English,
since “to be” is the only possibility. And, finally, a discourse that began with
an epistemic (we know the world is such) and political (it shall be done
from our perspective) claim ends in a “poetical” note. Perhaps the most
distinctive features of Ana María’s discourse are the displacement of the
epistemic correlation between the knowing subject and the known object,
and the semantic effect that this displacement produces. The displacement
is obvious, since Ana María is thinking from the structure of her own Maya
language, and not from Greek, Latin, or French. It is obvious also in the
sense that Ana María is not implementing a discourse “against” an indi-
vidual thinker recognized by a proper name and located in the pantheon of
the “great thinkers” of Western civilization. In Mayan languages (Tojolabal,
for example), contrary to European vernacular/colonial languages, there is
an intersubjective correlation between first and third persons. “Intersubjec-
tive” means here a code devoid of direct and indirect object; a code struc-
tured in the correlation between subjects.

If you do not have subject-object correlation in a given language on
which your epistemic principles could be built and your knowledge struc-
tured, then you do not engage in acts of “representation,” for instance, but
instead in “intersubjective enactments.” Consequently “nature” in Tojolabal
language and social consciousness is not an “it.” Acts of enunciation in
Mayan languages, Tojolabal, for example, not only involve the co-presence
of “I” and “you,” but also the presence of the “absent” third person, “she”
or “they.” The sentence in Tojolabal, contrary to that in European modern
languages, has two subjects with no identical verbs. This structure could be
better understood if we look at a sentence in Spanish or English and then
translate it to Tojolabal. For instance, “Les dije (a ustedes o a ellos),” which
in English would be “you/them heard it,” in Tojolabal would be translated
into something like “(lo) dije, ustedes/ellos (lo) escucharon,” which in En-
lish would be “I said (it), you/them heard (it).”

What is important here is that the indirect object, in Spanish or English,
becomes another agency verb with the corresponding subject, in this case
“ustedes/you.” When, in 1970, the French linguist and philosopher Emile
Benveniste convincingly argued that in modern Western languages the
pronominal structure has only two persons, “I” and “you,” he brought into
theoretical light a fact that was presupposed and unknown by speakers of
French, for example. Beyond the first and second person there is the ho-
rizon of the non-person (she, he, it, them, and they). Benveniste’s theory
(see chapter 3) of course doesn’t apply to Mayan languages. But, better yet,
Benveniste’s theory cannot be formulated as such thinking in/from Tojola-
bal, but instead in thinking in/from French. Furthermore still, the “other”
can be conceptualized in Western imperial languages, but not in languages
of Mayan root. This is what the missionaries who wrote grammars of In-
digenous languages never understood, not because they lacked intelligence,
but because of blind presuppositions of the universality of Greek and Latin
languages. That misunderstanding and the centuries of epistemic damages
are being redressed in our time, and the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution is
a singular moment of these processes.

But this is not all. From Tojolabal it would have been impossible to come
up with a universal principle, such as “the right of the people” (later on, the
“rights of man and of the citizen” and, more recently, “human rights”), by
which those whose “rights” are “defended” are considered a third person.
That is, a non-person. Hence, “dignity” as claimed by the young woman in
the Chiapas market was the appropriation of the “rights” attributed to her
by a person who considered her a non-person with rights, rather than a
person with dignity.

Thinking in/from Tojolabal (or any Mayan language), instead of think-
ing from German, French, English, or Spanish (or any modern imperial Eu-
ropean language), would make it difficult or impossible to conceive people
as "other," that "nature" is something outside "us," and to develop an idea of justice and equality by defending the "inclusion of the other." Thinking from Tojolabal there is no "other" that needs to be included, since there is no object but only interacting subjects. And, of course, in Mayan languages there is no concept similar to the European "nation-state" that is presupposed in legal and political theories about "inclusion" and citizenship. Here is where border epistemology comes to the rescue in re-inscribing Mayan categories of thoughts in the present to build pluriversal and decolonial futures. I am not suggesting that Mayan languages will replace European languages, for that would mean doing what Europeans did (if at all possible), but in reverse. I am saying that they have to coexist, in conflictive and tense relations, necessarily, because of five hundred years of power differential. The cycle, during which Mayan languages were taken as inferior to European languages, is coming to an end; and Mayan scholars and intellectuals know it. On the other hand, Spanish and other European languages have been there and they will remain, but no longer as the master's language.

We are now in a position to better understand what the young girl's dictum, "The Zapatistas returned human dignity to us," may mean, and perhaps we could make an effort to understand the dictum from a Mayan perspective. The dictum is, indeed, a decolonial ethical claim that impinges on the Zapatistas' reworking of the idea of "democracy" (e.g., decolonizing democracy).

Sounds strange, doesn't it? It is like bringing back all those beliefs that have been discarded in the name of "reason," of science and knowledge, from Bacon, Descartes, and Kant to Aristotle, until today. Indeed, how can one conceive democracy beyond the foundation of the "political proper" (see below for a discussion of this concept) in Greece, rehearsed and recast by the philosophers of the European Enlightenment, Kant among them? How can one imagine "democracy" from a Tojolabal perspective, a perspective that has been and continues to be enacted by the Zapatistas? But this is precisely what indigenous nations in Bolivia and Ecuador are claiming. Their claims have forced important changes in the constitution of both countries. Certainly, there is no treatise on government written by the Zapatistas, nor are there legal/philosophical speculations about cosmopolitanism and universal peace, as there were in Germany, France, and England after the religious war and the Peace of Westphalia. But there is a principle among the Zapatistas, a principle that comes from Amerindian wisdom and is engrained both in the intersubjective structure of language and the corresponding conception of social relations. This principle reads in Spanish: "Mandar obedeciendo," which could be translated into English as "To rule and obey at the same time." The political principle is also ingrained in the logic of Mayan languages. Last but not least, the question is not to choose whether or not the transformation of the current state in Bolivia and Ecuador (by the re-inscription of indigenous laws and socio-economic organization) is preferable to the Zapatistas' decision to walk the road parallel to the Mexican states. They (Ecuador, Bolivia, Chiapas) are all decolonial options, although different versions of it. Pretending that one is preferable to the other would be too "modern" and would place us on the road to truth without parenthesis, which is not a decolonial option.

There is a letter signed by the EZLN, dated 26 February 1994, that was sent to all Mexicans and journalists in Mexico and across the world. The title of the letter was "Mandar obedeciendo." Let me quote two paragraphs from that letter.

When the EZLN was only a shadow creeping between the fog and darkness of the mountain, when the words justice, freedom and democracy were just words; merely a dream that elders of our communities, the real custodians of the words of our ancestors, had given us at the moment they give way to night, when hatred and death were beginning to grow in our hearts, when there was only despair. When the times turned back over their own selves, with no way out . . . the authentic men talked, the faceless, the ones who walk the night, those who are mountain, so they said:

It is the will of good men and women to search and to find the best way to govern and self-govern, what is good for most is good for all. But not to silence the voices of the few, rather for them to remain in their place, hoping that mind and heart will come together in the will of the most and the inspiration of the few, thus the nations composed of real men and women grown inward and grown big, so that there could be no exterior force capable of breaking them or of deviating their steps toward different roads. . . . In this way our strength was born in the mountain, where the ruler obeys, when she or he is unquestionable, and the one who obeys command with the common heart of the genuine men and women. Another word came from far
away for this government to be named, and this word, called “democracy,” this road of us who moved forward before words were able to walk.28

Democracy, in this paragraph, as well as dignity, as I quoted at the beginning of the chapter, has a double edge: the words are universally used, but they no longer have a universal meaning rooted in one local history. Therefore democracy, like dignity, is not an empty signifier whose emptiness of meaning doesn’t question the logical presupposition and belief in abstract universals. Empty signifiers have been emptied of their meaning. “Democracy,” for instance, was taken from its Greek origins and re-inscribed in the European Enlightenment. It was conceived, and is still conceived, as an “abstract universal.” But “democracy” conceived, instead, as a connector across the colonial difference (e.g., the Zapatistas and the Mexican government) and within the colonial difference itself (e.g., the Zapatistas’ link with other social movements worldwide that face globalization with shared philosophies and common projects) brings pluriversality as a universal project into the picture. In such a move, there is no need for new, abstract universals. What is necessary is the “universality of the connector” (signs are nodes of connection, rather than empty signifiers being the containers of divers projects)29 that changes the terms of the conversation and makes it possible to conceive and work toward “pluriversality as a universal project.” For if we think in terms of “empty signifiers” instead of “connectors,” the question is, Who will control the idea in such a way that it will both accommodate diversity or multiculturalism, and still be controlled by some final agency? If, instead, we regard empty signifiers as equivalent to connectors, the hegemony will be that of the connector/empty signifier, and not of some universal signified that will fill the void. In the conclusion, I will come back to the concept of connector in relation to pluriversality as a universal project, for it would be difficult to imagine that a singular abstract universal would be universally agreed upon.

The conditions that engendered the EZLN in Southern Mexico are similar to the conditions that brought Evo Morales to the presidency of Bolivia, although the two trajectories are significantly different. Once again, the point is not to select one over the other, but to understand and support both. Much before the writing of the constitution, a debate had been under way in Bolivia, since the middle 1980s, on “ayllu democracy” and “liberal democracy.” Ayllu in Aymara is a word similar to the Greek Oikos, in the sense that family, economy, social organization, and education are all included. Whether the social organization implied in the ayllu would be similar to “democracy,” as elaborated by Western political theorists on the legacy of oikos (demos), would have to be explored. The ayllu organization of today is not of course what it was before the conquest. However it remains, today, different from the social organization of the Bolivian state. The Aymara sociologist Félix Patzi Paco explored another dimension, the political-economic organizations that coexist in Bolivia today, the liberal and the communal (ayllu) systems as he named them (I will come back to this in the afterword).30 The fact that the Bolivian (or the U.S. or French) state is ruled by democratic principles doesn’t mean that those principles are not actually violated in everyday life, either within the nation or in international relations. Therefore, it should not be expected that the rules governing the ayllu are not violated in everyday life. We are talking here about “principles” (e.g., institute) of social organization, rather than actual practices in respecting or violating those principles. However, in a personal conversation with the Aymara intellectual Marcelo Fernández-Osco, I came to realize that cases of corruption are registered among people from the ayllu who are “judged” according to the internal-justice system for their conduct outside of the ayllu. One public case has been that of the former vice president Victor Hugo Cardenas (former vice-president of Bolivia), who has been charged, by his ayllu authorities, of failing to comply with communal responsibilities. However, within the ayllu itself, the cases of violations of the rules and of corruptions are minimal. Understandably so: since ayllu organizations are not based on the principles of capitalist economy and the political temptations for gaining positions of power and enjoying the benefits of capitalism, so in the ayllu there are violations of the rules, but not corruptions in the economic and political sense of the term in the culture of capitalism and the democratic state.31

Of the essence here is the fact that after five hundred years of external (Spain) and internal (the Bolivian republican state) colonialism, indigenous communities in Bolivia (in significant numbers) based their social organization on principles inherited from ancient Aymaras and Quechuas. The social organization in the ayllu has not been derived from ancient Greece and through the European interpretation of it during the Enlightenment,
which is the case for the Creole and (neo)liberal State of Bolivia. Paradoxi-
cally, neo-liberal and Marxist intellectuals in Bolivia alike, as well as the
NGOs, keep working to "break up" (with bad or good intentions) a social
organization that they see leading to a democratic or socialist state. The
decolonial option (the legacies of the Bandung Conference) is not seen or
considered by either legacies, liberal or Marxist. Only European legacies,
democracy and socialism, are present. The "political proper" here shall be
identified as the "difference" that the Aymara people were able to maintain
for five hundred years—a difference that today is making a move forward
with the Zapatistas' uprising, paralleled by indigenous movements in Ec-
uador, Colombia, Guatemala, and other states of Mexico. The Zapatistas'
theoretical revolution is the epistemic frame that indigenous communities
were unable to find in either the liberal or the Marxist European legacies
grounded in ancient Greece.

Under these circumstances, let's explore "democracy" a little bit further.
After the Zapatistas, the "original" meaning of democracy (from its Greek
roots to its European Enlightenment rehearsal) is no longer "original" or
"authentic"; that is to say, it lost its originality and authenticity. In parallel
fashion the ayllu today also lost its originality and authenticity. But they
both persist, "the form state" and "the form ayllu." Furthermore, the con-
cept did not travel from Greece to Enlightenment Europe to the Spanish
colonies. The word is part of the detour (see chapter 7) that history took in
the chronological line from Greece to Europe: the colonial detour. Thus, the
idea of democracy in enlightened Europe was introduced looking toward
South America and the Caribbean). The word, then, doesn't belong anymore
to any community or civilization that owns the right for its imposition or
exportation, but is shared by all those people around the world who care for
equity and social justice, particularly those who have been and still are vic-
tims of injustices and inequities. However, the belief remains that democ-
ocracy is a Greek invention, rehearsed during the Enlightenment, modified by
its socialist version, that Western modernity holds the property rights, and
that it shall be exported all over the planet. It is believed and asserted that
"democracy" shall be built according to that conceptualization. To question
this macro-narrative of "democracy" (written from the perspective of West-
ern civilization and modernity) and to open new avenues to imagine dem-
ocracies futures is precisely what the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution has
achieved. And they have achieved this by postulating another beginning,
the beginning of the modern/colonial world and the making of the colonial
difference. The Zapatistas' theoretical revolution identified another foun-
dation (like Greece for Western civilization or the Koran for the Islamic
world) for building macro-narratives from the perspective of coloniality.

"Mandar obedeciendo" is a principle grounded within an intersubjective
structure of the Tojolabal language, a language in which neither "nature"
or the "other" can be conceptualized as objects. Or better yet, a language
in which there is not, because it is unthinkable, "nature" and "others" as
well as nature as other. Some Tojolabal thinkers or intelligents, as well as
ancient Greeks or eighteenth-century European philosophers, have a sense
of social organization for the common good. I do not want to idealize To-
jolabal's democratic conception of "to rule and obey at the same time." But
I do not want to idealize or romanticize Greek and European concepts of
democracy and socialism either—two notions that became abstract uni-
versal and companions of the planetary expansion of capitalism. I do be-
lieve, however, that there are people ("non-liberal honest people," as John
Rawls would like to say) all over the planet who can entertain a dialogue of
equals with liberal notions of democracy and Marxist notions of socialism.
Among those people are the Zapatistas—Indians like Mayor Ana Maria and
Comandante Tacho, or mestizos like Subcomandante Marcos—who have
been making political and ethical claims grounded in new epistemological
principles derived from a double translation. That is, Mayan cosmology
into Marxism, and Marxist cosmology into Mayan.

We are back to double translation, which is still difficult to understand,
even by an enlightened French scholar like Yvon Le Bot, who was totally
supportive of the Zapatistas and completely blind to the colonial difference.
Le Bot interviewed the leaders of the Zapatistas' uprising (Mayor Moises,
Comandante Tacho, Subcomandante Marcos), but did not feel comfort-
able with the concept of "democracy" introduced in the letter signed by the
EZLN that I quoted at length and commented on. Le Bot offered in the
introduction to the series of interviews a definition of "democracy" that
Subcomandante Marcos had published in La Jornada (31 December 1994).
For Le Bot, this is a "better definition of democracy, less poetic, perhaps
more simplistic but more satisfactory" [sic]. And here it is.
Democracy is the situation in which agreements are reached and differences maintained. Not necessarily that everybody thinks in the same way, but that all thoughts or the majority of thoughts look for and reach an agreement which will be good for the majority, without marginalizing or eliminating the minority; that the word of the ruler obeys the word of the majority of the people; that the baton of command be supported by a collective voice rather than by only one will.

Without the previous discourse by the EZLN or of Mayor Ana Maria, this “satisfactory” definition of democracy by Subcomandante Marcos wouldn’t make much sense; or it would be interpreted as a largely common, and because of that, meaningless, description. Consequently, what matters about this definition is not that it is “clearer” and more “satisfactory” for the logic of Spanish and French readers and their corresponding concepts of democracy, but that Subcomandante Marcos’s definition follows Tojolabal logic while it is expressed in Spanish syntax and semantics. I described as “border thinking” and “border gnosis” the epistemology that emerges from the subaltern appropriation of mainstream Western epistemology. In the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution, border thinking emerges from the double translation across the colonial difference. The Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution can be explained and its political and ethical consequences derived, precisely, from the conceptualization of border thinking.

Ethics of Liberation and Pluriversality: The Theoretical Consequences

It was indeed the liberation theologian Franz Hinkelammert who saw in the Zapatistas’ uprising an emerging project with a different logic, a logic that no longer reproduced the need for abstract universals. Pluriversality (or diversality, in the sense of diversity and not in the sense of dichotomy) is not the rejection of universal claims. It rejects universality understood as abstract universal grounded in mono-logic. A universal principle grounded in the idea of the diversal (or pluriversal) is not a contradiction in terms, but rather a displacement of conceptual structures. Diversity as universal project is, according to Hinkelammert, what the Zapatistas are claiming: a world composed of multiple worlds, the right to be different because we are all equals (instead of assuming that since we are all equal what we have in common is our difference)—to obey and rule at the same time. For a world composed of multiple worlds we need not have abstract universals and empty signifiers, but connectors that will link the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution and its ethical consequences with similar projects around the world emerging from the colonial difference (either as “external” or “internal” national forms of colonialism). A world inter-connected and diversal, in which translation is always at least bi-directional, is very different from a world encapsulated in one abstract universal, even if that abstract universal is the best one can imagine, and whether it could be found in ancient Greece, in the Islamic world, in the Chinese deep past, or among Aymaras, Quechus, or Nahuats in South America. A world in which the only past accepted and admitted is the line that goes from Greece to Rome to modern (former) Western Europe will be indeed very sad. And perhaps also very dangerous.

Subcomandante Marcos describes Zapatismo as a phenomenon that increasingly depends on the indigenous question. He also underlines that this particular local problem tends to increasingly find values that are valid for the Japanese, Kurds, Australians, Catalans, Chicano/as, or Mapuches. He is not talking here, in my understanding, about exporting the content of the Zapatista uprising and theoretical revolution in the way that global designs such as Christianity, civilizing missions, modernity, and development intended to do, but about connecting through the logic of the double translation from the colonial difference. Diversality as universal project emerges, precisely, as a project of inter-connections from the subaltern perspective and beyond the managerial power and monotonopic inspiration of any abstract universals, from the Right or from the Left. For it would be difficult to imagine that a singular abstract universal would be universally consensual.

I have been using “diversality” to describe Hinkelammert’s position, when, in reality, he did not use this term. Diversality was introduced by the Martinican thinker and writer Edouard Glissant, which is not surprising since his thinking is founded in Creole, as language and Afro-Caribbean consciousness, rather than in Spanish and German, as in the case of Hinkelammert, or in Tojolabal and Spanish, as in the case of the Zapatistas’ collective imagination. But, in any event, there is a commonality that binds
Hinkelammert's, Glissant's, and the Zapatistas' experiences of the colonial difference: dwelling in the borders, inhabiting the house of modernity/coloniality—the small "senzala" next to the "casa grande," following Gilberto Freyre's title for his classic book on the history of slavery and Africans in Brazil. It is also in the experience of the colonial difference on which Enrique Dussel based his ethic of liberation (for whom the Zapatistas as well as the Maya-Quiche activist Rigoberta Menchú are paradigmatic examples).

This is a briefing of the decolonial option's theoretical scenario. It opens up new avenues for conceiving decolonial democratic/socialist projects, decolonial subjects that re-appropriate their stolen dignity and relocate human rights as their own decolonial project to relearn dignity, stemming from the interiority of local histories implementing global designs. That is to say, human rights was not a project that emerged in Bolivia or Ethiopia but—from the rights of the people in the sixteenth century to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in 1948—it was always an imperial project stemming from the moral imperial sector.

The Zapatistas' Theoretical Revolution: Decolonial Options, Communal Futures

With these cautions in mind, let's explore the Zapatistas' theoretical discourse in relation to what Hannah Arendt (1943) and Giorgio Agamben (1996) identified as the "figure of the refugee" and investigate what help the decolonial option can offer to critical and dissenting European views of a problem that is closer to them (the figure of the refugee) than, say, to China or the Caribbean societies. On the other hand, if the refugee is a global problem, its solution may not be universal. There are so many global problems that they are not, naturally so, on the European (meaning, Western European) radar. The refugee, Agamben states, is "perhaps the only thinkable figure for the people of our time and the only category in which one may say, human rights was not a project that emerged in Bolivia or Ethiopia but—from the rights of the people in the sixteenth century to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in 1948—it was always an imperial project stemming from the moral imperial sector.

It seems obvious that the crisis of the nation-state brings together the crisis of its major symbols. That is, the complicity between citizen, man, and human rights. One of the consequences of the crisis is that the conditions of citizenship and the concepts of Man and of human rights can no longer be taken for granted. The very concept of "rights of the people" in the sixteenth century, grounded in a "renaissance man" that was still valid in the eighteenth century, brought to light the need for international conviviality. The citizen and the foreigner became central figures of the nation-state (one in, the other out) under which Europe organized itself as Europe, overcoming its past as Western Christendom. The figure of the refugee appears in Europe, indeed, after the first symptom of the breakdown of the nation-state and, of course, of its main figure, the citizen. The first appearance of the refugee as a mass phenomenon, says Agamben, took place at the end of the First World War—the first crisis of European Western countries in great part motivated by their partition and appropriation of the planet, at that point Africa. He further elaborates on the argument introduced by Hannah Arendt in her book on totalitarianism, particularly in the chapter titled "The Decline of Nation-State and the End of the Rights of Man." These historical references allow Agamben to make a strong theoretical move and propose that the refugee should be considered for what he is, namely, nothing less than a limit-concept that at once brings a radical crisis to the principles of the nation-state and clears the way for a renewal of categories that can no longer be delayed.

A new chapter was opened up, shortly after the Zapatista uprising and the North American Free Trade Agreement (1994), by the strong claims in Bolivia and Ecuador that were already inscribed in the new constitutions in both countries, toward the construction of plurinational states. This is a radical change in political theory, a shift in the geopolitics of knowing that reveals the fact that the modern nation-state (created in Europe) translated into the colonies (Bolivia or India) as modern/colonial states. The modern/colonial state in most of the world has this peculiarity: that local elites, representing one nation of the same language, religions, and convictions, take control of the state and marginalize other nations speaking other languages and holding other belief systems. The claim for plurinational states made clear that the modern nation-state is mono-national. Arendt and Agamben are facing crucial issues in Europe, and it is becoming apparent in the United States where it is estimated that by 2050 people of color will
outnumber demographically the white population, so that the conditions for a plurinational organization of society will be ripe. In South America and the Caribbean the problems are not the same. Solutions to those problems would be ineffective if they came from the European Union or the World Bank. They should come from the experiences and needs of colonial histories in each part of the world, rather than by "spreading and applying Western political theory" in the same way that "spreading democracy" is argued. My comments are not so much addressed to Arendt and Agamben, since they did what they had to do. What I am saying is that their analysis, critiques, and eventual suggested solutions, if taken as a starting point of political theory in the modern/colonial state, will not go beyond academic exercises and will be without any real consequences.44

I placed Agamben's argument in conjunction with the Zapatistas' to push my point that the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution brought a different kind of figure into the political picture. We are facing here two types of political theories, if you wish: one materialized within the local histories of imperial Europe; the other within the local histories in the European colonies. They are facing each other, entangled (not a dichotomy but an entanglement) in the slash of modernity/coloniality; in both cases, they respond to local histories of universal significance. One dwells in the house of modernity; the other in the house of coloniality. They have similar concerns, but a whole lot of differences in languages, categories of thought, skin, affect, concepts, memories, and vision. Can you imagine theorizing the refugee in Europe, taking India as the point of reference?

Like the figure of the refugee that closes the cycle of the nation-state forged since the end of the eighteenth century in Western Europe, the Zapatistas announced the closing of the cycle of the colonial world and the opening of delinking and epistemic disobedience. For that reason it comes as a surprise when reading in Agamben that the refugee is "the only thinkable figure for the people of our time and the only category in which one may see today . . . the forms and limits of a coming political community" (italics added).45 Let's just put on the table communal futures emerging from the damnés next to the refugee, like the re-inscription of indigenous social organization, in Chiapas as well as in the Andes. And let's insist that at stake here is not so much the question of rights as the question of dignity, of living beyond benevolent management, of building on dignity and the decolonial option. The question, in other words, is who speaks for the "human" in human rights.46

The "return of human dignity" that the Zapatistas endowed to the Chiapas population brings to the foreground another figure, the figure of the indigenous, aboriginal, first nation that had been placed on the margin of humanity and beyond the possibilities of producing knowledge, of having ethical principles and political drives—briefly stated, the future of the damnés.47 The figure of the indigenous, unlike that of the refugee, was supposed to be educated, managed, and either included or totally excluded from the human community. This general perspective, which emerged in the sixteenth century, reproduced itself in the colonial experiences after the nineteenth century in Asia and Africa, and in the internal colonialism of nation-builders in Latin America. Thus, we have the historical context of the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution. There were people whose rights deserved to be discussed seriously, as the intellectuals of the school of Salamanca did, although those people whose rights were being discussed did not have the right to participate in the discussion about their rights. In reversing the modern (sixteenth century) topic of arms and letters, the Zapatistas raised arms in order to reclaim the letter, the voice that had been taken away from them. This is, in my view, the moment an indigenous young girl could feel and say that dignity was returned to indigenous people and nations. As such, the "pueblos originarios" emerges as a figure that was questionable as Man and has never been "citizen"; as such, the figure of the colonized did not qualify for the "right of Man and of the citizen," as the Haitian Revolution of 1804 bears witness. The rights of Man and of the citizen were not meant for black and enslaved people.

I hope it is clear that I am not reaching these conclusions via Agamben (e.g., applying Agamben's figure of the refugee to the Zapatistas) but that I am analyzing Agamben from the perspective of the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution. In other words, I am shifting the geography of reasoning. I am indeed trying to reverse the process, although reversing the process is not simply crossing the street or just switching sides. It means that the side I am crossing to is a side in which modernity/coloniality coexists and frames daily life, while in Europe only modernity is felt, and coloniality is regarded as the darker and distant side, not always remembered as a reality . . . until massive migration comes, and with it the rumor of coloniality—through
the colonial external difference that invades the EU. For that reason, European scholars do not have to bother themselves with scholarship and intellectual creativity in the former colonial histories, societies, and histories of thought, while the latter cannot avoid the former: it has to be articulated, always, in relation to European categories of thought, whether conservative or progressive, whether from the Right or from the Left.50 Hence, the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution strengthened the decolonial option and the possibilities of re-claiming "the epistemic dignity of the damned." Political and economic debates and ideas toward the ex-colonial world become, in the imaginary of modernity/coloniality, the opportunity to develop the underdeveloped—until China came, and with it the rumor of coloniality through—this time—the imperial external difference that invades the imaginary of the EU and the United States facing the specter of China and East Asia.

Enrique Dussel, in March 1994, and Maurice Najman, in January 1997, clearly understood the theoretical, ethical, and political implications of the Zapatistas' uprising.51 However, intellectual legitimization of the uprising still depends on the implicit sanction of North Atlantic scholarship. It is for this reason that I am bringing up the figure of the refugee and the figure of the "pueblos originarios" together in the frame of pluriversality as a universal project. Ethical, political, and epistemic pluriversality implies that projects are anchored in local histories (like in Europe after the Second World War and the refugee or indigenous movements in South America). As a consequence it also implies that an abstract universal (be it Christian, liberal, or Marxist) would unite the diverse and bring them together within an abstract universal, or that an empty signifier is no longer desirable. Consequently, the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution is contributing to get us out of Hegelian (temporal) dialectics and the modern sense of lineal progression as well as to reinstating space over time and the geopolitics of knowledge over the universal temporality of dialectics. The conceptualization of "newness" in a temporal rather than in a spatial dimension is part of the abstract universal of modern epistemology and of the denial of coevalness orchestrated by the coloniality of power. The "new" as abstract universal will be either the Hegelian synthesis or the "next" step in an already planned development, progression, modernization, or revolution.

It would be possible to say with Agamben that the political task of our time consists in "selecting in the new planetary humanity those character-istics that allow for its survival, removing the thin diaphragm that separated bad mediatized advertising from the perfect exteriority that communicates only itself." But it would also be necessary to start from someplace else. By recognizing, for instance, that the selection will be made by social actors in singular local histories and that the theorization would also be grounded in experiences similar to, but different from, those of the refugees. Such claims and actions would be made neither expecting a universal design nor pretending to install a "new," singular one. The only singularity would be the connectors (not empty signifiers) that would anchor pluriversality as a universal project.

There are several places to start, not only in the future of the refugee. Ali Shari'ati devoted one of his famous lectures (in English translation) to "Modern Man and His Prison," the concept of "man." He clarifies from the outset that in the Qur'an there are two words, Bashar and Ensan, instead of one "man" as human being. The first refers to the biological configuration of certain types of animals, spread all over the planet, who stand on two extremities and use the others to perform a number of operations not seen in other types of living organisms generally translated from Greek into Western languages as "animal." Ensan refers to the self-awareness and self-consciousness that that kind of animal uses to describe itself in another dimension: that of seeing "itself" (Bashar and Ensan do not carry gender marks, like "man" in modern Western languages) as a particular kind of living organism that creates options and makes choices. Shari'ati, deeply familiar with Western philosophy, described Ensan as the sphere of "becoming" rather than being. Thus "I am where I think" takes Ensan rather than the Cartesian subject as anchor, without, of course, denying the Cartesian subject that has its right of existence; however, it is not universal. You cannot expect that "I am, therefore I think" could be meaningful for someone in Uzbekistan or Senegal, unless that person in Senegal or Uzbekistan was educated in the Alliance Française or in an equivalent Western institution. Also, I can surmise that the Quechuan concept of Runa has much more in common with Islamic Ensan than with Western Man, for Runa Simi means the language of the Runa, that is of living organisms that, like Man and Ensan, not only speak but also describe and name their actions of speaking.

In the Andean regions, Runa and Jaque are Quechua and Aymara words used to refer to experiences similar to those in the West or described by
the concepts of man and humanity, and in the Muslim world by the words Bashar and Ensan. However, the organizations of the world and of society based on these concepts manifest significant differences. If we add, still, the long discussion on "the human and humanity" in the Caribbean philosophical tradition, from C. L. R. James to Frantz Fanon and Sylvia Wynter, we have still another factor to add to the selection "in the new planetary humanity (of) those characteristics that allow for its survival, removing the thin diaphragm that separated bad mediated advertising from the perfect exteriority that communicates only itself." Agamben's claim is important, but it is only one among several: we need to move from universality to pluriversality; to decolonize the imperial concept of the Human and to build decolonial notions of Humanity.

Here we recall Sylvia Wynter's claim (from chapter 2) in the formula "After Man, toward the Human." Her confrontation with the imperial notion of Humanity stems from—as mentioned—Frantz Fanon’s decolonial concept of sociogenesis. Beyond Darwin’s philogenesis to explain the evolution of the species, and Freud’s ontogenesis to account for the singularity of the individual, sociogenesis is the necessary decolonial concept to account for the fact that "being a Negro" is ontogenetically and philogenetically irrelevant: "being a Negro" is an epistemic sociogenetic construction of imperial discourse—the creation of the colonial ontological and epistemic difference. "Having black skin" is not the same as "being a Negro." The first is just a biological configuration. The second is a disqualifying operation from the perspective of a universal and imperial concept of Humanity.

This is the context in which the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution acquires its decolonial meaning. Why? Because the question is not to compete among different concepts of "humanity," but to start from the fact that non-Western notions more or less equivalent to what in the West were constructed as man, human, humanity have to be redefined in conflictive interaction: while Western concepts of humanity didn’t need to take into account similar concepts in other languages and categories of thought, non-Western categories of thought had to redefine themselves in dialogue with Western categories. The end result of such decolonial work is border gnosis or border epistemology: decolonial ways of knowing and becoming which, at the same time, work on the decolonization of Western imperial knowledge—hence, another aspect of the Zapatistas’ theoretical revolution.

There is one claim in Dussel’s argument that connects with an early quotation by Subcomandante Marcos, as transcribed above, and with the statement I just made. In the paragraph in question Subcomandante Marcos underlined the ethical option advanced by the Zapatistas’ uprising. While Hinkelammert capitalized on the Zapatistas to formulate the need for pluriversalism as a universal project instead of looking for new abstract universals, Dussel relied on his own distinction between “ethics of discourse” and “ethics of liberation.” In a nutshell, ethics of discourse has been arguing for the “recognition of difference” and for the “inclusion of the other.” But benevolent recognition and inclusion presupposes that those to be included have not much say in the way they are recognized or included. Ethics of discourse assumes an abstract universal space from which to recognize and where to include. That is the standard version of multiculturalism, from Charles Taylor to Jürgen Habermas, in spite of the differences between both. Ethics of liberation instead underlines and thinks from the thinking of the excluded, like Rigoberta Menchú or the Zapatistas. There is no place for pluriversalism as a universal project in ethics of discourse. There is room, of course, for tolerance of diversity within a refashioning of existing and hegemonic abstract universals. Ethics of liberation à la Hinkelammert and Dussel, proposes instead, pluriversality as a universal project. Such a project can only be pursued as far as double translations and the theoretical revolution would continue to create the conditions for new ways of thinking at the borders structured by the coloniality of power in the making of the modern/colonial world. In this way, ethics, politics, and epistemology come together next to an already existing one that will continue to exist and that has been the legacy of the modern/colonial world.

In the same way that the figure of Indian nations and Indian people is complementary to the refugee (and vice versa), each of them with their own local histories and their entrenchment with (the logic of coloniality), the Zapatistas’ (decolonial) conception of democracy is complementary (and vice versa) to democracy as conceived and enacted within a hegemonic tradition, that is, from the Greco-Enlightenment legacy. Slavoj Žižek has recently made a plea for a “Eurocentrism from the left” and extended an invitation to recover the “political proper” in its Greek legacy. Displeased with identity politics, mainly in the United States, which he considers the end of the political proper, Žižek makes a new claim in favor of a universal
political proper." The other is the location of its origin in ancient Greece. The first is a logical move, while the second is geopolitical. That is, the second move introduces the geopolitics of knowledge disguised as the universality of the political proper. This disguise becomes crucial in Žižek's argument when he distinguishes globalization from universalism and calls for the "fundamental European legacy." What is, for Žižek, the distinction between them? With the term globalization Žižek refers to the "emerging global market (new world order), and with universalism he refers to the "properly political domain of universalizing one's particular fate as representative of global injustice." Why is this important? Because "this difference between globalization and universalism becomes more and more palpable today, when capital, in the name of penetrating new markets, quickly renounces requests for democracy in order not to lose access to new trade partners. This shameful retreat is then, of course, legitimized as respect for cultural difference, as the right of the (ethnic/religious/cultural) Other to choose the way of life that suits it best—as long as it does not disturb the free circulation of capital."  

Žižek provides several examples to substantiate the distinction. One of them is Singapore's "wise" (the quotation marks are Žižek's) ruler Lee Kuan Yew. It is true that Lee has been playing the game of differences between East and West in order to justify capitalism in the Asian way. It is coherent to say, then, following Žižek's argument, that this is a case of globalization without universalism. That is, it is an example of globalization in which the political proper has been suspended—or not. Today (May 2009), I have a different interpretation of Lee's statement as argued in chapter 1, under the heading of "Dewesternization." He was initiating, curiously enough in the same year of the Zapatista uprising, the project of "dewesternization" that is today very much under way as one of the trajectories, and options, toward the future, by confronting rewesternization (including rewesternization of the Left, as Žižek is proposing in this article). Rather than being suspended, the political is being enacted in the dispute for the control of the sphere of authority in the colonial matrix of power. Lee was enacting a "dewesternization of the political proper," which continues with force today and was very much present in the debates over the "future of capitalism." Thus, here we have two emerging options toward the future: on the one hand, the decolonial options, of which the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution is one; on
the other, the dewesternizing options, which Lee was already announcing in the early 1990s. The third option is the rewesternization of the Left, of which Žižek is a case in point. It is unlikely that one of these options—including rewesternization, which is President's Obama project—will prevail over the other in the future. Indeed, the future seems to be pluralized. Forecasts about "how to run the world"—based on the past five hundred years of Western civilization and its local history traced back to the Holy Roman Empire and Byzantium—seem already déjà-vu. In this case, history is no longer repeating itself.

So, then, one could say, even in disagreement with Lee's opposition between East and West capitalism (an opposition, after all, created from the West), that the alternative would have been to accept capitalism in the Western way. That is, to accept, at once, means of production and (neo)liberal ideology. Lee is not operating at the level of the Zapatistas: the former project is dewesternization and the latter decolonization (see chapter 1). His position was defined from the neo-colonial state, similar to Mexican government. Consequently, I am not sure that in the case of Lee the political was suspended, although from the U.S. perspective, as well as from Žižek's, his position was very much suspected. Lee's political move was "conservative" in the sense of conserving a certain sense of Singapore's past. It is true that Lee may not qualify to be the equivalent of the "demos" as in ancient Greece, as redefined by enlightened philosophers. But it is also true that the slaves, in ancient Greece, were not part of the demos. However, Lee is in an imperial/colonial subaltern position: imperial because of his endorsement of capitalism, colonial because he is "yellow." His was already a dewesternizing stance. As I said in chapter 1, I am not saying that dewesternization is to be promoted. I say that it could be said of him that "we the nothing... we are all, against others who stand only for their particular privileged interest."

Žižek makes a similar move when he insists "on the potential of democratic politization as the true European legacy from ancient Greece onwards." But there is a remarkable difference between Žižek and Lee, of course. Žižek proposes a return to "his" past in view of a transformative future, while Lee puts the accent on preserving "his" past and to re-inscribing it into the future in a "dewesternizing" fashion. In sum, Žižek is proposing rewesternization from the Left while Lee is proposing dewesternization from the Right. The difference is that Žižek is operating on the diverse homogeneity of Western cosmology (which fits with the diverse projects of re-westernization), while Lee has to deal with the re-inscription of a non-western past into a future that carries the traces of the Western present. Lee has to deal with racism inscribed in both imperial and colonial differences; Žižek has not (and perhaps he is not even aware of them), for he is "on this side" of the fence, on the side of the humanitas. However, wouldn't it be possible to imagine a transformative future from the very past that Lee proposes to preserve? According to Žižek's argument, this would not be possible because the political proper has been geopolitically linked to Greece and appropriated as "European legacy." And the only progressive possible re-inscription would be that of the tradition of modernity extended to the re-inscription of Vladimir Lenin. Now, Lenin and Lee may be closer to each other than one would imagine at first sight. Lenin took in his hands the project of Westernization initiated by Peter and Catherine the Greats, certainly with a different content (socialism), but with a similar logic. What Lee has introduced, and I here call dewesternization, is to break out with the monocultures of the mind according to which the future of the world rests on Greek legacies (the "true European legacy" for Žižek) appropriated either by the Right or the Left.

As the astute reader may have imagined, it is not my intention to advocate for Lee's position over Žižek's. Rather, I am trying to show how much Žižek's and Lee's positions are entangled. Žižek has his own local histories (his past, his tradition) and references to anchor his argument (ancient Greek thought, and later Lenin). For Lee, neither Greek philosophy nor Lenin is of much relevance; one does not see why they should be. Confucius is close to Lee's home. The reorientation of the Left doesn't throw away Marxism because, on the way, Marxism encountered Stalin. So, one should not dismiss the legitimacy of dewesternizing options when rewesternization and the reorientation of the Left are competing for their right to rule the world based on Greek legacies.

The Zapatistas' dictum "Because we are all equal, we have the right to the difference" opens another venue to think about the ethical and the political proper in imagining possible futures; and it brings us back to decolonizing the imperial human (defined by commonalities with the imperial Human rather than by differences with colonial anthropos). The right to be
different the Zapatistas are claiming is the difference claimed by the political society, while in Ecuador and Bolivia similar claims have been articulated in the indigenous efforts to reorient the mono-national into a plurinational state. To move “difference” at the level of the state means also to introduce the distinction between civil and political society. At the level of the civil society we encounter reform and dialogic negotiation, as Žižek himself will have it. At the level of the political society we encounter struggle and demands for participation in managerial transformation, as the Zapatistas’ and Indians political project have it. The Zapatistas’ goal is not to take control of the state (like in the Cuban Revolution), not even to contend for elections (hence, the divergence between Zapatismo and the Movimiento al Socialismo, lead by Evo Morales in Bolivia), but to participate in opening up the space for the political society. And we can certainly agree with Žižek’s definition of the political, although not necessarily in its geopolitics. That is, ancient Greece and the European legacy! It is precisely at the level of the political society that the second Zapatistas’ dictum, “To rule and to obey at the same time,” is the necessary corollary of the first (“The right to be different because we are all equal”).

There are, then, two issues that need to be clarified. The first issue is the conception of the “political proper” in local histories where imperial differences predominate. That means, states like Russia or China in the sphere of international relations and of the consequences of global racism. The imperial difference is the connector of “differences” between imperial countries in the West where the conception of the political proper originated and civilizations that couldn’t be colonized (like the Russian Tsarate converted into Russian Empire and then Soviet Union) or the Chinese Dynasties. These civilizations were not colonized like Africa or America, but they became inferior in the eyes of the West—the first for having a Cyrillic alphabet, Orthodox Christianity, and Slavic ethnicity; the second for being yellow and dwelling in a millenarian memory older than Greece and independent of it. It is basically a “North Atlantic legacy,” parallel to the history of capitalism until the end of the twentieth century (i.e., before capitalism began to locate itself in Asia, and no longer using Asia as a source of natural resources and a place to colonize from afar). It is in this particular local history that Žižek’s argument shall be understood. De-Westernization operates in the sphere of imperial differences (where international relations matter most and the economy and the state have central roles).

The second issue is the conception of the political in the local histories of the colonial differences. The “political proper” in the conflictive making of the colonial difference doesn’t have its origin in Greece. Or if it does, it is in the discourse of the colonizers who grounded themselves in the Greco-Roman tradition to justify colonization. The “political proper” in the colonial difference appears “for the first time” (I am using Žižek’s expressions in quotation marks) in the Caribbean, in Anáhuac, and in Tawantinsuyu. At that moment, “we-the nothing” were those left out of the frame of Greek and Christian-European legacy, and those who had to figure out how to deal with a political order that was being imposed on their own conception of the organization of the social. Naturally, for “we-the nothing,” Greece may very well be the cradle of European legacy, but that “we” does not have much to do with it. Briefly, “we-the nothing” were those who were spoken of by “good” Spanish humanists (like Bartolomé de Las Casas and Francisco de Vitoria), but whose voices were suppressed by the colonial difference built on the Greek and Christian-European traditions. For example, Guaman Poma de Ayala, in Tawantinsuyu, who wrote a political treatise titled Nueva corónica y buen gobierno (New Chronicle and Good Government), which was written between the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth, but printed for the first time in 1936. For Aymara’s and Quechua’s intellectuals and political figures, Greek thinkers do not have much to offer to the constitution building of a plurinational state. But Guaman Poma does. The “political proper” for a decolonial thinker has its fountain not in Greece but in the anti-colonial and decolonial (in this case Guaman Poma) responses to the imperial designs of Greek legacies in the pens and minds of Spanish men of letters.

There is, then, for decolonial thinkers in America a legacy similar to the legacies that European thinkers find in Greece. Obviously, Central or Eastern Asian intellectuals will find their own legacies to engage the “political proper.” Unless, however, we assume that only the Greeks are the sources of the political proper. It is also within the legacy of political struggles framed by the colonial difference that Enrique Dussel was able to postulate a distinction between ethics of discourse and ethics of liberation. The project of ethics of discourse (Apple, Habermas) means inclusion and reform, in Dussel’s words. It is dialogic negotiation and depolitization, in Žižek’s words. Ethics of liberation is transformation grounded in a philosophical discourse that questions the fact that in the politics of inclusion and
recognition that is left unquestioned is the very place in and from which inclusion is being proposed. Those who propose inclusion do not reflect critically on the fact that those who are welcomed to be included may not necessarily want to play the game generously offered by those who open their arms to the inclusion of the difference. This is the issue at stake, in my understanding, in Lee Kwan Yew's insistence on the Eastern and Western way of doing things. We may not agree with the way in which Lee frames the issue, but we should not overlook that there is an issue in which the imperial differences (e.g., today differences within capitalist states; yesterday differences between Western civilizations and civilizations that couldn't be colonized) and colonial differences (e.g., created in relation to civilizations and people that were colonized) come together in very interesting ways. The Zapatistas' theoretical revolution may prove to be of the essence to get out of the vicious circle steaming from the local history of Europe, either by reaching back to Greek legacies or to the short history of the European post-Enlightenment (e.g., Protestant ethics, whiteness, and secularization).

Closing Remarks

The Zapatistas' theoretical revolution and its ethical and political consequences suggest that the time has come to look around, beyond European legacies (Greece or the Enlightenment), as Fanon suggested in the epigraph to this chapter. Beyond rewesternization and the reorientation of the European Left, there is an entire world to look for "the political proper" when the political requires us to deal with the long-lasting presence of Eurocentrism, in its European and U.S. guise. Furthermore, it is not only the figures of European refugees and the Holocaust that concern us. The non-European damnés, responding to Westernization and rewesternization, are also of concern. They are contesting dewesternizing and decolonial projects, the re-inscription of the spiritual into land claims, and the process of decolonizing aesthetics and religion by liberating spirituality and subjectivity.

In between these trajectories and options, decolonial democracy/socialism becomes a connector and no longer the liberal model of democracy/socialism managed by rewesternizing agencies or socialist futures managed by the reorientation of the Left. Decolonial democracy/socialism is the site of struggle for control and domination, on the one hand, and for liberation on the other. The figure of the colonized (indigenous people, black slaves in the Atlantic in the sixteenth century, Indians under British rule); the logic of coloniality operating without colonies (China under British and U.S. regulations after the Opium War, in 1848); and the figure of the immigrant from local colonial histories moving toward local metropolitan histories shall be added to the spatial scenario of planetary transformations, where dewesternization and decoloniality emerge as options to rewesternization that, for their mere existence, transform rewesternization into another option and no longer seen as the only road to the future.

I am not saying of course that the "end" of European legacy has arrived. On the contrary, rewesternization consists in the effort to re-inscribe European modernity's own tradition into the future. To frame the issue in terms of "end" and "new beginning" would imply remaining within Western modernity's frame of mind and maintaining the uni-linear conception of historical changes and human progress(ion). No, it is not the "end of Western democracy" that has arrived, but the time of its regionalization. The frame in which "democracy" has been introduced by the Zapatistas has opened up the need to look at the multiplication of interlocking histories and their corresponding legacies, linked by the coloniality of power and the colonial difference. Those who are imagining democratic futures in Latin America (the Zapatistas, the constitutions of Bolivia and Ecuador) or in India (Chatterjee) can hardly take seriously the invitation to "insist on the potential of democratic politization as the true European legacy from ancient Greece onwards." These kinds of claims have been made by right-wing politicians who felt the discomfort of rapid demographic transformations when industrial "development" began to emerge in the first half of the twentieth century. However, such claims could only be legitimated within the "proper history" of the North Atlantic, from ancient Greece to the modern United States, and the "silence" of the rest.

The recently initiated Festival de la Digna Rabia continues the work of the Zapatistas' theoretical revolution and is the constant reminder that theories are where you can find them; and now you can find them all over the world, not just in Europe or the United States. The difference is that theories all over the world, or emerging from "minorities" in Western Europe and the United States, imply border thinking, and for border thinkers the reference point is no longer Greece or Rome; or if it is, like in the case of Muslims, it is only half of the story.
CHAPTER SEVEN

Cosmopolitan Localisms

Overcoming Colonial and Imperial Differences

Existentialism in our country is an immature Western imitation in need of being enriched with our 3000-year-old theosophic experience in order to be eligible to be called philosophy....

This is what I mean by originality and free-thinking, rather than our Iranian free-thinker's hundred years of regurgitation of Marx’s ideas which are of no use to anyone. Those individuals who have been successful in Africa and Asia have been able to teach European philosophies and forget them. They were able to get to know their societies, find and propose new solutions, based upon their existing cultural, historical and social resources, and create a new foundation. We see that they have become successful too.

ALI SHARI'ATI, “The Mission of the Free-Thinker for Building Up the Society”

Cosmopolitanism is a concern of Western scholarship whether or not scholars who engage in cosmopolitan issues are natives of the Western (epistemic) world. The point of origination of "cosmopolitanism"—in other words—is the West, although its routes of dispersion encountered partisans beyond Western history of ideas and political debates. By this I mean that it is not a concern—at least not to the degree which it is in the Western world—of Chinese intellectuals and scholars in China, Iran, Zimbabwe, Bolivia, or Uzbekistan, for example. And when they are, they are taken up by local intellectuals looking toward the West rather than to the issues of their own local histories, of which Western interventions are part. Cosmopolitanism is a concern of Western scholarship, though not necessarily of Western scholars. There is no one-to-one relationship between both. In the global distribution of scholarly and intellectual labor, the geopolitics of knowing, understanding, and knowledge run parallel to other geopolitical spheres, say, in the management and control of authority, economy, and information.

Cosmopolitanism and (De)Coloniality

I approach the issue as something that fell upon me when dealing with the question of coloniality, and how to get out of it. So that unless one accepts that Western scholarship is global (or universal) and therefore that cosmopolitanism is truly a global (or universal) concern independent of the institutional and individual loci enunciation, a one-to-one relationship between cosmopolitan projects (or visions) and the global (or universal) does not (and cannot) obtain. And this means that indeed there are places, locations, nodes, projects of short and long reach in which cosmopolitanism is not at all a concern. Chiefly among them are those who engage in decolonial and dewesternizing projects. For, if one is where one does and one does by engaging in dewesternizing and decolonial projects, what would one gain by jumping onto the Western cosmopolitan bandwagon? Quite the opposite, one may feel that cosmopolitan projects run indeed counter to dewesternizing and decolonial ones and that cosmopolitanism aims to erase the differences that dewesternization and decolonialism need to overcome that cosmopolitan razor trying to mold the planet according to the subjectivity, desires, comfort, satisfaction, and security of those who embrace, theorize, and push cosmopolitanism. But the razor now has to confront and to cross two enormous mountains: the imperial and colonial differences on which dewesternizing and decolonial projects are based and from where they nourish. There is a question of dignity in the eyes of those who, at the top of the mountain, look at the cosmopolitan army marching down the valley. Only that this time, the end of the movie may no longer be the classical ending of Hollywood “Westerns” of the golden age, the triumphal march to the frontier.

Now, it is important to set the terms in which dewesternization and decolonialization should be understood in my argument. I am not proposing a competition from which a winner will emerge as the global leader. That scenario is a modern one, perhaps postmodern; perhaps this aim could be
attributed to de-westernization, although it is not clear to me whether this option's claims are for global leadership or for a balanced distribution of decision-making in the future. That is, I would like to think instead that de-westernization is moving toward a polycentric world order. In other words, to the extent that de-westernization is by definition a non-Kantian project, and based on the fact that in the past five hundred years Western imperial building and management changed hands from time to time (Spain, Holland, England and France, the United States), it doesn't follow necessarily that this trend will continue and that the next turn will be China's. The difference is that while in the successions of Western imperial hegemony and domination a changing of hands took place “within the white family” of Euro-America; Chinese are "yellow" (see chapter 1) and do not belong to the family. There is a divide here mapped by the imperial epistemic and colonial difference; that is, the line of global racism that divides Western Christians and white from Eastern mostly non-Christians and yellow. That is the boundary that may be diffusing the play of forces into a polycentric and capitalist world, rather than into the same kind of world order we had for five hundred years, with the only difference that the new hegemon will be in "yellow hands" instead of “white hands.”

Furthermore, where is the knowing subject who brings about cosmopolitan issues located? Does he or she belong to three continents? Is this a necessary condition of cosmopolitanism and for being cosmopolitan? Who is concerned with cosmopolitanism, where and why? Is cosmopolitanism an individual business or a global project? Is she observing and describing cosmopolitan issues from a non-cosmopolitan perspective, or is she a cosmopolitan herself who attempts to advance the project or intervene in the debate toward cosmopolitan futures? Since I announced in the title that my arguments promote communal futures, the question is: Would then communal futures be compatible, and if so, to what extent, with current cosmopolitan ideals? Or not. Briefly, how would cosmopolitanism and communalism (in the sense I will describe in the afterword, based on indigenous concepts of the communal) interact?

In fact, the geopolitical imaginary nourished by the terms and processes of globalization lays claim to the homogeneity of the planet from above—economically, politically, and culturally. In this sense globalization sounds very similar to cosmopolitan ideals. The only difference is that the former is brutally capitalist and monocentric, while the latter is, as Costas Douzinas puts it, "globalization (or globalism) with a good face." I would add that while globalism is the term to designate the neo-liberal project, cosmopolitanism is the term that names honest liberal projects. So that decolonial cosmopolitanism shifts the geography of reasoning and asks, within the principles of the decolonial option, whether cosmopolitanism can be preserved or abandoned? Is pluriversal cosmopolitanism possible? Yes, if we are all engaged in that project, accept that cosmopolitanism can be local. Cosmopolitan localism is an oxymoron, indeed; an oxymoron that unveils the universal pretenses of universal cosmopolitanism in a single story. Now we have a pleonasm: universum is a Latin equivalent to Greek cosmopolis.

Cosmopolitanism and Globalism

The term cosmopolitanism is, instead, employed more often than not as a counter to globalization, although not necessarily in the sense of globalization from below. Globalization from below invokes, rather, the reactions to globalization from those populations and geo-historical areas of the planet that suffer the consequences of the global economy. There are, then, local histories that plan and project global designs and others that have to live with them. Cosmopolitanism is not easily aligned to either side of globalization, although the term implies a global project. What options does cosmopolitanism offer vis-à-vis globalism and globalization from below?

Let's assume that globalization is a set of neo-liberal designs (now in the process of re-westernization) to manage the world, while cosmopolitanism is a set of projects that work toward planetary conviviality. In the Andes, they will prefer the general expression “vivir bien” (a common translation of kichwa "sumak kawsay" or Aymara "sumak kamafia" that etymologically would mean something like "to live in plenitude" or, paraphrasing the expressions, "living in fullness and harmony with Pachamama"). Such a horizon of life is alien to capitalist societies, in which competition and personal success—economically and politically as well as in the world of entertainment and sport is encouraged, celebrated, and rewarded. In the Andean culture, "to live in harmony" is a project delinking from competition and success. It is indeed a convivial project toward noncapitalist-based societies. In other words, these projects work to eliminate forms of
competition that promote getting ahead of or outdoing one's neighbors. And such principles only promote cosmopolitanism of the fittest. The fittest are those who fit capitalist and neo-liberal designs, which of course are not universal, but, postulated as such, leave out of the cosmopolis all those who are not interested in "fitting." Today, in the United States the idea that the survival of the fittest is "naturally" connected with competition is being contested. One can think of survival of communities, rather than of the fittest. The idea of the "common good" is returning to liberal thinking. However, there is still a barrier that prevents the detachment of "economy" from "capitalism," and while the idea of the "survival of the fittest" is contested, "capitalism" is seen as necessary. By so doing, the link between capitalism and survival of the fittest is being erased.

The first global design of the modern/colonial world was Christianity, a cause and a consequence of the incorporation of the Americas into the global vision of an Orbis Christianus. It preceded the civilizing mission, the intent to civilize the world under the model of the modern European nation-states. Christian global designs were part of the European Renaissance, and they were constitutive of modernity and of its darker side, coloniality. The global design of the secular civilizing mission was part of the European Enlightenment and of a new configuration of modernity/coloniality. The cosmopolitan project corresponding to Christianity's global design was mainly articulated by Francisco de Vitoria, at the University of Salamanca, while the civilizing global design was mainly articulated by Immanuel Kant, at the University of Königsberg.

In other words, cosmopolitan projects, albeit with significant differences, have been at work during both moments of modernity/coloniality. The first was a religious project; the second was secular. The colonization of the Americas in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, and of Africa and Asia in the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, consolidated an idea of the West: a geopolitical image that exhibits chronological periodization. Three overlapping macronarratives emerge from this image. In the first narrative, the West originates temporally in Greece and moves northwest of the Mediterranean to the North Atlantic. In the second narrative, the West (in the specific sense I have given to the word in my argument) is defined by the modern world that originated with the Renaissance and with the expansion of capitalism through the Atlantic commercial circuit. In the third narrative, Western modernity is located in Northern Europe, where it bears the distinctive trademark of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution. While the first narrative emphasizes the geographical marker "West" as the keyword of its ideological formation, the second and third link the West more strongly with modernity. Coloniality as the constitutive (and darker) side of modernity emerges from these latter two narratives, which cosmopolitanism and coloniality are entangled: cosmopolitanism becomes a key concept of modernity to hide coloniality. By this I do not mean that it is improper to conceive and analyze cosmopolitan projects beyond these parameters. My point is to make explicit the goals and conditions under which "cosmopolitan" projects could be said to have been in place before 1500. Was the expansion of the Islamic caliphate of the Abbassid dynasty a cosmopolitan or global project? Or were intellectuals advancing these goals? Or is cosmopolitanism an invention of Western modernity and therefore the brighter side that obscures coloniality?

I'm therefore situating modern cosmopolitan projects temporarily since 1500 within the scope of the modern/colonial world—and spatially in the northwest Mediterranean and the North Atlantic: in other words, within the Christian/Secular West. While it is possible to imagine a historical narrative that, like Hegel's, begins with the origins of the spirit, it is also possible to tell stories with different beginnings, which is no less arbitrary than to proclaim the beginning with the origin of humanity or of Western civilization. The crucial point is not when the beginning is located, but why and from where and for whom a beginning is such? That is: what are the geo-historical and ideological formations that shape the frame of such macronarratives? Narratives of cosmopolitan orientation could be either managerial (what I call global designs—as in Christianity, nineteenth-century imperialism, or late-twentieth-century neo-liberal globalization) or emancipatory (what I call cosmopolitanism—as in de Vitoria, Kant, or Marx, leaving aside the differences in each of these projects), even if they are oblivious to the saying of the people that are supposed to be emancipated. The need for a critical cosmopolitanism arises from the shortcomings of both. Yet "critical" is not enough. It should be decolonial.

Within the five major trajectories of global futures that I describe in the introduction, all of the existing cosmopolitan projects are inscribed squarely in the trajectory of renewed Westernization and in the reorientation of the
Left. There is no cosmopolitan project (as yet) stemming from dewesternizing or decolonizing trajectories. The question is, would cosmopolitanism be a project that dewesternizers and decolonials would engage in and promote? What would be the gains to join a project that in its imperially aims at eliminating or absorbing differences? So then, we are entering into the fuzzy terrain where cosmopolitanism without parenthesis and cosmopolitanisms in plural and in parenthesis meet. In other words, cosmopolitanism is either a Western project, and as such part of rewesternization, or a project in which all will participate, in which every cosmopolis (local histories) will join as a project in which the pluriversal will be the universally agreed-upon goal; that is cosmopolitan localism.

Cosmopolitanism, International Law, and Rights

In 2000 I published an article in *Public Culture* titled "The Many-Faces of Cosmopolis: Border Thinking and Critical Cosmopolitanism." The starting point was to brazen out "cosmopolitanism" with "globalization." For, indeed, is not globalization cosmopolitan? And, in reverse, is not cosmopolitanism global by definition? It appears then, and in retrospect, that globalization was a term introduced in the vocabulary of political theory and political economy when markets were deregulated and profit was equated with growth. In the 1980s "globalization" replaced "development," which had invaded the field of political theory and political economy from 1950 to 1975, approximately. But once the theories of Milton Friedman began to take hold, in the late 1970s, and were institutionalized by Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s, globalization came to be the rhetorical term used to describe imperial designs in the remaking of global coloniality. Global coloniality, the darker side of globalization, explains the frequent concern that during the last quarter of the twentieth century, globalization meant also the expansion of the poverty line and the growing divide between the haves and have-nots.

Thus, I was asking myself, what is the place of cosmopolitanism in the dreary scenario at the end of the twentieth century? My response, at the time of writing the article (late 1990s) and its publication (mid-2000), started from Francisco de Vitoria's foundation of international law and from Immanuel Kant's cosmopolitan ideals (and by extension with Enlightenment, clear cosmopolitan ambitions) coexisting with his notorious racist underpinning: racist principles were already at work in de Vitoria's subrefuges to manipulate the rights of the Indians in international law and the rights of the nations (ius gentium, see below and chapter 2). So, the question was, how could cosmopolitanism be possible when the designer of the project had a hierarchical view of humanity around the planet? It so happened that cosmopolitanism was, willingly or not, a project of Western expansionism (that today has been updated as globalism), whose implementation was carried on through the "civilizing mission" rather than by the free market in economics and democracy in politics. In that regard, Kant's cosmopolitan ideals were as imperial as late twentieth century's march through free-trade, military bases, and "spreading democracy."

Once I reached this conclusion, I set myself to explore the issue in two directions: one historical and the other coeval with particular "faces" of cosmopolitan projects. Historically, I realized that Kant's cosmopolitanism was coeval with the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (the Declaration). While cosmopolitanism was a world (or global) project, the Declaration was a concern with what would be the modern (and European) nation-states. It doesn't take too much effort to conclude that the Declaration in France, and by extension the formation of the modern nation-state in England and Germany, would become—directly or indirectly—naturally bonded to cosmopolitan projects. How come? If the Declaration in Europe were to warranty the civil security of Man (let's say, of human beings) and that the civil security of Man was tied to citizenship, then the Declaration worked in two complementary directions. One was chronological, as the Declaration was necessary to secure the life of the citizens under the secular rule of governmentality within the history of Europe itself. The other was geographical, as the Declaration would become the measuring stick by which to judge social behavior that, according to Western standards, was uncivilized and, therefore, violated the rights of Man outside Europe. The silent assumption was that there was no violation of the rights of citizens, because there was no such social role outside Europe. Thus, the civilizing mission and cosmopolitanism appeared to be the underlying project of secular Western expansion.

September 11, 2001, was a wake-up call not only for globalization, but for cosmopolitanism as well. It was perhaps the first global event that put a halt
to the dreams of Kantian cosmopolitanism, but it also revealed the imperial underpinning of the Kantian vision and legacy.

Why Did Cosmopolitanism Become a Buzzword in the 1990s?: Four Motivations and a Detour

Cosmopolitanism was a buzzword in the late 1990s and continued to be in the first decade of the twenty-first century. Why such widespread interest in cosmopolitanism? I see four main motivations.

The first motivation was the widespread limits of "national thinking." Nationalism was what cosmopolitanism was trying to overcome. Cross-cultural and planetary dialogues were argued as ways toward the future, instead of leaping to defend and enclose the borders of the nations. Immigration contributed to the surge of cosmopolitanism. Nationalists saw immigration as a problem; cosmopolitans saw it as an opening toward global futures.

The second motivation was the need to build arguments that, moving away from nationalism, did not fall in the hands of neo-liberal and economic globalization. That global world was not what cosmopolitans liked to support at the end of the twentieth century. Thus, one of the strands of cosmopolitan thinking, confronting globalization, was caught in between honest liberalism opposed to neo-liberal globalization and a renovated Marxism that saw new global players invited to think cosmopolitanism beyond the international proletarian revolution.

A third motivation, related to the first two, was to move away from closed and monocultural conceptions of identity supporting state designs to control the population by celebrating multiculturalism. At this level, cosmopolitanism focused on the individual: the person was invited to see herself as an open citizen of the world, embodying several "identities." In a word, it was a liberal conception of cosmopolitanism, born in the nineteenth century, and now translated into an ideal of flexible and open cultural citizenship.

The fourth motivation, compatible with but also distinct from the second, was the legal proposal putting on the agenda "cosmopolitanism from below," which was eventually connected with the agenda of the World Social Forum.

I see behind those motivations a story that has not been told. In that untold story there is one stop and one detour that have not been accounted for. And when you think about it, the story of the idea in Greece has been restricted to Athens and Sparta. Not much is said about Macedonia. The standard historical trajectory of the word _cosmo-polis_ goes from Greece to Königsberg: the Greeks introduced the word into their vocabulary; Kant revamped it and put it to good use in the eighteenth century. However, the cosmopolitan line doesn't go directly from Greece to Königsberg. The trajectory took a detour through the Atlantic, in the sixteenth century, and it is through this detour that it got to Kant: from the Atlantic, not from Greece. Let's see.

_Orbis_ was the Latin word equivalent to the Greek word _cosmos_. Whether the meaning was strictly equivalent, I leave the research for another opportunity. What is important to notice, however, is that _orbis_ was a word in the vocabulary of imperial Rome. Thus, perhaps _orbis_ did not translate the arcadian _cosmos_ conceived when Greece was in the idealized period of democratic organization of the _polis_. Perhaps _orbis_, in Latin, translated _cosmo-polis_, which better describes the emergence of Macedonia (the barbarians to the north of Athens and Sparta) of Alexander the Great (356-323 b.c.) at the moment he ruled over Persian civilization and its dominium and extended his control into a vast portion of the known world. Thus, _cosmopolis_ under Alexander the Great doesn't describe the pacific democratic Greece of Athens and Sparta, but that of Macedonia and the conquering and military administration. The fact is, then, that in Roman Latin _orbis_ and _urbe_ were the equivalents of _cosmos_ and _polis_. So _cosmos_ and _orbis_ are therefore concepts related to Alexander's dominium and to the Roman Empire: _imperium_ is a Latin word, not a Persian or Greek one.

This is not yet the detour, but a shortcut. There is an intellectual and scholarly tradition in Germany of tracing German roots to Greece. Rome is in the tradition embraced by Latin countries and also by England. Rome has been claimed by imperial Western countries like Spain, France, and England. Germany was not one of them. These assertions are understandable. Rome is the city claimed by Catholic Christians, who see their roots in Rome and in Latin languages, rather than in Athens and the Greek language. The detour comes, as I mentioned, through the Atlantic. To start with, Pietro Martire d'Anghiera (1457-1526), an Italian man of letters at the
royal court of Isabella and Ferdinand of Castille, wrote a famous report, *De Orbe Novo* (On the New World), on the early process of explorations, from 1492 to 1520 approximately. By the time of Kant's revamped cosmopolis, he was also engaged in lecturing on geography (see chapter 5). Although he used the word *cosmo-polis* he was certainly familiar with the *Orbis Universalis* of Petro Apiano, circa 1524 (see fig. 4). If Kant did not know this version, he certainly was familiar with the well-known *Theatrum Orbis Terrarum*, by Abraham Ortelius, printed in 1570. Notice the use of the word *theatrum*. "Theatrum" is the translation of the Greek word *theatron* (a place of viewing), in the same family as *theoria* (contemplation, speculation, looking at), from which is derived *theorein* (to consider, speculate, look at) and *theoros* (spectator) and *theorem* (speculation, proposition to be proved). All are *theo-* words and were concentrated in Latin *theo-logy*, and *theo-logy* set the stage for the *hubris* of the zero point (see chapter 3). Border gnosis or border epistemology emerged precisely in confrontation with the epistemology of the zero point. Now, all existing cosmopolitan projects seem to rest on the *hubris* of the zero point and to debate without questioning the very imperial epistemological foundations of cosmopolitan claims.

So, then, we have three moments to take into consideration: the Greek, the Roman, and the Atlantic. It was basically the emergence of the *Theatrum Orbis Terrarum* that really shaped the courts' visions of and ambitions for a cosmopolitan world. The word was Greek, but the world was "possessed" by the Europe of linear global thinking, in Carl Schmitt's account (see chapters 1 and 2). It was also at the moment in which the Renaissance period of imperial expansion, led by Spain and Portugal, was closing that imperial modernity and world leadership was changing hands. Changing hands in two senses: from Spain and Portugal to England, France, and Germany. And internally, in Europe, monarchies and the papacy were giving way to the emerging bourgeoisie and a brave new world, which Kant was conceptualizing through many of his writings, including *The Contest of the Faculties*.

However, Kant's notion of cosmopolis comes to the fore more clearly in his lectures on *Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View* (published toward the end of his life) and in his Geography (see chapter 5). In *Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View* Kant introduced cosmopolitanism in the section devoted to the "characters of the species." The characters of the species, in relation to his cosmopolitan ideas and ideals, should be understood in relation to two preceding sections: "the character of the nations" and the "characters of races." The characters of the nations are limited to six European nations: France, England, and Germany in the first round; Italy, Spain, and Portugal in the second round. Kant arrives at the frontier of "nations" and closes this section by stressing its limits: "Since Russia has not yet developed definite characteristics from its natural potential; since Poland has no longer any characteristics; and since the nationals of European Turkey never have had a character, nor will ever attain what is necessary for a definite national character, the description of these nations' characters may properly be passed over here."26

Now you begin to see that a cosmopolitan vision based on his geography and on racist underpinnings is indeed a problematic, risky, and dangerous proposition. For that reason, dewesternizing and decolonial projects immediately put on the table the question of imperial and colonial differences. Overcoming imperial and colonial differences, as I argued in chapter 1, is indeed a burden for current cosmopolitan projects. At stake is the question of human rights. As far as human-rights operations in a world in which the population is racially ranked, human rights will necessarily and naturally focus on the "most valuable sector of the population." Thus, Western cosmopolitan proposals, from the Left and from the Right, will be always confronted with the racial classification in which the very enunciation of cosmopolitan projects is embedded. It is in this sense that the decolonial and dewesternizing perspective (can Asians think?) begins from the very structure of racism on which international law was founded (e.g., de Vitoria, Grotius).

But colonial and imperial differences (epistemic and ontological, as I argued previously) are only part of the problem cosmopolitanism would face today. Another aspect is that in the same way that much of the world stopped following the directive of the World Bank, the World Trade Organization's Doha Development Rounds register the increase of Western failures. In the Seventh Doha Round, China and India joined forces and refused to be told what to do with cosmopolitan "free trade." What, indeed, would be the advantages of cosmopolitanism if you are engaged, for example, in working toward "our modernity," as Chatterjee has argued, or in decolonizing...
Petro Apiano’s world map of 1520, most likely based on Martin Waldseemüller’s world map of 1507, which was the first to include “America” (to honor Amerigo Vespucci).

knowledge, as argued by Linda T. Smith or Hountondji, as I explored in chapter 3. From this perspective, cosmopolitanism once again looks very much like a Western, intellectually geared project, an internal debate, with not too many followers in 80 percent of the non-European cosmos.

Let's get back to Kant to further elucidate these issues. Taking one more step, Kant moves to the "characters of races," in a short section in which "nature" takes the place of "nations" held in the previous section. Kant delimits the question of races by focusing instead on "the character of species." And in this section the character of the species "human" (of the race animals) deserves close scrutiny. Cosmopolitanism comes into the picture in the section "Main Features of the Description of the Human Species' Character." And here is how Kant envisions cosmopolitanism.

The human race taken collectively (as the entire human species) is a great number of people living successively and simultaneously. They cannot be without peaceful co-existence, and yet they cannot avoid continuous disagreement with one another. Consequently, they feel destined by nature to develop, through mutual compulsion and laws written by them, into a cosmopolitan society (cosmopolitanism) which is constantly threatened by dissension but generally progressing toward a coalition.

The cosmopolitan society is in itself an unreachable idea, but it is not a constitutive principle (which is expectant of peace amidst the most vigorous actions and reactions of men). It is only a regulative principle demanding that we yield generously to the cosmopolitan society as the destiny of the human race; and this not without reasonable ground for supposition that there is a natural inclination in this direction.

Both the idea and the horizon of a cosmopolitan society are predicated, by Kant, on considerations (explored in my previous analysis of his Geography) that he established between freedom and law, the two pivots or pillars of any civil legislation: "If authority is combined with freedom and law, the principles of freedom and law are ensured with success." Now, cosmopolitanism, as a regulative principle, is acceptable, as long as it is being imposed as a universal principle of regulation. Unless we believe that the majority of people enjoy killing each other and do not care for yielding "generously to the cosmopolitan society" (until European cosmopolitans get there to teach them), there is no excuse for establishing a regulative and imperial principle.

Kant considers four conceivable combinations of authority with freedom and law.

1. Law and freedom without authority (anarchy).
2. Law and authority without freedom (despotism).
3. Authority without freedom and law (barbarism).
4. Authority, with freedom and law (republic).

Needless to say, Kant prefers the last one. And, therefore, cosmopolitan ideals presuppose the republican organization of society in which authority goes hand in hand with freedom and law. As Kant himself recognizes it, cosmopolitanism is an idea which may become despotic and anarchic if authority with freedom and law in place A is considered the ideal of social organization for B, C, D, E, F, G. And this was precisely the presupposition underlying Kant's ideal envisaging of a global order he conceived as cosmo-politic. De Vitoria was contributing to shape the colonial matrix in the sphere of international law; Kant to the principles of social organization. Both were working out cosmopolitanism in the management of the sphere of authority.

Toulmin's Hidden Agenda of Modernity

There is still another aspect in this scenario we shall bring to the foreground to understand the implications of a cosmopolitan social order that was put forward in the eighteenth century.

Now we come back to Stephen Toulmin (see introduction) from a different angle. In his landmark book Cosmopolis: The Hidden Agenda of Modernity, Toulmin brought the idea of a cosmo-polis into new light—cosmo-polis as a significant aspect of the hidden agenda of modernity. Why the hidden agenda? What motivated Toulmin to write this book was the moment when he understood that the image of modernity he had learned in England in the 1930s and 1940s was faulty, partial, and overtly celebratory. Toulmin uncovers two dimensions of the idealistic and triumphal image of modernity ingrained mainly in Protestant Europe. One is that the seventeenth century, far from being a European golden age that prompted the advent of science and philosophy, was a moment of economic crisis marked by the decay of the Spanish empire and the absence of a new imperial era. Holland was enjoying a moment of commercial glory, but Western Christians were killing
each other in the Thirty Years’ War. The second aspect underlined by Toulmin, prompted by his early reading of Michel de Montaigne’s *Essais*, is the humanistic strand of the Renaissance that followed and ran parallel to the advent of modern science and the secular philosophies of Galileo, Bacon, and Descartes. The humanistic tradition, initiated during the European Renaissance, broke away from the theological and epistemological control of the church and the papacy, and prepared the ground for the secular philosophy of the Enlightenment. That, in a nutshell, is the hidden agenda of modernity and the context in which cosmopolis appears. Toulmin argues that the humanist creativity of conceiving the *polis* followed the pattern of the *cosmos* through the mediation of science. Precisely, *cosmo-polis* or the *polis* (society) was organized following the model of the cosmos that physics and astronomy were making available at the time; this is the hidden agenda of modernity. Toulmin adumbrates the issue in the following manner: “We are here concerned, not with ‘science’ as the modern positivists understand it, but with a cosmopolis that gives a comprehensive account of the world, so as to bind things together in ‘poli-tico-theological,’ as much as in scientific or explanatory, terms.” The Western conception of science was the only novelty of the hidden agenda of modernity. Of the millenarian civilizations in the Andes, the Incas were the latest and the last: theirs was modeled on the Tawantinsuyu, starting from the pattern of the Southern Cross, while the Maya, who were north of the equator and could not see the Southern Cross, used instead the Milky Way as their source of inspiration. Thus the hidden agenda of modernity, interestingly enough, was a consequence of the ground gained by the philosophical-scientific strand from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment. It was in this scenario that Kant introduced his own idea of *cosmopolis*.

Toulmin explains that the reconstruction of European society after the Thirty Years’ War was based on two pillars or principles: stability and hierarchy. Stability applied to inter-relations among sovereign nations. Sovereign nations were a conception in the mind of European thinkers (like Kant, for example), and it applied to the society in which they were dwelling and thinking. Thus, beyond the realm of sovereign nations (which were basically the six modern and imperial European nations: Germany, England, France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal, with Holland interregnum), the imperial question was not in the picture of stable relations among sovereign nations in the process of becoming states. Hierarchy applied to the internal organization of society or within the internal organization of each individual state. But, again, the presupposed totality was that of the six or seven Western European countries.

He further explains that by 1700 social relations (hierarchy) within nation-states were defined horizontally based on super-ordination and subordination of class relations: “Social stability depended on all the parties in society ‘knowing their place’ relative to the others, and knowing what reciprocal modes of behavior were appropriate and rational.” The planetary model of society was based on the hierarchical relations within nation-states, which was, Toulmin observes, “explicitly cosmopolitical.” How come? Without such a justification, he adds, the imposition of hierarchy on “the lower orders” by “the better sort” of people would be arbitrary and self-serving. To the extent that this hierarchy mirrored the structure of nature, its authority was self-explanatory, self-justifying, and seemingly rational.

Here we encounter authority and law (posited by Kant), but not yet freedom. Let’s take it one step further and see how the polis can be organized following the model of the cosmos to grant freedom to its citizens. In this light we understand that the undisclosed assumption was, first, that the hierarchical organization of each nation-state (polis) shall follow the model provided by the law of the cosmos; and, second, that the stability of relations among nation-states shall also be modeled on the law of nature (cosmos) that serves the model for the organization of each state within itself (polis).

Thus, Toulmin puts it this way: “The philosophical belief that nature obeys mathematical laws which will ensure its stability for so long as it pleases God to maintain it, was a socially revolutionary idea: both cosmos and polis (it appeared) were self-contained, and their joint ‘rationality’ guaranteed their stability. As recently as 1650, people worried that the World was grinding to its End: by 1720, their grandchildren were confident that a rational and omniscient Creator had made a world that ran perfectly.”

Shortly after that (by 1776), the idea was applied to the economy, and the belief took, and God was replaced by the State: the “invisible hand” manipulated by the state, was supposed to secure free and private initiatives. Thus it was not the role of the state to rule the economy, but to make sure
that the economy ruled itself. The invisible hand was the invisible hand of the state, as Arrighi has recently and convincingly argued. This idea lasted until the fall of 2008, when Wall Street exploded, blowing off the fingers of the invisible hands and depriving them of playing the strings and guiding the marionettes.

Introducing Decolonial Cosmopolitan Ideals

If cosmopolitan ideals are maintained in and for the twenty-first century, cosmopolitanism shall be accountable for its crimes: the very foundation of cosmopolitanism, as envisioned by Kant and explained by Toulmin, was complicitous with the formation of European imperial powers and of European expansion in America, Africa, and Asia, as well as with the continuation of Europe in the United States, as Hegel was anticipating. To maintain cosmopolitan ideals, we (all those who engage in this project) need to decolonize cosmopolitanism, which means moving toward a decolonial cosmopolitan order no longer modeled on the law of nature discovered by science, but from various models of conviviality that Western cosmopolitanism suppressed. Cosmopolitanism cannot be a top-down global order, nor can it be the privilege of "frequent travelers" and tri-continental subjects. Cosmopolitanism shall be thought out in relation to a heterogenous historico-structural conception of history and society (as we saw in chapter 1) and world order, rather than in a unilinear narrative of history and a hierarchical organization of society. Decolonial cosmopolitanism shall be the "becoming of a pluriversal world order" built on and dwelling in the global borders of modernity/coloniality. In what follows I explain this idea.

I will proceed by taking a step back from the seventeenth century, where Toulmin learned that "modernity" planted its seed during the Renaissance and where he discovered humanism as modernity's hidden agenda beyond the celebration of science and secular philosophy. And I will take a step forward, toward the formation of the United States and the transformation of European cosmopolitan ideals, in the early twentieth century, when massive immigration from Europe agitated the quiet waters of two centuries of pilgrim's pro-creation, Native American repression, and enslaved African exploitation.

About one hundred and thirty years before Immanuel Kant pronounced his lecture on anthropology from a pragmatic point of view (1772–73), the need of international law emerged in the consciousness of Western Christians. While in Europe the Council of Trent was setting the stage for a bloody scenario that would consume Western Christian Europe until the Peace of Westphalia (1648), ending the Thirty Years' War, which had piggybacked on the eighty-year war between Spain and the Netherlands, legal theologians at the University of Salamanca were starting their long journey to solve two interrelated problems: to what extent Indians in the New World were Human, and to what extent, as a consequence, they had property rights. For Castilians land was a matter of property rights, while for the Inca and Aztec civilizations, as well as other existing communities in the Caribbean, neither property nor right was a known concept. This was even less germane to land: land was for them and still is the source of life, and not a commodity. Francisco de Vitoria and his followers were confronting, during the second half of the sixteenth century, issues of a history parallel to and intertwined with the internal history of Europe that Kant framed in terms of nation-state and national characters. This double history, its imperial and colonial side, were certainly at work in the seventeenth century, but as Toulmin has elegantly narrated in the first chapter of his book, only the bright side of imperial European history was transmitted to his generation, in England, in the 1930s and 1940s.

In retrospect, another aspect of the story that has not been told deserves to be brought to light. Greek cosmopolis has many more similarities to Quechua-Aymara words like Pacha or even Tawantinsuyu than to Kant's cosmo-polis. Tawantinsuyu was not only the organization of the Incanate, but—as I just mentioned—it was modeled on their knowledge of Pacha (which, translated into Greek, would be "cosmos" and into Latin would be "orbis"), a malleable word that collapses space and time, energy and life. And that is a problem, really. Imagine, as a thought experiment, that Kant relied on Tawantinsuyu to imagine a global and social organization of the human species, much like Guaman Poma de Ayala did exactly 250 years before Kant, when he laid out his Nueva corónica y buen gobierno and proposed to Philip III an organization of "The Indies of the New World." The organization of the first imperial/colonial society since the sixteenth century was meant to solve a cosmo-political problem of a particular kind: the formation of modern/colonial inter-state relations and inner-state social organization (stability and hierarchy). The fact that Europeans managed and controlled knowledge doesn't mean that in terms of the future and
well-being of the humanity a global order based on Tawantinsuyu would have been less effective than a cosmopolitan global order imagined after the Greeks. Indeed, Kant was missing the transformation during his own time whose consequences we are witnessing today. What, indeed, could have gone wrong?

Toward the end of the sixteenth century, merely fifty years from the moment Spaniards were able to gain control of Tawantinsuyu (1548) and began to build the Viceroyalty of Peru, there was plenty of time to figure out what to do in a new situation in the history of humankind. Guaman Poma knew both his own history and the history of the world that he read in Spanish authors, mainly those writing on the New World. He solved the problem of internal organization for the Tawantinsuyu by giving one suyu to each of the existing ethnicities at this time: Spaniards, Indians, moors, and blacks. Tawantinsuyu, the domain of the Incas, meant “the world divided in four.” Each part of Tawantin-suyu was called a “suyu.” Each “suyu” was assigned, through complex internal rules, to particular family lineages. Once the Incas vacated Tawantinsuyu and moved to Vilcabamba, north of Cuzco, Guaman Poma filled the void with the current demography of his time. Furthermore, the world was remapped according to Tawantinsuyu: he drew a map dividing it into two parts. On the upper part he located Tawantinsuyu, and in the lower part Spain. However, Spaniards did not see themselves “below” Tawantinsuyu, and they prevailed. Prevailing, however, did not mean that the forces of history were killed forever. The current process of re-writing the constitutions of Bolivia and Ecuador, and the entire discussion of the plurinational state, is nothing more than the continua-
tion of the problem Guaman Poma saw emerging five hundred years ago, when the territory of Incas and Aymaras became a mix of ethnicities. His decolonial political treatise is and remains exemplary, in that he did not propose to coexist with the enemy. On the contrary, the very idea of “the enemy” was not in his mind. Thus, one of the first steps of decolonial cosmopolitanism was to get rid of the idea of friends and enemies in which the political finds its raison d’être. Carl Schmitt’s proposal only makes sense with European “political theology,” that is, in the secularization of Christian theology in which the world is already divided between Christianity and “those barbarians who hate it and want to destroy it.”

The problem is not minor, and the whole idea of decolonial cosmopolitanism is at stake. I should also add to the previous description of the suyu the point that each suyu was composed by association of units called ayllu (organizations with many similarities with the Greek oikos). Ayllus were grouped into markas and the compound of ayllus and markas formed a suyu. In this case Tawantinsuyu was at once the city and also the extension of the city, to the territorial domains of Inca rulers. Thus, the argument has moved from Cosmo-polis to Urbis-orbe to Pacha-suyu. The first two belong to the same family, although Orbe was overruled by Cosmos. And Pacha never entered the conversation. By bringing it up now I am stressing why any cosmopolitan project today cannot be a project from one local history and particular locus of enunciation, as if all people in the world should be happy to be “included” in such a generous universal cosmopolitan project. Indeed, why would Pacha-suyu be ruled out and its contribution to global communal futures dismissed in favor of cosmo-polis or urbis-orbe? (See the afterword to this book.) What, indeed, are the privileges of the Greco-Roman models over all other possible ones? Now, when I argue for communal futures, and introduce the model of Pacha-suyu, I am not proposing a “new” and “better” (two key concepts of imperial modernity) model to replace the old and bad ideas of “cosmos” and “orbis.” That would be to do the same, and with little change to move forward. For if you define cosmopolitanism as a world in which the citizens belong to the cosmos rather than to the nation, then why not Pacha-suyu, where, from its very inception, runa (what Westerners call “humans”) belonged to and were crossed, ingrained, and sunk in the cosmos; it includes the cosmological rotations of each individual life, as well as incorporating the life of each member of the community in the cycles of days and nights, of the seasons that bring the harvest and the food, and the hundreds of plants and roots used to keep the body in synchrony with the cosmos (e.g., what Westerners called medicine).

The Zapatistas, aware of that long genealogy of thought, mapped a decolonial cosmopolitan vision in the formula “a world in which many worlds would coexist” (“un mundo en el que co-existan muchos mundos”), and in doing so shifted from the universe of imperial cosmopolis to the pluriverse of decolonial cosmopolitanism. The Zapatistas’ dictum is not pointing toward a “multicultural cosmopolitanism” where the G7 will govern and the rest will dance and eat ethnic food. "To get there, to a world in which many worlds will coexist, all parties involved have to engage in the politics of decolonial cosmopolitanism, and, today, such a project could begin by confronting the imperial and colonial differences that divide and
rank the world, among people and regions, as well as natural and cultural resources. As I have been arguing in this book, we are living in a polycentric and capitalist world in which three major trajectories are contending: Westernization, dewesternization, and decoloniality.

The next question is, how are rewesternization projects and Western critical cosmopolitanism related? By critical, I mean cosmopolitan projects from liberal or Marxist persuasions that are confronting neo-liberal globalization. I am asking this question because my argument is built on premises that are not part of Western mainstream debates on cosmopolitanism. I work and live in the United States, but as far as I know, the collective modernity/coloniality/decoloniality is not part of those debates. The collective project dwells in the history of South America and the Caribbean, the histories of indigenous diversity, African-descent diversity, and European-descent diversity. And my personal trajectory as the son of an Italian immigrant in Argentina who studied in France and migrated to the United States is tainted by the Latino/as cultures in the country where I am writing this book. It is imaginable that similar positions are being taken in different parts of the world among those who do not want to become cosmopolitan according to Euro-American designs. What would responses to Western cosmo-politanism look like from the various histories of South America and the Caribbean (European, African, Indigenous) or, for that matter, from any part of the Islamic world, China or Africa, North and sub-Saharan? If you shift the gaze and look from the margin toward the center, cosmo-politanism changes color; or may become blurred.

However, fruitful connections could be made between "us," meaning those who are not working within the European cosmopolitan tradition, and thinkers like Bruno Latour. Latour's responses to Ulrich Beck's cosmopolitanism are telling of how critical cosmopolitanism can work within the current Euro-American project of rewesternization. Needless to say, I see Latour's position as akin to decolonial cosmopolitan ideals. One could even think of Latour as a decolonial European thinker and, as such, see his horizon as the imperial rather than the colonial side of coloniality. For, if it is not clear yet, coloniality is the darker side of modernity and therefore is what connects and entangles both the imperial and the colonial ends of the modern colonial/world. Let me be clear: I do not think that Latour is endorsing the G20 (although Beck may), that is, the new organization created after Wall Street began limping. I sympathize with Latour's critique, which, interestingly enough, he qualifies as his "Western Burgundian point of view." From my "Italo-Argentinian point of view" (which means, of European immigrant descent), and thinking decolonially, Isabelle Stengers and Peter Sloterdijk are quite interesting, but their conceptualization comes from dwelling in a different world: hence, literally, the future shall be a world in which many worlds would coexist. I am advocating for worlds guided by communal principles, and of course if we aim for a world in which many worlds will coexist, we cannot have an imperial (Right or Left, progressive or conservative) blueprint of how that world would be, nor can we mount an army to force everybody to acquiesce: this simply is the stronger claim of the decolonial option among the options of a noncapitalist world (that is to say, capitalism will no longer be an option, because the very principle of capitalism is that if there are many worlds, they can only coexist under capitalism). If you have a blueprint and not an open horizon of pluriversality, you would be forced to destroy and kill in order to implement the blue print.

Cosmopolitanism in a decolonial vein shall aim at the communal not as a universal model but as a universal connector among different noncapitalist socio-economic organizations around the world. Thus, communalism is not a model of society, but a principle of organization. Many models will emerge, based on local histories, memories, embodiments, practices, languages, religions, categories of thought. The communal as a connector, rather than as a universal model, means, in the first place, to delink from both capitalism and communism (or socialism in its softer version), brothers of the same parents, the European Enlightenment. What comes after delinking will depend on what has been at work in different local histories. It could be a remapping of the three principles of the people (1926) of Sun Yat-sen;

"it could be the Andean legacies and history of the Ayllu; it could be the philosophy of freedom and re-existence (not just resistance and survival, but an active project of re-existence that overcomes the social death that coloniality—during the colonial as well as the republic period—imposed on black communities in South America); it could be the remaking of South Africa; or, it could be the possibilities at work in noncapitalist social organizations that could unfold from current debates, explorations, and creativity in the Islamic world." Consequently, it would make sense for
cosmopolitanism, in order for it to be meaningful from a decolonial perspective, as it is not imperial. Therefore, the Western cosmopolitan vision could exist among other visions, but would not function as the guiding light and the blueprint for global futures. If that were the case, then globalism and cosmopolitanism would be two sides of the same coin: the first being brutal and imperial, the second gentle, friendly, and convivial, but both taking place within the project of continuing rewesternization. The communal and the decolonial envision cosmopolitan localisms breaking away, delinking, building, and being in the world otherwise than the liberal or Marxist cosmopolitan.

Cosmopolitanism, International Law, and Coloniality

The concept of “good governance” recently entered the vocabulary of international relations and international law. Paradoxically the term is not used in the sense proposed by Guaman Poma (“Buen Gobierno”), and even less in the sense used by the Zapatistas in Southern Mexico (“Juntas de Buen Gobierno,” “Council of Good Governance”), but in the implied version elaborated by legal theologians of Salamanca. Thus, there is a direct line connecting the emergence of international law in the sixteenth century (there was no such conceptualization and practice before that time) with cosmopolitan ideals in the eighteenth century and with good governance and development in the twentieth century, as promoted by the United Nations and the World Bank. Not by chance, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in 1948, came at the time when such institutions were being created, and, therefore, human rights, good governance, and development began to work in tandem toward the new version of “cosmopolitanism” that came to be baptized as “globalism.” “Globalism,” like “cosmopolitanism,” names a vision rather than a process (e.g., globalization).

Francisco de Vitoria was celebrated mainly among Spanish and other European scholars as being one of the founders of international law. His treatise Relectio de Indis is considered foundational. The idea of the Orbis Christianus (or the Christian cosmos) was not new. It was the legacy of the Roman empire, particularly from the moment Constantine brought Christianity together with imperium (e.g., dominium), to which later on England and, more recently, the United States would claim their own inheritance. The novelty of the sixteenth century was the emergence of a part of humanity (named Indians by Christians) and lands (named Indias Occidentales, New World, and later on America). The historical and colonial foundation of international law was at the same time the foundation of rights and racism as we know them today. Let’s see how.

Central in de Vitoria’s argument is the question of ius gentium (rights of the people or rights of nations). In de Vitoria’s time a distinction was made between divine, human, and natural law. According to divine law, the pope was the ultimate sovereign, stationed above even the monarch—more precisely, stationed between God and the monarch. De Vitoria was a humanist, and he rejected divine law. Nations, that is, communities of people, were bound by natural law and therefore had the rights of the people. Thus, there was no difference for de Vitoria between Spaniards and Indians in regard to ius gentium. The problem appeared when he had to find a reason to legally authorize Spaniards to take possessions of Indian lands. De Vitoria found his way out by recognizing the Indians as human, but suggesting that they “lacked” something. Lack and excess were two features persistently assigned to Indians, as well as non-Christians, in order to locate their correspondence with the standard model of humanity. Thus, although bound and equal to Spaniards in the domain of ius gentium, Indians were in a sense childish and thus needed the guidance and protection of Spaniards.

At that moment de Vitoria inserted the colonial difference into international law. Orbis Christianus encountered its limits, limits that would remain when secular cosmopolitanism recast the imperial project and set the stage for the civilizing mission. Anthony Anghie has provided an insightful analysis of the historical foundational moment of the colonial difference. In a nutshell, the argument is that Indians and Spaniards are equal in the face of natural law, as both, by natural law, are endowed with ius gentium. In making this move, de Vitoria prevented the pope and divine law from legislating on human issues. That is, it deprived the pope of sovereignty. Natural law endows the monarch and the state as sovereign. The question, then, is whether Indians, who, like Spaniards, are endowed with ius gentium by natural (and not divine) law, are sovereign. If they are sovereign, then war with Indians would be ruled by international law legislating between two sovereign states. De Vitoria’s foundational move consisted of the following.

By bracketing divine law and denying the pope legislation of human affairs, de Vitoria established natural law as the ultimate sovereign. According
to this perspective, society would be governed according to natural law, and, at the time, when science (astronomy and physics) was in its inception and not on good terms with theology, the interpretation of natural law was in the hands of legal theologians, like de Vitoria himself. Now, by natural law all human beings are born equal—a principle to which no one will object—and thus endowed with ius gentium, with the rights of people or nations. De Vitoria devoted the first two of the three sections of Relectio de Indis to defending the rights of Indians (to whom he consistently refers to as "los bárbaros" [the barbarians]), to their rights not to be dispossessed or invaded, and he thereby undermined Spaniards’ will to invade and dispossess.

However, de Vitoria established the distinction between "principes Christianos" (and Castilian in general) and "los bárbaros" (the barbarians)—and he made his best effort to balance his arguments based on the equality he attributed to both people by natural law and ius gentium—he based his entire discussion on what rights and limits the Spaniards had with regard to "the barbarians": whether to expropriate or not; whether to declare war or not; whether to govern or not. De Vitoria frequently offers counter or parallel examples, imagining what would happen if instead of being between Christians and barbarians, the situation were between French and Castilians, without calling attention to the difference. The communication and interactions between French and Castilians were one-sided—the barbarians, for example, having no say in whatever de Vitoria said, because they were deprived of sovereignty, even when they were recognized as equal per natural law and ius gentium.

The move is foundational in the legal and philosophical constitution of the modern/colonial world and was maintained through the centuries, modified in the vocabulary from barbarians to primitives, from primitives to communists, from communists to terrorists. Thus Orbis Christianus, secular cosmopolitanism, and economic globalism are names corresponding to different moments of the colonial matrix of power and distinct imperial leaderships (from Spain to England to the United States). These are the many faces of cosmo-polis, as I have outlined in an article in Public Culture, taking the question of rights (of people, of man, and of the citizen and of human) to flag the limits of imperial cosmopolitan projects.

Anghie made two decisive points about de Vitoria and the historical origins of international law.

My argument, then, is that Vitoria is concerned, not so much with the problem of order among sovereign states but the problem of order among societies belonging to two different cultural systems. Vitoria resolves this problem by focusing on the cultural practices of each society and assessing them in terms of universal law of ius gentium. Once this framework is established, he demonstrates that the Indians (e.g., barbarians in Vitoria’s vocabulary) are in violation of universal natural law. Indians are included within a system only to be disciplined.

I see three limits to cosmopolitan ideals in the trajectory from Orbis Christianus to globalism. The first limit is that the distinction between two cultural systems was not proposed by Indians (or barbarians), but by de Vitoria, unilaterally. Unilateralism in this particular case means that the colonial difference was inscribed in the apparent equality between two cultures or nations endowed by natural law with ius gentium. The colonial difference was mainly and foremost epistemological. That is, by recognizing equality by birth and by natural law, de Vitoria established Spaniards and barbarians as ontological equals. However, epistemically, he deemed barbarians not yet ready to govern themselves according to the standards established by human law. And here is where de Vitoria’s distinction between divine, natural, and human law pays its dividends. Epistemic colonial differences are built on the presupposition that epistemic deficiencies indicate ontological inferiority.

The second limit is that the framework was put in place to regulate its violation. And when a violation occurred, then the creator and enforcers of the framework had a justification for invading and for using force to punish and expropriate the violator. John Locke perfected that strategy, which remains a familiar procedure to this day. This logic was wonderfully rehearsed by Locke in his Second Treatise on Government (1681). One can say that "coloniality" (the darker side of Western modernity) shows up in de Vitoria as he carefully works toward setting the stage not only for international law but also for "modern and European" conceptions of governmentality. It seems obvious that Locke did not get as much from Machiavelli as from the emergence of international law in the sixteenth century and from de Vitoria and his followers, who were already discussing the question.
of both "property" and "governance" in the interaction between Christians and the barbarians. Here we are at the crossroads when someone like Locke has the Platonic and Aristotelian tradition in political theory on his European back, and the most recent Atlantic history that de Vitoria in Castile and Grotius in Holland were confronting. At the beginning of the sixteenth century Machiavelli was living in and thinking about the conflicted situation of Italian city-states. His concern was to advise the prince as to how to obtain or maintain power and how to regulate conflict—in Italy, not between Spaniards and the barbarians! So, for Machiavelli, there was no "thief," as there was for Locke, nor were there violators of natural law, as there were for de Vitoria.

The third limit is that the "framework" is not dictated by divine or natural law, but by human interests; in this case, the interests of Christian Castilian males. Thus, the "framework" presupposes a well-located and singular locus of enunciation (created, of course, in the process of stabilizing the regulations for punishing violators) that, guarded by divine and natural law, is presumed to be universal. And the universal and unilateral frame "includes" the barbarians or Indians (a principle that is valid for all politics of inclusion that we hear today) in their difference, thus justifying any action Christians will take to tame them. The construction of the colonial difference goes hand in hand with the establishment of exteriority: the place outside the frame (barbarians) that is brought into the frame.

Anghie made a second observation that coincides with one of the basic principles on which decolonial thinking and the analytic of modernity/coloniality has been built: "Clearly, then, Vitoria's work suggests that the conventional view that sovereignty doctrine was developed in the West and then transferred to the non-European world is, in important respects, misleading. Sovereignty doctrine acquired its character through the colonial encounter. This is the darker history of sovereignty, which cannot be understood by any account of the doctrine that assumes the existence of sovereign states."26

Anghie points toward a radical epistemic shift necessary to decolonize the inherited view of Eurocentered modernity. That is, that international relations based on the concept of sovereignty emerged in Europe, after the Peace of Westphalia, to regulate an emerging inter-state system, within which European states were considered sovereign. This is the local and regional situation in which Kant was thinking of cosmopolitanism.

But beyond the heart of Europe, as we saw above, when Kant faced Russia, Turkey, and Poland, what he faced was indeed the colonial/imperial differences. And these differences, at the time of Kant, were refashioned in two complementary directions: first, Orientalism, as analyzed by Edward Said, was nothing other than applying to secular Europe and the Orient the colonial difference that de Vitoria had already established with regard to Christian Europe and the barbarians; second, the invention of the South of Europe (clear in Kant and Hegel) recast the colonial difference into internal imperial difference, and the emerging imperial countries (England, Germany, France, which now lead the European Union) separated themselves from Christian and Latin countries (France occupying an intermediary position, but also taking the leadership of the southern Latin countries—Italy, Spain, and Portugal).

Kant's cosmopolitanism was cast under the implicit assumptions that beyond the heart of Europe was the land of those who had to be brought into civilization and, in the South of Europe, was the land of the Latin and Catholic countries, some of them—like Spain and Portugal—too close to North Africa because of the long presence of the Moors in the Iberian Peninsula, Iberians were also of mixed blood.

Now, if we jump from the era of European "cosmopolitan" modernity and the civilizing mission (with England and France leading the way) to a postmodern world guided by "globalism," we have a sketch of the continuity and diachronic accumulation of the rhetoric of modernity (salvation, conviviality, prosperity, and freedom) and its darker side, the logic of coloniality (discrimination, racism, domination, unilateralism, exploitation). What is "globalism"? Manfred Steger suggests that globalization is "an Anglo-American market ideology that reached its zenith in the 1990s and was inextricably linked to the rising fortunes of neo-liberal political forces in the world's sole remaining superpower."27 Of extreme interest with regard to globalization, in relation to the previous periods of theological international law and secular state and inter-state regulations after Westphalia (Locke, Kant), is that while the first period (Orbis Christianus) had Christian theology (divine, natural, and human law) as the overarching frame and the second period (secular cosmopolitanism) had secular philosophy and science (the physical law of the cosmos unveiled by from Copernicus and Galileo to Newton) to regulate society and imagine a cosmopolitan world, the
third period (globalism) had an "invisible hand" regulating economy. The "invisible hand," introduced by Adam Smith—during the same years that Kant was imagining cosmopolitanism and conviviality—as the regulator of economic transactions, always had for me a hidden complicity with de Vitoria's (and Christian) divine and natural laws.

Thus, when we moved from "good governance" in the sense de Vitoria and Locke imagined it (the first through international law, the second through the regulation of the nation-state) to globalism, we put *Homo economicus* in the front row (instead of Christians and the civilized confronting the barbarians) and the underdeveloped in the back. At that point, "barbarians" of all kinds lost their appeal and their force: globalism was not so much concerned with taming the barbarians and with the legality of international relations, but with reducing costs and increasing gains under the rhetoric of developing the underdeveloped. And when "barbarians" in the global scenario questioned the rhetoric of development and acted on it, they became, first, "communists" and later, "terrorists": the forces that prevent *Homo economicus* became global. These labels not only targeted specific sectors of the population, but served to identify whoever disputed global designs, whether he or she was a "communist" or a "terrorist" according to official discourse. Honestly working toward democratic futures could be labeled as communist or terrorist if the vision of the future you hold doesn't correspond with imperial global designs. Cosmopolitanism becomes difficult in this scenario.

Questions related to the nature of humanity, of who is human, of who is less or more human, lose their relevance. What counts are people who can work and consume, disregarding their religious beliefs, their skin color, or their sexuality. "Globalism" is the global sharing of a particular type of economy, disregarding, once again, whether the leader of that economy is Saudi Arabian, Indonesian Muslim, Hindu Indian, Orthodox or Slavic Russian, or white and Christian French, British, or Anglo-American. Globalism and cosmopolitanism could be different versions of Western civilization's imperial impulses: globalism being its brutal version and cosmopolitanism its benign face. The illusion that Western civilization could create the problem and solve it is facing its limits. It was possible to maintain that illusion while the colonial matrix of power was in the hands of Western actors and institutions and the Right, the Left, and the center disputed within the family, so to speak, the rights and the wrongs, while the entire world watched and waited for the civilized—the winners and the saviors. No longer. All that was possible when the anthropos was not struggling over knowledge, like today with Twitter and Facebook, web pages, independent graphic media, radio, and independent publishing houses, but also in established publishing houses that open their catalogues to promote the decentralization and decolonization of knowledge and being. Decoloniality and de-westernization are making a statement; they are making evident that the road(s) to the future can no longer be controlled and marked by Western gatekeepers and road-helpers. Gatekeepers are losing their function, saviors and missionaries are being looked at with suspicion, and road-helpers are no longer needed.

**Toward Decolonial Cosmopolitanism**

**or Cosmopolitan Localism**

If we are to think in terms of decolonial cosmopolitanism (which means to turn Kant's legacy inside out, and thinking of pluriversal connections emerging from border action and border thinking, as I have been arguing throughout this book), then the cosmo-polis of the future would be composed of "communal nodes" around the planet cooperating rather than competing with each other, and there will be no node that, like the one inhabited by Kant, envisions itself extending all over the planet in a grand cosmopolitan salvation mission. In other words, decolonial cosmopolitanism is not the actualization of Kant's cosmo-polis, but its subsumption in what Kant's cosmopolitan project denied: the cosmopolitanism of the planetary anthropos, including European humanitas. Thus, decolonial cosmopolitanism proposes a double departure, a radical shift in the geopolitics of knowing and being. There are two scenarios in which decolonial cosmopolitanism could be thought out and acted on.

The first scenario begins with the transformation of the monocentric (and unilateral) Western world from sixteenth-century establishment of the colonial matrix of power to 2000. In that period emerged the colonial matrix of power that was created, consolidated, augmented, and controlled by Western imperialism (Spain, England, and the United States, basically). Since 2000, approximately, the colonial matrix of power has been under
dispute (chapter 1). We have been witnessing the transformation of a monocentric world into a poly-centric one that shares the same type of economy, a capitalist economy. However, poly-centricity appears at the level of control of political authority, control of knowledge, and control of subjectivity (e.g., gender, sexuality, religiosity, etc.). At the moment in which I wrote this, the G20 were meeting in Washington to fix the Wall Street disaster. However, while the G20 agreed on many points regarding the economy, there was no question that China and the United States, India and Brazil, Saudi Arabia and Germany, and other nations facing off across colonial lines would have contentions in other arenas, from political to epistemic and religious. Furthermore, countries like Iran and Venezuela, economically powerful and capitalist, were not part of the G20 precisely because contentions are played out in the domain of controlling authority, subjectivity, and knowledge.

Second, a polycentric capitalist world is not, of course, a decolonial world: a world that has dispensed with the colonial matrix of power and with the colonial and imperial differences regulating the field of forces in the modern/colonial world. I am not saying that a polycentric capitalist world is better than a monocentric one. I am just describing the polycentric capitalist world that exists today, like it or not. Decolonial cosmopolitanism is not so much (yet) thought out and activated in the sphere of the state (perhaps with exceptions like Evo Morales in Bolivia), but in the domain of what Partha Chatterjee identifies as "political society." That is, the sphere of the "civil society," conceived by Hegel in the framework of liberal cosmopolitanism and the secular order of society, has been expanded, mainly in the twentieth century, by the irruption and disruption of the "political society," part of which is described as "social movements." Decolonial cosmopolitanism shall be placed in the sphere of political society, although not necessarily the entire sphere of political society would endorse decolonial options. Once again, we are dealing with the domain of the pluriversal and truth in parenthesis. Decolonial cosmopolitan projects, as I am arguing here, are contending with the sphere of coloniality; that is, within the formation and transformation of the colonial matrix of power as described above.

In any event, whatever the genealogy of thoughts and feelings, decolonial cosmopolitanism emerges from the borders, in exteriority, in the realm of colonial difference, while cosmopolitanism, in its different versions (Orbis Christianus, globalism) was concocted and enacted in and from the metropolitan centers. Actors imagining, enacting, and advancing decolonial projects would most likely come from either the "damnés de la terre," the wretched of the earth, in Fanon's expression, or from actors who, not belonging to the damnés, have joined the cause and shifted their geography of reasoning from imperialism to decoloniality. The margins are places, histories, and people who, not being at once Christians and secular Europeans, were forced to deal with the encroachment of their modernity.

Some Decolonial Orientations

If cosmopolitanism is a Western concern with two faces—the imperial face of globalism and the Westernization of the world (de Vitoria, Grotius, Kant) and the internal critique of Westernization in the past two decades (Ulrich Beck, Anthony Appiah)—and if, in spite of it, we would like to maintain cosmopolitan ideals, then decolonial cosmopolitanism shall be a concern of all parties involved, each local history and interest, and shall shift or move beyond those two Western faces.

What could be "beyond the two Western faces of the cosmopolis"? Is there any real possibility of thinking and projecting futures without following the blueprint of globalism or of Western critical cosmopolitanism? "Human" interests do not stem from the Big Bang or from God’s creation of the world, but from the imperial and modern/colonial world order, on the axis of colonial and imperial differences. Thus, scholars, intellectuals, and activists in the non-European world have their own concerns, and their own concerns have been expressed (although none of them has made the "breaking news") around "independent thought," rather than around cosmopolitanism. So, then, responding to the question of cosmopolitan localism and decolonial futures would involve, first, following up on the demands and needs being expressed around the world, rather than projecting Eurocentered demands and needs around the world. Let's take the following three cases as examples, to flesh out and to better understand the point of my argument.

The first case comes from "Extractions and Refinement of Cultural Resources," one of the finest and most revealing lectures Ali Shari'ati ever delivered. (It was first delivered in the 1970s; however, it was not published
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Shari'ati’s work is a case in point. He does not define the political in terms of which he formulated the concept of the political had vanished. Global lin-
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It is impossible to achieve economic independence without having achieved spiritual independence, and vice versa. These two are interdependent as well as complimentary conditions. In order to have an independent character in the material, social, and economic sphere, we must develop an independent consciousness before the West and vice versa. What should we do, and in what way? We must know that the best teacher for regaining and wresting one’s independence and national character [remember Kant on national characters] is the enemy (or enemies) who robbed us of our independence and national character. Therefore, we must develop consciousness of how the West has deprived us of our cultural and spiritual resources and consequently trained a generation of Easterners who have lost the capability of utilizing their rich treasure of thought, ethics, spirit, and culture. In reality we have become estranged from these resources. We must search for the steps that the West has taken, as well as the methods, and the stratagems it has used to succeed and reach its goals in the East, to such an extent that she has accused the grand East, the origin, cradle, and the fountain of Western man’s civilization and culture, of savagery, backwardness, and corruptions. Once we study and find the tracks through which the West has entered our lands, we can then retrace them and return to the origin.24

The second example I would put forward is that of Lloyd Best, intro-
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cosmopolitanism may not bow to projects of cosmopolitan localism; their representatives bring to the table sensibilities, conceptual tools, demands, and needs that can no longer be satisfied with recognition and concessions that would merely maintain the one-sided cosmopolitan vision. In other words, a one-way cosmopolitanism is a local concern of Western scholarship, as I said; and it is out of place if the pretense is to update Kant to the imperial needs of the West in the twenty-first century. If cosmopolitan ideals shall be maintained, they shall be decolonial. Therefore, decolonial cosmopolitanism would be a central issue in either the dispute over control of or delinking from the colonial matrix of power that I described in chapter 1.

The second example I would put forward is that of Lloyd Best, introdu-

Chapter Seven

Cosmopolitan Localisms
figures of Caribbean thought, naturally, little is known of him in mainstream scholarship. Imagine a question-and-answer session after a talk in which the names of Shari'ati and Best have been invoked, or that some of their work was explained; imagine too that someone in the audience brought Nietzsche into the picture. One can assume that bringing Nietzsche into the picture may have been provoked by the intellectual profile of both Shari'ati and Best; both are, like Nietzsche, irreverent and provocative. It is safe to assume that the imaginary interlocutor does not know who Shari'ati and Best are; so someone must fill the gap in his knowledge and familiarize himself with the work of men who quite legitimately fall within the category of "irreverent and provocative thinkers." Naturally, there are some connections between Shari'ati and Best, and Nietzsche—chiefly, that they were deeply ingrained in and concerned with their time and situation. But that is not the point of the question. The point is that of the three, only Nietzsche's name is likely to be known. I would wonder, while responding to the question in a polite way, what Nietzsche would have said if he had visited Iran and the Caribbean and had a good long conversation with Shari'ati and Best. I imagine that if the three of them had learned from each other and then returned to deal with their own situations and continued working together, it would have been a successful cosmopolitical summit. However, that is not what I would suspect was presupposed in any questions I was asked about Nietzsche. (Keep in mind that in this imagined talk I had not mentioned Nietzsche.) I would guess that the person asking the question was thoroughly unfamiliar with Shari'ati and Best; furthermore, I would suspect that Nietzsche was a security blanket for this person, who had also, perhaps, asked with the secret hope that I would endorse Nietzsche as someone who was first, or ahead of these other thinkers regarding the issues that Shari'ati and Best were dealing with.

But now you may wonder what Shari'ati, an Iranian, and Best, a Trinidadian, have to do with each other? Much, indeed, but this commonality does not tend to make the "breaking news." In the publisher's preface to *Man and Islam* this story is told.

Dr. Shari'ati gained significant experiences as a result of his interactions with Dr. Frantz Fanon, the Algerian spokesman, while he was residing in Paris. So impressed was Shari'ati with this young psychiatrist, for both his revealing analysis of the racist character of French imperialism and his unwavering sacrifices in helping shape the dynamics of the Algerian struggle, that he is inspired to translate into Persian several of Fanon's works, including highlights of one of his most memorable achievements, *The Wretched of the Earth*.

Connections between Shari'ati and Fanon abound. What they have in common is the darker side of Western modernity that they perceived and felt in their skin from their respective local histories. Commonalities that have not been perceived by imperial narratives that tell stories from above and ethno-national histories told from inside. The job of decolonial thinkers and doers is precisely to bring those relations (most generally ignored as the anecdote about Nietzsche indicates) to the foreground, which is crucial to imagine and plan the future. First of all, both share the colonial wound, at different times and in different spaces. When you read Kant, for example, you will understand that even if Africans were placed at the bottom of the chain of human beings and "national Arabs" were taken as the ethnicity of what is today the Middle East, both ethnic groups were considered below standards.

It is not by chance that one of Best's classic articles is titled "Independent Thought and Caribbean Freedom." Notice that Shari'ati's first sentence of that article, "It is impossible to achieve economic independence without having achieved spiritual independence, and vice versa." Best's titles are almost identical. There is no influence to be anxious about here. It is just the commonality of decolonial thought, prompted by the colonial wound; it doesn't matter whether one is writing about Iran, the Caribbean, Algeria, or the young girl in the Chiapas market, stating that the Zapatistas returned dignity to the Indians. And notice also that both link "independent thought with freedom." Freedom, however, is not always and naturally connected with independent thought. This is the decolonial view. A liberal ideal of freedom would be related to economic growth. Indeed, the Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen would see a natural connection between "development with freedom" (I will return to this topic in the afterword). The parallel here between benevolent development à la Amartya Sen and Western cosmopolitanism, on the one hand, and independent thought and decolonial freedom, on the other, as the major claim to engage in
Cosmopolitan localism shows two of the conflicting horizons in the quest toward convivial futures.

Let's pursue this argument further (and connect it with chapter 2) by returning to Lloyd Best's unfolding of "independent thoughts":

It is being proposed here, that being who we are, what we are and where, the kind of action to which we must be committed is determinate. Action in the field, if it is not to be blind, presupposes theory. To acknowledge this is to set ourselves three tasks. The first is to fashion theory on which may be based the clear intellectual leadership for which the nation calls and which it has never had. The second is to conduct the enquiry on which theory can be soundly based. This is what may be called, in the jargon of my original trade, the creation of intellectual capital goods. Thirdly, we are to establish media by which these goods may be transmitted to the rest of us who are otherwise engaged. As one of our statements in the New World has put it: we may wish to create a media of direct democratic expression suitable to the native Caribbean imagination.33

The quote above tells clearly what "being when one does and thinks" means, and how doing and independent thought are the starting point of this particular decolonial project and, by extension, of any engagement with cosmopolitan localisms not as one design, but as the place where decolonial pluriversality takes place, where, again, Nietzsche's, Shari'ati's, and Best's legacies could coexist in guiding our thinking about how to coexist and work through differences without anxiety about any sort of imposition, be it forcing democracy, cosmopolitanism, the free market, or a given religion.

Now bring dewesternization into the picture. Still another horizon opens, one that further complicates the future of cosmopolitan scenarios; in this situation, development and freedom, independent thought, and decolonial freedom contend with one another. Kishore Mahbubani quotes at length a paragraph by Professor Wu Zengding, who, according to Mahbubani, gives us a hint of debates taking place (not well known in the West) in China that parallel the daily debates about international and economic relations that the Western press reports on profusely. As one may suspect, there is more going on in China beyond the economic and political strength than is highlighted in the European Union and U.S. mainstream media. There is also the question of humiliation and dignity that I pointed out in chapter 1, when I introduced dewesternization. Cosmopolitan projects, in other words, cannot obviate the history of Western racism; the colonial wound is not limited to the subalterns or the damned; it cuts across social strata. Dignity (the key word of the young girl in the Chiapas market) and humiliation endured during centuries of control and management of knowledge that implanted the idea—and the Chinese themselves at some point bought into it—that Asians cannot think and that China is a glory of the past. Development and freedom are not enough to deal with long-lasting humiliation, and apologies are not enough to heal colonial/imperial wounds. Professor Wu Zengding comments,

The construction of new China, the great achievement in reform and opening up for over twenty years, is a further manifestation of the vitality of Chinese civilization. Thus the success of over twenty years of reform and opening up firstly affirms the great revolution and the construction of China, it then also affirms the strength of the Chinese nation, but mostly it affirms the authenticity of the Chinese civilization and tradition. It is this strength rather than some song and dance in praise of globalization and international practices that has brought China through. This is not a form of narrow-minded xenophobia, but it is the great faith and hope one can place in the ancient Chinese civilization.34

Most cosmopolitans would object to this statement, too, since it is precisely what cosmopolitanism would like to overcome. One of the common objections is that statements such as the one just quoted are hypocritical justifications of capitalist economy. Sure they are; but in that regard there is not much difference in justifying capitalism by celebrating neo-liberal globalization—as opposed to justifying it by appealing to Chinese tradition and Confucianism. Take your pick, globalism or nationalism? But such an objection would not be fair. Why not? Because it doesn't recognize the colonial/imperial wound, or the fact that Chinese nationalism is a response to Western neo-liberalism, that the first engendered the second in the same way that state terrorism engenders terrorism in the political society. That these are not roads to cosmopolitan futures seems obvious. But it also makes obvious the fact that cosmopolitan futures cannot be realized with a master plan and a one-way street.
Concluding Remarks

Bruno Latour explained that the misunderstanding between himself and Ulrich Beck on the idea of "cosmopolitanism" lay in their differing interpretations of the historical present, which, of course, is understandable. More explicitly,

The "first modernization," to use his [Beck's] favorite expression, came with a certain definition of cosmopolitanism, which corresponded to the great idea that the whole earth could actually fit snugly inside what Sloterdijk has called the "metaphysical Globe" (as imagined by Mercator, Galileo, Descartes, Leibniz and of course Hegel). The problem is that when this version of the global was invented the world was just beginning to be globalized. The Globe on which Hegel could rely to house every event "in it" was a purely conceptual one; it was for this reason perfect, with neither shadow nor gap.36

But that situation no longer holds, in the sense that globalism ended with the metaphysical globe. The end of the metaphysical Globe is being replaced—in my view and as I explained in chapter 1—by a polycentric capitalist world. Decolonial cosmopolitanism, instead, looks and works toward pluriversal futures that are only possible if the reign of economic capitalism ends. In this regard, and as Elena Yehia has convincingly argued, there are many compatibilities between Latour's position in Europe and the project modernity/coloniality/decoloniality in the Americas and the Caribbean.37

Therefore, concludes Latour, another definition of cosmopolitics is called for, one that does not rely on the "first modernity" dream of an already existing common sphere. It would be a tragic mistake to pursue peace by dragging in the defunct "Globe" as a locus for the common world of cosmopolitanism. Since Ulrich Beck does not wish to be Munich's Hegel, he knows fairly well that the parliament in which a common world could be assembled has got to start from scratch.37

Looking at this European exchange on cosmopolitanism, between a French philospher and anthropologist and a German sociologist, is indeed very interesting. I imagine that it would also be interesting to look at it from the perspective of Islam.38 After all, "Umma" is, in my understanding, a word whose meaning captures what Western cosmopolitans have been concerned with since Kant. "Umma" was reduced to a religious concept by Western secular interpretations, though it connotes social solidarity and cultural identification beyond ethic and regional boundaries. Is that not a cosmopolitan ideal? Another complication emerges here in cosmopolitan debates—the cosmopolitanism of a community. "Muslim cosmopolitanism" reminds us that there cannot be "cosmopolitanism" as such; that when "cosmopolitanism" is being invoked without a modifier, it is either "liberal cosmopolitanism," "Marxist cosmopolitanism," or perhaps "post-modern cosmopolitanism" (all three post-Kantian cosmopolitanisms).39 I wonder, also, how much interest Western debates on cosmopolitanism will awaken among all of those in East Asia who are working hard on decolonial cosmopolitan futures.40 Doesn't decolonial cosmopolitanism presuppose inter-cultural and inter-epistemic relations? And are we not witnessing in Bolivia and Ecuador that the very concept of a plurinational state is already a local way of dealing with cosmopolitan issues? If we fail to understand that it is, it would be because we are still thinking cosmopolitanism in the same way we think about globalization: as a master plan concocted and executed from above. If not, how could liberal and Muslim cosmopolitanism coexist? Decolonial cosmopolitanism is not one more among others, but a project that promotes the shift in the terms of the conversation: from imperial cosmopolitanism (or cosmopolitanism without modifiers and without parenthesis) to cosmopolitan localisms (coexistence of cosmopolitanism with modifiers and with parenthesis). That is to say, inter-cultural and inter-epistemology should prevent the phenomenon in which one culture and one epistemology come to be considered good enough for the entire "metaphysical Globe."

Your location in the colonial matrix of power shapes the way you look at the world. A related question concerns your location in the colonial matrix of power. Notwithstanding either "location," cosmopolitanism may be invigorating, or depressing, or not really a concern. For those of us for whom it is a concern, it is invigorating. Latour's pluriversal cosmopolis and decolonial cosmopolitan localism could join forces in promoting the coexistence
of cosmopolitanism, with modifiers and in parenthesis. To what extent cosmopolitanism may lead to a polycentric and noncapitalist world is still a question. And to what extent cosmopolitanism of any sort is viable and sustainable under global capitalism is still another, more pressing one. What is certain is that cosmopolitanism has of necessity to operate on truth in parenthesis and border thinking—cosmopolitan localism means decolonial cosmopolitanism. I will explore these questions further in the afterword.

---

** AFTERWORD (CLOSING DOWN AND OPENING UP)**

"Freedom to Choose" and the Decolonial Option

Notes toward Communal Futures

The ideas, many of which will unfold through years of engaged political work, need not be perfect, for in the end, it will be the hard, creative work of the communities that take them on. That work is the concrete manifestation of political imagination. Fanon described this goal as setting afoot a new humanity. He knew how terrifying such an effort is; for we do live in times for which such a radical break appears as no less than the end of the world. In the meantime, the task of building infrastructures for something new must be planned, and where there is some room, attempted. As we all no doubt already know, given the sociogenic dimension of the problem, we have no other option than to build the options on which the future of our species rest.¹

Take, for instance, the Plan of the Millennium. The UN appoints committees to work with other committees that are appointed by the ten or so industrialized countries; they involve prestigious universities and include distinguished scholars; they all produce reports that are used to raise funds to fight poverty; ironically, they solicit this money from the same people whose wealth is founded on the system that produces poverty, and whose policies keep it in place. The same vicious circle informs the fight against pollution and global warming—commissions spend money on committees; they host summits and hold conferences in luxurious places; then they write reports that they use, likewise, to solicit support (in this case for environmental protection) from those who make money polluting the environment.²
Confusing Building Options appears today as the unavoidable option (which is tantamount to pluriversality as a universal project and to decolonial cosmopolitanism), it is because Western modernity, in all its diversity (from theological to secular frames, from the common code of all the disciplines in the social sciences and humanities, the professional schools, performance, art and visual studies), with all the implied consequences of imperial diversity (quite different from the decolonial pluriversality I am advocating), has been built since the sixteenth century, and increasingly it is being viewed as the only and best option for the entire planet. A set of key concepts has been advanced such as Christian God, Humanitas, Democracy, Socialism, Sciences, Reason, Beauty, Faith, Freedom, Progress, Development, and so on. While there have been internal debates on the politics of knowledge, within Western civilization around each of these concepts, the internal "differences" and debates have been carried on under the presupposition that Western civilization has it and that the rest of the world, all coexisting civilizations, languages, and epistemologies had nothing to contribute. It is in confrontation with the diversity of the only option (the Western way) that dewesternization and decolonialization arise. Both trajectories are contributing to multiply the options and to limit the Western option (rewesternization) to one among several.

Dewesternizing "Freedom"

I return here to Kishore Mahbubani. Needless to say, I am interpreting dewesternization from the perspective of decoloniality. Mine is not a disciplinary (sociological, historical, political theory, philosophy, etc.), but a decolonial perspective that has drawn from, when necessary, existing disciplinary formations. One of the key points in the dewesternizing argument is the concept of "freedom." The same concept is also a key in an influential book titled Development as Freedom (1999) by Amartya Sen, a Nobel Prize-winner in economics. Sen's book was written at the closing moment of the cycle of Westernization (1500–2000) but doesn't contradict the process of rewesternization initiated by President Obama. I bring Sen's argument into the conversation here for two reasons. One is that Sen's argument may be confused with dewesternization, when in reality what he proposes falls in line with rewesternization. Not that Sen was supporting neo-liberal projects at that time. His argument, parallel to those advanced by the philosopher and entrepreneur George Soros, looks for a form of capitalism with a good heart, which, of course, is a logical dead end. If modernity cannot be detached from coloniality, it is because modernity and capitalism show the pretty face of progress and hide the ugly face of the costs and consequences. Contrary to the lack of concern in neo-liberal thought, Sen was well aware, and clearly reminds us through the book, of the increasing gaps between have and have-not. He believes in development and that development is the road to freedom. I will come back below to the question of "development." Now I want to concentrate on "freedom."

Let me start by juxtaposing Sen's position with a controversial statement by Mahbubani, in which he claims that the concept of freedom was invented and used in the process of Westernization and would most likely continue to be used in what I describe here as the process of rewesternization: "The Western incapacity to see how happy most Chinese are with their current condition reveals how ideologically biased Western observers have become. The Western mind cannot conceive of the possibility that the 'unfree' people of China could possibly be happy. The Western mind has a rigid, one-dimensional, and ideological understanding of the term 'freedom.'"

Mahbubani continues to characterize the Western concept of freedom as being presented as an absolute virtue in such a way that it has to be total, a totality. Therefore, the idea that freedom can be "relative" and can take many forms is, according to Mahbubani, alien to the Western mind. From the perspective of China and the Chinese, at least a sector of the population, comparing "their lives today with their lives a few decades ago," Mahbubani concludes, feel they have achieved much greater "freedom." Therefore, he argues, instead of assuming a unified condition for the notion of human freedom, it is necessary to work with concepts and conditions that were con-natural to Western history, not in absolute terms, but in terms of imperial/colonial conditions: China, for example, has to deal with a concept (freedom) that did not emerge from its own history. Which doesn't mean that the Chinese were "lacking" something—"freedom" is not a universal concept coming from God, but a regional concept invented in certain
places, at certain times, and by certain "men." Nor does it suggest that Chinese are totalitarian by nature because they did not come up with such a word.\(^6\) It is at this point that border thinking and border epistemology is unavoidable for dewesternization: "freedom" has to be engaged, but it cannot be engaged from the very history of the West. It has to be engaged from the history of the non-Western world upon which the concept of freedom was impinged. From this argument Mahbubani comes up with a series of issues related to "dewesternizing freedom." Going through some of the issues will help in understanding the connections and differences between the five trajectories: rewesternization, reorientation of the Left, dewesternization, decoloniality, and the spiritual option. This will help clarify the relevance of multiplying options and avoiding reduction to one abstract universal—it doesn't matter which one—since any and all abstract universals struggle to reduce options to one: to a totalitarian one.

The first postulate of human freedom is, for Mahbubani, freedom from want, for the simple reason that "a human being who cannot feed himself or his family cannot possibly be free. Famine is more damaging to human freedom than a politically closed society." Therefore, as a consequence of China's economic growth, "Chinese people had never enjoyed greater human freedom."\(^5\)

We can certainly argue that there is still poverty and exploitation in China; but at the same time, it has been recognized internationally that indeed China's economic growth has lifted many out of poverty and created a consumerist middle class. The success of China's efforts confront Western liberal and neo-liberal criticisms, as China is doing what Western modernity has advocated for a long time. China's success cuts the wings of Western aspirations and poses a serious challenge to liberal and neo-liberal possibilities of dominance. Mahbubani's argument shows, in a nutshell, that dewesternization and decoloniality have one and the same goals. La Via Campesina is putting forward a decolonial option, that is not what Mahbubani's argument is that it, above all, shows that the (re)westerning option is no longer the only game in town. We may like it or not; but that is the way the world order is moving. I am not trying to defend or promote Mahbubani's analysis either, but just trying to understand the logic of dewesternization in historical context, rather than in terms of a utopian future, however paradisalike it may be. There is a limit, however, in Mahbubani's "freedom to choose": that is, his belief that a capitalist economy allows for the freedom to choose your work. There are two fallacies in his argument. The first one, as we frequently see and saw again after the collapse of Wall Street, is that you may not have the freedom to choose your job because there may be no job to choose. Second, even if you are fortunate enough to belong to the less than 5 percent for whom it is possible to choose a preferred job, still "you have to choose" from among offerings or selections that you did not contribute to creating. And by so doing you blind yourself to the fact that there are many other options that have been successfully silenced and erased as options. When, for instance, La Via Campesina opts for and chooses the freedom of their own sense of economy and their own destiny by working for themselves, we find out that corporations like Monsanto and Syngenta as well as the governments supporting these companies move to disallow that kind of choice: "freedom to choose" in a capitalist economy is the freedom to choose only among the capitalist economic options. Since La Via Campesina is putting forward a decolonial option, that is not what rewesternization would support. The situation would be more ambiguous for the dewesternizing option, for the issues are not economic decisions that have to go through the political sphere in which de- and rewesternization compete for the control of the colonial matrix of power. Because Western governments and corporations are still controlling the rules of the game, rewesternization is less restricted than the possibilities that the dewesternizing option has. In a nutshell: in the dispute for the management of the colonial matrix, China is still in a subaltern position, if you wish. Freedom to choose within a capitalist economy is reminiscent of democracy, wherein the freedom to vote means that you elect the government that will use your vote against you. Here is where dewesternization and decoloniality find a common ground in their efforts to underline and reveal the limits of the "development and freedom" formula. This common ground doesn't mean that dewesternization and decoloniality have one and the same goals.
The second postulate of human freedom is freedom of security: “The only way to enjoy freedom is to stay alive. Dead people do not enjoy freedom. Any society that creates higher conditions of security improves the real and practical freedoms that people can enjoy, while a society that diminishes personal security also diminishes human freedom.”

Well, you can object, what about Tiananmen? The Tiananmen example shows a situation in which security and safety were at odds. And you would be right if you thought that such an event could not be forgotten. At the same time, it doesn’t disqualify the argument Mahbubani is making: many people living in Iraq have a hard time believing that they now have greater freedom than they had under Hussein. Mahbubani topped the argument by assuming that many Iraqis would like to go to Beijing, while it would be hard to find many people in Beijing who would like to go to Baghdad.

A third postulate of human freedom could apparently run parallel to Sen’s “development and freedom.” Mahbubani underlines the fact that because of the Industrial Revolution and because China joined a market economy, millions of Chinese have the freedom to choose their own jobs. His argument is that, except during the past thirty years (since Deng Xiaoping opened up China to capitalist economy), the Chinese were restricted in their freedom to choose their jobs because simply the options were not there. From a decolonial perspective, the problem with this argument is the lack of distinction between work and labor, and the fact that the Industrial Revolution allowed for the rhetoric of modernity to make waged labor premium labor while living labor was left behind and conceptualized as traditional labor; that is, non-modern. The Industrial Revolution indeed expanded labor options, but at the same time it shut down the options for living beyond waged labor. It also reduced people’s ability to choose their own lifestyles—as farmers, for example, or in communal organizations organized around living labor. What the Industrial Revolution apparently created were options within the same option (that is, opportunities): waged labor, rather than being an option, became an obligation and the illusion was the possibility to choose among different kinds of waged labor. Within the fluctuation of the labor market, the millions of people who lost their jobs because of the Wall Street crisis are not only unemployed, but have been deprived of the possibility of thinking and acting, of organizing their lives and their communities, on the basis of living labor and not waged labor.

Waged labor is indeed a form of colonizing being; it exemplifies the hidden logic of coloniality. Under the illusion that they have the freedom to choose your labor (rhetoric of modernity), the unemployed have been reduced to human beings whose best hope is to wait for the economy to recover and to make waged labor again possible. What I am trying to rescue from Mahbubani is that he does not make universal claims, as Sen does; instead, he pushes the argument of de-westernization. And de-westernizing arguments allow us to better understand the logic of coloniality underlining Sen’s argument. Mahbubani’s goal is to show that “freedom of choice” in labor is another way of thinking about freedom, while in Sen’s argument, freedom is not associated with labor, but with development.

A fourth postulate of human freedom is freedom of expression, and I will quote here at length.

The growing conviction among Muslims of the malevolent intentions of the West toward the Islamic world has been strongly reinforced by several Western actions since the end of the Cold War. Many Muslims now believe that the West, for all of its respect for the sanctity of human life (which is reflected in the abolition of the death penalty by the European Union), shows scant concern when innocent Muslim civilians are killed. The United States launched a huge global furor in 1983, when the Soviet Union downed a Korean civilian airliner, yet it showed little remorse when the US Navy guided missile cruisers of USS Vincennes downed an Iranian civilian airliner in 1988 in the Gulf. Muslims will also mention the initial silence of the West when Muslim citizens were slaughtered in Bosnia (and Dutch soldiers actually handed over young Muslim men to be immediately killed by Serbian warlords). They remember too the launch of cruise missiles into Afghanistan in 1998 in retaliation for the bombings of US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The US attack did not kill Osama bin Laden but twenty-one Afghan civilians.

If the previous statement was closer to Amartya Sen’s concept of development as freedom, this fourth postulate gets closer to decolonial claims about the dispensability of human life based on racial classification. Mahbubani is not making this argument. He is pointing out Western double standards. Thus, while the double standard argument made from a de-westernizing perspective could be supported, it should also be pushed further to show the connections between double standards and the colonial matrix of power.
By this I mean that double standard arguments show to the public the rhetoric of modernity in its many forms (human rights, freedom, democracy) condemning the lack thereof among non-Western countries while hiding, at the same time the logic of coloniality (violation of human rights, freedom, democracy) by actors and institutions that present themselves as defenders of the values that they themselves transgress. Is the charge of double standard applicable to China? Perhaps. But what cannot be charged to China is control of mainstream global media. And here is where the ethical and political side of the argument joins the control of popular knowledge manipulated by mainstream imperial media.

One more example: this one about the Western idea that the Chinese—like the Russians—do not have the freedom to leave their country. The argument is based on an anecdote about when Deng Xiaoping visited the United States and was received by President Jimmy Carter. According to the anecdote, Carter told Xiaoping that Congress had passed a law, in 1974, permitting normal trade relations with countries that allowed free emigration. (One of the goals of the law, according to Carter, was to put pressure on the Soviet Union to allow free emigration of Jews. Apparently, Carter was not interested in the emigration of non-Jews from the Soviet Union.) Xiaoping, who had listened carefully, responded: "How many Chinese would you like me to allow to emigrate to the United States? One million? Ten million? A hundred million? You can have as many as you want." Mahbubani argues that China "saved" the United States from a massive Chinese migration. By adopting and adapting a free-market economy, China could create conditions in which people would not want to emigrate. The punch line of the argument was that "America had effectively 'liberated' hundreds of millions of Chinese, even though they were still perceived to be technically held captive by the CCP [Communist Party of China]."

Let's now turn to the decolonial option.

Decolonizing Development

In "Population, Food and Freedom" (chapter 9 in Development as Freedom), Amartya Sen focuses on freedom in relation to food and argues that the problem cannot be properly addressed by concentrating on food output only. He recognizes this as only one of the variables, albeit an important one, since the price consumers have to pay is affected by the size of the food output. In this context, the issue raised by Sen that I would like to concentrate on is the following: "Furthermore, when we consider food problems at the global level (rather than at the national or local level), there is obviously no opportunity of getting food from 'outside' the economy. For these reasons, the often- aired fear that food production per head is falling in the world cannot be dismissed out of hand."19

On the other hand, another Indian scholar (based in New Delhi, not in Cambridge) has a different view of development. Ashis Nandy opened his essay "The Beautiful Future of Poverty: Popular Economics as Psychological Defense" with the following words: "The undying myth of development, that it will remove all poverty forever from all corners of this world, now lies shattered. It is surprising that so many people believed it for so many years with such admirable innocence. After all, even societies that have witnessed unprecedented prosperity during the last five decades, such as the United States of America, have not been able to exile either poverty or destitution from within their borders."21

The key expression in Sen's statement is "there is obviously no opportunity of getting food from 'outside' the economy." What economy? Sen is not questioning "capitalist" economy. By "capitalism" I mean that which many have been desperate to save by re-imagining its future after the debacle of the Wall Street collapse and its global consequences. Along these lines, the Financial Times compiled articles in a newspaper supplement, published on 12 May 2009, titled "The Future of Capitalism: The Big Debate." The issue is revealing on many counts. Nothing equivalent was published about the "food crisis," since the food crisis did not endanger the life of capitalism (only the lives of billions of people living under or just above the poverty line). Thus, "saving capitalism" means the preservation of the institution by those who benefit from the institution and who believe or pretend that saving capitalism will be beneficial for all, by resulting, among other things, in the end of poverty, of corruption and immorality to get ahead, of the will to accumulate and be competitive in order to succeed, disregarding the consequences. Furthermore, on 13 May, the Financial Times published—in the same series, "The Future of Capitalism"—an op-ed by Lezek Balcerowicz, a former Polish deputy prime minister and governor of the National Bank of Poland. The op-ed has a great opening: "Only the rulers of Cuba,
Venezuela, Iran and some ideologies in the west condemn capitalism. Empirically minded people know that there is no good alternative. However, capitalism takes forms and evolves over time. The questions to ask, then, are "What capitalism?" and "Does the present crisis shed new light on this issue?" And Balcerowicz concludes, after pondering these two questions, and confirming his own intuition, that there is no alternative to capitalism: "Dynamic, entrepreneurial capitalism has nowadays no serious external enemies. It can only be weakened from within. This should be regarded as a call to action—for those who believe that individual's prosperity and dignity are best ensured under limited government." Capitalism, in a nutshell, is the hegemonic structure, philosophy, and value of economy in the past five hundred years; this doesn't mean that it is the only option or the best. It is only the best or the only option for those who have built it, benefit from it, and therefore are interested in maintaining it. But, as I have been arguing, there are many choices for managing capitalist economy beyond the U.S. and the EU. Today we are witnessing dewesternization (China, Singapore, Indonesia, Brazil); or "socialism of the twenty-first century" (Venezuela); "capitalismo andino-amazónico" (Bolivia). On the other hand there are growing claims of working decolonially toward noncapitalist economic future.

Nandy's words are a call for "dignity" and "prosperity" rather than for development and growth. What if you do not want the economy of growth, or do not want the technology that modernity and capitalism brought to us? This is a common question when these arguments are advanced. The counter questions are: Why should "growth and development" be the goals of the economy if "success and domination" were not two of its main drivers? The world needs a well-organized economy, not one based on gains (which brings corruption), or that puts personal and institutional interests (and the person managing those institutions) ahead of people. Why do we need "growth and development" if we know that the rhetoric of modernity promotes hide and dismiss the "growth and development of poverty?" As for the second question, yes, I am for "technological innovations," but not at the expense of Third World regions that pay the costs of transnational mining (which provide natural resources for the technological industry) that are poisoning the rivers and exhausting the soil that are the "sources of life" for entire populations? However you look at it, "development" is a capitalist mission; as such, it would undermine whatever population and whatever region that is useless for such a mission. The challenge is to think in economic terms that are satisfactory for living, rather than in economic terms that increase control over management and that satisfy personal needs through the accumulation of wealth by any means. The means to the end of accumulation change, but accumulation remains the horizon of development; and not for distribution, of course. Growth, as we know it, benefits perhaps one billion of the almost seven billion people on the planet (as of 2009). The beneficiaries, however, do not benefit equally. They are organized in concentric circles. The smallest circle, in the privileged center, comprises perhaps 1 percent of the total population, and the outermost circle, of workers and consumers, consists of perhaps 10 percent of the total population.

I am not equating Sen's observation squarely with that of Balcerowicz. There are differences, certainly. Balcerowicz is concerned with prosperity, while Sen is concerned with solving problems of hunger, injustice, and inequality. Sen believes that capitalist development is the way to freedom. Development, for Sen, doesn't mean prosperity in the way it does for Balcerowicz. Balcerowicz is also an interesting example of the persuasive force of conversion: capitalism has to find not only converts in Eastern Europe and other parts of the world, but converts who take an active role in defending capitalism. The politics of conversion applies as well to millions of workers (employees) in the financial and technological sector (and, of course, university professors) who defend the creed of "innovation" and maintain that capitalism promotes "innovation." This is another argument that colonizes the human bent toward creativity, and casts it in terms of "capitalism and innovation," that is, in a formula that parallels "development and freedom."

In Latin America and the Caribbean and other parts of the world, "development" has been a kind of crucifixion since projects of modernization and development began after the Second World War. "Dependency theory" emerged precisely as a contestation of the impossibility of the fiction of developing underdeveloped countries to close the gaps between First World and Third. From the perspective of those who are at the receiving end of capitalism, there are two stages to focus on in the past sixty years. The first stage, that of modernization and development, wound down in the global
the time left out of the debate. In the pages that follow, I intend to articu-
late a decolonial take that on the one hand distances itself from
leftist critiques of development. In the meantime, indigenous voices are most
overlooked in the development and growth. Imagine that you have to translate "development"
into Aymara. If you translate it as suma kamaña, you intensify the connec-
tion of economic growth, which is one of the consequences of using the word development. In that sense, development cannot be translated into Aymara without losing its substance, because Aymara language and cosmology don't have room for a concept that belongs to Western cosmology and capitalist economy.

activists and thinkers, first of all because they do not need to be represented,
and second, because for that reason I avoid as much as I can the concept
of "representation," which is always already a concept of the rhetoric of
modernity.

Sumak kawsay could be better translated as "to live in harmony." Such a
translation doesn't include the idea of "nature," while Sumak Kawsay implies
live in harmony with Pachamama. In Western cosmology, "nature" is outside
"human." In Andean civilizations such separation doesn't obtain. To "live in
fullness" (vivir en plenitud) could be another translation. To live well (buen
vivir) is an approximate translation that has the advantage of being under-
stood by non-Aymara, Quechua, or Quichua speakers, although it has the
disadvantage of being appropriated by projects of rewesternization (specifi-
cally, by the Inter-American Development Bank and the World Bank) as a
new face for development—in the vocabulary of the "happiness economy." Simon Yampara, an Aymara sociologist, countered such appropriations and
uncouples suma kamaña (in the Aymara language) from "development." He
argues that sumak kamaña doesn't make a distinction between differ-
ent kinds of living (as a capitalist society does), to live well or not well,
but means "vivir en armonía y complementariedad integral de los diversos
mundos de la comunidad eco-biótica natural, que está en el Tayyip-centro,
entre la jaka-vida y jiwa-muerte, allí está la kama-(fia)/vivencia con-vivencia
de los diversos mundos en armonía" (to live in harmony, in the comple-
mentation of the diverse worlds of the eco-biotic natural community. This
community occupies the Tayyip-center, between jaka-life and jiwa-dead. In
that center dwells kama-(fia)/existential-experience and in the armonious
co-existence of the diverse worlds). A translation of the Spanish version of
Aymaran philosophy risks flattening and eliminating the difference, which
is the case when the concept is translated as "development." It could be ren-
dered as "to live in plenitud," which is counterproductive for all projects of
development and growth. Imagine that you have to translate "development"
i
The epistemic and political dimension at stake here has been aptly summarized by another Aymara intellectual, sociologist, and cultural critic, Marcelo Fernández Osco:

indigenous protests and mobilizations are not merely about opposition or resistance to specific policies or political leaders. Rather, they express an indigenous episteme, a system of understanding the world that has a completely different basis for thinking about socio-political relations and practices, based on a model of horizontal solidarity that extends not only to all humans but also to non-humans in the natural and cosmological world. In contrast, mainstream knowledge, rooted in European colonial understandings of the world, is structured along vertical, hierarchical lines. That is, certain groups of people and certain ways of acting and thinking are deemed to be superior to others. This difference is the key to understanding Andean politics, because it is in the indigenous episteme that the concept of (an)other autonomy is located. The versions of autonomy currently understood in mainstream politics (and promoted by nation-states) provide indigenous groups limited opportunities for decision making but only within the same body of laws that existed before. This notion of autonomy for Indigenous peoples places them under the same subjugation that they have been experiencing since colonization.

Since the Andean philosophy—where the heart of the debate is taking place—doesn't make a distinction between the nature of the (human) body and the body of nature, "to live in harmony" means to live in harmony not only among runas (a Quechua word that can be approximated by the Western concept of human), but also with all living organisms, of which the human body is one kind. And I say that the Western idea of human can only approximate runa because the latter doesn't imply the hierarchy between humanitas and anthropos that the former implies. Recently incorporated in the political debate, the concept of sumak kawsay has been crucial in the wisdom of Kallawaya (loosely translated as "indigenous medicine"). Thus, to understand sumak kawsay, in Quichua (or suma kamaña in Aymara), and Pachamama, would presuppose a reorientation such that the horizon of life emerges from the history of indigenous societies, rather than from the history of European societies. What is wrong with that? Would you say that thinking from the history and experience of indigenous people is fundamentalist, while thinking from the history and memories of Europe (and the United States) is not essentialist, but reflects modern development? Probably you would prefer "modernity and development," instead of modern development, because, after all, development promises improvements, while the concepts of sumak kawsay or suma kamaña, or other ideas of harmony and plenitude, look archaic from the perspective of the rhetoric of development that promises, precisely, to move away from living in plenitude and harmony in order to live better. You may be one who does not want to live like that, and that is fine. But there are many who do not like to live in a developed and capitalist society. And what is wrong with that? Which city dwellers who believe in development would have a problem with people who do not believe in development? Why should development be the only option? Why can't people who believe in sumak kawsay live according to their option? Why would someone who believes in development argue (and fear) that he doesn't want to live according to sumak kawsay, while at the same time the same person or institution will endorse development policies that are forcing believers in sumak kawsay to accept developmental policies and philosophy? To shift this one way of thinking and doing is the task of border epistemology and the decolonial option.

On several occasions Evo Morales addressed the United Nations, advocating for the future of Pachamama. On 22 April 2009, the United Nations approved President Morales's initiative to declare an International Mother Earth Day. For Andean people, "Mother Earth" is Pachamama; for Westerners, it is Gaia. There is indeed an interesting paradox in Western people's turn to the term Gaia, which began when James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis used the Greek term Gaia in advancing the scientific hypothesis of the earth and its biosphere as a "living organism." By doing so, Lovelock and Margulis countered the idea that "Nature" is outside of us and is thus to be exploited and conquered; in this, they defied four hundred years of Western mythology whose earlier reference was Francis Bacon, at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The paradox is that the implementation of Bacon's thesis was increasingly executed in the European colonies, where Nature provided the economic reach of England via its Caribbean and Atlantic plantations of sugar, tobacco, cotton, coffee, and so on. And after the Industrial Revolution, Nature provided "natural resources" that nourished machines (charcoal, oil) and that could be processed and
converted into "artificial commodities." In this process, Indian’s conceptions of Pachamama were neglected, disregarded, taken to be pure credulity, and viewed as Indian myth. In other words, after four hundred years of disregard for Indian cosmology that defined Pachamama as a living organism, Western scientists themselves discovered earth to be a living organism. Lovelock and Margulis should not necessarily be charged with ignoring Pachamama, along with many other equivalent terms in all non-Western cultures and civilization. But, yes, Gaia should not be taken as the universal name around which we imagine the future. Today, Gaia is the term around which a community of European scientists, journalists, and activists join forces to counter the idea, taken for granted by developers and corporations, that Nature should remain at the service of development and profit.

In the Andes, the same struggle is being conducted in the name of Pachamama. However, the connector, in the UN declaration, is "Mother Earth" under which Pachamama, Gaia, and other equivalent names will find their place and be assured (although as we saw above, Simon Yampara specifies "Pachamama" is more than "Mother Earth" for it invokes the living energies of the universe and not only the planet earth). Why is this important? Actors and institutions that understand Nature as “natural resources” are to be confronted globally, but by the coordination of many local histories, through what should become a series of “integrative decolonial projects.” I am not sure if European scientists and activists taking Gaia as their banner will replace it with Pachamama. At the same time, I am not persuaded that Andean people will be interested in adopting Gaia instead of Pachamama. Within each name are subjectivities, memories, ways of life, vocabularies, concepts, and, in brief, cosmologies. Andean indigenous leaders seem less interested in “resisting” than in advancing in a noncapitalist direction, toward the “communal” (I will explain below).

In his address to the UN, in 2009, Evo Morales made four proposals.

1. The first one is the right to life, the right according to which no ecosystem, no species of animal or plant, no snow-capped mountain, river, or lake would be exterminated or eliminated or polluted by the irresponsible attitude of human beings.

2. The second principle is that Pachamama (Mother Earth) has to be able to regenerate her bio capacity. The key term here is re-generation, which offers an option to production and recycling, which are the terms in economic theory to describe the transformation of “natural resources” into “artificial commodities.”

3. The third is the right to clean life, that is, the elimination of pollution, which means the regulation of how much production is needed to ensure “el bien vivir,” instead of production without limitations to ensure “good profit.”

4. The fourth is the right to harmony with all and among all. This is the right to be recognized as part of a system in which we are all interdependent: first, among human beings, and, second, among human beings and Pachamama.

At this point, development is no longer an option for freedom, but a global design that disrupts harmony, pollutes, transforms natural regeneration into artificial regeneration through the use of herbicides and genetically modified seeds, and, as a consequence, prevents “living in harmony and fullness.” “Development” promotes the competitive dimension and a philosophy of happiness based on economy, and artistic, and sportive success. Sumak kawsy promtes living in harmony and complementing each other with Maturana’s truth and objectivity in parenthesis. Success here is not the goal; to “live in harmony and plenitude” is the goal of sumak kawsay. In this sense, indigenous leaders would agree with Amartya Sen, provided that the economy that ensures sumak kawsay is not capitalist and that the project is not “development,” but “enhancement” of communal horizons of life. “Communal,” once again, points toward a non-capitalist horizon of society, and in that sense it differs from both the liberal notion of “common good” and the Marxist notion of “the common.” The communal is the overall horizon of decolonial options. For indigenous thinkers, development is the economic project for “living better than my neighbor.” In this sense, too, we can understand the claim that has been made recently on the future of capitalism and the lack of alternative to it.

You can ask: yes, but can this be done? One answer is that it is being done although not in the same way that the G8 operates. The expectations that this should be a revolution like the American, the French, the Haitian, or the Russian revolutions is no longer an adequate model for imagining the future. It is simply unimaginable at this moment to think “revolution” when the nation-states created by processes of “revolution” are undermined by
globalization. The economic structures that maintain "capitalism," from the banks, the corporations, the state, the media, will be undermined by delinking from the rules that these institutions establish for the convenience of the global economic and political elites. But it is imaginable and possible to create institutions and to modify existing ones, turning them in a different direction. That is precisely what the current government of Bolivia is trying to do with the state and with the economy. Evo Morales speaks of socialism, which he distinguishes from communism and from capitalism. His conception of socialism is not derived from Marx, but from the communal organizations of the Ayllus, which are noncapitalist organizations that coexisted with the colonial Viceroyalty of Peru, during three centuries, and with the República de Bolivia in the past two centuries. Sumak kawsay/suma kamaña is the principle he submitted to the Cumbre Sudamericana de Naciones that met in Cochabamba in December 2006. On that occasion President Evo Morales encouraged the formation of a true South American Community of Nations whose future would be guided by the philosophy derived from sumak kawsay/suma kamaña and Pachamama. Since then, the debate in Bolivia has increased to the point in which radical critiques from the white Left engendered a polemical debate with the participation of white progressive scholars and intellectuals and, fortunately, of indigenous intellectuals. Thus, the complexity of the situation is such that while the World Bank and the state tend to appropriate expressions such as sumak kawsay and Pachamama and to use them to put some fresh make up on the concept of "development," sectors of the Marxist Left see the indigenous advance of their philosophy and politics as a romantic return to the past.

Coming back to the question of how it can be done, the answer is, again, it is being done. It is an irreversible process of delinking. Delinking doesn’t mean—let’s repeat—to abandon, but instead to invent decolonial visions and horizons, concepts and discourses, which is what Evo Morales as well as the Zapatistas and other indigenous movements are doing in the Americas.

A Glimpse at a Communal Vision

In General: Delinking and Independent Thought

As I mentioned earlier, controversies about "development" have a long tradition in Latin American critical thinking. Recently, the independent

media outlet Agencia Latinoamericana de Información dedicated a special issue of America Latina en Movimiento to "La agonía de un mito: ¿Cómo reformular el desarrollo?" All contributors to the issue had substantial experience, dedication, thinking, and acting in showing that the logic of coloniality remains embedded in the rhetoric of development, adapting and transforming itself to the circumstance. What was new in the issue was that the contributors, Latin Americans of European descent (mestizos and immigrants), endorsed the indigenous concept and philosophy. Gustavo Esteva argues that "buena vida" is the horizon beyond "development." José María Tortosa shows the underside of development (the logic of coloniality in my terminology), arguing that at the receiving end the consequences are "mal desarrollo" (bad development) and "mal vivir" (bad life), while at the loci of enunciation, where "development" is planned, argued, projected, and executed, it appears (or is presented) as the solution for all. Libia Grueso, a lawyer and activist Afro-Colombian, shows how in the Colombian Pacific development means land expropriation. Arturo Escobar and Eduardo Gudynas take seriously indigenous options elaborated around Pachamama and "buen vivir" as options to development—an argument that has been pressed by Andean indigenous leaders at several opportunities.

"To live in harmony" has been undermined by a different philosophy of life, "living to work and to develop," wherein "development" becomes the goal and life is at the service of development. "To live in harmony" means that the goal is crianza (nurturing), rather than development, and re-generation of life, rather than re-cycling of industrial product. Of course re-cycling would continue to be needed on a planet with seven billion people, but not on the scale that a capitalist economy requires. If the goal is crianza and re-generation, then re-cycling becomes secondary, and "development" would be translated into "improving the means of nurturing and re-generating," rather than increasing wealth and the gross national product for nurturing.

el proceso de la crianza reciproca, fundamento de la cosmovisión andina, se realiza en el ayllu andino, cuyo significado va más allá del grupo humano emparentado, porque incluye también a la Pachamama y todas sus divinidades y la naturaleza silvestre circundante, donde la comunidad andina vive, trabaja, celebra y donde además convergen las tres comunidades de seres
The process of reciprocal nurturing, which is one of the foundations of Andean cosmology, takes place in the Andean ayllu. The meaning of ayllu is more than a human group of relatives. And this is because Pachamama is included in the ayllu as well as all sacred entities and silvester nature. That is the space where Andean communities live, work, and celebrate. It is also the place of convergence of the three communities of living beings: Sallqa (communities of living organism in the domain of silvester nature), Runa (human community), and Wak’a (community of spiritual beings or sacred entities). These three communities converge in the “chacra andina” (uywa, chakra, mikhuy chakra), which is the center and the scenario of life, the temple of the Andean cult to life.

This quote implicitly distinguishes between schooling (the republican state education) and nurturing (in the ayllus). They are not opposed: they coexist. Sometimes an Indian child could be nurtured and schooled, sometimes just nurtured, while a non-Indian child would be, almost 100 percent of the time, nurtured and schooled among urban and white or mestizo families. The danger of development has been perceived not only in Latin America, but also in Africa, the Caribbean, as well as in the Islamic Middle East, during the Cold War. And the way out has been also suggested on several occasions. I remind you of two of them, whose force emanates from their coincidence across local histories and from the fact that their proponents did not know each other. One comes from Ali Shari’ati, in Iran: “It is impossible to achieve economic independence without having achieved spiritual independence, and vice-versa. These two are interdependent as well as complementary conditions. In order to have an independent character in the material, social and economic sphere, we must develop an independent consciousness before the West and vice-versa.”

The second example comes from Black Caribbean activists and intellectuals. Although critiques to development coexisted in Latin America and in the Afro-Caribbean, there was not much commerce between them.

Each project unfolded from its respective local history. What is remarkable, however, is the coincidence between Shari’ati and Lloyd Best, whom I mentioned before. One of the axes of Best’s intellectual and political pursuits was his early manifesto “Independent Thought and Caribbean Freedom.” His argument mirrors Shari’ati’s, and, like many Muslim intellectuals and state officers (as well as in the project on dewesternization) Best’s charges are not much or not only “against the West” but about failure of the Caribbean intelligentsia for being unable “to think” (as Mahbubani will have it), to raise up and to engage in independent thinking, which is another way to claim for epistemic delinking. In 1996, Best revisited his earlier ideas in the article “Independence and Responsibility: Self-Knowledge as an Imperative.” He depicted the situation in two broad and insightful strokes.

Since 1962, two visions of the future have been offered to Caribbean peoples. Both have been aborted. The first proved to be an illusion; the second turned into a nightmare. The first vision, that of a self-reliant Caribbean, was inspired by a brilliant group of West Indian economists, known as The New World Group. The New World Group focused on the dependence of the Caribbean states on their former colonial masters and argued that only by delinking from the metropolitan economies could the Caribbean reverse the syndrome of persistent poverty in the region. They recommended policies such as ownership and control of our national resources, occupation of the commanding heights of the economy, the use of indigenous technologies and urged us to produce what we consume and consume what we produce. This strategy involved a sharp increase in government ownership and operation of economic enterprises and hastened the emergence of the omni-competent state.

Delinking economically without independent thought is what proved to be an illusion. In independent countries in Africa after decolonization, for example, independence was an illusion of the surface, while the colonial matrix of power continued its work. Independent thought means, in this context, decolonial thought, and delinking shall take place at the epistemic level before confronting authority (e.g., state) and the economy. Thus, “Independent thought and Caribbean freedom” pledge epistemic delinking. Best’s second vision
was that of the socialist state, with the means of production predominantly owned and controlled by a paramount Leninist party. The vast majority of economic operations would be centrally planned and the private sector would be "miniaturized" to use the term coined by Forbes Burhman. The Guyanese economist, Clive Thomas, was the most eloquent proponent of this Marxist approach and Bernard Coard its most fanatical exponent. Since 1975, I have been perhaps the most vehement Caribbean critic of the New World and Marxist schools.

So then, what? We shall now come back to chapter 2 of this book ("I am where I do") and repeat a paragraph I quoted there for the reader's convenience and to see the continuity of that argument here, in the afterword.

It is being proposed here, that being who we are, what we are and where, the kind of action to which we must be committed is determinate. Action in the field, if it is not to be blind, presupposes theory. To acknowledge this is to set ourselves three tasks. The first is to fashion theory on which may be based the clear intellectual leadership for which the nation calls and which it has never had. The second is to conduct the inquiry on which theory can be soundly based. This is what may be called, in the jargon of my original trade, the creation of intellectual capital goods. Thirdly, we are to establish media by which these goods may be transmitted to the rest of us who are otherwise engaged. As one of our statements in the New World Group has put it: we may wish to create a media of direct democratic expression suitable to the native Caribbean imagination.

Let's go back now to "Independence and Responsibility," and how Best follows up on the critique of two Caribbean visions since 1962. The focus is what Best calls "context," which means what is generally framed as history and events. First, instead of thinking about "Black Dispossession in the Diaspora" (the title of the conference in which he presented the paper), he suggested amending the expression to "Possession, Dispossession and Repossession in Black Diaspora," because he wanted to focus on "possession as process, as recurring phenomenon," repossess not simply as product. The "context" in this case remains Afro-America and America. He is not referring obviously to the United States, or to the United States only, since his concern is the Caribbean. Once he had established the question of context, his argument addressed the following aims.

We will begin with the context to the theory of knowledge, the epistemology. Once the theory of knowledge is clear—and we shall again be detained for some time by the requirements of clarifying how knowledge intervenes in the universe, to what ends and with what modalities—we will clarify how the other modalities, those of intervention in the field of actions are largely determined. . . . Finally we can turn to the future to play with some of the projections, an exercise which is imperative since nothing is more eloquent concerning what we might have learnt about ourselves. And the projections that we make can only start from the point of departure. My title then is "Independence and Responsibility: Self-Knowledge as an imperative."

We have here in a condensed formula what I am attempting to argue: being where one thinks and does (pluraliversal localism); self-knowledge as imperative, in a word; the analytic of decolonial thinking as the point of departure for decolonial visions of and actions toward the future. All of this was perfectly done by the agents of European modernity; the problem was that in doing so the architects of modernity either prevented others from doing it, or "others" did not realize what was going on. The second half of the twentieth century was the moment of global awakening and the realization that the struggle is for knowledge and at the level of "mediations" of several local histories in which self-knowledge is imperative (as with Shari'ati, but also in the case of de-westernization). The awakening is not just the economic growth of China and other East and South East Asian countries, but also the project of de-westernization that accompanied it and the responsibility of self-knowledge and independent thought as imperative. It is, after all, what Quijano also claimed when he called for the need to disengage, to delink from Eurocentered epistemology.

Lloyd Best would have agreed. Referring to the New World Group, he mentions that in 1964, the group approached the modeling of "contemporary Caribbean economy by a method of successive approximation inferred from historical experience. We identified the slave plantation as the original and generic economic institution of Caribbean economy." In his preface to the volume (co-edited with Levitt), Best pushes further, and makes more specific, the reason independent thought is a must for Caribbean freedom. Admiring what Michelet did in France, in his understanding of the role of the people in the French revolution, and Marx's explanation of how capital works in the European industrial economy, he shifts his attention to a different
type of economy, the plantation economy of the Caribbean. What Best calls for is a re-structuring of the social sciences that takes all the world's populations as social actors. And the experiential bases for such re-structuring are world histories in the past five hundred years. The Caribbean has one such history.

Levitt laid out four stages of plantation economy: the garrison economy, between the period of British settlement and the initiation of sugar plantations; the pure plantation economy (sugar and slavery); the modified plantation economy (sugar and free labor with domestic agriculture); and, the plantation economy further modified (organized labor with industrialization). This last state was regarded as, in their words, the anti-model that breaks away from the three previous states of the colonial model. It was conceived as a decolonial economy. However, the initial work did not take off as planned. One of the reasons, Levitt surmised forty years later, was the beginning of the neo-liberal counter-revolution: "an ideological counter-revolution in economics has trivialized academic economics by elevating market-driven behavior over all other aspects of human and social motivations" (191). But Levitt was already acknowledging, in 2002, that "the rising perception of the failure of policies based on neo-liberal market fundamentalism... is creating a backlash against 'globalization' in the intellectual arena" (191). Now the time has arrived, Levitt suggested in 2002, to re-inscribe the reflections on plantation economy into the present and toward the future. The new starting point was phrased in this question: "Are we on the cusp of a renewal of independent thought and Caribbean freedom, or are we merely indulging in a self-congratulatory ritual concerning the originality of work done thirty years ago, which has given rise neither to serious critique nor innovative intellectual development?"76

Although rewesternization is very attentive to each and every project that would undermine its continuing march, decolonial options are opening up at a remarkable rate. Let's move now from the Caribbean plantation economy and independent thought to the Andean communal decolonial projects. But first, it is helpful to remember Best's and Levitt's distinction of three types of economies in the Americas: "Hinterlands of conquest correspond to the case of Andean America. Hinterlands of settlement correspond to the English and French colonies of North America. Hinterlands of exploitation are most clearly exemplified by the Caribbean plantation economy."77 This is a useful distinction for future explorations of the complexity of the colonial matrix of power, as well as for imagining directions that decolonial options may follow. I turn now to decolonial thinking in the Andes.

In Particular: The Communal and the Decolonial

IT IS HALF OF THE STORY, BUT IT SEEMS LIKE THE FULL ONE

When Evo Morales was elected president of Bolivia, in December 2005, Maurice Lemoine, an editorial chief (redacteur en chef) at Le Monde diplomatique, wrote an enthusiastic article in which he celebrated that "la Bolivie Indienne rejoins la gauche Latine" (the Indian Bolivian is joining the Latin Left).41 The situation was indeed not only the contrary, but it was also idly formulated: it was, instead, the "Latin Left" that was joining a movement lead by Bolivian Indians. The "gauche Latine" (lead by Creoles and mestizos, that is, by Bolivian whites) and the "Indian decolonial" were two totally different projects with a common enemy: the local pro-neoliberal elite that had been ruling the country since the mid-1980s, when Gonzálo Sánchez de Losada was secretary of economy and Jeffrey Sachs one of his advisors.

What Maurice Lemoine called the "Latin gauche," which by now is the most visible in Latin America, is grounded in a genealogy of thought of European provenance, roughly, Marxism-Leninism (see chapter 1). Their "recognition" of and alliances with the indigenous struggles head in the same direction; however, they follow different paths and come from different experiences and genealogies of thought, with regard to their societal visions. The commons—either in the imperial sense of the British Commonwealth, or in the liberal dilemma formulated by Garret Hardin in his influential article, "The Tragedy of the Commons" (1968), or yet in the Marxist-oriented version that was debated in a recent workshop at Birkbeck College on "The Idea of Communism" (March 2009)—are all based on Euro-American history, experiences, and modes of existence.42 The communal is something else. It comes not only from social organizations before high civilizations in Tawantinsuyu and Anáhuac (baptized Indias Occidentales by the Spaniards, and later dubbed America by non-Spanish Europeans), but from five hundred years of experience coexisting under Spanish colonial rule and under nation-states after independence, during the nineteenth century. Like
"democracy," "common good," if you would like to use such an expression, does not belong to anyone; furthermore there are horizons for "living in harmony," and living in harmony means that the Latin Left, the European Left, the Christian Left, and the Islamic Left, along with the decolonial option and the global political society, would all have their share in building the common good, but no one would have the privilege of pretending to be universal. Pluriversality means that "common good" and "democracy" are not empty signifiers to be filled with meaning, but connectors that make possible pluriversality as a universal/global project. The "communal" contribution to the "common good," simply asks for the right to be part of building global futures and avoiding totalitarian projects of "liberation."

THE OTHER HALF OF THE STORY

The communal refers to a type of social organization that was disrupted by European invasion, but that nonetheless subsisted for five hundred years. The Zapatistas are re-activating it in the organization of Los Caracoles or the Juntas de Buen Gobierno. Los Caracoles adopted and adapted indigenous ways of life and social organization. It puts into practice one of the basic principles of the Zapatistas' political theory: "To govern while obeying at the same time." There is no supreme position in such a governing structure, and "the state of exception" would not emerge as a political problem because, simply, it is pre-empted by the very structure of governance. Now, the immediate question is, can this be extended to all of Mexico or even to be a form of global governance? To ask the question in this form is to fall into the trap of thinking that the political theory behind Los Caracoles is a "new" theory that would replace the liberal-based, constitutional platform of the Mexican state. Once thinking in terms of pluriversality takes hold, rather than of universality (which is still not yet acceptable by many thinkers from the Left), the illusion that there is only one type of economy (now cast in terms of development) that the Right would prefer to be independent of the state, and the Left would like to have the state managing a just distribution of wealth, loses its totalizing and totalitarian effects (e.g., there is no life outside of capitalism). The very existence of Los Caracoles contributes to an understanding of what the Zapatistas meant when they pronounced the second fundamental political principle: "a world in which many worlds would coexist."

Thus, Los Caracoles should not be interpreted as a "new" abstract universal to replace existing ones, either from the Right (market democracy) or from the Left (socialism), for it is something else. That something else is the communal, and the way to get to it is through decolonial thinking and doing. For, if Los Caracoles follows the rhetoric of neo-liberal globalization and the logic of coloniality that is necessary to make globalization work, the project won't be decolonial, but an imperial project of the Left. The "global communal" is not a happy cosmopolitanism, but rather a pluriversal and global nativism, if we can put it in this way. In such a structure there would be no need for the G8 or G20. Instead of offering itself as a new benevolent socialist mission, the decolonial horizon presents itself as an option (a pluriversal and global option).

Certainly, to move in such a direction is not easy. But neither is rethinking communism or revamping—from the Left—the idea of the common. When the noted French philosopher Alain Badiou talks about "the common," he refers to Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the Jacobins, and the Chinese Cultural Revolution spirited by Mao Zedong. He doesn't mention what is behind Mao's Cultural Revolution that is alive, and transformed, in China today.

China is not only an economic powerhouse. It has already given ample evidence (e.g., the Seventh Doha Round, the positions adopted by China in the meeting of the G20 in London, in July 2009, to deal with problems of the global financial crisis) that it has been taking decisive positions questioning the monopoly of Western authority in global decisions and positioning itself at a distance from Western capitalism and Western versions of socialist futures. Beyond that is a clear struggle for the control of knowledge that informs and grounds decisions. And behind that is a Chinese nationalism that is questioned by the Western media, which pretends that the West is global and is not grounded in national memories and national interests.

Thus, when Alain Badiou places the Chinese Cultural Revolution next to Rousseau and the Jacobins, he is making two moves: advocating the re-orientation of the European Left and noting the importance of the Cultural Revolution, which is meaningful to Badiou. Despite this, one can imagine that Rousseau and the Jacobins will have less or no meaning outside their own local histories. As we have briefly seen above, when referring to the dewesternizing option, dewesternization brings to the forefront issues
that are alien to Western ideological discourses that support capitalism and
that, in consequence, make the question of the "common" more a concern
of the European Left than an East Asian issue. Beyond dewesternization,
there is the Chinese Left whose vocabulary, at the moment, doesn't include
the commons. It seems rather that the reorientation of the Left goes in
the direction of putting pressure on the state "to secure the institutional
bases for guaranteeing free competition and fair exchange, and the means
employed here must include the power of the society, the states, and the
localities to further the democratization of the international economic
order itself." Additionally, "Chinese intellectuals are now engaged in dis-
cussions of the question of globalization in contrast to Western media's
discussion of Chinese nationalism." There are also other trajectories that
are looking for transformative roads to the future, through deimperializa-
tion and decolonization, for whom "the common" is, paradoxically, quite
uncommon."

One can surmise that similar conclusions could be applied to Maurice
Lemoine's dictum that the Indians of Bolivia joined the Latin Left. This was
obviously a dictum that made sense to the European Left. Nonetheless, I
would further surmise that even the Bolivian Left knew (although it may
have remained silent) that that was not the case, either in Bolivia or for
the Indians. You can imagine that belonging to the population of European
descent in Bolivia, and thus likely being of "the Latin Left," is not the same
as being Aymara or Quechua or Chiquitano, for whom the idea and experi-
ences of the communal are meaningful, while those of the commons or the
French \textit{commune} are alien. Thus, if the idea of the commons is meaningful
for the European Left, as well as for the Bolivian Left, the idea of the communal
is meaningful for decolonial Indian projects. So what do we do?

I see two ways to start undoing the logical puzzle.

The first would be a Hegelian solution, a synthesis. The critical media the-
orist, Douglas Kellner, proposed a synthesis between the Frankfurt School's
legacy in critical theory and the philosophy of liberation.\textsuperscript{43} He noted that
they provide complementary perspectives on liberation. For the philosophy
of liberation, racial and patriarchal oppression was a crucial issue, while
it was neglected by critical theory. He noted that critical theory tends to
be ethnocentric, and that it focuses on liberation within Western capitalist
societies.

Second, and consequently, Kellner goes on to suggest, one obvious way
to articulate the difference would be to indicate that critical theory projects
a "First World" perspective, while philosophy of liberation projects a "Third
World" perspective. But he is not happy with pursuing this avenue, because
such a generalization obscures the fact, he says, that there are differences
within the First World and within the Third World that may occlude "in-
ternal" forms of domination. Moreover, he states, since we all live in one
world, we do not want to just underline differences, but need also to point
out commonalities.

What are the problems with this argument? Certainly, commonalities
should be kept in focus, and the fact that there are internal forms of dom-
ination within the First World and within the Third World is also clear.
However, what should be kept in mind also is that neither critical theory
nor philosophy of liberation "represent," or stand for, the First World and
the Third World respectively. What is crucial and undeniable is that each
theory emerged in critical response to a particular form of domination, lo-
cal histories, sensibilities, and genealogies of thought in the First World and
the Third World. Two forms of nativism, if you wish, one an internal critic
to Eurocentrism and the other emerging from the exteriority: the margins
that Eurocentrism needed in order to set Europe at the center. In that re-
gard, they have much in common, but they cannot be subsumed into each
other, nor should they be.

Why—after all—aim for a synthesis and not for a world in which many
worlds (in this case, theoretical worlds) would coexist and work together in
their respective milieus? Is it necessary to make one out of two? Further-
more, given the historical power differential in the structure of knowledge,
a synthesis would prioritize critical theory, with philosophy of liberation
as a runner up in the Third World. If racism was of the essence for phi-
losophy of liberation, it was because philosophy of liberation realized that
racism operates also in the domain of knowledge, not only down there in
society. Philosophy of liberation, in other words, made an early statement
about the fact that knowledge is geopolitical and that knowledge has been
ranked, hierarchically, in relation to regions of the world (from developed
to underdeveloped) and to imperial languages (Greek and Latin behind
the six main modern and imperial European languages: Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese, from the Renaissance; German, English, and French, after
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the Third World respectively. What is crucial and undeniable is that each
theory emerged in critical response to a particular form of domination, lo-
cal histories, sensibilities, and genealogies of thought in the First World and
the Third World. Two forms of nativism, if you wish, one an internal critic
to Eurocentrism and the other emerging from the exteriority: the margins
that Eurocentrism needed in order to set Europe at the center. In that re-
gard, they have much in common, but they cannot be subsumed into each
other, nor should they be.

Why—after all—aim for a synthesis and not for a world in which many
worlds (in this case, theoretical worlds) would coexist and work together in
their respective milieus? Is it necessary to make one out of two? Further-
more, given the historical power differential in the structure of knowledge,
a synthesis would prioritize critical theory, with philosophy of liberation
as a runner up in the Third World. If racism was of the essence for phi-
losophy of liberation, it was because philosophy of liberation realized that
racism operates also in the domain of knowledge, not only down there in
society. Philosophy of liberation, in other words, made an early statement
about the fact that knowledge is geopolitical and that knowledge has been
ranked, hierarchically, in relation to regions of the world (from developed
to underdeveloped) and to imperial languages (Greek and Latin behind
the six main modern and imperial European languages: Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese, from the Renaissance; German, English, and French, after
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Philosophy of liberation was not only a Third World philosophical intervention, but from its inception was written in Spanish, while critical theory was not only in the First World, but was expressed in the German language.

AND NOW WHAT?

Now we are in a better position to return to the communal. What is the communal? Let’s start with a simplified description offered by the Aymara sociologist Félix Patzi Paco. By “communal” we understand that Patzi Paco refers to the collective management of resources and at the same time to the rights that families, for example, have to use and benefit from what is collectively produced and shared. He makes clear that while the communal has its millenarian foundation in agrarian societies in the Andes, it currently applies to urban centers as well. Thus, in contradistinction to modernity, in which the fields of knowledge, the political field, the economic field, and the subjective field are distinguished from each other and understood as separate, in the communal system all forms of knowing and doing interact.

The notion of “property” is meaningless in a vision of society in which the goal is working to live, and not living to work. It is in this context that indigenous thinkers have been promoting the concept of sumak kawsay/suma kamaña that was also included in the constitution of Ecuador. There is a horizon of life behind the communal—as I explained above—that cannot be subsumed under some abstract universal ideal of the commons endorsed by the Latin Left. And once again, while the European Left could sympathize with the directions Bolivia and Ecuador have taken, it is also the case that what is going on in Ecuador and Bolivia has not much to do with the reorientation of the European Left. So the “Indian Left” is not really joining the “Latin Left,” for, above all, there is no such thing; but, if we need to name it, it would be rather the “Indian decolonial.” There is no Indian Left in the first place, but rather decolonial thinking and doing. This is the point that Maurice Lemoine misunderstood in Le Monde diplomatique, when he celebrated the election of Evo Morales as the turn of the Indian Left toward the Latin Left. The election of Evo Morales was the culmination of a long process in which Indians were coming into their own, sometimes welcoming the Left, but subsuming it in their own decolonial projects.

What are the memories behind the idea of the communal, and why is the communal linked to the decolonial? We have to have some basic understanding of the organization of Tawantinsuyu, the organization of the Incanate, improperly and Eurocentrically called the “Inca empire.” Knowledge of Ancient Greece and Rome won’t do. And I would say that it is here where the divide between the Left (and obviously the Right) and the decolonial begins.

Tawantinsuyu means—as explained above—the world divided into four “suyus,” or sections, if you prefer. Imagine the two diagonals of a square without the square. The spatial shape of Tawantinsuyu was derived from the Southern Cross constellation, which cannot be seen from the northern hemisphere (it was one of the constellations that alerted Amerigo Vespucci to the fact that he was not in the Indies imagined by Columbus). At the center, where the two diagonals cross each other, we find Cuzco, the city, which means “the belly of the world,” similar to Jerusalem for Jews and Christians or to Mecca and Medina for Islam. Each suyu was organized around a group of ayllus, and each group of ayllus were organized in a larger structure called a marka. Each ayllu in each suyu belongs to a marka, and each marka is administered by a Malku, who in turn reports to the Apu-Malku, who is the ruler in each suyu.

Now imagine the same structure in each of the four suyus. How are they interrelated? Each ayllu of a given suyu is defined by a territory that includes not just a piece of land but the ecosystem of which the land is one component. The territory is not private property; it is not property at all, but the home for all of those living in and from that territoriality. Remember, we are not, in this case, in a capitalist economic organization, nor am I saying that this arrangement is ideal. I am saying that it was, and still is, more and more difficult today to ignore that the decolonial is an option, and even more difficult still to discredit this line of reflection and genealogy of thought as non-modern, whether your arguments are inspired by liberal capitalism or by state socialism.

The fact is that from Indian decolonial perspectives, the problem is not capitalism only, but also Occidentalism, which includes both capitalism and Marxism. An Indian leader like Fausto Reinaga (1906–94) made clear the distinction between what he called “la revolución India” and the “Communist Manifesto.” Marx, according to Reinaga, confronted the bourgeoisie
from the perspectives and interests of the working class and proposed a
class struggle within Occidental civilization, while the Indian revolution
was a revolution against Western civilization, including the Left, which
originated in the West.51

In a nutshell: Marxism defines itself as an option in the struggle against
capitalism; the decolonial option defines itself as an option for delinking
from Westernization, in the past, and from rewesternization both in the
present and toward the future. It would have been difficult for Marx, Lab-
briola, or Gramsci to confront and delink from Westernization, for they
were in the midst of it. Or at least, their project would not have had the
same motivations as delinking from non-European histories entangled
with Western domination. For European thinkers the need to decolonize
or dewesternize was not their priority. But for Gandhi in India, Sharri in
Iran, Fanon in Martinique-France-Algeria, and Reina in Bolivia, it was
obvious that the proletarian revolution was a far cry from what was in-
tended and that there were other urgent needs beyond the central issues
addressed by the struggle of the European Left confronting liberalism,
industrial capitalism, and a huge working class. The point is not that the
former shall supplant the latter. The point is that there is no reason for the
latter to subsume the former. Marxism focused on class struggle, decolo-
nialism on the racism that justified the exploitation of labor in European
colonies. Marxism and decoloniality are two different agendas that could
nevertheless work in collaboration if both were to understand their own
limits and potentials. But if the issues are cast by the Left in such a way
that “the Bolivian Indians joined the Latin Left,” the collaboration may not
work; and indeed, it is not working. If the situation is described as that
“under Evo Morales, the Latin Left joined Indianism,” we may be closer
to a significant shift in the geography of understanding what decoloniality
means.

Now suppose that on a given morning you pick up a newspaper in En-
gland, France, Italy, or Spain, for example, and you read something like this
headline: “The Process of Political Territorial Reconstitution at the Con-
junction of the Asamblea Constituyente in Bolivia.” Then you start reading,
and the article states,

In May and June of 2002 indigenous authorities from ayllus and markas or-
ganized a march that lasted more than thirty days in order to press Bolivian

society on the need for a Bolivian Constitutional Assembly to rewrite the
existing constitution. . . . From the perspective of indigenous leaders and
communities, this was part of a long struggle that in its present form started
in 1980, when a new form of politics, identity in politics, made it possible
for indigenous organizations to organize themselves, to make claims, and to
re-inscribe the ayllu in the present and future organization of Bolivia. For
Indian people, the ayllu forms of life, experiences, political and territorial
organization, and the hope of projecting a future of collective and communal
organization.52

Certainly, the probability of reading something like that in a European
newspaper is minimal. Le Monde diplomatique may not be eager to publish
it. But imagining that someone in Europe would make this article accessible
to the audience of progressive intellectuals, the reaction could be either a
dismissive smile or engaging the article and seriously asking: If what Ma-
manio Condori (the Ayuama intellectual who wrote the article) is arguing
appears to be a nice idea, can it be implemented, and how? I do not have
the answers for such complex questions, but I do have some ideas on how
to start thinking about them. Let’s start with three.

First, Patzi Paco made an important disclaimer in his proposal toward a
communal system as an alternative to the liberal system. First of all, the re-
constitution of ayllus and markas, is a task that is also being pursued by the
national organization Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas del Qullasuyu
(CONAMAQ).53 Having already defined ayllu and marka, we can add now
the meaning of Qullasuyu (Bolivia is the territory of the people of European
descent, Qullasuyu the territory of Aymara and Quechua population). As
you remember, Tawantinsuyu was divided into four suyus (Chinchaysuyu,
Qullasuyu, kuntisuyu, and Antisuyu). The area that is today Bolivia was
built as a nation-state on top of the territory of Inca’s Qullasuyu and on top
of the Spanish colonial organization of the Viceroyalty of Peru that first
erased the Qullasuyu. From a modern chronological perspective, Tawant-
insuyu was relegated to the past, to a history that stopped with the arrival
of the Spaniards; the advent of the Republic of Bolivia, in the nineteenth
century, superseded colonialism and, of course, the organization of Tawant-
insuyu. But from the Indian experience and perspective, that was never the
case. The reconstitution of the ayllus and markas of Qullasuyu is funda-
namental to understanding what a plurinational state may mean. And the
idea of a plurinational state is already inscribed in the new constitution of Bolivia and Ecuador. The idea is not coming from the Jacobins, Rousseau, or Mao. It is coming from the simple existence and memories of millions of Indians who are not convinced that they can live the existence and memories of millions of Europeans and their descendants in the Andes, whether from the Left or from the Right. To be sure, you can find Indians who join the Left or the Right, but that doesn't deny the fact that the reorganization of the Qullasuyu is an Indian project and not a leftist one. Therefore, the reconstitution of ayllus and markas is not just for Indians, but for all Bolivians.

Second, does it mean that the communal is a proposal simply to replace the Bolivian liberal-(neo)colonial state founded after the independence from Spain and that lasted until today? Such a route would not lead to a plurinational state. It would result in an Indian national state, instead of a Creole-mestizo national state, forcing Indian leaders and community to rewrite the constitution. There are indeed other organizations claiming the right to intervene in the constitution of a plurinational state, but the point I am trying to make is that the Indian communal system and the idea of decolonizing the actual state, education, and economy are not grounded in the genealogy of thought and memories of the European Left and its expansion or adoption in non-European regions.

Third, the idea of a communal system as an alternative to the (neo)liberal system that emerged from the memories and lived experiences, today, of Indian communities should not be reduced to Bolivia only, but should have a global scope. Global scope doesn't mean that the "ayllu system" should be exported like other previous models (Christian, liberal, Marxist), but that it is an invitation to organize and re-inscribe communal systems, all over the world, that have been erased and dismantled by the increasing expansion of capitalist economy, which the European Left was unable to stop. If ayllus and markas form the singular memory and organization of communities in the Andes, the memories of communal organizations all around the globe that predate and survived the advent of capitalism are what make possible the idea of a communal system that is not mapped in advance by a totalitarian ideology, of any kind or color. Once again, that Zapatistas' dictum "A world in which many worlds coexist" may be a world of communal systems in a pluriversal and not universal world order.

Pluriversality, Border Thinking, and Cosmopolitan Localism

In his book on Iranian intellectuals, Mehrzad Boroujerdi distinguished between "Orientalism in reverse" and "Nativism." In the first case, subjects who became Oriental objects in Western knowledge responded by making the West the other. By so doing, Orientalism in reverse accepts the rules of the game and attempts to change the content—not the terms—of the conversation. Nativism, in Boroujerdi's conceptualization, is something different. The term nativism here may surprise members of the cosmopolitan club. Let's first read, and then comment.

Nativism stands in the same relation to Orientalism in reverse as Eurocentrism does to Orientalism proper. Both Nativism and Eurocentrism provide an ontological and epistemological umbrella under which it becomes possible to develop a theory of history and a political platform. Whereas Eurocentrism does advocate such ideas as the uniqueness and superiority of the West and its unequivocal manifest destiny, Nativism champions the cause of abandoning, subverting, and reversing these same meta-narratives and master codes. Nativism was born of the lamentable circumstance of colonialism and the agonizing milieu of the post-World War II period of decolonization. It represents a cultural reflex on the part of many Third World intellectuals from Southeast Asia to the Caribbean eager to assert their newly found identities.

The reader may suspect that we are here confronting another essentialist proposal. The interesting aspect of the proposal is that Frantz Fanon appears, for an Iranian intellectual, as a paradigm of nativism. Boroujerdi doesn't offer any specific reference or quotation as to why Fanon would exemplify nativism, but I suspect that he has in mind statements like this one.

I am ready to concede that on the plane of factual being the past existence of an Aztec civilization does not change anything very much in the diet of the Mexican peasant of today. . . . But it has been remarked several times that this passionate search for a national culture which existed before the colonial era finds its legitimate reason in the anxiety shared by native intellectuals to shrink away from that Western culture in which they all risk being swamped. Because they realize they are in danger of losing their lives and thus becoming lost to their people, these men, hotheaded and with anger in their hearts,
relentlessly determine to renew contact once more with the oldest and most pre-colonial springs of life of their people.  

Let’s then translate “nativism” into “localism” and be clear that locals have been con-formed by the formation and transformation of the colonial matrix of power. Locals are not necessarily natives, although natives can be local, too. Some natives, though, prefer to be cosmopolitan. Immigrants are locals in the place to which they have migrated, and they were also locals in the place from which they emigrated. Natives where migrants arrive are as local as immigrants themselves. The point is, then, that localism—in the sense described by Boroujerdi—emerges because of the advent of a powerful intellectual and political elite in the colonies, linked to Europe through education. Localism is thus a historical phenomenon of the Third World, which in cases like those of Shari’ati and Ben-nabi, discussed in previous chapters, brings in conversation with both Islam and Third World decolonization. Localism, crossed and con-formed by historical forces (in this case, Persia, Islam, the Western creation of the Middle East as a region, which then became part of the Third World), then emerges as a pluriversal response and confrontation with universal Eurocentrism.

Eurocentrism, in the last analysis, is Western localism (or perhaps “nativism” is a good name for Eurocentrism) with a global design that became synonymous with universalism. Thus, Kant’s cosmopolitanism and its legacy propose the universalization of Western nativism/localism. And the Marxist Left, for better or worse, belongs to that world. This is a challenge for cosmopolitanism. On the other hand, non-Western localism is plural, since there are many multiple memories and colonial wounds inflicted by racism, ways of life, languages, beliefs, experiences connected to the West, but at the same time not subsumable to it. Localism (which should not be confused with “national fundamentalisms” or “nativism from the Right”) should be pluriversal and therefore decolonial. Since localism originated “from the lamentable circumstance of colonialism”—or, better yet, from the logic of coloniality common to different Western imperial/colonial expansions (by Spain, France, England) and its imperial surrogates after the sixteenth century (imperial Russia, Soviet Union, Japan)—a trademark of localism is the decolonial thread that connects and makes of pluriversality a global project. Why, because Western imperial surrogates became surrogates by reproducing the logic of coloniality and, by the same token (of being second-hand imperial states) became second-class empires. Their destiny varied: Russia mutated into the Soviet Union that finally collapsed. And Japan by now is turning toward dewesternization and is ending its second-class status in relation to Western empires. Decolonial localism—therefore—is global, or, if you wish, cosmopolitical. Thus we arrive at the paradoxical conclusion that if cosmopolitanism is to be preserved in humanity’s goals toward the future, it should be in the form of “cosmopolitan localism”—an oxymoron, no doubt, but the Kantian project of one localism becoming the universal is untenable today. Cosmopolitan localism (which is decolonially critical cosmopolitanism) is another expression for pluriversality as a global project. The Kantian legacy should be reduced to its proper localism and stripped of its imperial/global pretensions. Recognizing the “idea” doesn’t mean accepting its implementation. Cosmopolitanism can only work if there is no master-global design, but a global agreement in which no one will rule without being ruled. This constitutes a tough call for those who believe that their party, religion, or ideology is in the best interest of all and has to be imposed to achieve universal peace and well-being. It’s a tough but realistic call now that the global political society is growing and on its feet; it is aware that the era of being ruled and obeying, or being repressed for disobeying, is reaching its limits.

Opening Up

I turn now to Aníbal Quijano, who inspired the epistemic and political project modernity/coloniality/decoloniality, specifically to a powerful op-ed he published in America Latina en Movimiento, in February 2009. Quijano argues that the global financial crisis, which coincides with global warming and the march toward death, is not just another crisis of capitalist cyclical self-adjustment. There is something radically different, Quijano argues, in this crisis; there is a new and important element that emerged from all of this: hope. The title of his opening contribution to the special issue is titled “An Other Historical Horizon” (Otro horizonte de sentido histórico).

Después de 500 años probablemente es la primera vez en la historia de este patrón de poder en el cual comenzamos no solamente a esperar un futuro,
a trabajador por ese futuro, pues estamos de cierta manera comenzando ese futuro, estamos conviviendo con el futuro que necesitamos, porque lo estamos comenzando a hacer ahora. Esta idea no es una mera imagen... nada es en ese sentido clásico una utopía, algo que no tiene lugar en el universo. Esto tiene lugar en el universo, para que esto tenga sentido no sólo como imagen sino como fenómeno, como una tendencia real y necesaria de esta realidad.37

It is probably the first time in the history of the “patrón colonial de poder” (colonial matrix of power) that we all are not only hopeful toward the future, we are also working toward that future, and we are beginning to build that future, we are at this very moment building it. This is not a simple image... neither is an utopia, in the classical sense of the word. This is happening in the planet and in that sense it is not an image but a phenomenon that manifests itself as a real tendency of a historical necessity.

"An other historical horizon" is at work, because the growing decolonial awareness emerges from the fact that for many, for 70 percent of the world’s population, there is a question of survival. They no longer hope that God or the State or the Corporations will help them to live their lives, for they realize not only that God is absent, but that the State and the Corporations are not on their side, that “development” (a particular form of the rhetoric of modernity), rather than leading to freedom, leads to coloniality: poverty, enslavement, the killing of “nature” in favor of “commodities.” For Quijano, the historical horizon that we are living in now, that we (all “we”) are part of, is constituted not only of discourses and theories, but of the organization and re-organization of communities, of global networks that generate structures of governance, and of economic management. This is another way of describing the emerging global political society and the materialization of decolonial options leading the way to noncapitalist global futures. It won’t be an easy ride, but it is a ride full of hope and creativity—creativity motivated not by competition, but by love and the will to live in search of the communal.

But the last word shall go to Nina Pacari, a prominent lawyer, politician, and activist from an indigenous community in Ecuador.58 Her words come from a weeklong seminar in the summer school organized by the Universidad Complutense de Madrid in July 2006.59 Pacari, who was the only Indian

and woman at the seminar, began her presentation by confronting non-Indian understanding of Indian nations.

En estos últimos tiempos se habla de la "emergencia indígena." De unos seres anclados en los museos para el gusto colonial de muchos, hemos pasado a ser unos actores que les provocamos miedo, incertidumbre o desconfianza. Y es que no se acaba de procesar y asumir la presencia "visible" de los indios (en el sentido individual) y la de sus pueblos (en el sentido colectivo) para compartir la construcción y ejecución de un proyecto común relacionado con países pluri-étnicos que los pueblos originarios seamos reconocidos como portadores de un pensamiento, de una filosofía, de unos valores de una cultura política diferenciada.60

In the past years the "indigenous emergence" has become a topic of many conversations. In those conversations we have moved from people anchored in the museums (according to the colonial preferences of many) to being social actors who provoke fear, uncertainty, and mistrust. The problem is that the presence of the Indians (in the individual sense of the word) and the people (in the collective sense) has not been yet entirely processed and assumed. Therefore, Indians are not yet accepted in building common [state] projects in pluri-ethnic countries. It is not yet accepted that "pueblos originarios" be recognized as carriers of a different system of thought, philosophy, values, and political culture.

Pacari’s opening statement resonates, loudly, with the philosophical perspective of the Māori anthropologist Linda Tuhiwai Smith, in New Zealand (see chapter 3), and certainly with that of Patzi Paco, who thinks politically from the history and experiences of indigenous nations subordinated to Spanish colonialism and then to the Creole-mestizo idea of one nation–one state, instead of thinking politically from the history and experiences of European nations that subordinated many people around the globe. The initiatives and the necessary work to dispense with the logic of coloniality can hardly only come from actors embedded in European history, as Frantz Fanon made clear in his debate with Jean-Paul Sartre. Fanon thanked Sartre for setting an agenda for black people, for telling them what to do in order to liberate themselves. Here is where the Left comes together with the Right: while the Right (white, liberal, and conservative) undertakes a mission to civilize and develop, the Left (white also) is assuming the
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savior's mission of how to liberate from the oppression of capitalism. At the moment when the entire world is participating, there is no longer room for saviors of the other, since the others themselves are doing the work that in the last analysis will be beneficial for the saviors of all kinds, secular (political and economic) and religious.

Nina Pacari goes on to add that in such circumstances (the resistance of the Creole-mestizo population), "indigenous political participation . . . is a fundamental tool for epistemic decolonization which is nothing other than the re-inscription of ancestral knowledges and its inclusion in the dynamic of civilization co-existence in their execution of public management [gestión pública]." Pacari then explains the "cultural codes of indigenous nations," that is, the political and economic philosophies that guide their living, their thoughts, and their aims in the construction of plurinational states in the Andes in an irreversible process of decolonizing political economies that sustain capitalist practices and political theories that support the (neo)liberal state. The philosophical (epistemic and political), categorical apparatus that suspends the claims, needs, and aims of indigenous nations, is summarized by Pacari as follows:

1. **Yachai**, which means the wisdom to orient people by means of programs and proposals. (Notice that she is not calling for expertise, but for wisdom.)
2. **Ricsina**, which means to know (conocer), is necessary to understand the complexity of human geography and with that knowledge to promote and support harmony and conviviality.
3. **Ushai**, which means to know and be able to execute (saber o poder ejecutar) in order to avoid improvisation.
4. **Pacta-Pacta**, which means to enact democracy, relationships built among equals, and collective participation in social administration.
5. **Muskui**, which means utopia in the sense of a historical horizon, rather than a fiction or imagination. It is a vision conceived in short and long terms in order to avoid immediacy and acting guided by reactions and improvisation.

Thus, power understood in these terms and in this codification is not a model to be executed, but the signpost of processes in permanent construction. What is at stake, Nina Pacari observes, is the reformulation of the political culture, the reformulation of the very political doing. Thus the contribution of identity (collective entities) in politics is necessary and innovative. Identity in politics is a necessary corrective also of the idea that traditional political parties (in Ecuador, the United States, France, etc.) represent politics without identity because they belong to the universal and neutral modern theory of the state. But it so happened that theories of the state, whether in imperial countries or in their former colonies, and the political parties formed around the principles of Western political theories, were not invented, debated, or defended by Indians, or Africans, or Chinese, or Iranians. In other words, the belief and the illusion that political parties are empty of identity corresponds with the general Western principle of objectivity without parenthesis, that is, objectivity without identity (see figure 2, page 35).

Finally, indigenous empowerment through identity in politics rests in four general philosophical principles.

1. **Proportionality-Solidarity.** This principle proposes and motivates political actions and thinking in favor of those who have less.
2. **Complementarity.** This principle points toward the right of all to participate in the making of what society needs, not just as waged labor or being left out because there aren't jobs. It is the principle of convergence and conviviality in the harmony of two contradictory terms.
3. **Reciprocity.** Another expression for reciprocity is la minga: rights and responsibilities from which no one is exempt; it implies to receive and to give.
4. **Correspondence.** This principle points to the need to share responsibilities.

During the days in which I was finishing the afterword, several listserves were distributing news about, and petitions for, condemning the killing of Indians in the Peruvian Amazon, in the north of the country. The events started in the early morning of 5 June 2009, when the state Dirección Nacional de Operaciones Especiales attacked without warning a group of four thousand Peruvian indigenous citizens of Awanjun origin. The function of the "forces of order" was to unblock the highway that the Awanjun Peruvian citizens had blocked to avoid being dispossessed of their lands by the government of Alan García, which proposed to allow on those lands "el desarollo de industrias extractivas" (the development of industry...
extracting natural resources, such as oil, minerals, and biofuel). The Amazonian movement was a peaceful and massive event defending human rights and the participants' territory, which had for centuries provided their way of life and subsistence.\textsuperscript{65}

Events of this kind have been common, particularly in the past sixty years. I am sure that when Amartya Sen wrote Development as Freedom, he did not think of development as going hand in hand with expropriation and killing, if necessary, rather than with freedom. The attitude of President Alan García is consistent with the kind of subjectivity that characterizes capitalist culture: a state politics that privileges "development" at the cost of the lives of citizens, who are just guilty of existing. In spite of the massacre, the historical process initiated by the political society is irreversible; or as Quijano states, instances of the global process could be and are defeated here and there, or perhaps life on the planet is extinguished before, but the decolonial march of the global political society has reached the point of no return.\textsuperscript{66}
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16 The concept was incorporated in the new constitution of Ecuador. If you Google "Sumak Kawsay," you will find that many entries have appeared in the past year or so, mostly written by mestizos and mestizas in Latin America and by intellectuals of the European Left. I select two pieces closer to my argument: "El Sumak Kawsay como expresión de la descolonialidad del poder," by the Colombian journalist and activist Tatiana Roa Avendaño; and "Modernidad, desarrollo, interculturalidad y..."
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48 To be more precise, in Aymara the expression is suma jaqañu, which means to live in harmony with all living organisms; it is a philosophical vision. Suma Kamana, which is the more popular term today, is used in a more restrictive sense, although it is compatible with the original expression (personal communication with Marcelo Fernández-Osco). In addition to the proliferation of writings on the concept...
of buen vivir, there is a documentary that was made in Bolivia by indigenous video and filmmakers: Suma Qamana, Sumak Kausay, Teko Kavi/For a Better Life (2008). The documentary was directed collectively and produced by the Cinematography Education and Production Center, Bolivian Indigenous Peoples’ Audiovisual Council.
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60 Pacari, “La incidencia de la participación política de los pueblos indígenas,” 47, emphasis added.

61 A sensible narrative can be found in Diawara, “Pan-Africanism and Pedagogy.” Diawara summarizes this conundrum (the salvationist white Left telling black people what to do): “Ironically, this awareness of common struggle, of the worldwide demand for human rights from White supremacists and capitalists, seems to take away Négritude’s first claim to authenticity and singularity. As some students in the class pointed out, it may not be possible to take everyone in the direction that Sartre is taking Négritude. The desire to appear universal may cause Négritude to forget or ignore some of its constituent elements, and therefore to disintegrate. The students were concerned about Sartre setting the agenda for the Négritude poets, a white man telling them what to do and how to do it and therefore diluting the radical ideas in the movement” (ibid.).


63 Ibid., 57. For a distinction between identity politics and identity in politics, very much in line with Pacari’s pronouncement, see Mignolo, “The Decolonial Option and the Meaning of Identity in Politics.”

64 Minga is a Quechua word that expresses a sense of community and cooperation in “bar raising.” Bar raising was common in the rural United States in the late eighteenth century and the nineteenth, but minga carries the weight of the Indian lifestyle and way of being in the world.

65 See Equipo Nizkor, “Perú.” In October 2003, the president of Bolivia, Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada, left the country after ordering a military repression of citizens, the majority being Indians, who were defending their territories against government threats to expropriate their land in order to support extraction of natural resources by private and international corporations. See Clavero, “¿Genocidios Afines?”

66 While this book was in production, I received a copy of Descolonización en Bolivia. Cuatro ejes para comprender el cambio, edited by Vicepresidencia del Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia y la Fundación Boliviana para la Democracia Multipartidaria (La Paz: December 2010). Aymara and Quecha leaders and thinkers involved and engaged in making Bolivia a plurinational state participated in creating the book, which is the most detailed examination to date of the possibilities and difficulties of advancing processes of decolonization within the State.
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